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This study examined organizational change in science museums toward practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities. Guided by two overarching frameworks, organizational learning and the social model of disability, this study sought to answer the following: What are the contexts and processes that facilitate, sustain, or impede a science museum’s change toward practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities? The research orientation was a qualitative, multiple case study. The cases featured three science museums that varied in size and location, but shared a documented history of efforts to include people with disabilities. Data were collected through observations and interviews with people with disabilities, interviews with staff members, observations of museum work, and documentation. Data analysis focused on generating descriptions and interpretation of the individual cases and the collection of cases.

Findings demonstrate that change toward inclusion in these three museums is an on-going process that is embedded within the work of a broad range of organizational areas. Findings also suggest actions science museums can take to facilitate change toward inclusion, including involving people with disabilities in organizational work, engaging in experimentation and reflection, promoting the idea that practices that benefit people with disabilities also improve the museum for others, and embedding information about inclusive practices into internal communication, professional development, and large
projects. These actions appear to promote organizational learning and sustainment of inclusive practices by concretizing the purpose of inclusion, developing staff who serve as internal resources, providing mechanisms for on-going feedback, and raising staff awareness of the importance of inclusion.
Preface

As this study was conducted within a qualitative research paradigm, I feel it is important that the reader understand who I am as a researcher and the multiple lenses through which I view the data and findings of this study. I come to this study not just as a doctoral candidate, but also as a researcher who holds a position within a science museum, an advocate for the inclusion of people with disabilities, and a leader who wants to learn more about ways to successfully facilitate organizational change toward more inclusive practices. For me, therefore, this study is not simply an academic pursuit. My desire is that the findings from this study will inform science museum professionals as we think about ways to make their own museums more inclusive of people with disabilities.

Sixteen years ago, at the age of 24, I was given a great gift: Betty Davidson, Ph.D. became my mentor. Betty Davidson is a remarkable woman whose work has shaped the inclusion of people with disabilities in science museums across the country. A passionate informal science education professional, Betty deeply believes that science museums play a meaningful role in society as places where everyone can learn about science, technology, engineering, and mathematics. As a lifelong wheelchair/cane user, Betty is also intimately familiar with the sting of exclusion.

In the late 1980’s, Betty changed how the Museum of Science, Boston (where I currently work) developed its exhibitions so that the inclusion of people with disabilities and universal design became core organizational values. I interned with Betty Davidson in the 1990’s. When Betty decided to retire in the early 2000’s, I inherited her informal designation as an advocate for the inclusion of people with disabilities at the Museum.
Since Betty’s retirement, my career has taken many twists and turns. I no longer work for the Exhibits Department, but instead lead the Museum’s Research and Evaluation Department. Despite this shift, a focus on the inclusion of people with disabilities and my commitment to upholding Betty’s legacy remain with me. Each year, the Research and Evaluation Department conducts multiple studies that examine ways to create museum environments that are more inclusive of people with disabilities. I have also shifted from being less of a mentee to more of a mentor, helping others (whether at the Museum of Science or at other museums across the United States) to engage in practices that are more inclusive of people with disabilities. Another change is that I am no longer the informally designated advocate, but instead have become the formal co-leader of the Accessibility Committee at the Museum of Science.

As an advocate, the decision to focus on change in practice rather than innovations in practice is a strategic one. While many designs and technological innovations have been developed over the years to create museum environments that are more inclusive of people with disabilities, few have been consistently adopted or applied. I believe, therefore, that creating museum environments that are more inclusive of people with disabilities requires not just new knowledge or designs, but changes in how we as science museum professionals fundamentally conceive of our work.

My positionality as a researcher can best be described as an external/insider for this study. During the course of my career, I have worked closely with many science museums across the country, including the three that are the focus of this study. Hence, I was never truly an outsider when I was gathering, analyzing, or interpreting the study’s
data. I am also an external/insider when it comes to my disability status. I was not raised in a culture of disability, and do not self-identify as a person with a disability. Over the years, however, I have developed many close relationships with mentors and fellow advocates who have lived with disability and I have come to accept the disability rights causes as my own. I have also come to understand that we all exist along a spectrum of able-to-disable (especially as a 5’1” female who wears glasses), and that ableness is temporary (like many others, I too have experienced injuries that required the use of walkers and other assistive devices for brief periods of time).

These are the lenses through which I view the findings of this study: as an external/insider to both disability and the participating science museums; an internal researcher who is focused on studies that inform the work of one specific science museum; and as an advocate and leader for change toward inclusion of people with disabilities who is looking to strengthen her own practice. I hope this explanation of who I am informs and guides your reading and interpretation of this study.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Museums play an integral role in civic society. They are social institutions that reflect and shape the ideas and knowledge that are preserved and disseminated to current and future generations (Janes & Conaty, 2005). Hence, what a museum presents as worthy content and who the museum considers to be part of its visiting public communicates a message about what and who are legitimate parts of “normal” society. Given this, museums play a critical role in the struggle for disability rights and inclusion. If people with disabilities are excluded from museums, it reinforces existing ableist notions that people with disabilities are somehow “other” (Hehir, 2002). Conversely, inclusion of people with disabilities in museums is an important indicator that people with disabilities are a part of normal society.

In addition to their role as social institutions, museums are also learning institutions. They are one of the few physical places members of the public can visit to engage in informal learning. Students with disabilities currently participate less in out-of-school-time learning experiences than students without disabilities (Wagner et al., 2002). Such decreased participation is significant given that informal learning not only supports the learning that takes place in the classroom, but also plays a critical role in fostering and promoting lifelong learning (National Research Council, 2009, p. 127). Exclusion from informal learning experiences, therefore, not only has the potential to place students with disabilities at a disadvantage within the classroom (Roald, 2002), but also potentially contributes to educational disadvantages throughout the lifespan.
Although museums have made great strides in the last 20 years to become more inclusive, the inclusion of people with disabilities in museum learning is still a specialized rather than a normalized practice. According to a science museum poll, the majority of science museum professionals feel that less than half of their exhibitions are accessible to people of a broad range of disabilities (Tokar, 2004). Furthermore, a survey of all US museums found that less than 25% have accessibility plans related to technology (Institute of Museum and Library Services, 2006). While these statistics may appear low, they are likely overestimates as each survey relied on self-reported estimates of inclusion. Walters (2009) found in her survey of US and UK institutions that there was a discrepancy between whether an institution felt they achieved full or partial access for people with disabilities and the actual access policies, programs, or practices that were in place. These findings are supported by a recent report that documents actions museums are taking or not taking to include people with disabilities in informal science learning, which found that only a handful of institutions are responsible for the majority of inclusive programs and exhibits created by science museums (Reich, Price, Rubin, & Steiner, 2010).

Studies looking specifically at museum content and collections further confirm continued and widespread exclusion of people with disabilities. Systematic reviews of museum collections have repeatedly shown that representations of disability were either absent in the collections (even in the portraits of famous people who are known to have disabilities) or portrayed people with disabilities as sick or freaks (Allday, 2009; Delin, 2002; Sandell, Delin, Dodd, & Gay, 2005). Furthermore, some museums have actively
excluded from their exhibitions content that presented disability as a culture as opposed to a defect (Bergey, 2008).

The exclusion of people with disabilities from both museum content and practices may explain why people with disabilities believe museums are currently exclusionary institutions. Studies of accessible art museum programs specifically targeting visitors who are blind or have low vision found that people with visual disabilities continue to feel excluded from learning in art museums (Buyurgan, 2009; Hetherington, 2003; Reich et al., 2011), thus concluding that “without institutional change, educational events for the blind will continue to be an inadequate supplement to a structure that is and remains inequitable” (Candlin, 2003, p. 100). Furthermore, additional studies found that visitors of all kinds of disabilities report numerous barriers to full participation in museum offerings including the following: the design of the museum’s facilities, exhibits, and programs; untrained or unhelpful staff members; and the absence of disabilities in museum content and collections (Dodd, Hooper-Greenhill, Delin, & Jones, 2006; Landman, Fishburn, Kelly, & Tonkin, 2005; Poria, Reichel, & Brandt, 2009).

The continued exclusion of people with disabilities from museum learning reflects neither the absence of legislation mandating museums become more inclusive nor the lack of effort on the part of museum professional organizations to raise awareness of the need for inclusion. Legislation in countries such as the United Kingdom, the United States, and Australia, mandates the inclusion of people with disabilities in museum learning, yet this legislation is not always adhered to. In the United States, the Americans with Disabilities Act and Section 504 of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act require that
museums be accessible to people with disabilities. The extension of this legislation to include a museum’s educational offerings was confirmed in a Department of Justice settlement, which found the International Spy Museum in violation of Section III of the Americans with Disabilities Act since visitors with visual impairments were not provided full access to the Museum’s exhibits and programs (Department of Justice, 2008).

There have also been many field-wide initiatives that have pushed museums to reconsider the accessibility of the programs, exhibits, and facilities they offer. Noteworthy examples include the American Association of Museum’s (AAM) *Everyone’s Welcome* initiative (AAM, 1998), the Association of Science-Technology Center’s (ASTC) *Accessible Practices* initiative (ASTC, 2000), and the University of Leicester’s *Rethinking Disability Representation in Museums and Galleries* project (Dodd, Sandell, Jolly, & Jones, 2008). Despite such efforts, the field in many ways remains unmoved. For example, although the *Accessible Practices* summative evaluation found that the effort resulted in an increase in the number of conference presentations related to accessibility during the 2002 and 2003 ASTC annual conferences (Hein, 2002, 2003), by 2008, this trend was reversed; none of the presentations during the 2007 ASTC annual conference addressed this topic, and only one presentation discussed people with disabilities in each of the 2006 and 2008 conferences.

Although people with disabilities are frequently excluded from museum learning experiences, there are many exceptions. Some museums have recently made efforts to alter the design and development of museum learning experiences (such as exhibits, programs, and media) to be more inclusive. Evaluations have found that people with
disabilities can learn and benefit from inclusive learning experiences, whether they focus on art, science, or history (Chin & Lindgren-Streicher, 2007; Cohen & Heinecke, 2004; Ellenbogen, 2007; Giusti & Landau, 2004; Karp & Leblang, 2004; Kirk, 2001; Onol, 2008; Rapp, 2005; Rhoads, 2009; C. E. Tisdal, 2007). Additional studies also found that museum exhibits designed for people with disabilities can offer increased learning opportunities for museum visitors without disabilities (Basham, Meyer, & Perry, 2010; Davidson, Heald, & Hein, 1991; Reich, 2006a).

Given that some museums have successfully created learning environments that are inclusive of people with disabilities, the problem does not appear to be the incompatibility between people with disabilities and museums, but instead the incompatibility between current museum practices and the needs of people with disabilities. This problem statement matches the social model of disability, which supports the notion that barriers to participation by people with disabilities derive from society’s response to human differentiation rather than the deficiencies of the individual (Barnes, 1998; Barton & Armstrong, 2001; L. Davis, 2001; Gill, 1999; McDermott, 1996; McDermott & Varenne, 1995).

The social model of disability presupposes that enhanced participation in museum education by people with disabilities is achieved when those who design museum educational experiences take action to ensure those experiences are inclusive of people with disabilities. If museums are to move forward in this area, therefore, the field needs to gain a better understanding of the contexts and processes that enable and prevent a change toward and sustainment of more inclusive practices.
Museums and Change

Museums, as institutions founded for purposes of collecting and preserving, are not known as being responsive to change. In fact, change in museums has been described as resulting from traumatic events that cut at the very fabric of who these institutions perceive themselves to be. As written by Elieli and Gould (1995, p. 27), “When is a change considered a trauma, particularly in an institution like a museum whose objective is to preserve permanence and memory? In such an organization, every change will seem traumatic.” Others theorize that it is not possible for museums to substantially change after they have been established and that the best way to facilitate a change is to found a new kind of institution or field (DiMaggio, 1991; Ogawa, Loomis, & Crain, 2008). This notion of change in museums as impossible or traumatic at best can leave inclusion advocates feeling hopeless and defeated.

There is reason, however, for such advocates to remain optimistic. Despite their reputation as static and unchanging, museums have changed over the years. For example, many museums have experienced a dramatic shift in their overall mission and purpose. While before they viewed themselves as focused on collecting and preserving, they now also view their purpose as one of interpreting and educating (Hirzy, 1992). This is best exemplified in the current definition of a museum as written by the American Association of Museums (AAM):

Museums make their unique contribution to the public by collecting, preserving, and interpreting the things of this world. . . . Their missions include collecting and preserving, as well as exhibiting and educating with
materials not only owned but also borrowed and fabricated for these ends.

The museum universe in the United States includes both collecting and noncollecting institutions. Although diverse in their missions, they have in common their nonprofit form of organization and a commitment of service to the public. (AAM, 2000)

This shift towards more public-focused institutions has led to changes in how museum exhibitions are developed (Roberts, 1997), how museums are directed (Suchy, 2004), and how museum leaders seek to define success (D. Griffin, 2008). In addition to the changes that have taken place within the museum field as a whole, individual institutions have also been known to adopt whole new educational practices (J. Griffin et al., 2007), and to develop new visions for the role they wish to play in their community (AAM, 2002). Certain well-funded, multi-organizational initiatives have been known to have a sustained effect on a broad range of museum programming and offerings (C. K. Brown, 2006), including science museums (Sneider & Burke, 2011).

While it is well-documented that change can occur within museums, the contexts and processes that facilitate or detract from change are only just recently being studied. Previously, what had been known about change in museums came from personal accounts that described change as experienced by museum professionals (Gurian, 1995; Hirsch & Silverman, 2000). While insightful, these accounts did not present a strong description of the contexts and processes that contribute to or detract from change.

More recently, a few empirical studies have been conducted that looked at change in museums. One series of studies that examined change from the perspective of museum
management found that change toward more visitor-focused and effective practices stems from a participative style of leadership where formal institutional leaders demonstrate a concern for quality, good communication with staff members, and establish a shared sense of goals (Abraham, Griffin, & Crawford, 1999; D. Griffin, Abraham, & Crawford, 1999). Another study of change in history museums highlighted, however, that CEO’s and other senior leaders are not the only individuals who can initiate change; change agents can be found in all levels and in all areas of an organization (Tangorra Matelic, 2008). This study, which specifically looked at history museums, further supports the idea that change in museums can be traumatic and emotional for the staff members involved. Drawing from interviews conducted with history museum professionals and organizational change research and theories from outside of the museum, findings from this research also reveal, however, that change is possible and can be successful when supported through a process that involves attending to the emotions of staff members, focusing on transformational leadership, intensely involving multiple stakeholders, and fostering organizational learning.

Given the limited scholarship around change in museums, how can the field begin to understand the contexts and processes that influence whether a change toward greater inclusion of people with disabilities takes hold within an organization, and how those contexts and processes shape the change that is implemented?

**Research Question**

The purpose of this research study is to generate an enhanced understanding of the contexts and learning processes that sustain or detract from a change toward more
inclusive educational practices in museums. This study draws from two frameworks, including the social model of disability and organizational learning.

The social model of disability serves as a lens for viewing the inclusion of people with disabilities in museum learning. The social model supports the notion that barriers to participation by persons with disabilities derive from society’s response to human differentiation rather than the deficiencies of the individual (Barton & Armstrong, 2001; L. Davis, 2001; Gill, 1999; McDermott, 1996; McDermott & Varenne, 1995). This model presupposes that enhanced participation in museum education by people with disabilities is achieved when those who design museum educational experiences work and interact with people with disabilities in meaningful ways (Hollins, 2010).

Organizational learning serves as a lens for studying organizational change. Organizational learning is based on an understanding that organizations, like individuals, are capable of learning and it is through such learning that new structures, systems, processes, knowledge, beliefs, and practices can be developed (Argyris & Schon, 1974). Organizational learning is based on an underlying assumption that organizations are open, complex systems that are held together by the shared understandings and cultures amongst its members (Scott, 2003).

Combined, the social model of disability and organizational learning frameworks provide ways of viewing the why, what, and how of science museum change toward inclusion. This research study, therefore, examines the following questions: What are the contexts and learning processes that facilitate, sustain, or detract from a museum’s
change toward more inclusive practices? How do these learning processes and the museum contexts influence the kinds of change that take place?
Chapter 2: Literature Review

Understanding change toward the inclusion of people with disabilities in science museums requires a conceptual framework that defines the following: 1) disability and its meaning within a broader society, and 2) the process through which organizational change can transpire. As stated in the introduction, this study is grounded in an understanding of disability as a social construct and change as a process that occurs through organizational learning. This literature review looks at the intersections of these two theories by beginning with an explication of each. It then describes prior empirical studies that examined change toward inclusion across a variety of organizations, including schools, museums, non-profit organizations, and corporations, and interprets findings across these studies from the perspective of the two guiding frameworks. From this analysis, a beginning framework is formed, which serves as a starting point for the investigation of change toward greater inclusion of people with disabilities in three science museums across the United States.

The Social Model of Disability and its Meaning for Organizational Change

The message “Not for you” is endemic to life with a disability. People with disabilities are frequently excluded from full participation in society based on the pervasive barriers that exist within the practices, cultures, and structures of social institutions. The effects of such exclusion can be found in statistics that describe how people with disabilities are less likely to be employed and more likely to live in poverty than their non-disabled peers (Waldrop & Stern, 2003), as well as in the personal accounts of people with disabilities who report feeling undignified and dependent in
museums (Landman et al., 2005), segregated and “different” in school settings (Diez, 2010; Solis, 2006), and freakish when viewing artistic depictions of disability (Delin, 2002; Hevey, 2010).

Disability studies scholars posit that the existence of such exclusion reflects society’s response to human difference, which results in designs, systems, practices, and processes that are based on unstated assumptions of what it means to be “normal.” Failure to acknowledge human variation leads to the development of public and private institutions that are open and accessible for some individuals, but exclude others (L. J. Davis, 2010; Freund, 2001; Schriner, 2001). The notion that community and societal inclusion stems from changes within societal institutions rather than changes to characteristics of individuals is called the social model of disability (Barnes, 1998; Shakespeare, 2010). It is a radical departure from the traditional, medical model which defines disability as a medical defect that should be treated or fixed. Disability studies scholars argue that the medical model of disability leads to “ableism” and a denial of rights that coincides with the notion that persons with disabilities are somehow “other” (Gill, 1999; Hehir, 2002; Smith, 2001). The social model of disability, in contrast, places the responsibility for change within society.

The social model of disability has implications for how one thinks about and defines education for people with disabilities (Baglieri & Knopf, 2004). Many have argued that the very idea of “special education” is based on medical assumptions of disability, and what is needed is movement away from the deficit framework where the barrier to learning is thought to reside within the student (Skrtic, 1991). Instead, such
scholars advocate for a social constructivist model of learning, where the disability is presumed to result from the interactions of the individual within a specific context (Lipsky & Gartner, 1996; Trent, Artiles, & Englert, 1998). The notion that the ability to learn is contextual, and that all learners can do extremely well in some environments yet fail in others, is also shared amongst those who advocate for culturally-based understanding of disability education (Dudley-Marling, 2004; McDermott, 1996; McDermott & Varenne, 1995) as well as individuals who promote universal design for learning (Rose & Meyer, 2002).

Those who align themselves with the social model of disability perspective of education advocate for a model of inclusion. While some define inclusion in terms of student placement (Kavale & Mostert, 2003), others argue that the term inclusion has greater social meaning and requires a more substantial shift than the placement of students alone. Barton and Armstrong (2001) define inclusive education “not as an end itself but a means to an end—that of the realization of an inclusive society” (p. 708). Ainscow and Miles (2008) further state that inclusion in formal education requires . . . new thinking that challenges deeply ingrained assumptions among many educators across the world. Specifically, it requires a move away from explanations of educational failure that concentrate on the characteristics of individual children and their families, towards an analysis of the barriers to participation and learning experienced by students within education systems. (p. 21)
Inclusion takes on further meaning in informal learning environments such as museums where learners can choose how they learn, what they learn, and with whom they learn (Falk & Dierking, 2000). While some museums offer distinct programming for people with disabilities, the people who visit museums often attend in mixed ability groupings (Landman et al., 2005; Poria et al., 2009). Inclusion in science museums has been defined as follows:

Inclusion in [informal science education] goes further than ensuring that people with disabilities can enter the buildings or use the exhibits, programs, and technologies that deliver such experiences. It also requires that people with disabilities are able to learn from such experiences and participate as a part of, and not separate from, the larger social group and community. (Reich et al., 2010, p. 10)

Beyond issues related to education, the social model of disability also provides a distinct framework for understanding change in organizations. According to this model, the inclusion of people with disabilities can only stem from a change in current values, beliefs, cultures, practices, and ways of thinking as it is the current standards of organizations and social institutions that lead to situations where individuals are “disabled” to fully participate in society. The social model, therefore, necessitates the study of organizations, including how they react to notions of disability and the context and processes that promote a change in practice, knowledge, attitudes, beliefs, and cultures within those organizations. The social model of disability has been put forth as a meaningful way for understanding and advocating for change toward inclusion by
While the social model of disability holds great promise for studying organizational change toward inclusion, it also poses potential limitations. The utilization of the social model of disability for studying organizational change does not correspond with traditional notions of social model of disability research, which tends to be emancipatory in focus and encourages deep and active involvement of people with disabilities in all research phases (Barnes, 2003; Bricher, 2000; Campbell, 2000; Gill, 1999; Walmsley, 2001). Some disability studies scholars, however, advocate the need for a broader range of research styles, stating that the traditional “us versus them” rhetoric of the disability rights movement limits the number of researchers who can study the barriers that prevent changes toward inclusion and also fails to acknowledge the diversity of perspectives and viewpoints that exist within both disabled and able-bodied populations (S. C. Brown, 2001; Humphrey, 2000; Schriner, 2001). Such scholars also state that movement away from traditional, emancipatory studies of disability could widen the range of research questions asked within the framework of the social model of disability. Emancipatory studies tend to examine the experiences of people with disabilities, yet there is also a need to study the systems, processes, and procedures of those who are in power and are most likely to take the actions needed for change (J. M. Davis, 2000).

The social model of disability has also been criticized for its exclusive focus on societal barriers, while ignoring other factors such as the meaningful impact health
impairments can have on an individual (Shakespeare, 2010; Simmons, Blackmore, & Bayliss, 2008; Williams, 2001), and the role of other social forces (Mawyer, 2005). When studying organizational change, a further limitation of the social model of disability is its exclusive focus on the why of change rather than the what or how. For this reason, the social model of disability is perhaps most suited for studying organizational change when coupled with an additional theory that provides further insights on how change is facilitated, such as organizational learning.

Organizational Learning as a Way of Understanding the Process of Change

Learning had historically been thought of as an individual process, an activity that leads to changes in the way one thinks, acts, behaves, and feels. Learning, however, has come to be understood as a process that can be ascribed to whole organizations as well as to the individuals who comprise them (Levitt & March, 1988; March & Olsen, 1975). Such learning is a critical component for understanding organizational change, especially a change such as inclusion that requires individuals to reconsider long-held values and beliefs about what it means to be a normal learner and what usual practices should be.

Organizational learning is thought to have individual, community, and organization-level dimensions (Mulford, 1998). Some view organizational learning as the collective learning of the individuals who comprise an organization, and express that evidence of organizational learning can be found in the shared thoughts, ideas, processes, and beliefs that extend across individuals (Weick, Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 2005). Others describe organizational learning as more than just the sum of individual learning, citing that knowledge generated through organizational learning can become ingrained within
the organization’s memory and persist beyond the organizational life span of any one
group of individuals (Levitt & March, 1988; Yanow, 2007).

Organizational change stems from a process of organizational learning, as it is through learning that new structures, systems, processes, knowledge, beliefs, and practices can be developed (Argyris & Schon, 1974). This notion of change is tightly coupled with understandings of professional knowledge and practice that view such knowledge and practice as being interrelated and cyclical, with each stemming from and contributing to the other (Argyris, Putnam, & McLain Smith, 1990; Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999; Gherardi, 2000; Schon, 1983).

Some scholars postulate that organizational learning leads to positive change as it enables organizations to better adapt to their changing environments (Senge, 1990). Others assert, however, that both positive and negative change can result from organizational learning (Huber, 1991). As with individuals, organizational learning can lead to the development of both positive and negative behaviors. For example, a teenager learns and adopts a habit of smoking just as readily as he/she learns to engage in a proper exercise routine. The same is true for organizations, which can also learn new practices that are potentially harmful to their long-term health. As stated by Argyris and Schon (1999, p. 948), “. . . we cannot escape the need to declare what kinds of organizational learning will take to be desirable or undesirable and why.” This highlights the importance of coupling organizational learning with the social model of disability so that the how of change can be understood within the context of why.
The debate concerning whether evidence of organizational learning can be seen in all kinds of change is related to the distinction that authors Argyris and Schon (1999) and Robinson (2001) make between scholarship that describes organizational learning as a process that leads to change and scholarship that prescribes organizational learning as a remedy for fostering positive change. While the former focuses on using organizational learning as a lens for viewing whether and how change takes place, the latter is associated with studies that examine a specific kind of change—change toward becoming a learning organization (Argyris & Schon, 1995; Senge, 1990).

Within the field of educational research, studies have examined organizational learning from both a prescriptive and descriptive lens. For example, while some scholars have used organizational learning as a way of understanding the processes that facilitate or pose barriers to specific kinds of educational reform (for example, Fauske & Raybould, 2005; Honig, 2004; Ingram, Louis, & Schroeder, 2004), others have established frameworks for creating schools that exemplify the ideal of a learning organization (for example, Collinson, Cook, & Conley, 2006; Fullan, 1995), and still others have studied how schools that exemplify the notion of a learning organization respond to their external environment (for example, Giles & Hargreaves, 2006). While these varying strands of research are all worthwhile, this study uses organizational learning as a way of describing the context and process that lead science museums to change and adopt inclusive educational practices. It does not seek to study whether or not science museums are learning organizations. Therefore, this study is more closely related to scholarship that is more descriptive than prescriptive in focus.
The process behind organizational learning is on-going and iterative. Organizational learning stems from organizational members’ attempts to make meaning of their daily experiences, through a process of sense-making where they continuously apply meaning and interpretations to what they experience through everyday practice (Weick et al., 2005). Such co-constructed learning is generated through the frequent and changing interactions of the individuals who comprise an organization (Weick, 2000). As stated by Argyris and Schon (1999, p. 944)

. . . a theory of organizational learning must take account of the interplay between the actions and interactions of individuals and the actions and interactions of higher-level organizational entities such as departments, divisions, or groups of managers. Unless a theory of organizational learning satisfies this criterion, it cannot contribute to knowledge useful to practitioners of organizational learning; nor can it explain the phenomena that underlie observed limitations to organizational learning.

A necessary component of any study on organizational learning must therefore examine the interactions that occur between the individuals and various components of an organization, and how such interactions foster and contribute to the co-construction of new knowledge, values, beliefs, and practices within it.

Through his literature review, Huber (1991) developed a framework for categorizing the processes and interactions that have been found to facilitate organizational learning. These include the following: “congenital learning” (p. 91), defined as what the organization learns based on its origins; “experimental learning” (p.
which relates to what an organization learns through experimentation and testing of new ideas and theories; “vicarious learning” (p. 96), which relates to attempts to learn from the work of other organizations; “grafting” (p. 97), where an organization learns through the acquisition of new employees who bring new perspectives; and “searching and noticing” (p. 97), where an organization learns by seeking out specific insights that may be held in its internal or external environment. Such descriptions highlight the idea that the interactions that facilitate organizational learning do not always take place within the organization’s walls. In some cases, such interactions take place between existing members of the organization and its external environment through processes such as acquiring new employees, searching for information, and interacting with other organizations of its kind. In addition, Huber also describes processes that are intentional, such as purposeful experimentation and testing of new ideas, as well as unintentional, such as the learning that takes place based on the organization’s origins.

Huber’s processes focus largely on the cognitive aspects of learning such as knowledge acquisition and organizational memory. Learning, however, is more than the acquisition of knowledge; simply learning new content will not always lead to changes in behaviors. For example, just because a teenager knows that smoking can kill and exercise is healthy, this does not mean the teenager will not smoke and will exercise instead. Some organizational learning scholars, such as Yanow (2007), have advocated that the concept of organizational learning should be extended to include non-cognitive dimensions of learning, such as interests, values, beliefs, practices, and behaviors. This broadened theory of learning aligns with notions of learning in informal science learning
environments, such as museums, where multiple dimensions of science learning have been identified, including learning related to interests, identities, engagement, discourse, and skills, as well as knowledge and understandings (National Research Council, 2009). It also connects to the social model of disability, which advocates for change that extends beyond knowledge and understanding about people with disabilities to include new values and beliefs about what it means to be normal.

Argyris and Schon (1974) set forth that there are different degrees of change, and that certain change processes will more likely facilitate changes in values and goals than others. Single loop learning equates to small, iterative refinements made to the organization’s existing conceptions and practices. Double loop learning, in contrast, is evident in changes that are made to entire value systems, beliefs, and ways of understanding. It is this later form of learning that is considered to align with more substantial organizational change as it leads to substantial change not only in practice but also in organizational goals. The authors postulate that double loop learning occurs when an organization detects a difference between its theory of action (the theory it explicitly states as being the one that drives its actions) and its theory in use (what is concretized through actual practice).

While the distinction between single and double loop learning offers an important way of understanding the depth of change, it does not offer a way of considering the extent of change within an organization. In his review, Huber (1991) presents a framework for studying the extent to which an organization learns and will sustain what it learns from a breadth, elaborateness, and thoroughness perspective. According to Huber,
more organizational learning occurs when more of the organization’s components obtain this knowledge and recognize it as potentially useful. More and more varied interpretations are developed and more organizational units develop uniform comprehensions of the various interpretations. (p. 90)

From this description of successful organizational learning, one can see how such learning can be measured from the perspective of its depth, breadth, and diversity within an organization, in addition to its depth with regards to the kind of change (small and iterative single loop learning versus larger and deeper double loop learning).

When considering how organizational learning can be applied to studying change toward inclusion, one must remember that organizational learning depends on the topic that is the focus of the learning and the context within which such learning takes place (Robinson, 2001). Viewing organizational learning and change as it relates to a specific kind of change, a change toward inclusion in a science museum, requires that one not only understands organizational learning, but also what is known to facilitate or pose barriers to a change toward inclusion.

**Prior Studies of Organizational Change Toward Inclusion of People with Disabilities.**

While only a few evaluation studies have examined change toward inclusion in museums (Dodd, 2010; Hein, 2002, 2003; Sandell, 2003), other studies have been conducted across a range of fields that look specifically at organizational change from a
social model of disability perspective. These studies have examined changes toward inclusion across multiple kinds of organizations (including schools, corporations, and non-profit organizations) and can provide indications of the contexts and processes that could facilitate a change toward inclusion in museums.

A search of the literature was conducted in 2011 (just prior to the commencement of this study) to identify empirical studies that examined organizational change toward practices connected with the social model of disability. The purpose of this literature review was to generate a beginning hypothesis and framework that could subsequently be used to inform data analysis and interpretation.

This search utilized criteria previously established by Dyson, Howes and Roberts (2002) as a beginning framework for the selection criteria. Similar to Dyson et al. (2002), this review looked specifically at studies that examined change at the organization level, excluding those, therefore, that looked at change at the level of individual practice, policy, community, or broader society. While there is a connection between individual practice and organizational practice (Mulford, 1998), as well as a connection between organizational change and broader social movements (Zald, Morrill, & Hayagreeva, 2005), different mechanisms and strategies guide change at the individual, organizational, and societal level. Therefore, in an effort to identify those prior studies that would be the most pertinent to this current study, any study that did not explicitly address change toward inclusion at the organizational level was excluded.

Also similar to Dyson et al. (2002), this review focused on studies that addressed broad levels of inclusion, and excluded those that looked at the adoption of specific
inclusive practices (such as the utilization of team-teaching) and response to intervention in schools, or specific recruiting practices by businesses and non-profit organizations. Such institution-specific practices did not always connect to the social model of disability and notions of inclusion and were often inapplicable to museum practices. For example, given that the notion of special education is absent from museums, practices that stem from the special/general education dichotomy are not relevant to museums. Unlike Dyson et al. (2002), this review broadened its focus beyond inclusion in schools and also examined studies in other organization types such as businesses, museums, and other non-profits. This review in some ways also featured a more narrow focus than Dyson et al. (2002), as it looked specifically at inclusion as it relates to people with disabilities, while Dyson et al. (2002) looked at a change toward inclusion that addressed a broad range of learners.

This search was conducted through a mix of electronic searches, hand searches through bibliographic citations, and solicitations from researchers who were known to have conducted related studies (this was particularly true for museums). Electronic databases searched included ERIC, Informalscience.org, Academic OneFile, JSTOR, ASSIA, Google Scholar, Business Source Complete, and the Social Science Citation Index. Search terms included the following: social model of disability or disability rights or inclusion or universal design or inclusive education, and change or organization (depending upon the database). Articles extracted from these databases were limited to those in peer reviewed journals, except for studies related to museums where no studies related to change toward inclusion were located in peer-reviewed journals. Furthermore,
given the extensive number of studies found from the field of formal education, only those studies conducted since 1997 were included in this review as this year signifies changes to the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act that emphasized the inclusion of students with disabilities in general education, a law that corresponds more closely to the social model of disability than previous legislation. Although not pertinent to museums, this law is important for schools, the organization type for which the majority of studies were located.

Through this search, 25 empirical studies were identified that connected to the social model of disability and organizational change. While not all of the studies specifically identified the social model of disability as an overarching framework, each did address organizational changes that moved away from traditional practices that were exclusive of people with disability and towards those that would be more inclusive of a broader public, including people with disabilities.

Although the collection of 25 empirical studies looked at change toward inclusion across a range of institutions, formal education institutions (such as schools and universities) dominated the literature, with 19 of the identified 25 studies examining change toward inclusion in schools. In addition to the emphasis on schools, case study designs (21 of the 25 studies) were prevalent, and only a few of these studies (4) included data related to the perceptions of or outcomes for people with disabilities. Table 1 presents a summary of each empirical study identified through this review.

In addition to the 25 empirical studies, three literature reviews were also identified (Ainscow & Sandill, 2010; Dyson et al., 2002; Riehl, 2000). Although these
literature reviews focused on change toward inclusion in schools, they do provide a useful starting point for examining what is known about organizational processes and contexts that foster a change toward inclusion and yield insights on the kinds of conditions that might be discussed in the remaining empirical studies or found during this study’s investigation.

Of the three literature reviews, Dyson et al., (2002) is the most useful, given the extensiveness of the investigation, the transparency of the review selection criteria and study summarization process, and its specificity related to organizational change toward inclusion in schools. Although this literature review was not published in its entirety in a peer reviewed journal, it is included in this review given these characteristics. The authors used a broad definition of inclusion that encompassed a broad range of students and not just students with disabilities. This review sought evidence that it is possible to create a school that is inclusive of a diverse range of students and to understand the link between school action, change, and student outcomes. Findings from this literature review suggest school characteristics that need to be attended to in order to promote the participation of a broad range of students in learning. These actions were identified as follows:

- "School cultures" (p. 45), where culture is defined as "the norms, values and accepted ways of doing things in schools." Across studies, there was an emphasis on attitudes and values, "cultures of collaboration" with teachers working with other teachers, parents, or student-to-student collaborations (p. 46), and "the
complexity of school cultures" where a change toward inclusion may not be consistent throughout (p. 47).

- "Leadership and decision-making" (p. 47), with strong formal leaders who are committed to the principles of inclusion, as well as distributed leadership and decision-making.

- "Structures and practices" (p. 47), emphasizing the need for restructuring that eliminates barriers (in terms of student placement, as well as teacher roles and responsibilities) and changes in pedagogical practices so that they become more diverse.

- "The policy context" (p. 48), stating that policies outside of those developed by the school can both support and detract from a school's inclusive practices.

It is important to note that Dyson et al. (2002) also reported that most of the studies identified were case studies, and these case studies tended to focus on schools that were pre-determined to be inclusive. Data collection methods tended to be similar across the studies, and largely featured interviews with stakeholders and unstructured observations. Only a few studies also included perspectives from students and/or student test data. Those studies considered to be stronger were those that included perspectives from the students and/or student test data, sought to triangulate perspectives of teachers against other forms of data, and where differences between espoused theories of action and the actual theories in use were explored. They, therefore, make the recommendation that future studies should exhibit the following characteristics:
• Studies that provide "robust" evidence with regards to the extent of inclusion throughout the organization;

• The inclusion of multiple perspectives (including dissident voices) as well as some form of outcomes data;

• The investigation between specific actions and participation by a diverse range of students, "tracing causal links" (p. 57) and testing whether specific school actions were linked to participation by a diverse range of students;

• Search for "disconfirmatory evidence" (p. 57); and

• Use of multiple theoretical frameworks.

The authors acknowledge, however, that such a study would require substantial monetary and other resources and may not always be possible. Therefore, they state that these are simply recommendations, and studies should strive to meet as many criteria as possible.

Ainscow and Sandill (2010) provide a more recent review of the literature, although this review does not attempt to be systematic. Instead, it draws from existing literature and theory to explicate a new framework for describing organizational conditions that promote a change toward inclusion. This framework eschews traditional change strategies that focus on specific pedagogical practices or organizational structures. Instead, the authors state, the literature suggests the need for a framework that emphasizes a view of change as an on-going process that is focused on promoting a culture of inclusion (shared at all levels, including leaders) through connections to other schools and networks, a commitment to learning through inquiry, and distributed leadership.
More systematic but not as applicable or recent as Ainscow et al. (2010), Riehl (2000) features a literature review of studies examining the role of principals in fostering a change toward inclusion. In this review, which “integrates a variety of normative, descriptive and critical perspectives” (p. 58), the term inclusion largely relates to differences related to race, ethnicity, and social economic status, but also refers to the inclusion of students with disabilities. Similar to the claims of Ainscow and Sandill (2010) as well as Dyson et al., (2002), Riehl’s review emphasizes the role of culture, values, and beliefs in supporting and sustaining a change toward inclusion. Unlike the other reviews, however, Riehl further asserts that these values must extend beyond the school and across a diverse range of stakeholders including the students, parents, and other members of the community, and that principals can play a critical role in advocating for and generating such shared beliefs. This can be accomplished by promoting the adoption of more inclusive practices and a more inclusive culture within the school, and by also fostering connections between the school and the larger community.

While each literature review has limitations with regards to the topic of consideration and/or its methods of investigations, collectively, the three reviews provide a strong starting framework for the organizational conditions that promote a change toward inclusion. As shown in Table 2, these reviews share a number of common assumptions about what is needed to foster organizational change toward inclusion, including cultures, values, and beliefs that emphasize disability and diversity as a dimension of human difference and not a deficit; collaboration within and across
institutions; and the importance of both formal and distributed leadership. Each review, however, also provides unique insights on the conditions that promote inclusion. While Riehl (2000) highlights the importance of community involvement, Ainscow and Sandill (2010) emphasize change as an on-going process that is informed through inquiry and review of evidence of learning.

The compilation of the conditions that promote a change toward inclusion as identified across the three literature reviews was utilized as a beginning categorization scheme for examining the conditions that facilitate or present barriers to a change toward inclusion across the 25 empirical studies located as a part of this review. This scheme was then expanded upon through the emergence of additional themes identified in the review of the empirical studies.

Table 2 provides a summary of the occurrence of the identified themes across the three literature reviews and the 25 empirical studies.\(^1\) As evidenced by the data presented in this table, the following were mentioned as barriers or facilitators of a change toward inclusion:

- Shared inclusive cultures, values, and beliefs;
- Internal knowledge, expertise, and resources;
- Leadership, including both formal leaders and distributed;
- Policies, both internal and external;
- Collaboration amongst professionals within and across institutions;

\(^1\) It should be noted that there is overlap between the empirical studies and the literature reviews, as some of the studies reviewed here were also included in some of the literature reviews.
• Involvement of people with disabilities, their families, or communities;
• Pedagogical and other organizational practices;
• Change viewed as an on-going process;
• Learning through reflection and evidence;
• Outside experts;
• Funding;
• Organization history;
• Conflict; and
• Individual passion.

**Shared inclusive cultures, values, and beliefs.** Shared cultures, values, and beliefs was the most frequently stated condition that facilitated or provided a barrier to change. This condition was cited across 20 of the 25 empirical studies reviewed, as well as all three literature reviews. These studies and reviews explicitly state the need for a change toward inclusion to challenge existing values and beliefs concerning disability and inclusion and to foster and support the development of more inclusive cultures within organizations. This focus on inclusive cultures extended across the range of study types, as well as institutional types.

Multiple studies discussed the barrier to change that stemmed from persistent medical notions of disability and previously held conceptions of people with disabilities as somehow “other.” Some studies found that such values and beliefs played a critical role in sustaining the segregation of individuals with disabilities from their non-disabled peers, an occurrence that was particularly prevalent in schools (Hakala, 2010; Parrilla,
Others found that while physical barriers that promote segregation may not be present or were eliminated through leadership decisions and externally-driven policies, the absence of an inclusive culture within the organization led to continued practices of differentiation, (Dodd, 2010; England, 2003; Mamlin, 1999; Sandell, 2003; Singal, 2008) and a disconnect between the extent of inclusive practices as understood by organizational staff members and observed by the researchers (Bonner, 2004; Imants, 2002; Mamlin, 1999; Nind, Benjamin, Sheehy, Collins, & Hall, 2004; Powell & Hyle, 1997; Rodgers, 2005).

Conversely, multiple studies also found that the presence of an inclusive culture, where organizational stakeholders shared a belief that all learners are different and require differing environments to succeed, corresponded to more inclusive practices. This was seen in studies that looked at non-profit organizations (Hamner, Hall, Timmons, Boeltzig, & Fesko, 2008) and those that looked at schools (Ainscow, Booth, & Dyson, 2004; Downing, Spencer, & Cavallaro, 2004; Fisher, Sax, & Grove, 2000; Frankel & McKay, 1997; Kozleski & Smith, 2009; Kugelmass, 2001). Inclusive cultures were not reported as a facilitator of change in any of the three museum-focused studies, although existing organizational cultures and norms were specifically called out as barriers to inclusion in two of the studies (Dodd, 2010; Sandell, 2003).

The repeated mention of organizational cultures, values, and beliefs as a facilitator/barrier to change suggests that this condition is a key factor in any organizational change toward inclusion. This finding, however, should be viewed with some trepidation. Given that the social model of disability is based on a philosophy that
exclusionary practices are rooted in the perspectives, values, and beliefs held about
disability in the larger society, it is not surprising that 20 of the 25 empirical studies
reviewed as well as all three literature reviews explicitly state the need to change existing
values and beliefs concerning disability and inclusion, and the need to foster and support
the development of more inclusive cultures within organizations. In some ways, this
finding could be a self-fulfilling prophecy; if one’s framework starts with an assumption
that exclusion is the result of cultural values that promote a deficit-view of disability,
then it is likely that one will end with a conclusion that cultural values plays a critical role
in a change toward inclusion. In some cases, the researchers equated the lack of an
inclusive culture with lack of change.

It is important to note that only one of the reviewed studies looked for
disconfirming evidence (such as the kind advocated for by Dyson et al., 2002) that
challenges such a viewpoint. Ainscow and Kaplan (2005) found that, when a school was
viewed from the eyes of its students, evidence of non-inclusive cultures could be found to
operate alongside inclusive educational practices. Future research about change toward
inclusion, therefore, should look not only to record evidence of cultural shifts, but should
also seek to examine whether it is possible for individuals to engage in inclusive practices
without shifting one’s values and beliefs toward disability, and how such practices are
experienced by people with disabilities.

Internal knowledge, expertise, and resources. Although not specifically cited as
a barrier/facilitator for change in the three literature reviews, the presence or lack of
internal knowledge, expertise, and resources was cited as a facilitator/barrier for change
across 12 of the 25 studies. This is the most frequently cited condition that emerged from the review of the empirical studies that was not present in the three literature reviews.

Although frequently cited, the benefits of such internal resources were not always viewed as a positive force for change. Some studies found that formal leaders tended to defer responsibility for change to in-house experts who did not have the authority to facilitate the change, which prevented the change from taking place (Powell & Hyle, 1997). Comparatively, other studies suggested that internal expertise and knowledge of inclusive practices was a necessity as such expertise played a critical, supportive role in fostering knowledge and understanding of inclusive practices across a wider range of professionals (Downing et al., 2004; Fisher et al., 2000; Frankel & McKay, 1997; Hakala, 2010; Hein, 2002; Simon, Echeita, Sandoval, & Lopez, 2010; Sindelar, Shearer, Yendol-Hoppey, & Liebert, 2006). Other studies found that the absence of internal expertise and knowledge served as a significant barrier for sustaining meaningful change (Dodd, 2010; Mamlin, 1999; Sindelar et al., 2006; Singal, 2008).

The different perspectives offered around the role of internal expertise may reflect varying viewpoints concerning organizational knowledge and the process through which it is constructed. Some studies seemed to reflect traditional notions of knowledge as something that can be disseminated or transferred from one individual to another, while other studies viewed knowledge as something that is co-created within an organization.

**Leadership.** Of the 25 studies reviewed, 10 explored the role leadership plays in facilitating or detracting from a change toward inclusion. The definitions used to define leadership varied from study to study. Some focused on formal leaders (Ainscow et al.,
Studies examining formal leaders highlighted the need for such leaders to be not only supportive of the need for a change toward inclusion, but also to have knowledge of and belief in more inclusive practices. Riehl’s (2000) literature review highlighted the role formal leaders can play in the development of more inclusive practices. Such a role was confirmed in Ainscow et al. (2004), where the schools that adopted more inclusive practices were more likely to have formal leaders who exhibited an openness for reflection and inquiry, and Singal (2008), where school leaders were determined to be the initiator and main driving force behind the change toward inclusion. Further studies of formal leaders demonstrated that leaders who do not have knowledge of inclusive practices or exhibit cultures, values, or beliefs that are consistent with inclusion can serve as a barrier for change (Ainscow et al., 2004; Bonner, 2004; Kozleski & Smith, 2009; Mamlin, 1999; Powell & Hyle, 1997; Sindelar et al., 2006; Singal, 2008).

While the absence of knowledgeable formal leaders who were committed to inclusion was frequently cited as a barrier to change, the presence of distributed leadership was considered to be a facilitator of change. Each study that examined leadership from a distributed perspective noted that the presence of a distributed leadership team (whether formally designated or informal in nature) corresponded with a change toward inclusion (Fisher et al., 2000; Frankel & McKay, 1997; Hamner et al., 2008; Kugelmass, 2001; Vernon-Dotson, 2008).
2008; Kugelmass, 2001; Vernon-Dotson, 2008). One study cautioned, however, that distributed, informal leadership teams may not be successful if their efforts are not conducted with the support of and in collaboration with formal leaders (Vernon-Dotson, 2008). These findings suggest that a change toward inclusion may be more likely in a setting that fosters distributed leadership that is connected to and fostered by formal organizational leaders.

**Collaboration.** Across the reviewed studies, nine cited collaboration as a critical element in organizational change toward inclusion. In schools, studies highlighted multiple dimensions of collaboration. Collaborations amongst teachers (especially special education and general education teachers) was mentioned (Bonner, 2004; Parrilla, 1999), as was collaboration between the formal school leaders and teachers (Powell & Hyle, 1997). Most of the studies, however, suggested that what was needed was strong collaboration across a broad range of stakeholders: parents, teachers, school leaders, and even other schools (Ainscow et al., 2004; Downing et al., 2004; Frankel & McKay, 1997; Kugelmass, 2001). This point was strongly emphasized in Riehl’s (2000) review of the role of leadership in the change toward inclusion in schools.

Studies conducted outside of school environments also highlighted the need for collaboration. Dodd’s (2010) and Hein’s (2002) studies, both of which focused on museums, each found that involvement in a network of organizations can be a facilitator of change, especially when multiple organizations within the network value inclusion and share practices with one another. Furthermore, Hamner et al. (2008) emphasizes that collaboration within and across non-profit organizations also served as a facilitator of
change. The occurrence of this theme across organization types highlights the need for multiple and a diversity of individuals to work together in a coordinated fashion to facilitate organizational change toward inclusion.

**Involvement of people with disabilities.** “Nothing about us without us” has been the fervent cry of the disability rights movement since the 1970’s (Charlton, 1998). It is not surprising, therefore, that studies conducted within the framework of the social model of disability would highlight the importance of involving people with disabilities in the change toward inclusion. In line with Riehl’s (2000) assertion of the need for school leaders to involve the broader community in the effort of change toward inclusion, findings from seven of the reviewed empirical studies also suggest that the involvement of people with disabilities and other community stakeholders (such as parents of children with disabilities) can play a critical role in supporting a change toward inclusion. Some state that the involvement of the community is essential for sustaining such a change toward the inclusion of people with disabilities (Downing et al., 2004; Hakala, 2010; Simon et al., 2010). Other studies cite the critical role people with disabilities and other stakeholders can play in advocating for the change to take place (Singal, 2008). Still other studies explore the role that working with people with disabilities can play in challenging traditional assumptions of disability and prompting practitioners to question their practices (Fisher et al., 2000; Hein, 2002; Parrilla, 1999). The notion that working with people with disabilities can play a critical role in changing individual (as opposed to organizational) conceptions of disability has been confirmed in other studies conducted
across a range of fields (Yuker, Block, & Younng, 1966), including schools (Bishop & Jones, 2003; Kirch, 2005).

**Pedagogical and other organizational practices.** Multiple studies highlight the need to focus on changing a broad range of organizational practices in order to fully create inclusive organizations and not just organizational policies or knowledge. The six studies that emphasized practices extended across organization types (museums, schools, and corporations). England (2003) describes how a focus on formal policies amongst Canadian banks rather than formalized and informal practices can lead to continued exclusion of people with disabilities from the workforce, as well as feelings from professionals that it is difficult to create a more inclusive organization. Imants (2002) describes a similar finding, stressing how a focus on the formal policy of placement as opposed to developing more inclusive pedagogical practices sustains a system where children with disabilities continue to be underserved in schools in the Netherlands. Sandell (2002) also calls out exclusionary practices as a strong force against greater inclusion in museums, and Hein (2002) identifies the introduction of museum professionals to new accessible practices as a facilitator of change. Ainscow et al. (2004) and Frankel and McKay (1997) also provide evidence that it is possible to support a change toward inclusion by developing greater understanding and knowledge of inclusive practices amongst a group of individuals within an organization.

**Change as an on-going process.** Six of the reviewed studies specifically reflect a viewpoint of change as an on-going process. While this perspective is not surprising in an action research study (which by definition is an on-going process) (Frankel & McKay,
it is also mentioned in studies that span a range of research methods. Mamlin (1999), in her description of a failed-attempt for change through a long-term partnership between a school and a university, cited the school leaders’ view of change as a one-time event as a significant barrier. A similar finding is cited in Sindelar et al. (2006) and Bonner (2004), which also featured university-school partnerships. Evidence of the need for change to be viewed as a process is also provided in the responses of Parrilla’s (1999) quantitative survey that looked at inclusive practices in schools in Spain, as well as Hein’s (2002) study that looked at sustainment of professional practices in museums. There is evidence, therefore, that change toward inclusion is an on-going process and that practices that promote the idea of change as a one-time or short-term event may work against the sustainment of a change toward inclusion over time in museums.

**Funding.** Although not specifically called out as a facilitator/barrier to change in any of the three literature reviews, funding to support a change toward inclusion was cited as a facilitator of change across six of the empirical studies that were reviewed as a part of this investigation. This may be explained by the fact that four of the six studies where this was cited were conducted in museums and other non-profit organizations (Dodd, 2010; Hamner et al., 2008; Hein, 2002; Sandell, 2003), while the literature reviews focused on change in schools. Although funding was not described as a major facilitator of change toward inclusion in most studies, the mention of funding as a facilitator in studies that examined a range of institution types does suggest that funding should be examined as a potential contributor toward change in museums. The perception of professionals that lack of or access to funding was a consideration could also be an
indicator of a lack of deep change toward inclusion. Studies examining perceptions of inclusion have found that funding is a frequently cited counter-frame to notions of disability and inclusion, and reflects a belief that accessibility is an additional cost beyond what is needed for the general population (Jeon & Haider-Markel, 2001).

**Learning through reflection and evidence.** In their literature review, Ainscow and Sandill (2010) articulate a framework for change toward inclusion that emphasizes professional learning and cultural changes that stem from on-going inquiry and reflection. Four of the reviewed studies feature the use of an action research design to both explore and facilitate institutional change toward inclusion. While two of these studies reported that outside facilitation was essential for promoting a change toward inclusion and the use of evidence to support professional learning (Frankel & McKay, 1997; O'Toole, 2007), another found that such a practice offered mixed results (Ainscow et al., 2004; O'Toole, 2007), and the remaining fourth study found that teachers were not always willing to listen to action research and evidence to support change (Ainscow & Kaplan, 2005). Furthermore, Nind, Benjamin, Sheehy, Collins, & Hall (2004) report that their early attempts to implement a more participatory research study failed due to the time constraints of school professionals, which led them to abandon this strategy at the on-set of this study.

The evidence suggests that a practice of learning from inquiry will not always lead to a change toward inclusion. However, this does not mean that evidence-based professional learning could not be viewed as part of a larger framework for facilitating change. Ainscow (2007), in his discussion of learning through inquiry as a facilitator of
change, announced the conditions that need to be present to support such an effort, such as distributed and supportive leadership, connections to other organizations and networks that foster inclusive practices, and explicit teacher training around pedagogical practices and curricula that are inclusive of students with disabilities.

**Outside experts.** Outside experts who provide institutions with professional expertise and knowledge were mentioned across three studies. Findings from these studies were mixed, and do not suggest that such a condition is sufficient for promoting a change toward inclusion. Mamlin (1999) reported on a university-led intervention program that failed to promote a change toward inclusion within a targeted school. The university facilitators met great resistance from school leaders and other staff members, which eventually led to an early end to the inclusion program. Sindelar (2006) found that a university-facilitated professional development program led to early successes at one school, but these successes toward inclusive practices were not sustained. Hein (2002) also found that professional development provided by the Association of Science-Technology Centers (a professional organization for science museum professionals) did result in short-term changes amongst the participating professionals and institutions, but these changes were sustained in only a few of the organizations.

**Conflict.** The impact of within-institution conflicts was mentioned across four of the reviewed studies. Ainscow and Kaplan (2005) discussed the role internal conflict played in teacher’s willingness to listen to and accept evidence generated through a student action research project that investigated the school’s practice of inclusion. In this case, the conflict was not related to inclusion, but led to internal stress that affected the
implementation of the action research project that was intended to serve as an intervention for change. In contrast, both Bonner (2004) and Frankel (1997) reported that internal conflicts regarding teaching practices and the theoretical underpinnings of inclusion served as a barrier that prevented the change toward inclusion from moving forward. To a lesser extent, Hein (2002) also mentioned tension as a factor, although he specifically stated that the environment in the museums that were the focus of his study never became contentious. There is a potential that conflict and other internal stresses can serve as a barrier to change toward inclusion, but the evidence at this point is still limited.

**Organization history.** Organization history was not widely studied or mentioned as a facilitator or barrier to change toward inclusion. In most cases, the reviewed studies did not feature data collection methods or theoretical underpinnings that would have enabled the influence of the organization’s history to be explored. The two studies that featured historical analysis, however, did find that the history of the organization played a role in its current practices of inclusion. In a school whose early history was shaped and formed by an inclusive practices paradigm, the organization’s history was found to contribute to the sustainment of inclusive practices over time (Kugelmass, 2001). Conversely, in schools and organizations that were founded under medical paradigms and had historically focused on curing children with disabilities, the history of the organization detracted from a change toward inclusion (Hakala, 2010).

The impact of organizational history is also articulated in the study of botanical gardens conducted by Dodd (2010), which posited that the historic origins of the gardens as collections-based rather than public-based institutions may currently be serving as a
barrier to change toward inclusion within the United Kingdom’s botanical gardens. The notion that organization history plays a critical role in current practices is based on ideas of organizations as representations of larger societal institutions (Scott, 2008). Studies of change in museums conducted through the lens of institutional theory further support the idea that organizational history can impact current organizational practices (Ogawa et al., 2008), as have studies that examined change from the perspective of organizational learning (Huber, 1991; Levitt & March, 1988; March & Olsen, 1975). Given that organizational history has been demonstrated to impact change toward inclusive practices in studies that featured historical analyses and that additional, museum-specific studies and organizational learning research have also identified organizational history as an important component for change, the absence of history as a facilitator/barrier to change in a greater number of studies may more strongly reflect the methods of investigation than the actual impact of such a condition on change.

**Individual passion.** The passions of individual staff members was only mentioned in the study conducted by Dodd (2010) as a facilitator of change. In this study, which largely relied on interviews with museum professionals, individual passion was listed as one of multiple catalysts that can promote a change toward inclusion. The author cautions in the study, however, that individual passion is not sufficient for promoting change. Furthermore, Riehl (2000) emphasizes that the passions of even the formally designated school leaders are not sufficient for supporting a change toward inclusion. Given that this condition was only cited in one study and the connection between the condition and the change for inclusion was weak, individual passion should not be
considered at this point to be a strong contributor to the change toward inclusion within science museums.

**Conclusion**

Findings from this literature review suggest that there are a number of common, core conditions that have been found to promote a change toward inclusion across a range of organization types. While the list of conditions may appear to be long, they do coalesce into a few common and shared groupings related to the *process* of change, the *context* of change, and the *kind* of change that leads to the development of an organization that is inclusive of people with disabilities. Understandings of change through the perspective of organizational learning further elucidates the connections between these three grouping.

The 25 empirical studies reviewed suggest that the change *process* should be one that is on-going, almost always facilitated by a group of diverse individuals who work in collaboration with one another, supported by formal leaders, sometimes reflective, and at times involves external individuals and other organizations. It appears rare that any one individual can facilitate change on his or her own, and change is almost never sustained from one-time events. This view of the process of change coincides with the notion of organizational learning and change as an on-going process that requires opportunities for feedback and experimentation, input gathered from sources outside the organization, and is sustained through diverse viewpoints that are spread across the organization (Huber, 1991).
The studies reviewed also present an image of the organizational context that can support a change with external policies, organizational history, funding, and the internal/external organizational climate (including presence/absence of conflict) all playing a role. Here again, connections appear to Huber’s (1991) review where he identifies the origins of the organization as playing an important role in “congenital” learning, as well as the presence of solutions in other organizations. Findings from these reviewed studies also connect to notions of double loop learning, which requires organizations to respond to and learn from feedback. The ability of professionals to do so is severely diminished in environments that exhibit characteristics of conflict, tension, and lack of trust (Argyris & Schon, 1995).

Finally, this review further highlights that the kind of change that will be sustained over time is one that is deep and features changes in a broad range of organizational practices and its deeply held cultures, values, and beliefs. Such beliefs are shared amongst the organization’s professionals, stakeholders, and broader community. Multiple studies offered evidence of small, iterative changes. Conversely, changes to goals, values, beliefs, and multiple practices were rarely reported. Again, these themes connect to those advocated by Huber (1991), particularly his assertion that sustained organizational learning stems from learning that takes place across multiple areas of the organizations and the development of shared conceptions within the organization, and by Argyris and Schon (1995), in their call for double loop learning through the testing of one’s assumptions. This review of literature related to inclusion further specifies that those shared conceptions need to extend beyond the boundaries of the institution and
across a broad range of organizational stakeholders who may exist external to the organization.

It is by using the lens of organizational learning to view the findings from research related to change toward inclusion that an image of change toward inclusion in science museums begins to emerge. Based on this review, it can be hypothesized that the process of change toward inclusion in science museums is on-going and not resulting from any one event or professional development experience. Instead, the museum learns about inclusion by continuously testing ideas with an audience that includes people with disabilities and by using common practices of prototype testing and community advisor reviews. The process involves not just one person or leader, but instead features a group of individuals who work across institutional boundaries, whether those boundaries be intra (departmental or project based) or inter-museum.

The science museum context needs to be one that supports such a process. External policies, such as those fostered by major federal granting agencies and local/state/federal policies, should not conflict with the change, and perhaps, even support it. The internal context also includes formal leaders who are not in opposition to the proposed change and is absent of internal conflicts or other stressors that prevent staff members from feeling safe to experiment and explore new ideas. The external context also includes knowledge and ideas outside of the museum from which the organization could learn.

Finally, the kind of change that takes place is deep. The changes extend beyond policy statements and structures such as the presence of an accessibility coordinator or
committee and include fundamental changes in how the organization thinks about its audience and practices informal science education. Changes go beyond small iterative changes related to exhibition design and the availability of accessible programs (such as presence of large-print hand-outs and periodic American Sign Language tours), and present evidence of double loop learning and deeper changes to the organization’s notion of disability, such as exhibitions that feature elements of universal design and multimodal, multisensory learning experiences from which all visitors could learn (Reich et al., 2010). The change is also widespread, and present in the understandings held across a range of organizational departments (including exhibitions, education, visitor services, amongst others) and within the ideas and values of core stakeholders who are external to the museum. It is from this framework that the investigation of the conditions that facilitate or pose barriers to change toward inclusive practices in science museums began.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Facilitators and Barriers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dodd</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Museum</td>
<td>Case study: Observations and interviews with museum professionals</td>
<td><strong>Facilitators:</strong> Interest in public’s connection to plants; broader societal interest in inclusion; accountability; involvement in botanical garden networks; and individuals’ passions. <strong>Barriers:</strong> Traditions as academic rather than public institutions; lack of inclusion-related capacity; lack of knowledge of visitors; homogeneous workforce; separation from public governing bodies; and lack of connection to the broader policy context. <strong>Extent of inclusion:</strong> Both exclusionary and inclusive practices exist within botanical gardens; some gardens embrace inclusion more than others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Case study:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hakala 2010</td>
<td>School</td>
<td>Case study: <strong>Facilitators:</strong> Knowledge of inclusive practices; and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Historical analysis, document reviews, and interviews</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Barriers:</strong> A &quot;medical&quot; discourse when describing students with disabilities; and organizational origins as medical institutions.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Extent of inclusion:</strong> Segregation is still dominant in the discourse surrounding students with disabilities.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon 2010</td>
<td>School</td>
<td>Survey: <strong>Facilitators:</strong> None specified.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Barriers:</strong> Lack of educational innovation, teacher training, parental participation, technology, and funding.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Extent of inclusion:</strong> Not specified.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Kozleski 2009 School Case study:  
**Facilitators:** Belief that all students are learners and different conditions facilitate each individual’s learning.  
**Barriers:** Focus on what was changed rather than how; lack of connection between change leaders and those who enact the change; and focus on changing practices rather than values.

**Extent of inclusion:** Some schools and districts exhibited inclusive practices, while others did not. Those that did exhibit inclusive practices tended to exhibit values in support of inclusion.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hamner, 2008</th>
<th>Non-Profit Case study:</th>
<th>Facilitators: Informal leaders who work collaboratively with others internal and external to the organization; existence of a common goal; and funding.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hall,</td>
<td>Interviews with staff</td>
<td>Barriers: Lack of internal support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timmons,</td>
<td>members</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boeltzig and Fesko</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Extent of inclusion:</strong> Examples of inclusive practices are provided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singal 2008</td>
<td>Case study: Interviews with school professionals and classroom observations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Facilitators:</strong> Parent involvement; committed school leader; financial incentive; and philanthropic beliefs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Barriers:</strong> Teachers were excluded from decision-making; failed communication; lack of teacher training around inclusive practices; and teachers’ values and beliefs reflected notions of students with disabilities as “other.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Extent of inclusion:** Evidence of exclusionary practices alongside inclusive practices existed within a school known for its inclusive practices. Most teachers provided separate instruction for students with disabilities within the context of the general classroom.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vernon-Dotson</th>
<th>2008 School Case study:</th>
<th>Facilitators: Teacher leadership teams; committed principals and other formal leaders; trust amongst professionals; time; committed stakeholders; and ongoing professional development.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observations, documents, and interviews/ focus groups with staff</td>
<td><strong>Barriers:</strong> Lack of communication between the formal leaders, the teacher leadership team and school teachers; and principal turnover.</td>
<td><strong>Extent of inclusion:</strong> There were multiple indicators of a change toward inclusion, including an increase in the number of students with disabilities who were present in the general education classrooms and in the schools. The extent of change varied across the studied schools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Toole 2007 School Case study/</td>
<td>Facilitators: Action research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action research:</td>
<td>where teachers worked closely</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action research, with</td>
<td>with learners who have</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>active</td>
<td>disabilities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barriers: None specified.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent of inclusion: Inclusive</td>
<td>practices were described.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of adults</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learners with</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disabilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ainscow, 2006 School Case study/Action research: Collaborative action research project, featuring videos of classroom activities and interviews with students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitators: Measures of progress against stated goals, coupled with data that called into question existing practices; and school leaders open to questioning practice.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barriers: Teacher perceptions that there was one certain way things should be done; and NOT other non-inclusion policies, which influenced the way change toward inclusion was enacted, but did not detract from change.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Extent of inclusion:* Some schools demonstrated more evidence of inclusive practices than others.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sindelar 2006 School Case study:</th>
<th>Facilitators: University-led professional development.</th>
<th>Barriers: Multiple leadership changes in a short period of time; frequent teacher turnover; lack of sustained teacher professional development related to inclusion; and changing district and state policies that were at odds with the employed inclusive practices.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observations and interviews with professionals</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Extent of inclusion:* This school had originally adopted inclusive practices as the result of a university-led professional development program. Over time, these practices were not sustained.
Ainscow and Kaplan 2005 School Case study/ Action research: Student-captured photographs and student interviews Facilitators: None specified. Barriers: Persistence of deficit model of students amongst teachers; lack of openness to disconfirming data; and work environment stress. Extent of inclusion: Inclusive practices did exist and had been documented, but student data suggested that teachers still operated under the deficit model in their daily interactions with students.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rodgers 2005 Museum Case study:</th>
<th>Facilitators: None specified.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Textual analysis, observations, and interviews with museum staff and people with disabilities connected to the museum.</td>
<td><strong>Barriers:</strong> Factors outside of the control of the museum, such as local transportation; definition of inclusion that did not overtly acknowledge disability; policies that did not correspond to practices; and limited engagement of people with disabilities with the museum.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Extent of inclusion: Not specified.*
Bonner 2004 School Case study: Interviews with teachers

Facilitators: Social and emotional support amongst colleagues; and collaboration.

Barriers: Teacher's commitment to the change lacked sufficient depth; lack of shared purpose amongst the teachers; lack of continued emphasis on the change process; changes in school leadership; and conflict between the various school players involved with the change.

Extent of inclusion: Although the school leaders had assumed that the change toward inclusion had been sustained over time, interviews with teachers revealed that this was not the case.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Downing 2004 School</th>
<th>Case study: Interviews with teachers, parents, students, and administrators</th>
<th><strong>Facilitators:</strong> Parent involvement; belief in inclusive practices; knowledgeable faculty and staff members; and collaboration. <strong>Barriers:</strong> Staff turnover; and lack of understanding of the needs of students with disabilities. <strong>Extent of inclusion:</strong> Examples of inclusive practices are provided.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nind et al 2004 School</td>
<td>Case study: Observations, audio/video recordings, and interviews</td>
<td><strong>Facilitators:</strong> NOT emancipatory research. <strong>Barriers:</strong> Teachers' perceptions that the disability was a function of the characteristics of the child. <strong>Extent of inclusion:</strong> In addition to the presence of some inclusive practices, there was also extensive evidence of exclusionary practices and notions that ability/disability was a characteristic of the child.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case study:</td>
<td>Facilitators: NOT legislation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England 2003 For-profit</td>
<td>Barriers: Prevalence of medical notions of disability and ableism; and informal practices not covered by existing legislation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative analysis of existing employment data, textual analysis, and interviews with bank professionals</td>
<td>Extent of inclusion: Very little progress had been made between 1987 and 2001 in terms of the percent of people with disabilities who are working for Canadian banks.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitators:</td>
<td>Government policies promoting inclusion; individuals in the field who are committed to inclusion; funding for inclusive practices; and research-based knowledge of inclusive practices.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barriers:</td>
<td>Existing attitudes about inclusion; existing practices; negative perception of museums by members of the public; homogeneous workforce; and conflicting systems and structures.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Extent of inclusion:* Not specified.
Facilitators: New connections

Interviews with museum professionals interested in accessibility;
interacting with people with disabilities through workshops;
access to information resources;
focus on universal design; models of commitment to inclusion; and internal team effort.

Barriers: Time/resources; and tension between individuals.

Extent of inclusion: Concrete changes related to accessibility were made at the six lead institutions. In addition, participating staff members and their institutions were more aware of issues related to disability, had formed local disability connections, and demonstrated increased comfort working with people with disabilities.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National data</td>
<td>related to referrals to special education, and surveys of schools</td>
<td>Barriers: Bureaucratic desire for standardization; history of separate teachers for students with disabilities; and focus on student placement rather than processes, cultures and practices that promote inclusion.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Extent of inclusion:* There was a separate education track for students with disabilities as inclusive educational practices were not enacted.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kugelmass 2001 School</th>
<th>Case study: Facilitators: Multiple individuals, including the school principal, who share a vision, beliefs and commitment to inclusion; collaboration between teachers and parents; and the school's founding within a framework of inclusive practices.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Historical analysis, observations and interviews with teachers and administrators</td>
<td>Barriers: The enactment of policies external to the school that are contrary to the inclusive practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extent of inclusion: Inclusive practices within this school persisted over time, even with a change in leadership. The learner-centered curriculum, however, diminished over time due in large part to shifting policies within the district.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Facilitators: Teacher involvement in defining the vision and planning for the change; on-going professional development; the presence of knowledgeable teachers (including special education and paraprofessionals) who could guide and support other teachers; a culture that promoted an ideology of inclusion; and presence of students with disabilities in all classrooms.

Barriers: None specified.

Extent of inclusion: Inclusive practices persisted in the school, even during turbulent times such as a change in leadership, teacher turnover, budget cuts, and a teacher strike.
Mamlin 1999 School Case study: Facilitators: NOT the involvement of university researchers.

Barriers: Lack of shared values, understandings, motivations and capabilities amongst the school personnel related to inclusion; poor communication; notions of change as a one-time event; and leaders who do not support the change or were not knowledgeable about inclusion.

Extent of inclusion: Although the school referred to their practices working with students with disabilities as "inclusive," the researcher found that students with disabilities and the special education teachers were still very segregated.
| Parrilla | 1999 | School | Case study/survey: | Facilitators: Diverse group of students in the classroom; voluntary enactment of inclusive practices; collaboration between teachers; and viewing inclusion as a process rather than a one-time event. 

Barriers: Larger numbers of staff and students; and enactment of inclusive practices that is enforced by law. 

Extent of inclusion: Partial integration is more likely than full integration in the schools studied. 

The schools’ trajectories toward inclusion were not linear, and included steps back as well as forward. Exclusionary practices exist alongside inclusionary practices. |
| Frankel and McKay | 1997 | University day care | Case study/Action research: Participatory action research, including involvement of parents and teachers in the research, facilitators: On-going reflection; collaboration amongst all stakeholders; shared leadership; a way to negotiate arising conflicts; change in attitudes; and clear and meaningful policies and procedures that were developed collaboratively over time. Barriers: Lack of understanding of inclusive practices amongst educators. Extent of inclusion: Inclusive practices developed over time. At times, practices did not meet the needs of all students. |
Powell and Hyle 1997 School Case study: Observations, and interviews with school professionals, parents and students

Facilitators: Internal special education experts who provided a vision, facilitated professional development, and served as a support/resource.

Barriers: Lack of knowledge and attitudes for inclusion amongst school leaders; and lack of understanding of reasons for the change amongst the teachers.

Extent of inclusion: There was evidence of both inclusive and exclusive practices. Principals thought their schools were inclusive, when in fact their notion of inclusion was not in accordance with the law.
Table 2

*Summary of Core Themes Identified in the Literature Reviews and Empirical Studies*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers/ Facilitators</th>
<th>Dyson, 2002</th>
<th>Ainscow and Sandill, 2010</th>
<th>Riehl, 2000</th>
<th>Ainscow, 2007</th>
<th>Emergent themes</th>
<th>Total empirical studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shared cultures, values, or beliefs</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal knowledge, expertise, and resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership (formal and distributed)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policies (internal and external)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involvement of people with disabilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedagogical and other practices</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change as an ongoing process</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning through reflection and evidence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside experts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational history</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual passions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 3: Methods

The purpose this research study was to generate an enhanced understanding of the organizational contexts and processes that facilitate, sustain or impede a change toward more inclusive educational practices in science museums. This research study investigated the following questions: What are the contexts and processes that facilitate, sustain, or impede a science museum’s change toward practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities? How do these processes and contexts influence the outcomes of this change? Sub-questions included the following:

- What are the processes that facilitate/impede a change toward inclusion? To what extent is the change on-going versus episodic and periodic? Who is and is not involved in the change process? To what extent, if at all, do the organizations conduct intentional experimentation and test their ideas? To what extent, if at all, do the organizations seek ideas from outside its walls? What, if any, problematic situations do the professionals encounter along the way, and how do they respond? How, if at all, are the actual practices of the organization the same/different from the theory of action of the professionals?

- What are the internal/external contexts that facilitate/pose barriers to a change toward inclusion? How, if at all, do government policies or funders influence/detract from a change toward inclusion? In what ways, if any, does knowledge/practices from outside the organization influence its inclusive practices? During the years of change, has the organization experienced any
difficult times, stress, conflict, or financial difficulties? If so, how has this influenced professional's openness and willingness to learn and change?

- What are the kinds of changes that do and do not take place? Is there evidence of change in educational practices? Is there evidence of change in knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs about people with disabilities and inclusion? How widespread and shared is the change within the organization? What kinds of changes do not take place? How do people with disabilities experience these changes?

- How, if at all, do the change processes and contexts appear to influence the kinds of change that take place within each organization?

The research orientation was a multiple case study, conducted within a qualitative research paradigm. Such an orientation places an emphasis on holistic and detailed descriptions of a collection of cases. Each case details change toward inclusion in a museum. The collection of cases or the “quintain” (Stake, 2006, pg. 6) describes medium-to-large-sized science museums that have sustained efforts to increase the inclusion of people with disabilities in informal science learning. Rich descriptions were generated for both the individual cases and the quintain, with the intent of enabling the reader to form connections between the context of the cases and other contexts with which they are familiar (Merriam, 1998; Stake, 1995, 2006).

**Case Selection**

Three science museums were selected to participate in this study. To protect the identity of the participating organizations, the names of the museums are not included in
this report. Instead, they are referred to through names that describe some of the differentiating characteristics of the museums: the Large Science Museum (LSM), the Outdoor and Explore Museum (OEM), and the Urban Community Museum (UCM).

The three study cases are all science museums that meet the definition of an organization that has sustained efforts to include people with disabilities in informal science learning, as detailed in the Center for the Advancement of Informal Science Education (CAISE) report *Inclusion, Disabilities and Informal Science Learning* (Reich et al., 2010). This report states that an organization can be considered to have sustained efforts to include people with disabilities if they have either an established, institution-wide initiative that is aimed at developing an inclusive science museum learning experience, or a record of sustained work in the area of inclusion that has taken place over five years and over multiple projects.

Examining science museums that have already taken actions toward the inclusion of people with disabilities allowed the study to investigate the processes and contexts that support and encourage professionals to take action as well as catalogue the types of actions these museums choose to pursue; neither of these two elements could have been explored at museums that have not taken action. It was assumed at the outset that present within each of these organizations were also areas of inaction, thus also enabling an investigation of the processes and conditions related to inaction. This assumption, that organizations that have achieved some level of success will offer opportunities to study action and inaction, was based on findings from multiple studies that found substantial evidence of exclusion in organizations considered to be inclusion leaders (Ainscow &
Kaplan, 2005; Bonner, 2004; Nind et al., 2004; Parrilla, 1999; Powell & Hyle, 1997; Singal, 2008).

Involving organizations that have demonstrated some commitment to inclusion also helped to garner organizational buy-in to conduct the study. Organizations that felt they had something to hide or that felt that this was not an important topic may not have been willing to participate in this study. The three organizations that agreed to participate in this study communicated that they were willing to participate as they felt that (a) generating knowledge about this topic would be important for the field; and (b) this study could help them to advance their own organizational goals of being more inclusive of people with disabilities.

The three case organizations are all located within the United States. The decision to focus solely on the United States was a practical one, aimed at containing the cost and time needed to complete the study. Limiting the location of the science museums also narrowed the scope and scale of the study to focus more on the two overarching frameworks of organizational learning and the social model of disability. Expanding to organizations outside of the United States would have expanded the scope of the investigation to focus more heavily on policy and culture and its influence on change.

These two selection criteria, organizations that have a proven track record of being inclusive of people with disabilities and organizations in the United States, limit the extent to which the findings from this study can be generalized. It is recognized, therefore, that the findings from this study best reflect science museums in the United States that have already taken actions to be more inclusive of people with disabilities.
While certain case selection criteria limited the extent to which findings could be generalized, other selection criteria sought to expand the applicability of the results. The three case museums were purposefully chosen so that collectively they represented science museums of various sizes (as defined by number of visitors per year, square footage, and annual budget), educational practices (hands-on exhibits, object-based learning, outdoor living collections, interpreted programs, etc.), and geographic locations (Midwestern, Southeastern, and Northeastern United States). These variations provided a way to see how particular changes were tied to particular aspects of the sites that connect to some other science museums, but not all. In addition, any similarities found across these diverse sites may likely be found at other science museums as well. It should be noted what while the size of the organizations did vary greatly, none of the museums reflected science museums that are small in scale. Hence, the findings are best applied to science museums that are considered to be medium or large organizations as defined by the Association of Science-Technology Centers Sourcebook (Association of Science-Technology Centers, 2008)

**Data Collection Methods**

Multiple data collection methods were used to generate detailed, holistic descriptions of each case, including the following:

- Focused observations and interviews with people with disabilities;
- Interviews with staff members;
- Observations of staff members as they participate in museum work; and
- Collection of documents and artifacts.
The instruments used to guide data collection are included in Appendixes A-C. These data collection methods were specifically chosen as each provides a unique vantage point from which to view the interactions that foster or prevent a change toward inclusion (see Table 3 for a summary of the data collected per site).

Table 3

*Data Collected by Site*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Collection Method</th>
<th>Outdoor and Explore Museum</th>
<th>Large Science Museum</th>
<th>Urban Community Museum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Professional Interviews</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focused observations</td>
<td>7 groups (8 individuals)</td>
<td>9 groups (12 individuals)</td>
<td>4 groups (8 individuals)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and interviews with people with disabilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museum activity</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documents gathered*</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This does not include photographs, where 60+ were taken at each site.

Data collection took place during three site visits. The first two site visits lasted one-week, and the third took place over two days. The third site visit differed from the first two in that it focused more on sharing preliminary findings as part of the member checks, although some interviews took place during the third site visit before the findings were shared. In addition, some professional interviews took place via conference call if there was an individual who could not be interviewed during the scheduled site visits.
The data were collected by the lead researcher. This researcher was assisted in her data collection efforts by one individual at each participating museum who served as the primary site contact for the lead researcher. This person assisted with data collection by helping to identify the individuals/meetings/events from which the researcher collected data, to arrange times for specific data collection sessions (focused observations and professional interviews), to recruit people with disabilities to participate in the focused observations\textsuperscript{2}, and to assist with gathering documentation.

**Focused observations with people with disabilities.** Focused observations were conducted with people with disabilities at each museum to learn more about the museum experience from their perspective. During these focused observations, people with disabilities were observed as they interacted with the museum. Visitors were empowered to direct the location and focus of the observations, specifically pointing the researcher to areas of the museum that they felt were particularly welcoming and those that were unwelcoming to people with disabilities. The observations were buttressed with interviews at the beginning and the end where visitors were asked to reflect upon positive and negative aspects of this and previous museum visits (see Appendix A for the focused observation instrument).

The sensitizing concepts that guided the focused observations and interviews included the following: Areas of the museum where the person with a disability was able

\textsuperscript{2} Recruitment of people with disabilities was designated to the site contact so as to enable the organizations to develop connections with people with disabilities in their community. In some cases (almost exclusively at OEM, the site contact also sat in on the disability interviews (but not the staff member interviews). While the benefits of this practice were high for the organizations, the risks to the integrity of the research were perceived to be low. It was presumed (based on the researcher’s own experience) that the presence of a staff member would not substantially influence what the participants would report during their interviews as people with disabilities would want to inform the museum of potential areas for improvement.
to function on his/her own without assistance; Areas of the museum where the person with a disability required assistance; Areas of the museum that were inaccessible to the person with a disability, even with assistance; Elements of the museum the person with a disability most appreciated or enjoyed, and those that served as a source of frustration; and “Aha” moments where the person with a disability reported learning something new.

A focused observation/interview protocol was developed using the above listed sensitizing concepts. The interview protocol was designed to follow Patton’s (2002, p. 343-344) description of an interview guide, which “provides topics or subject areas within which the interviewer is free to explore, probe, and ask questions that will elucidate and illuminate that particular subject.” The provided questions were suggestions, and not a script, and were used to guide the conversation with the interview subjects. If subjects had already addressed certain topic areas that were affiliated with certain questions on the guide, these questions were skipped. If issues arose during the observations that required additional probing, new questions were added to the guide at the start of the interview.

Although it was originally intended that visitors with disabilities would participate in groups of approximately 5 to 8 people, it was difficult to coordinate the schedules of the participating people with disabilities. Instead, some focused observations involved mixed groups while others included only one person. In total, 20 visitors/family groups with disabilities participated in this study across the three case sites (see Table 4).³

³ In some cases, only one individual participated in the focused observations. In other cases, people participated in a group (such as parent and child(ren) or husband and wife). Each group was counted as one participant, as long as this group is one that normally attends the Museum together. Family members were
Table 4

*Summary of Focused Observation Participants*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Number of participating individuals/ groups with disabilities</th>
<th>Disability types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor and Explore Museum</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Mobility, not wheelchair user (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Blind/ Low vision (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Food allergies (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wheelchair user (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Deaf/ Hard-of-hearing (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Science Museum</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Mobility, not wheelchair user (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Blind/ low vision (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wheelchair user (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Deaf/ Hard-of-hearing (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intellectual disability (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Community Museum</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Wheelchair user (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Deaf/Hard-of-hearing (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intellectual disability (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

presumed to have shared knowledge of and experience with the case site, which is why they were counted as one group while those without shared backgrounds were counted separately. For example, if a husband and wife pairing included two people who are wheelchair users, then this group counts as one group. If, however, one person who is a wheelchair user attended the Museum at the same time as another person who is blind and these individuals did not know each other before, this counted as two groups.
The primary purpose of this data source was to learn what people with disabilities described as the kinds of change that have or have not taken place at each case museum. These data were not intended to detail exactly how each museum was or was not inclusive to a broader population of people with disabilities or the educational outcomes of inclusion for people with disabilities. The focused observations were used to obtain insights on each of the museum contexts from the perspective of people with disabilities. These insights informed the questions that were asked of museum professionals during their interviews and also the areas of the museum that were investigated through the professional interviews and observations. In this way, this data collection method served to involve people with disabilities in the research process by utilizing their perspectives to clarify areas for further investigation. The active involvement of people with disabilities in the research process is advocated by those who support the social model of disability (Barnes, 2003) and follows the spirit of the disability rights movement and the rallying cry of “Nothing about us without us” (Charlton, 1998).

The participating people with disabilities were invited to visit the museum and comment on their experience as visitors. When possible, these individuals were selected from the museum’s existing membership pool to ensure that they were familiar enough with the museum to offer feedback about the museum’s practices. At one of the three case museums, it was not possible to recruit participants through the museum’s membership base. At this museum, people with disabilities were recruited for this study through special events that were held at the museum that specifically focused on people with disabilities and through staff members’ connections and relationships. In addition, at
the remaining two museums, a few of the visitors were not museum members, but had heard about the study through others who were affiliated with the museum. These individuals had each visited their respective museum in the recent past. Although all of the participating visitors had been to the museums before, only one individual had been involved in the work of their museum. This individual had recently served as a one-time advisor for a specific project. All other participants were visitors, but not insiders to the museums.

Maximum variation sampling was applied to capture the experiences of individuals of a diverse range of disabilities. As the social model of disability purports that it is the environmental and social barriers that define disability, and not the characteristics of the individual, this form of sampling is important for fully understanding the barriers and strengths of the museum context from the perspective of disability given that different disabilities may experience different forms of discrimination and levels of inclusion (S. C. Brown, 2001). Anyone who self-identified as having a disability was allowed to participate in the study. This self-selection process enabled the study to explore differences in how the Museum conceptualized disability as compared to the audience members it serves. This process, however, may have excluded those individuals who do not self-identify has having a disability but whom the museum might consider to be disabled (such as older adults who wear hearing aids).

Due to the level of awareness this study required participants to have of their own disabilities and the environments that meets their needs, all visitors were required to be adults or families that included at least one adult and one person with a disability. In a
few cases, parents of children with disabilities arrived at the museum without their children (even though their children were encouraged to attend), and these individuals participated by describing the most recent experience they had with their children at the museum.

**Interviews with staff members.** Interviews were conducted with museum staff members to learn more about the museum’s inclusive practices from the perspectives of museum professionals, and to learn more about the perceptions these staff members have of the processes and contexts that fostered or impeded organizational learning and change toward inclusion. The sensitizing concepts that guided these interviews included the following: the role the individual plays within the organization; the kinds of change that have and have not taken place at the organization that are connected to the inclusion of people with disabilities; the processes that facilitate or impede change toward inclusion; and the overall context of the organization.

An interview guide was developed for the professional interviews based on the above listed sensitizing concepts. As with the focused observations/interviews with people with disabilities, the guide listed suggested questions and was not considered to be a script. If subjects had already addressed certain topic areas that were affiliated with certain questions on the guide, these questions were skipped. In addition, new questions were occasionally added to the guide for each participant based on information that had been learned through other sources about areas of the organization that were affiliated with that individual. This enabled the researcher to test assumptions or emerging trends in the data by investigating further into certain stories or issues.
Staff members interviewed at each museum included those who work for departments that have a direct impact on the experiences of the visiting public (exhibit design and development, school and public programs, visitor services, outreach, and marketing), and those who hold positions of influence in the organization (such as CEOs and division leaders). Departments where staff members were not interviewed include those that are responsible for accounting, fund-raising, and other administrative functions. In a few instances, administrative staff members were interviewed when they were identified as being strong advocates for or intensely involved with the organization’s work related to the inclusion of people with disabilities. Staff members at multiple levels within each organization were also interviewed, including part-time and full-time paid staff members, volunteers, long-term consultants, managers and non-managers.

The number of individuals interviewed at each institution differed. The original aim was to interview roughly 10 individuals per site. Once data collection was underway, however, it was determined that more interviews were needed in order to fully understand the inclusion narrative as it existed across a broad range of organizational areas within each case museum. In total, 66 professionals were interviewed across the three sites (see Table 5 for more information about the number and kind of professionals interviewed at each site).
Table 5

*Professional Interview Participants across the Three Sites*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>OEM</th>
<th>LSM</th>
<th>UCM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of professionals</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of people with disabilities&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of managers&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational areas&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Visitor Services, Programs, Exhibits, Human Resources, Facilities, Animal Care, Senior Leadership</td>
<td>Visitor Services, Programs, Exhibits, Human Resources, Facilities, Community Engagement, Research and Evaluation, Marketing, Senior Leadership</td>
<td>Visitor Services, Programs, Exhibits, Membership, Senior Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of experience</td>
<td>&lt;2 to 20+ years</td>
<td>&lt;1 to 28+ years</td>
<td>&lt;1 to 22+ years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment status</td>
<td>Full-time, volunteer</td>
<td>Full-time, part-time, consultant, volunteer</td>
<td>Full-time, part-time, consultant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. OEM is an abbreviation for Outdoor and Explore Museum. LSM is an abbreviation for Large Science Museum. UCM is an abbreviation for Urban Community Museum.
Included in this tally were only those individuals who self-identified as having a disability during their interviews.

Each museum defines who is and is not a manager differently. For the purposes of this study, a person was considered to be a manager if he or she was responsible for supervising full or part-time staff members.

Each museum uses different names to define organizational areas. For the purposes of this study, the organizational areas were defined using terms that are commonly associated with the type of work the individual engages in. The organizational terms were not used as a way to protect the identity of both the individuals within the museums and the organizations themselves.

The researcher worked with the designated contact person at each museum to determine the initial list of professionals to be interviewed. The initial interviewee list was designed to reflect a broad range of organizational areas and a broad range of familiarity with the practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities (including staff members who have served as designated leaders for projects/initiatives/departments that have adopted inclusive practices, people with disabilities who have worked for the organization, and staff members who are formal leaders of departments/areas/initiatives that do not have a record of adopting inclusive practices). Information gleaned from these initial interviews as well as the focused observations were then used to generate a further list of professionals to be interviewed. This second list included individuals who worked for areas identified as not addressing the inclusion of people with disabilities, individuals who were identified as champions for inclusion, and individuals who worked in areas identified as having attended to the inclusion of people with disabilities.
While the contact person at each site assisted with the coordination and scheduling of the professional interviews, this person was never informed of the final list of interviewees. Each interviewee was provided the option of not participating in the interview at the start of each interview session. In addition, some interviews were arranged without the contact person when such an option was possible. If there was a need to interview individuals who reported to the contact person, then the researcher contacted those individuals directly, without informing the contact person about who in their area was contacted or participated.

**Observations of staff member interactions.** A series of activities were observed at each site to explore how museum professionals interact with one another when developing and implementing museum educational experiences, particularly those experiences that promote the inclusion of people with disabilities. Activities were selected for observation so that collectively they represented a broad range of organizational areas (visitor services, exhibits, programs, etc.) and kinds of activities (team meetings, departmental meetings, and visitor interactions). Priority was given to those activities where it was expected that issues related to the inclusion of people with disabilities would be discussed or where staff members would be interacting with people with disabilities. In total, 22 activities were observed across the three site organizations (see Table 6 for details about the specific activities observed). While some activities were selected in consultation with the local contact, other activities were identified for observation through the professional interviews and the focused observations.
Table 6

*Summary of Observed Professional Activities*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Outdoor and Explore Museum</th>
<th>Large Science Museum</th>
<th>Urban Community Museum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of activities observed</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinds of activities observed</td>
<td>Department meetings, Team meetings, Team meetings, All staff meetings, Professional development sessions, Conference calls</td>
<td>Department meetings, Team meetings, Professional development sessions, Conference calls, Programs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of activities where inclusion was discussed</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range for the number of participating professionals</td>
<td>4 to 40+</td>
<td>4 to 30+</td>
<td>3 to 20+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When observing these activities, the researcher aimed to serve as an onlooker, taking notes in the background and not participating in the discussions. However, on a few occasions, the researcher was asked by the participants to participate in the discussion. The researcher declined, except in instances where the topic was not related to the inclusion of people with disabilities (such as when a team was discussing a practice that was known to take place at the researcher’s home institution). To protect the identity of the staff members who participated in these activities, direct quotes are not included in the case summaries from these activities, only overarching summaries of the activities themselves.

An email was sent out in advance to all affiliated staff members requesting their permission to observe the activity (see Appendix D for examples of the recruitment emails). If any staff member did not feel comfortable with the meeting being observed, he/she was instructed to contact the researcher directly so that the activity would not be observed and no one would know the reason why the observation did not take place. Through this email staff members were informed in advance that an observer would be present during the activities and taking notes. The staff members were also informed of the purpose of the larger study, but were told that the observer was not solely interested in discussions regarding people with disabilities and further wanted to learn about the process the institution uses to develop its programs and exhibits.

It should be noted that, while it is the ethical thing to do, the process of informing the participants of the purpose of the study could have led staff members to take actions they might not otherwise take. The use of data triangulation worked to mitigate the

---

4 No one contacted the researcher to request that an observation not take place.
effects of this bias. The potential for such a bias was also considered in the interpretation of the observational data.

Observations were directed by a series of sensitizing concepts related to the questions guiding the investigation. These concepts included the following: Processes of change (such as process for determining priorities and/or educational goals, theory-in-use versus theory of action, process for designing educational experiences, or who is involved in or referred to during the work); Context of the change (such as areas of contention/tension/financial stress, organizational history, local community, government, or policy); and Kinds of change (such as types of audiences discussed, perception of audience needs, design elements or educational practices considered, or types of documents generated).

Collection of documents and artifacts. The collection of documents focused on cataloging the range of actions the sites have taken to include people with disabilities in museum learning as well as describing the organizational context. Types of collected documents included: photographs of existing programs and exhibits; accessibility guides; visitor services materials (such as maps and menus that are made available to all visitors); formative and summative evaluation reports; and annual reports. Although an extensive number of photographs were taken at each site, these photographs are not included in this document so as to protect the identity of the participating science museums.

Data Management

Given the large amounts of data that were collected at each case, data management was an essential part of the research process. The lead researcher was
assisted in data management by a designated Research Assistant from the Museum of Science, Boston. Critical elements of the data management plan included the following:

- A spreadsheet that tracked the data collected during each site visit;
- The digitization of all collected data;
- Organization of the electronic sources by case and site visit number in a secured, electronic folder; and
- The analysis of the collected data using NVivo software.

**Data Analysis**

Data analysis was guided by Stake’s (2006) protocol for multiple case study analysis. This form of analysis emphasizes a “case-quintain” dialectic (p. 46), where assertions are generated by looking closely at the findings from each individual case with regards to the meaning of the entire group of cases, and looking at the findings from the whole group of cases with regards to the meaning for each individual case. Through this process, Stake recommends that the researcher highlights not only the similarities across cases, but differences as well. True to the philosophy of case study research, which emphasizes the importance of context, Stake’s protocol for multiple case study analysis is designed to illuminate how a certain phenomenon (in this study, a change toward inclusive practices) is the same and different across different contexts (defined as institutions in this study).

Findings from this study were presented using a structure that was consistent with Stake’s notion of a case-quintain dialectic. Individual case descriptions were provided for each participating science museum, which included detailed information about the
organizational context. These descriptions were intended to provide professionals at other museums with insights on how the change toward inclusive practices might be the same or different at his or her museum based on the similarities and differences between the studied museums and his or her own. The diversity of contexts studied, therefore, strengthens the likelihood that museum professionals will see connections between their museum and the conditions present in the three case museums. Areas of similarity are detailed in Chapter 7, which describes the quintain. This chapter aims to provide the field with an understanding of common elements that could lead toward a change in inclusive practices at a variety of science museums. This chapter also details differences across the three museums when such differences yielded insights on the kinds of processes and contexts that facilitate, sustain or impede change toward inclusion of people with disabilities.

The initiation of the data analysis process was concurrent with data collection. Following each site visit, the researcher generated memos that listed emerging themes and potential patterns, and areas for further investigation. As certain themes or patterns were identified, the researcher sought both confirmatory and disconfirmatory evidence about these themes through additional data collection during future site visits. These memos were either written directly by the researcher, or were recorded by a Research Assistant at the Museum of Science to whom the researcher dictated her initial thoughts about each case.

After data collection was completed, more in-depth analyses were conducted case-by-case. Within case analysis began by looking in-depth at each individual case
museum through a process of categorical aggregation (Stake, 1995), whereby patterns were identified and then coded in the data related to the kinds of change that occurred, the processes that facilitated or impeded change, and the contextual factors that influenced change. The initial set of categories for the kinds, processes and contexts of change were based on the overarching frameworks for this research study, the social model of disability and organizational learning, as well as the findings from the review of the literature. These themes were revised and refined as the study progressed. This refinement began through the memoing process and then continued as the data from each case were read and re-read multiple times, and the guiding set of themes and potential codes were revised accordingly.

Consistent with the framework for organizational learning, strong patterns were considered to be those that were found across a range of organizational areas, or reoccurred across a number of different situations within the same organizational area. This study did not rely on direct counts for determining the strength of patterns or themes. This is appropriate given that (a) a purposeful (and not random) sampling method was applied to identify research participants; (b) certain areas of each organization were more represented at each museum than others (this was particularly true for organizational areas that had a strong history of inclusive practices); and (c) an interview guide was used (as opposed to a structured open-ended interview), which meant that not every participant was asked the exact same questions. Therefore, a reporting of the counts or instances of a certain remark, pattern, or theme across participants could lead to a misinterpretation of the meaning of the data for the organization as a whole.
In a parallel process, the researcher also examined the data to identify narratives related to organizational areas that were frequently discussed during the professional interviews. Narrative summaries were created for each of these organizational areas and then the kinds, processes, and contexts of change were examined and identified for these organizational areas. Comparisons were then made between the kinds, processes, and contexts of change that were identified for these individual areas and that of the larger organization as a whole. These comparisons were used to identify: (a) additional kinds, processes, or contexts of change that may have been unnoticed through the initial categorical aggregation; and (b) modifications or clarifications to the initial kinds, processes, and contexts of change for the organization as a whole.

Following the generation of the individual case summaries, the case-quintain dialectic commenced. First, themes related to the kinds of change and the processes of change from each case were coalesced into one list, and the case within which the theme was identified was noted. Areas of overlap and commonalities were identified as possible final assertions to include in the description of the quintain. Differences between the cases were then reviewed to see if such differences yielded insights into kinds of change and processes/contexts of change that facilitate, sustain, and impede change toward greater inclusion of people with disabilities. Interpretation of the meaning of these differences was then added to the list of possible final assertions. The list of assertions was then finalized by testing them against the evidence. Evidence that connected to the assertion (whether proving or disproving) was looked at in aggregate to determine if there was sufficient evidence backing the assertion and whether the evidence pointed to an
alternative interpretation. Only those assertions where there was sufficient evidence and limited alternative interpretations were included in the quintain description. Following the generation of the description of the quintain, the case descriptions were then revised with the intent of clarifying themes in the case as they pertain to the final assertions of the study.

Validity and Generalizability

A number of actions were taken to enhance the validity and generalizability of the findings. According to Maxwell (1992), key areas of concern for qualitative research include (a) descriptive validity (are the details of the researcher’s account accurate?), (b) interpretive validity (has the researcher adequately captured what the described events meant to the participants?), (c) theoretical validity (is the account a valid representation of the theory the researcher brings to or develops through the study?), and (d) generalizability (does the study provide deeper understandings of situations in other settings or populations?). Based on this framework, a number of steps were taken during the data analysis phase of the research study to enhance the validity and generalizability of the findings, which are described below.

Member-checks. To enhance the descriptive and interpretive validity of the research study, staff members from each of the research sites had multiple opportunities to comment upon the findings of the study, thus ensuring that the details of the cases are accurate and that their perspective of the problem statement is accurately portrayed (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Preliminary findings from each case were presented to staff members during the third site visit in the form of a PowerPoint presentation. Multiple
meetings were held to present these findings. To maintain honesty between the researcher and the participants, participants were told that they do not have the final say on the interpretation of the findings, but that their opinion would be considered in the final analysis. After each meeting, findings as described in the PowerPoint were modified, revised, or clarified based on discussions with staff members if the researcher felt either (a) the change connected to the descriptive validity of the study or (b) the proposed change reflected a legitimate alternative interpretation that was consistent with the patterns observed in the data.

In addition to the opportunity to participate in these meetings, each participating staff member was afforded the opportunity to review any quotes that were designated for inclusion in the case or quintain descriptions to ensure that they felt comfortable that (a) their identity was sufficiently protected, and (b) this quote aligned with their thinking about inclusive practices. Only a few professionals modified their quotes or asked that the quotes not be included in the report. None of these revisions influenced the overall findings from the study.

**Peer reviews.** To further enhance the interpretive validity of the research study, individuals from the museum field who have experience advocating for inclusion in a variety of museum types were asked to reflect upon the preliminary findings, particularly those related to the description of the quintain. The findings were presented to a panel of experts via a PowerPoint presentation that was delivered during a conference call. Any questions or comments raised during this conference call informed further data analysis.
In addition, one-on-one meetings were held with a few peer reviewers who were not able to attend the conference call.

**Connections to the guiding frameworks.** As stated in the two previous chapters, the two theories of organizational learning and the social model of disability were used as the guiding frameworks for this study. These frameworks informed the themes and questions that guided the initial investigation as well as the data analysis. During data analysis, organizational learning was used as a way of interpreting the processes of change, with the researcher looking specifically at how the organization learned to be more inclusive of people with disabilities. The social model of disability informed how the researcher examined the overall goals of the change and why such a change was needed.

**A diverse set of cases.** Although the cases were similar in that they each feature a science museum that has sustained a change toward inclusion, collectively, the set of cases represented a range of science museums in terms of sizes and educational practices. It is presumed, therefore, if similar conditions enabled change towards inclusion in these three museums, then one would expect to find these conditions in other science museums with established, inclusive practices.

**Triangulation of findings across instruments and across cases.** The key findings for this study were those that appeared across data collected by the various instruments and sites (Denzin, 1978). The purpose of this triangulation was to reduce the impact of the limitations or biases of any one instrument or site on the generated findings.
Ethical Considerations

There were a number of ethical considerations that informed how data were collected, analyzed, and eventually reported for this study. These considerations relate to three distinct areas: practitioner-participant considerations, disability-participant considerations, and research utilization.

**Practitioner-participant considerations.** There were four main ethical considerations that were considered with regards to the practitioner-participants: (a) that the study accurately reflected their experiences, attitudes, and actions; (b) that they experienced no professional or personal harm through their participation; (c) that their participation was voluntary; and (d) that they were not deceived with regards to the intent of the study and its findings (Newkirk, 1996). To address these concerns, participants participated in a preliminary review of findings (as described above in the member checks), and the researcher made efforts to be open and honest with the participants about the intent and purpose of the study (see the consent forms in Appendix E).

Every effort was made to protect the identity of the participants. While full anonymity of the case museums could not be ensured (there are only a small number of museums in the United States that meet the above-stated criteria), details about the cases were obscured whenever possible to ensure that the professionals could not be identified. Pseudonyms were used for both the names of individual participants as well as the names of individual programs and exhibits, and details about the individuals and the museum experiences were omitted when they were not relevant to the study findings. As complete anonymity could not be assured, however, participants were asked to keep this in mind.
during both their interview and their review of the findings. In addition, as certain organizational identities make the participants more identifiable than others (such as “Senior Leader of Exhibits” where there may only be one person within the organization that holds such a position), each participant was provided the opportunity to change his or her stated identity if he or she wished.

When an organization is participating in a study, it can be difficult to ensure that the participation is voluntary for all members of the organization, as some lower-level staff may feel pressure to participate by their managers. For this reason, managers were not notified with regards to the identity of the people in their departments who participated in the study, and the names of participating individuals were not shared. This served to both protect the anonymity of the participants, as well as ensure that there was no negative retribution to individuals based on whether or not they chose to participate in the study.

A further condition of a study being voluntary was not just that the participants were free to choose whether or not to participate, but also that they were aware of what kind of study they were participating in. Therefore, the researcher made every effort to clearly communicate (both in written and oral forms) the intent and purpose of the study to potential participants. Included in the intent was the notion that this study was looking to gain an understanding of the problems (and not just the solutions) that create situations where people with disabilities are excluded from science learning in museums, and that, therefore, some of the findings may not portray the museum in a positive manner.
**Disability-participant considerations.** People with disabilities are a historically marginalized group that, in the past, has been exploited for the purposes of research. When including people with disabilities in research studies, care should always be taken to make sure that their inclusion in a study is to the benefit of the disabled community, and not to the benefit of the non-disabled community at their expense. As this study focused on generating findings that are relevant to the improvement of educational conditions for people with disabilities, it can be assumed that this study was conducted for the benefit of the disabled community and, therefore, the inclusion of people with disabilities as study participants was warranted.

The rallying cry of the disability rights movement is “Nothing about us without us” (Longmore & Umansky, 2001). This protest statement stems from a long history of people with disabilities being excluded from decisions about their lives. For this reason, not only was the inclusion of people with disabilities in this study justified, it was essential. People with disabilities participated in the study through the focused observations, professional interviews, and the peer review process.

Another area for consideration when working with people with disabilities is informed consent. To make sure that all participants were informed about the study and their participation as adequately as possible, consent forms were made available in multiple formats, including Braille and large print. If someone was unable to read the consent form, it was read aloud to them. Signature guides were also made available for people who are blind. If a participant had a severe cognitive disability or is a child in a family group, extra steps were taken to make sure that the person understood the purpose.
and intent of the study and areas for potential harm. A process of co-consent was utilized for these individuals, whereby the person was encouraged to discuss their participation with his or her caregiver and they jointly decided to participate or not (Iacono, 2006; Ramcharan, 2006).

**Research utilization.** Given the substantial time commitment required by the participating museums, an important ethical consideration was to ensure that these museums received some benefit from their participation. As stated by Miles and Huberman (1994),

“Even if a study’s findings are valid and transferable, we still need to know what the study does for its participants, both researchers and researched . . . it’s an essential addition to the more traditional views of ‘goodness’” (p. 280).

To ensure that the research findings were useful for the participating institutions, efforts were made to communicate the findings to each of the participating organizations in a way that might be useful for informing later work. As discussed above, preliminary findings were shared at each site during multiple meetings and delivered via a PowerPoint presentation. In addition, a Research Assistant at the Museum of Science, Boston generated memos for each organization that provided detailed information about the accessibility of the museum, as described by the individuals who participated in the focused observations. These memos provided information that was very specific to each museum (such as which exhibits were and were not at a height that was accessible to wheelchair users or which video’s captions were difficult for an individual who is
d/Deaf\textsuperscript{5} to read) and were not directly relevant to the findings from this study.\textsuperscript{6} The decision to provide such memos to the site museums was based on requests made by the participating professionals, who saw this information as being the most useful and informative to their work. The final report will also be delivered to the site contact via email, who can then distribute it throughout the organization.

Another way that research utilization was attended to was to invite professionals from the site museums to attend the focused observations with the people with disabilities. This was enacted so as to reduce the time delay between data collection and the potential for action. Only one of the three case museums took advantage of this offer and participated in these focused observations, which was the Outdoor and Explore Museum.

**Limitations**

A limitation of this study was its narrow focus on science museums, rather than a broader range of museum types (children’s museums, art museums, history museums, zoos, aquariums, botanical gardens, etc.). Study findings, therefore, extend only to science museums, with an expectation that this study can also serve as a basis for future studies that explore the interactions of change in other kinds of museums. The decision to begin this line of investigation by focusing on science museums was based on the researcher’s experience working within a science museum for the past 17 years, as well

\textsuperscript{5} “Deaf” refers to an individual who self identifies with Deaf culture, whereas “deaf” denotes an individual who is unable to hear, but does not identify with Deaf culture. “d/Deaf” is used to capture both categories of individuals. In the study, “d/Deaf” is used unless the term “deaf” appears in a participant’s quote (it is presumed that most participants are not familiar with the d/D distinction) or a participant specifically reports he or she is culturally Deaf.

\textsuperscript{6} An example memo cannot be provided as it would reveal identifying information about the participating museums.
as the availability of existing field-wide data that can be used to support the findings that emerge from the study of these three museums (Reich et al., 2010). Another limitation relates to the sizes of the participating museums, with medium-to-large-sized museums participating, but not smaller museums. Findings from this study, therefore, may be less relevant to smaller science museums.

An additional study limitation is that the focused observations only included individuals who self-identify as having a disability. This was necessary as other methods for determining whether an individual does or does not have a disability are not appropriate for museum settings, such as requiring a medical test or asking questions about an individual’s functionality.

A final limitation is the study’s reliance on personal accounts and historical documents to describe the process through which a change toward inclusive practices came about, rather than direct observations of change over time. While such direct observations may have provided a more accurate interpretation of the change process, it was not possible to conduct this study in this way at this point in time. First, given how little was known about this topic, it was difficult to determine at the outset if such a change was likely to take place at a given museum, so many museums would need to be studied with the hope that at least one would successfully achieve a change toward inclusion. Second, the field does not currently know how long it takes for a museum to change its practices, so such a study may have taken many years to complete. Study findings have generated deeper understandings of the conditions that will likely lead to a change toward inclusion and also the length of time needed for such a change to occur,
thus making it more likely that a study that directly examines change over time could
occur in the future.
Chapter 4: Outdoor and Explore Museum (OEM)

This case description portrays the work toward inclusion of the smallest of the three museums studied, the Outdoor and Explore Museum (OEM). The case begins with a depiction of the overall organizational context. It then continues by looking at the inclusion of people with disabilities at this site through the perspective of four lenses. These include the reactions of a visitor with a disability to the Museum; the experience of a volunteer with a disability who works at the Museum; the actions of a cross-organizational team that is known internally for its inclusive practices; and change over time in the inclusive practices of a specific department, Exhibits. The case ends with a summary of what can be learned about change toward inclusion of people with disabilities at this site by looking collectively across all four lenses.

Context

The Outdoor and Explore Museum (OEM) features interactive, hands-on exhibits and an extensive outdoor, living collection that includes both live animals and botanicals. Although the city within which this museum is located is large, the surrounding community has a suburban feel, with individual homes on tree-lined streets being the Museum’s closest neighbors.

The Association of Science-Technology Centers (ASTC) considers OEM to be a “medium-sized” science museum due to its operating budget of $6 to $7 million (ASTC, 2008). However, OEM has a rather large campus that includes acres of land and close to 100,000 square feet of indoor exhibit space. The number of visitors the museum reaches is just over 400,000, which includes families, school groups, and a new audience for the
museum—adults—who are largely from the surrounding area, but includes some tourists as well.

OEM has recently undergone a period of rapid growth. According to participating staff members and statements in the museum’s annual report, in the last 10 years large amounts of the campus were renovated with new outdoor exhibitions produced; the operating budget increased; and the rate of visitation almost doubled. The renovations were largely supported through bonds from the local government (from which the museum receives substantial support). Staff members attribute the increased visitation largely to the museum’s emphasis on museum members and the encouragement of repeat visitation.

OEM’s culture can be best described as one that focuses on service and safety for visitors and fosters collaboration amongst its staff members and volunteers. The focus on service is evident in the actions and statements of the Museum’s staff members. “Service” is listed as one of the official core values of the organization in the Museum’s annual report and is described by the President as a “customer orientation, realizing that people have different needs, different wants, coming in our front door and we try to serve all of them.” The focus on service is echoed in statements by others in the organization, such as one Maintenance professional who states the following “we all have the same values in making sure the visitors have the best time they could possibly have when they are here.” There is also a cross-organizational team that meets regularly to determine ways to minimize the impacts of routine maintenance and site improvements on the visitors’ experience.
The focus on safety, however, is more implicit. According to the Museum’s President, “Before I came here to this institution, it was well-ingrained that we had to have safety practices.” This focus on safety is manifested in the existence of an inter-departmental Safety Committee. Staff members frequently mention this Committee’s work during their interviews.

The collaborative nature of the work environment is evident in both the actions and statements of staff members. According to the President of the Museum, “We have a highly collaborative staff; it has been that way all along. . . . Working collaboratively within teams that are cross-departmental has become a more and more natural way of working here.” Another Senior Leader within the organization describes the organizational culture as “kind . . . there’s a lack of [an] instinct to . . . point out other’s weaknesses.” Most efforts are led by a group of individuals from different organizational areas who come together to collaboratively address specific aims. Examples include not just the two committees cited above (the Safety Committee and the Renovations and Maintenance Committee), but also a Green Committee (that focuses on issues of environmental sustainability) and a Staff Welfare Committee. Cross-organizational work seems to be the norm. As one Human Resources professional states, “There doesn’t seem to be much that happens . . . that doesn’t involve at least one other person besides whoever’s idea or job it is.”

This culture of collaboration extends beyond intra-organizational committees to also include collaborations with other museums. OEM collaborates with a number of other organizations, including partnerships with local universities, collaborative
agreements with other museums within the state, and joint projects with other science
museums across the nation.

We work with museums, mostly on a national level. I’ll start with the
state. We’re part of what’s called the [State name-affiliated] Science
Museums Collaborative. So that is 27 museums that receive funding
through the state and some additional who are funded in other ways
through state dollars, 32 organizations in all. So we do collaborative
projects, for instance, we at OEM receive some [name of federal funding
agency] grants to do projects that impacted all of the collaborative. . . . We
partner with museums nationally on projects like the [name], and have
been in a number of funded projects with museums nationally, as well as
with university partners. (President of OEM)

Understanding the context of OEM—an organization with a medium-sized budget
and staff, large campus, a recent period of rapid growth, and a culture that supports
service, safety, and collaboration—provides a backdrop for understanding the work and
change toward the inclusion of people with disabilities at this science museum. To gain
further insights on this organization and its change toward more inclusive practices, a
variety of lenses are used to look at the organization from different vantage points.

**Viewing Inclusion through the Lens of Rich’s Experience Visiting OEM**

Rich is a frequent Outdoor and Explore Museum (OEM) visitor who has low
vision. He explains in an initial interview that he is a member of the museum and visits
two to three times a year with his three-year-old grandson. When asked what he sees as
some of the positive aspects of this museum with regards to inclusion, he begins by
describing his experience already at the Museum that day:

First off, the handicapped parking is very convenient. It’s right outside as
you come in. And that made it easy for us to get to a sidewalk, to walk
from the car to the front door, and that’s very important for someone like
me. . . . I can tell there are large crowds here today from the amount of
people I hear and also things are moving around me. I thought that there
was no congestion as we approached the front desk and I gave them the
letter, telling them I had the meeting with [staff member in Visitor
Services]. That was no problem, they immediately picked up on it, they
were aware. That’s very important, too. And they knew she wasn’t here
and I would be seeing you. The ride up in the elevator was very
convenient for me. I can use stairs, but the elevator is very convenient.

Rich goes on to describe how he appreciates the availability of the staff members
on campus who always seem ready to assist when needed, and who also seem to have
some understanding of ways to work with people with disabilities:

I can’t think of any place that I’ve been that I didn’t think somebody was
right there in the immediate area in case there was a problem. I guess,
carrying a white cane, you kind of stand out more so than say, someone
who has hearing difficulties might. But, here, they do know what a white
cane is.
As the interview continues, Rich describes other aspects of the Museum he finds particularly inclusive, such as the wide open pathways in the outdoor exhibitions:

I like the way the sidewalks are so wide. That’s a very good point for the Museum, because you do have little kids that are gonna get in a hurry, they wanna run and that kind of stuff. [My grandson] will hang back and hold my finger to lead me around and make sure that I keep up with him, but then when he wants to stop and see something. There seem to be enough overlooks, so I haven’t had problems at all with finding a place to get out of the main flow of people.

When asked about exhibits or programs that he thinks work particularly well, his response does not connect directly to what is accessible, but rather focuses on the interests of his grandson—the trains, dinosaurs, farm animals, and sailboats. As Rich explicitly states “. . . if he’s interested, I’m interested.” His grandson is also on his mind when he talks about feeling safe in the Museum environment:

Seeing this train, it’s—I felt I was comfortable with it . . . I felt safe and I felt he was safe, and I thought the people were paying a lot more attention than they would, say at an amusement park, where they are just shuffling the people through.

This is not to say, however, that he finds all areas that his grandson likes to be particularly comfortable and accessible. When asked about parts of the Museum he finds particularly uncomfortable, unwelcoming or inaccessible, he again lists one of his
grandson’s favorite areas, which happens to be one of the oldest exhibitions on the Museum’s grounds:

The areas where they can play drums or bells or all those things. . . . For me it’s disconcerting. I kind of hang back in those areas, but he loves it. . . . He’s very much into music and making noise. . . . It’s just hard for me on the hearing part, the noise. . . . I can’t not have some sense of what’s going on around me. So, the kids are enjoying it and I think that’s a great thing. For me, personally, it’s uncomfortable and I just stay back and that’s not difficult to do.

When asked about access features he’s seen at other museums that he wished OEM had, he goes on to describe the audio tours he’s experienced at other museums and historic sites:

I don’t know here if they have walking tours, you know, using a cassette player or, of course, now a digital would hold a lot more. Those have been important to me at other places, especially places where you have to drive through to see all of an exhibit, especially battle grounds and that kind of stuff.

After the initial interview, Rich explores the Museum’s grounds. As he walks along the Museum’s outdoor path, he notes where his grandson’s favorite exhibitions are as he passes them. He states that he has a clear map of the Museum and the outdoor grounds in his head. He also reports that he alternates between using a white cane and a
seeing-eye dog when he visits the Museum, and when he brings his dog here, he has never experienced any difficulties.

At one point during the observation, he heads toward one of the newer outdoor spaces, a live animal-based exhibition that staff members at OEM report as one of the most accessible on campus. This exhibition consists of a long, sloping board walk that directs visitors to various areas including a small pond and three different enclosures that each house one kind of animal. As Rich approaches the exhibition, he notices one of the overlook points. It is pointed out to him that this area contains a map of the exhibition that is accompanied by an audio descriptive label. The audio descriptive label (or “ADL” as OEM staff members call it) provides auditory instructions through a speaker. When asked if he knew about this feature, he says he did not—no one ever pointed it out to him before. He then plays it and says that it was a good description and is very similar to the audio tour he suggested during the introductory interview.

As he continues to walk down the ramp, he detects another overlook that is similar to the one that had the map placed inside of it, and Rich assumes that this overlook will also have an audio descriptive label. It does not. He then expresses the importance of consistency for people who are blind. He continues to walk down the ramp to another overlook where there is an ADL and a series of animal footprints you can touch. Rich leans over the footprint display and brings his eyes close to the sign. He then plays the ADL (each time pressing it multiple times to get it to start). While it plays, Rich feels the footprints. Some younger children come over and start to press the buttons that say what the footprints are, and this audio plays at the same time as the main audio label.
Rich is listening to. Rich, however, continues to touch each footprint and press the corresponding audio button in turn, working his way down the bank of tactile models. After the audio announces what animal made the specific footprint, he makes comments like “ah, golf cart geese” or nods in acknowledgement.

He then walks down to the first animal enclosure, which houses a bear. Here, there are a number of multisensory exhibit components he interacts with, for example, a preserved bear scat you can touch and parts of the bear’s diet that you can smell. Rich notes that there is inconsistent use of the ADL’s in this area—some exhibit components have them, others do not. For example, while he can feel the bear scat, he doesn’t know what he is touching. The smell station has an audio label that tells him what to do, but the label does not tell him what the object is that he smells. Rich tries to determine if there is a discernible pattern that will tell him where an ADL is—is it always on the round kiosks? No. How about the yellow kiosks (he can see some colors)? No.

Rich also uses the computer kiosk in this area. This kiosk, which has tactile button controls and auditory and visual outputs, is specifically designed for people who have low vision. Rich begins by pressing the volume button, but nothing happens. He assumes that either the kiosk is broken or not accessible until the audio assistance button is pointed out to him. He then presses the button and listens to the audio as it describes the purpose of each button on the kiosk. As he listens, Rich feels each button in sequence. After the audio description is complete, he again presses the buttons and scrolls through the options on the screen. He selects “bears in the wild.” He listens to the description, and then presses the home button to go back to the main menu. He makes a few more
selections. At the end, he says that the computer is very well done and easy for anyone to use, even if they do not have computer experience. He points out, however, that the “big thing is getting attention to that [points to the audio assistance button] . . . visually is not going to work.”

He continues to walk along the boardwalk, stopping at various interactive stations along the way. Eventually, he leaves the boardwalk and heads along an uphill path that will take him to another exhibition area that is one of his grandson’s favorites. Rich points out a hazard on this path—an area on the ground where tactilely there is not a detectable difference between the asphalt and the grassy area. He says that a better system is needed, perhaps making the non-trail area slightly elevated or adding a fence. He also notes, however, that this is the only unsafe area he has noticed on all of the trails. Generally he feels the trails are quite well done with substantial tactile indicators on the edges of the path.

As he continues to walk along the trail, the Museum’s golf cart, which staff members report using to transport people who need assistance from one area of the campus to another, passes by. It is filled with older adults who are being driven around by an education interpreter. When asked if he knew about the availability of the Museum’s golf cart service, Rich says he did not, but it is not a service he generally needs or would use anyway.

Rich continues on to another exhibition, stopping to use some of the multisensory exhibit components in the sailboat area. These are the last exhibit components he interacts with before he walks back down the hill toward the main museum building. As
he gets back to the building, another person presses the automatic door button to open the door. Rich is surprised to learn about the automatic doors—he much prefers automatic to manual doors, and he plans to use these in the future now that he knows they are available. Once inside the Museum, Rich meets up with his wife. She asks Rich how his visit went. He tells her that he “learned a lot.”

**Connections between Rich’s experience and other visitors with disabilities.**

Rich’s experience in many ways aligns with the experiences of other participating visitors with disabilities, as well as participating staff members’ perceptions. Many of the attributes Rich enjoys and appreciates about the Museum—such as the multisensory exhibit components, wide pathways and ramps, a policy for service animals, audio descriptive labels, automatic doors, designated parking spaces, accessible technologies, safety, and helpfulness of the staff — are those that other visitors with disabilities express appreciation for or that staff members mention as purposeful actions taken to make the environment more inclusive of people with disabilities (see Table 7).

The comments staff members and other visitors make about the attributes Rich enjoys show that different individuals cite different reasons for why the same features contribute positively to the experience. For example, while the multisensory aspects of the exhibitions (especially the audio and tactile elements) provide Rich with a key mechanism for interacting with the exhibitions that could not be achieved through visual elements alone, for another visitor who is a mom of children with severe allergies, it is these same “hands-on, physical things” that she attributes to the reason why her children “love” the museum. Similarly, while Rich finds the automatic doors easy to use given the
fact that his hands are already occupied with a cane and/or a dog when walking around the Museum’s campus; visitors who are wheelchair users find these buttons essential for opening doors from a seated and wheeled position.

There are other positive features of the Museum that are not mentioned by Rich, but are mentioned by other visitors with disabilities or by staff members (see Table 7). Seating, for example, is mentioned as an important feature by other visitors and by staff members, but does not appear to be as important to Rich. Attention to measurement requirements of individual exhibit components is also more important to other visitors and staff members with disabilities than to Rich. Certain services, such as the golf cart that transports visitors throughout the campus, are critical to other visitors and are mentioned as intentional actions for inclusion by staff members, but are not necessarily part of Rich’s experience. The multisensory aspects of the Museum’s programs as well as the frequent practice of asking parents whose children participate in courses and camps about their children’s preferences or needs are also actions that Rich does not mention in his interview, but are mentioned by the individuals who offer programs at OEM. In addition, the behind-the-scenes actions taken by staff, such as the involvement of people in the work and professional development offerings, are also (perhaps understandably) not mentioned or noticed by Rich during his visit, but are actions mentioned by staff members.

Similar to Rich, accessibility is only one aspect of the museum experience that the visitors with disabilities value about OEM. One visitor who has limited mobility states that it is the diversity of offerings she appreciates, “That’s what I love is there’s so much
here that you literally could come every day, spend a couple hours and there’s something totally different.” Another visitor who uses crutches prefers one area of the Museum more than another not because of its accessibility, but “... because [my children] enjoy it. I think that’s why I like it. It’s a place to go for 20 minutes and let them play.” Yet another visitor who has low vision prefers one area over others because of the content, “I find the animals out there—past the boardwalk, around the boardwalk, the wolves—the whole history behind what they were doing there I thought was really interesting.” Still another visitor who uses a wheelchair prefers certain areas because of the experiences they offer, “I like the butterfly exhibit because I can see all different butterflies, and I like the tornado because I can put my hand in it.”

As noted above, although Rich thinks that “this is a great museum,” he also acknowledges that there are certain areas for improvement. Here again, his thinking aligns with that of other visitors with disabilities and staff members. Similar to Rich, other visitors mention that they occasionally find unsafe situations at OEM, that background noise can be distracting, and greater communication is needed about OEM’s accessibility offerings. Similar to what is described above about the positive attributes of the Museum, although visitors with disabilities all mention a common need for a certain change, the reason for this need sometimes varies between visitors. For example, multiple visitors express a desire for greater communication about the accessibility features OEM offers. For Rich, this communication focuses around the availability of the ADL’s. For other visitors, learning more about services such as the golf carts is critical.
Table 7

*Actions Taken/Not Taken to Make OEM More Inclusive of People with Disabilities*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action Taken</th>
<th>Inconsistent Action</th>
<th>Action Not Taken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Wide, level outdoor paths and ramps</td>
<td>• Audio descriptive labels</td>
<td>• Braille or large print guides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Automatic doors</td>
<td>• Attention to safety</td>
<td>• Accessibility of drop-in programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ample seating</td>
<td>• Interpretive images</td>
<td>• Lighting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Elevators</td>
<td>• Tactile cues in exhibitions</td>
<td>• Communication with visitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Captioning</td>
<td>• Labels with large, high contrast, easy to read fonts</td>
<td>• Background noise distracting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Designated parking spaces</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Attention to allergies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Attention to measurements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Multisensory interactives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Accessible technologies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Free golf carts, wheelchairs, and strollers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Policy for service animals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Staff are available to help</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Multisensory program activities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Asking parents about children’s needs and preferences for sign-up programs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Professional development for staff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Involving people with disabilities in work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Free admission on certain days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Staff members and Rich are in agreement about the need for more audio descriptive labels. Staff members, however, further identify two areas that are not discussed by Rich or other visitors with disabilities: the need for large print and/or Braille guides, and the need to improve the accessibility of the Museum’s drop-in programs.

There are also a number of problem areas that are mentioned by other visitors with disabilities that are not a concern for Rich. These include uneven lighting and lack of attention to food allergies. Other visitors and staff members also point out some inconsistent practices throughout the organization. For example, another visitor who has low vision notes that there are a few areas within the indoor galleries where there is a lack of a defined and clear pathway. A visitor who uses a wheelchair notices that in certain areas of the facilities, maintenance workers do not always keep accessible pathways clear. Staff members concur that maintenance does not always think about accessibility in their practices. Although infrequent, there are a few situations where the needs of visitors with disabilities do not align. For example, one visitor who uses crutches feels unsafe on some of the same sloped surfaces that Rich and wheelchair users report as easy to use and essential for navigation through the exhibition areas.

Overall, Rich’s experience provides descriptive insight from the visitor’s perspective about the actions taken or not taken by OEM to make the museum experience more inclusive of visitors with disabilities. This description, however, only tells part of the story and does not address what the experience is like for the volunteers and staff members who work for OEM. To learn more about this aspect of the organization’s inclusion, the lens of Seth’s experience can offer some illumination.
Viewing Inclusion through the Lens of Seth’s Experience as a Museum Volunteer

Seth is a quadriplegic wheelchair user who volunteers in the Museum’s insect area. He brings an assistant with him when he volunteers. As Seth describes, his role is to “. . . show off bugs, arachnids, and other things that talk about the bugs that are on display. Any question that people have, I answer them. And that’s pretty much what I do.”

The insect area where Seth works has a very long and windy ramp that descends down to the main building. This ramp crisscrosses over a very large set of stairs. At the end of the stairs and the ramp are the doors into the facility, which can be opened using a large push button that has a large wheelchair symbol on it. Inside this building is a humid, tree-lined conservatory, as well as a separate room for insects that are housed in glass cases that looks more like a traditional museum exhibition. Seth works in both areas. There are push buttons that activate all doors in the building, and the internal pathways are smooth and easy to navigate.

When asked to describe his role at the Museum and how long he’s worked there, Seth responds by acknowledging that things have not always been so easy:

I’ve worked [in the Insect area] for about a year and half . . . and before I worked here . . . I worked at the lab in the other part of the Museum and . . . I didn’t enjoy [that] as much as I’ve enjoyed this part . . . just because the lab is not very conducive to a wheelchair . . . there’s a big lab desk . . . and it’s hard to get around there . . . [and] get up close to interact with people.
Eventually, Seth “talked to the volunteer supervisor” and “a number of things . . .
came together” that led him to seek out another area to work. He decided on the
insect area because “I liked what I saw of the place and it’s just [the] right people
and right time.”

OEM staff members acknowledge that Seth’s experiences as a volunteer have not
always been positive. A staff member who had worked with Seth when he first started to
volunteer at the Museum describes his experience as follows:

[Seth] didn’t have trouble on a visitor end. He had a little more trouble . . .
being on the presenter side, navigating around the spaces . . . some being
my office because it’s a little more cluttered than the museum floor is. So
he’s also not able to use his hands, and from a facilitation point, we had to
kind of move around to a couple different exhibits until we found one that
worked well with him. We tried him in the [exhibit name], and that’s a
very hands-on room. We tried him in the lab which is another one where .
. . I’m always using my hands with the visitors and he’s . . . just quieter
and so . . . that combined with . . . his physical disabilities made it a little
difficult for him to engage the visitors and so eventually he moved to the
[insect area] which is something where there’s less hands-on and more
explaining. So I think that that was, out of all the exhibits, we have the
best fit there for him as a facilitator. (Programs professional, OEM)

Despite this initial negative experience, Seth feels that the Museum is quite accessible:
I feel like that the . . . Museum as a whole is accessible. There’s elevators, and they try to keep things accessible as possible. And I can’t think of any place in particular that’s not accessible . . . I think the only complaint I really have is the—that lab area, but I mean it’s not a big complaint because I actually like working this part of museum better, so . . . I mean . . . I can get up close to all the exhibits basically . . . And people are always very accommodating.

Seth acknowledges that not all areas are accessible to wheelchair users, but he feels this is understandable:

There’s one other thing that’s not accessible . . . to wheelchairs. . . .
There’s a shuttle re-entry craft that you can climb into. . . . It’s not accessible to wheelchairs, but at the same time I don’t think it really needs to be, ‘cause it’s for kids to get a sense of it, not for adults to get a sense of it. And there’s nothing really in there other than a place for kids to hang out basically. It’s really, really it.

Seth’s comfort with the accessibility of the Museum is perhaps best exemplified by the fact that the reason why he volunteers at the Museum is because of positive experiences he had here when he was a child, “This Museum has been around since I was born, and I’ve been going here constantly . . . I’ve always really been interested in the Museum.”

Despite this interest, he did not look for a position at the Museum until a job coach encouraged him to pursue it. According to Seth, this coach helped him to secure a
position through her “connections and persistence,” which got “her foot through the door and me through the entrance.”

Overall, Seth reports that his experience has been very positive and that he benefits from his position at the Museum in a variety of ways:

I get to interact with people . . . a lot more than I do in my life and I . . . enjoy that . . . I have always [had] a love for animals . . . and even for bugs, it’s the smallest to the biggest. I enjoy going out into the butterfly house. It’s a lot warmer than the rest of the Museum, and I get to do that along with showing off insects and—because they’re used to that environment. It’s kinda a nice way to get out there because it benefits them and me . . . And there’s usually more people there so I can explain more about the insect or arachnids.

Staff members’ statements suggest that they value Seth’s involvement with the Museum. They express that his volunteering efforts are important not only for Seth, but also for the visitors and for the staff members who work with him. As a Human Resources professional who works indirectly with Seth states:

I have my moment like probably a lot of people do when working with people with disabilities. You are kind of like, “Oh wow, I had assumptions about you that are completely untrue, and I should learn to get over those assumptions.” I think that probably seeing Seth interact with other visitors who are in wheelchairs, that was cool. Kind of seeing that impact that
exists for people who are like, “Oh, you are just like me,” because I hadn’t really seen that before.

When asked whether he thinks staff members at the Museum share common values or beliefs related to inclusion, Seth responds as follows:

It just seems like everyone’s welcome here and I really—never really seen any restrictions based on anyone’s—based on anyone’s life choices, be they religious or otherwise, or their diseases they have.

When Seth is asked if there is one thing that should be taken away from his interview, he emphasizes in his response “just how much the Museum’s modernized and made it more accommodating for people in general.”

Connections between Seth’s experience and other Museum volunteers, staff members or consultants with disabilities. Seth’s experience at OEM is in many ways not a unique one. Interviews with staff members reveal that there are many people with disabilities who volunteer at OEM in a variety of capacities, including as interpreters in the “lab” area described above as inaccessible for Seth, as well as assistants for the Animal Care department. Similar to Seth, other volunteers with disabilities, especially those working in the Animal Care area, are often accompanied by a personal assistant:

We do have volunteers occasionally that will . . . ask us if they can volunteer in the Animal department, with disabilities, and we try our best to accommodate those volunteers. Often times they will come with a coach or their parent, someone who works with them on a regular basis, so that they can help that volunteer as they learn the job. . . . And really, often
times, the coaches help a lot. Ultimately, it is up to us to do the training and to show all of the volunteers how to do the tasks that we do here, but when the coach is there and learns alongside the volunteer, then it helps that they can work with that volunteer every time that they come. (Animal Care professional, OEM)

There are other OEM volunteers with disabilities, however, who work successfully on their own:

I also had one volunteer with a developmental disability for about . . . a year and a half [to] two years . . . I didn’t want him to come and volunteer here and get stuck into the traditional mop and clean the floor . . . so we were able to have him work on some projects and even develop some activities and do some facilitation with our visitors. I also have one volunteer currently who’s deaf and . . . he . . . took the most control over the accommodations that we needed to make. He’s very comfortable. He’s in high school and he works at a grocery store and so he’s very comfortable working with complete strangers and communicating with them . . . I guess I just didn’t know what to expect exactly when we had him in an exhibit, ‘cause he’s at an exhibit and he’s completely by himself. . . . He really surprised me in how well he communicates with the kids and . . . their receptiveness to him. . . . It’s been going well. (Programs professional, OEM)
For some of the volunteers, particularly those who work in the Animal Care area, the opportunity to volunteer at OEM is considered by staff members to be a form of therapy where they can increase their skills and abilities while also contributing to the organization:

We feel . . . it’s important for [volunteers with disabilities] to have opportunities like that. I personally think it’s great because I’ve heard that animals can really help . . . that often times working with animals can kind of help rehabilitation because there’s just something about that connection—that experience—that you have with the animals that helps you to thrive and do better, whether it’s healing or learning or whatever that might be. (Animal Care professional, OEM)

A staff member in the Animal Care department reports that she’s attended “a student’s IEP meeting at their school to talk about what they have done with us . . . and why it was important.” Staff members in this department also report that they specifically provide volunteers with disabilities with tasks that help them to develop needed skills. For example, one Animal Care professional reports, “We put this young man in the farmyard doing locks. Literally, just had him do locks to help with his fine motor skills.”

Seth’s story also points out how the involvement of people with disabilities in the Museum’s work creates a reciprocal relationship. Not only do the individuals with disabilities benefit, but so does the Museum’s staff. Working alongside people with disabilities—whether as volunteers, consultants, or staff members—is a learning experience for many staff members. As one Animal Care professional reports, “This job
has definitely given me more interaction with people with disabilities than I have anywhere else in my life. So that, I feel, is great. . . . It has helped me to learn better how to work with people with disabilities.” A professional who works in Human Resources similarly feels she has had positive experiences at the Museum when interacting with people with disabilities:

Inevitably with my volunteers who are disabled as well as our volunteers who are abled, I just feel that they are exciting people . . . and so many interesting things that happen. . . . Our volunteer with a cognitive disability . . . was telling me about this lawnmower business he wanted to start and the way he thought about it and everything else I was totally impressed.

Seth’s story describes how the Museum worked with him to find an area of the organization where he could successfully contribute as a volunteer. Staff members’ comments suggest that Seth’s situation is not unique—a great deal of attention is paid to making sure that individuals with disabilities are placed in areas that match their skills and interests. A Human Resources professional reports that placing volunteers is “about making the volunteers comfortable with what they are doing . . . that then in addition they will be actually able to contribute.” Similarly, an Animal Care professional states the following:

We basically just try and set those volunteers up with what we feel they can take on. . . . We . . . match them with what seems to be the best in terms of . . . the abilities that they’re coming in with, and trying to also
give them something to strive towards. . . . We typically don’t have to do anything to change our environment; it’s really just a matter of finding the place that’s best suited for them.

This philosophy extends beyond volunteers and also addresses how the organization is thinking about the involvement of people with disabilities as staff members. Following what is required by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), OEM staff members are working to list out exactly what skills and abilities are needed for each staff position, encouraging managers to think broadly about the kinds of ways a certain type of job could be accomplished:

I worked hard on the job descriptions as they [came] up for renewal to ensure that ADA compliance requirements are included. . . . So I talked with my supervisors and [said] . . . “Does this person have to be able to walk? For example, if we had someone who is in a wheelchair, or someone who has limited walking abilities, will they still be able to do the job?” (Human Resources professional, OEM)

The process of making determinations about the kinds of skills and abilities that are needed for each position is not an easy one, staff members report. In some cases, staff members say they do not know enough about what is possible for people with disabilities to make such determinations before the person enters the position, such as the situation with Seth’s initial placement. The person who is charged with overseeing Human Resources is working with the managers to help them better make these determinations, but such a process takes time and is not yet consistent. Sometimes, one manager sees a
barrier where another already has a solution. For example, one staff member is concerned about hiring a volunteer who is d/Deaf because “I think about deaf and the ability to communicate—how that would work in our department?” (Animal Care professional, OEM). Another staff member, however, has already hired an individual who is d/Deaf to serve as a volunteer in her area, and she and this volunteer have developed a working system for on-going communication:

So when [the volunteer who is d/Deaf] came in initially, I met with him and his translator and I assumed at first that [the translator] was gonna be coming to all of his volunteer sessions, which she came to the first one and that was it . . . I came to our initial meeting with some ideas [about communication such as] “We can have . . . some standard things you’d say in this room . . . I can write them down and you have them written out to show people,” and he said “No.” So, I figured it was better to just go with what he knows. . . . He’s completely comfortable in there. It’s the building room . . . [and] he just kind of jumps in with [visitors] and starts building. And when we communicate, I typically just type on the computer. He can read lips fairly well. (Programs professional, OEM)

In summation, Seth’s story depicts how OEM involves people with disabilities in its work, describing the experiences of an individual who has a more intimate relationship with the organization than visitors such as Rich who visit only a few times a year. Combined, these two lenses—that of volunteers with disabilities and visitors with disabilities—provide an indication of the kinds of actions OEM takes and does not take to
make the environment more inclusive of people with disabilities. But what are the processes and contexts that facilitate actions toward inclusion, and what are the processes and contexts that pose barriers or impede further action? To gain deeper insights here requires a closer look at the workings of the organization and its various departments and teams.

**Viewing through the Lens of the Safety Committee**

The Safety Committee at OEM is a cross-departmental committee that oversees the Safety program at OEM and is dedicated to ensuring that OEM provides a safe environment for its visitors and staff. While its connections to practices related to inclusion are not immediately clear, numerous staff members mention this Committee’s actions during their interviews as being highly relevant to the work of inclusion. As one Senior Leader of the Museum states:

[The Safety Committee] is actually a very good example of what you were asking earlier actually. “In what ways this inclusiveness permeated to other areas of the museum?” and . . . this committee is a cross disciplinary committee. It’s comprised of people all over the museum; its reach is into every department.

Observations of a Safety Committee meeting confirm that almost every area of the organization is represented on this committee, including people who work in Exhibits, Facilities, Programs, Marketing, Human Resources, Finance, Animal Care, and Administration. During the meeting, members discuss a broad range of safety issues, such as problems with the donkey being fed human food by visitors, a staff member who
fell off a small electric motorcycle while on campus, a keeper who was bit by an animal, and a child who hit his head on the corner of a bench. Each issue is addressed in turn, with the whole group discussing and brainstorming solutions on the spot. For example, when discussing the problem with the donkey being fed too much human food, the group derives the solution to improve the signage in the area around the donkey reminding visitors not to feed him. When discussing the issue of the child hitting his head on a bench, the group decides to further investigate whether the Museum can install furniture that has softer or more rounded corners.

In addition to discussing solutions to specific safety incidents, the Safety Committee also performs routine safety walk-throughs using a pre-defined checklist and periodic safety trainings for all staff members. During the observed meeting, committee members specifically discuss an upcoming safety training session that will be led by the local fire department and will focus on ways to evacuate a person in a wheelchair from the second floor of the building in case of a fire. The idea for this training was conceived when “questions [came up] as a result of role playing during an evacuation [drill] of a disabled person on the second floor. They weren’t sure of the best ways to get that person down” (Facilities professional).

Interviews with staff members reveal that this is not the only safety training to focus on people with disabilities. Previous safety trainings, for example, addressed concerns around the evacuation of people who are d/Deaf, where staff members “. . . all learned sign language to learn how to say ‘emergency, fire, please come with me’” (Programs professional, OEM). Staff members call out the work of the Safety Committee
as an indication that the inclusion of people with disabilities is important to the Museum. For example, one Programs professional reports that she knows inclusion is important to the organization because “when we talk about other things that we’re doing in the Museum that is certainly something that tends to come up. So, for example, when we do evacuation drills . . .” Similarly, while an Exhibits professional is discussing how the inclusion of people with disabilities “is a real focus” for the Exhibits Department, she inserts “kind of going off on a tangent—but we have different sorts of drills . . . with people who might not be sighted, or somebody who’s in a wheelchair, so that staff gets training on how to work with different populations.”

Staff members report that during each evacuation drill, there is at least one person who role plays an individual with a disability. The role play experience can be memorable for the individuals who are assigned this role. One staff member recalls:

[My] assignment was to be the sister of a person in a wheelchair. [I] remember waiting for the call to go out, and the discussion of the wheelchair and what would happen to the wheelchair . . . [it’s] an expensive piece of equipment.

(Administration professional, OEM)

Another staff member recounts how she “was in a wheelchair once, but when you put yourself in their shoes by doing that—that was enlightening. When someone comes up in a wheelchair, you remember what it is like” (Exhibits professional, OEM). Through the work of the Safety Committee and its evacuation drills, therefore, it appears that staff members are not only learning about inclusive practices related to safety, but also the experience of living with a disability.
Connections between inclusion in the Safety Committee and other OEM areas. The work of the Safety Committee provides a window into how the work of inclusion is performed at OEM. There are many themes that emerge in the description of the inclusion work of this Committee that connect to the inclusion work in other areas of the organization.

The collaborative nature of the Safety Committee’s work connects to the overall collaborative culture of the organization. This culture also seems to permeate all areas where the organization is taking actions to be more inclusive of people with disabilities. When asked to what extent work related to the inclusion of people with disabilities is collaborative or individualistic, most participating professionals respond by stating that the work is collaborative. A professional who works in the Exhibits department states “I think most of my work is collaborative, but especially when we are trying to consider things from an inclusion standpoint.” Another professional from the Human Resources area feels that when it comes to the work of inclusion, “I’m a voice among other voices.” A Senior Leader of the Museum goes on further and describes the characteristics of this collaborative work and how it contributes to inclusive practices. He states that change toward inclusion “happens through moments of collaboration, coordination, and somebody in that moment having the good sense to ask the question.” Another Senior Leader states that he is:

. . . proud of the fact that we have this staff that’s so collaborative that all—at least I hope—all have this attitude toward people with disabilities
that we’re here not to single them out and treat them differently than other people who come in.

There are a few staff members who state that their personal work related to the inclusion of people with disabilities tends to be more individualistic than collaborative. Even these individuals, however, state that there are places and times when the work appears to be collaborative. One professional in the Programs area feels “. . . it’s collaborative in the Exhibits department. In our department, I’m really the only one that does floor programming, so for me it’s much more individual.” Another Maintenance professional reports that “when they are minor they are individual. . . . If it’s something major . . . it’s collaborative.”

Beyond being largely collaborative, the Safety Committee’s practice of embedding inclusion into its work (addressing, for example, the safety of visitors who are d/Deaf or who are wheelchair users during routine fire drills, rather than hosting separate events about people with disabilities) is also present elsewhere in the organization. This is especially true within the Exhibits department, which is described further below. During interviews, many staff members express the idea that inclusion is embedded in the work, often stating that inclusion has just become a “part of what we do” as an organization. One Facilities professional states that “ADA considerations are always prominent in how we design and build.” Another staff member further describes how inclusion is embedded into the thinking of the organization as a whole:

Inclusion is part of how we do business here and that is something that while we are never going to be perfect at, we do really well. It’s part of the
brain system. It’s as much a part of how we do business as budgets and what color we are going to paint the walls. . . . It is just as important as how much we charge and what times the trains are running. (Human Resources professional, OEM)

The emphasis on hosting formalized trainings that include discussions related to people with disabilities is also not unique to the Safety Committee and is noted as a practice in other areas of the organization. One Programs professional reports that they have been performing “[universal design] trainings . . . with . . . camp educators . . . in the past few years . . .” Another staff member discusses trainings related to “general customer service” saying:

Good customer service towards people with disabilities is something that’s been covered . . . if you have a missing child and there’s an all staff radio call . . . it’s . . . important to potentially ask that adult, “Does this child have a disability?” Are we talking about somebody who is coherent about where they are? Or are we talking about a child that might just kind of be wandering around with no good idea of what’s happening? And so that’s something that was good for me, personally, because it was something I’d never thought about. . . . And since we had that particular training where that subject got brought up, we actually have had a radio call since then with a missing child, that the child had Autism. So it was helpful to know when you’re out searching for that child. (Animal Care professional, OEM)
The connection the Safety Committee makes between safety and service to visitors and the inclusion of people with disabilities is also not unique. During their interviews, many staff members implicitly and explicitly discuss the ways in which they connect the work of the inclusion of people with disabilities to the overall organizational culture of safety and service. While it is hard to determine what is the cause and what is the effect (is it the Safety Committee’s work that helps staff members to make the connection, or is it an organizational way of thinking that fosters the Safety Committee to make the connection?), what is obvious is that the connection is made beyond just the work that the Safety Committee performs. One professional from Human Resources shares that “. . . all of our staff are trained on our ideals of customer service, which are very inclusive.” A Visitor Services professional states that having a “service based environment . . . seems to really promote an equity of all people.” Another professional from Visitor Services further elaborates, expressing the following:

Part of our mission is that we want people to see science as a way of knowing about themselves, their community, and their world. So we want people to come here and feel safe. To explore. To try things. To ask for help if they want or need it. So I think a lot of our core value is to just be a comfortable place. Be . . . I don’t want to say accessible because that’s kinda the point. But just a place for people. . . . It’s not a “don’t touch.” It’s not a “don’t ask.” It’s “we’re here to help you.” We want to be welcoming.
There are two further aspects of the work of the Safety Committee related to inclusion that resonate with that of the Exhibits department. One is related to the visibility of the inclusion work of the Safety Committee and the potential role it might play in communicating a sense of organizational value. As part of the work of the Exhibits department, there are other projects and initiatives related to inclusion that similarly have organization-wide visibility. Another aspect is the process of reflection, where the Safety Committee is continually reflecting upon and learning from its previous work. This connects to the on-going learning process of Exhibits, which features attention to inclusion over time in large projects and experimentation. Both of these aspects are discussed in more detail below.

In summation, the inclusion work of the Safety Committee has many parallels to the ways in which the work of inclusion is addressed in other areas of the organization. Similar to the Safety Committee, other areas of the organization also embed the work of inclusion into their overall work plan and engage in this work as a part of a collaborative enterprise. Other areas also host formal trainings for staff members that address inclusion, employ a process of learning from practice, and engage in actions that make their work related to inclusion visible to the organization as a whole. The connections that are made by the Safety Committee between its work and the work of inclusion is not unique to the Safety Committee—multiple areas of the organization see the work of inclusion as being directly connected to the core values of the organization—safety and service.

The work of the Safety Committee as described above only portrays a snapshot of the work of inclusion for a particular part of the organization at a particular point in time.
It does not provide an understanding of a longer term view of change. The next lens, the Exhibits department, affords such a view.

**Viewing Inclusion through the Lens of the Exhibits Department**

The lens of the Exhibits department affords a unique vantage point for viewing changes toward the inclusion of people with disabilities over time at OEM. Multiple participating staff members from the Exhibits department report having worked at the Museum for 15 years or more, which provides the opportunity to hear a longitudinal view of change directly from the people who participated in the effort. In addition, similar to other museums, the exhibitions present on this Museum’s campus are changed or remodeled on a relatively infrequent basis, thus providing insights into particular design strategies that were employed at different points in time. Currently viewable exhibitions at OEM date back to the 1990’s. Combined, these two attributes of the Exhibits department (long-term staff members and long-term exhibitions) enable a longitudinal view of change that cannot be afforded by another area in the Museum.

Another reason to focus on inclusion within the Exhibits department is that there is a sense amongst OEM staff members that the Senior Leader of Exhibits and the rest of the Exhibits department are a major force behind the Museum’s efforts to be more inclusive of people with disabilities. During interviews, staff members outside of the Exhibits department report that one of the primary ways they learn about inclusion is by working with the Senior Leader of Exhibits and others within the department. One Maintenance professional states, “I have learned just from listening to our exhibits design people.” Another Programs professional remarks how, for the Senior Leader of Exhibits,
inclusion of people with disabilities “always seems to be at the forefront of his mind” and that she learned about inclusion by working with him to design a particular programming space. A professional in Human Resources recalls that her “aha moment” related to inclusion came when she walked around a particular exhibition with a former Exhibit professional who cared deeply about universal design.

It is perhaps not surprising that the Exhibits department is known for its inclusive practices throughout OEM as this department has a long history of making exhibitions accessible to people with disabilities. According to the Senior Leader of Exhibits (who has been with the organization for around 20 years), work in this area had already begun before his arrival:

When I came here, the Museum already had a record and practice by working with [an exhibit design firm known for its accessible practices]. So that helped situate the work, which was at a pretty good place relative to thinking about some of the issues.

Another staff member from the Exhibits department who prides herself as a museum historian and archivist goes a step further and traces the Museum’s actions in this area to the mid 1960’s when a nature trail for the blind was created. Regardless of whether the work of inclusion for the exhibits department dates back 20 years or 50 years, it is clear that efforts in this area pre-date all of the professionals who currently work in the Exhibits department.

When the current Senior Leader of the Exhibits department came to work at the Museum in the 1990’s, a number of actions were taken to make the exhibits more
accessible to people with disabilities. With funding from local city bonds, substantial changes were made to an existing popular outdoor exhibition to make sure that people who use wheelchairs could easily access this attraction. This funding was also used to support the building of the insect area where Seth currently works, with attention being paid to wheelchair access to this facility as well.

Although OEM Exhibit’s department had begun work in this area before the current Senior Leader arrived and he continued to push this work forward upon his arrival, it was OEM’s participation in a professional development program run by an industry organization that the Senior Leader of Exhibits and other staff members attribute to a substantial shift in their practices. This program addressed accessibility, and specifically ADA requirements, for exhibitions and visitor services in science museums. Through this program, participating staff members were provided: copies of guidelines for accessible exhibition design; opportunities to work closely with people with disabilities; and an introduction to the concept of universal design.

Although this experience took place over a decade ago, it still has an imprint on the organization’s memory. The Senior Leader of Exhibits calls this experience “a cornerstone that touches, still [exhibit staff members] who are here today.” Multiple people within the organization refer to this professional development program, even those who did not start working at the Museum until years after it took place. One Senior Leader outside of Exhibits who started working at the Museum more recently states that he thinks this professional development experience was “where it started.” Another professional who recently began working in the Exhibits department states that she has a
“notebook” in her office from the professional development program that she frequently uses. For example, she knows “the right page to flip to, to always find the measurements for if a wheelchair is pulling up to an exhibit table and what the reach should be.”

After OEM’s participation in the industry organization-led professional development program, the next major project that staff members talk about in terms of the history of inclusive practices at OEM is the development of two award-winning outdoor exhibitions, which were funded by both a federal agency and local municipal bonds. According to the Senior Leader of Exhibits, the decision to create these exhibitions was largely driven by participation in the professional development program that was led by the industry organization:

We were already moving in this direction during the development of the outdoor experience; really fired up to find new ways to implement what we acquired in the accessibility workshop. And so the mantra at the time was no barriers and to be universal in the way we were understanding it then, and there were also emerging thoughts about what that meant and we needed to explore these too.

According to OEM staff members, the development of these outdoors exhibitions corresponded to changes in how the Exhibits department thought about access for people with disabilities from a variety of angles. Within these exhibitions, the inclusive design approach moved beyond a sole focus on wheelchair access and other physical dimensions of accessibility and started to include an emphasis on the creation of rich, multisensory
environments that could be enjoyed by a broad range of visitors. As the Senior Leader of Exhibits states in his interview:

   It is the availability and attention to the senses and the many ways of encountering an experience that I think is suggested there. . . . So, you know, there are audio described labels and tactile, smell, and sound experiences, and it's a pleasant environment within which to share social interaction. There’s the opportunity to be comfortable and sit and drop into other states of mind. There’s surprise…

   He is not the only staff member who notes the shift and change in direction that came with the development of the outdoor exhibitions. Other staff members, including those within and outside the Exhibits department, consider the multisensory, multimodal aspects of these exhibitions to be noteworthy. One Human Resources professional remarks how “an effort was made to diversify how people can engage [with] the exhibits” in the outdoor exhibitions and how they include “sound components and the touching components for people with visual and hearing impairments.” Another Exhibits professional similarly comments on the noteworthy “audio” and “tactile” elements of this exhibition and goes on further to describe a particular experience where there “is a tactile board that has different footprints in it and it has audio answers so you can lift the flap and see the answer or press the button and hear the answer.” An Animal Care professional goes on further to elaborate:

   I know that . . . with the newer stuff that’s outdoors . . . they have incorporated things . . . on the large maps that you can stand at and say
you are here, and then see where you’re gonna go. There’s a button . . . you can push that will actually describe for you that . . . map. As well as having buttons at the individual animal exhibits . . . where we have our kiosks that people can read to learn about the animals, that there are buttons that you can push so you can hear it instead of having to read it.

The shift in thinking that occurred with the development of the outdoor exhibitions was more than just a focus on multisensory learning. Staff members also describe a change in the process used to develop the exhibitions, which involved including people with disabilities as advisors and exhibit testers. One Exhibits professional clearly recalls the involvement of these individuals and how they affected what was ultimately developed within the exhibition:

During the development, as we would come up with prototype(s), we would ask some of our consultants to come out and say: “How can we make this better? What can we do to make an experience that would be valuable to you?” . . . One of the things that our consultants were saying, “We don’t have to have exactly the same experience because we can’t see, but if we had an experience that was comparable, that would be relevant to us, that would be a comparable experience” . . . I think some of the [zooming] cameras were things that we wanted to do for our low level vision [visitors], and we did that because one of our consultants came out with low level vision and said, “. . . Without this I couldn’t have seen the bear. Now I know what the bear looks like.” It was too far out for a visitor
who has impaired vision to see all the way to the back of the exhibit.

Camera brought it right up into that screen so she could enlarge it and actually make out what was there.

Lessons learned from working with people with disabilities on the development of these exhibitions are shared with and remembered by current OEM staff members who were not working at the Museum at the time. One Senior Leader at OEM describes how the Senior Leader of Exhibits tells a story of when “they had disabled members of the community serve as advisors on some of our planning for our exhibits in our outdoor areas” and how this experience changed “the way he viewed his job in designing exhibits” and led him to “fully embrace the idea of universal design.” Another Exhibits professional provides more detail on the kinds of stories and lessons learned that get passed on related to working with people with disabilities on the outdoor exhibition projects:

The meeting that [former Exhibit professional and Senior Leader of Exhibits] held, in which they brought in a bunch of advisors for the outdoor exhibit project. They constantly refer back to examples such as, “When [name of disability advisor] was here and was looking at that exhibit, she said this.” Anything that an advisor specifically said about those outdoor exhibits, those kinds of lessons get brought back up to think about if we have comparable experiences. Like for the small sailboats, an example of something that was mentioned a lot was adding some kind of tactile coding so you could feel the different shapes. So that idea of having
a recognizable mark on things is something that has come up at lot since, and I feel like came from that meeting. And we’re about to start redesigning a beehive exhibit, and one thing that has been brought up is when the accessibility advisors were here they mentioned how by touching the beehive you can really feel the vibrations and the warmth of it, and to try to preserve that experience. And so that keeps getting referred to even though that happened years . . . ago.

Staff members also report that when the outdoor exhibitions opened, efforts were made to inform museum professionals within and outside OEM about the accessibility features of these exhibitions. “When each of the new spaces opened we did some trainings about the space,” one Programs professional reports. A staff member from Human Resources confirms this notion by similarly stating “. . . when we opened our outdoor exhibits, we were trained on everything.” The opening of these exhibitions also led OEM to host a workshop for other science museums across the nation on the universal design of museum exhibitions.

Exhibit professionals recall that it was during the development of the outdoor exhibitions that they first began to realize that designing for people with disabilities improves the experiences for people without disabilities. This concept, staff members report, has since become a regular part of how they think about this work:

The first thing that comes to mind is that accessibility benefits everybody. . . . Our experience has been . . . if we make an exhibit that’s accessible to children, a lot of times that translates to people with disabilities or vice
versa. So we think about it more as universal design and working with a variety of populations. (Exhibits professional, OEM)

Contrastingly, staff members also report that the development of the outdoor exhibitions taught them that the ideal of “better for everyone” is not always possible. As one Exhibit professional states, “I think we have learned that not everything has to be for everyone . . . [and] that realization . . . is an example of change over time.” They learned that sometimes their efforts to make something more inclusive of people with disabilities decreases the overall quality of the experience:

The [name of outdoor exhibit] is an example of an execution that was adversely affected by our drive to be accessible. Fundamentally—I think always—the experience is the most important thing. That said, after initial prototyping we made a decision to make this exhibit wheelchair accessible. And it felt like the right thing to do, but we just didn’t anticipate the impact of making it robust enough to handle the demands of weight and additional loading on the apparatus. . . . In retrospect, I think that it would have been justified to have said, “Well, this is one that we just can’t make accessible [to] wheelchairs for these reasons . . .” so it’s an interesting failing. The experience has caused me to ask more questions.

The next major inclusion effort of the Exhibits department was an indoor exhibition that focused on math, which was funded by a federal agency and developed in collaboration with the Large Science Museum (LSM) that is also included in this study, as well as other science museums. According to staff members, what made the
development of this exhibition remarkable was the extent to which the inclusion of people with disabilities was thought about in all aspects of the design:

So one of the things that was really cool about the recent meeting in [city where LSM is located], where we looked at the [math exhibit], was I have never in my years at the science museum field heard so many times the phrase, “This one’s really cool if you close your eyes.” So there were multiple exhibits where that was expressed as a prompt for a really neat way to do something. Well, how interesting is that? That, in fact, it’s better. You like it almost better if you do it with your eyes closed. That to me says that there’s thinking going on in that group . . . [that led] to exhibits that were inherently better for folks with vision impairment.

(Senior Leader from another area of OEM)

Exhibit professionals who worked on this particular exhibition also report that they learned more about inclusive practices through its development. Here again we see that some of this learning came from working directly with people with disabilities:

One example was writing the ADL for [math exhibition]. . . . When we had the advisor . . . give feedback and [use] terms like at “three o’clock” and “nine o’clock” and saying that those were really useful terms, that was good to know for me. Just hearing some of her feedback on some of the language to make things as direct as possible was helpful, and hopefully I can take those away as lessons learned in the future. (Exhibits professional, OEM)
The process for developing this exhibition was also a bit different from that of the two outdoor exhibitions as it was a cross-organizational collaborative effort that involved a designated advocate for universal design from another museum. Working with professionals from other museums also influenced how OEM Exhibit professionals thought about the inclusion of people with disabilities:

When we had our kick-off meeting a little over a year ago now, [a professional from another museum] did a presentation about accessibility and universal design, just to make sure we were all thinking about it and put a bunch of resources up on our project wiki. Then, after we saw all the prototypes in September, [other museum professional] scheduled a phone call with each project team to talk through some of the constraints and possibilities of each exhibit in terms of universal design. Out of that, we came up with some, what I feel like were really good ideas for two of the exhibits in particular, to add some touchable components and some ADLs, which was good because we hadn’t really been thinking in that direction yet. (Exhibits professional, OEM)

Somewhere along the way, although it is unclear when, members of the Exhibit department developed the feeling that “accessible design and universal design is really important to us” (Exhibits professional, OEM) and that “because we know we’re committed, we have to do it” (Senior Leader of Exhibits, OEM). The sense that inclusion of people with disabilities is a priority for the Exhibits department is expressed by other professionals in the organization as well. One Programs professional states that “Exhibits
is probably the most aware of [inclusion of people with disabilities as] that’s just—that’s one of their priorities.” Another Animal Care professional states that the Exhibits department “thinks about that in terms of any new thing we do” and that inclusion “is in our thought process for how we develop things here.”

Although there have been a number of efforts that have pushed forward OEM’s thinking about inclusive exhibitions, it is important to note that the process of change has not been a steady or linear climb in an upward direction. In some cases, practices learned and applied to one exhibition have not been applied to the next. For example, while ADL’s were a major design feature introduced into the outdoor exhibitions referenced above, they were not integrated into the design and development of subsequent exhibitions, until the math exhibition. Other practices developed for the outdoor exhibitions, such as the inclusion of people with disabilities in the process and overt attention to multisensory learning, were not applied to these in-between exhibitions either. However, some of the practices developed earlier—such as attention to wheelchair access, seating, and graphic readability—were applied to the development of all recent exhibitions.

Discussions with staff members reveal that the discrepancy in the inclusive practices between various recent exhibitions does not reflect an intentional strategy. In fact, most staff members struggle to explain why practices from one exhibition were not applied to another or how they got into “a stall pattern.” “Budget scope” or “budget constraint” is a frequent response by Exhibit professionals for why some actions are
taken and not others. To explain this, the Senior Leader of Exhibits describes the following example:

The [name of exhibit] is a good example. Table clearance and maneuverability within the space is very good, but the tactile experiences can be improved. There were budget constraints at the time and production limitation for producing cost-effective dimensional representations of [certain objects]. So it hasn’t happened yet, but it is still on our list of things to do.

He also acknowledges, however, that cost also connects to “priorities” and so cost cannot fully explain why some practices are applied and not others.

Another Exhibits professional defines the problem another way. She talks about how they are struggling with “specialized solutions” such as “Braille” and “audio accessibility.” When asked why they struggle with these elements in particular, she states, “It’s always just been financial for us.”

In addition to certain practices not being applied, there is also the challenge of the slow rate of change for existing exhibitions. There are many exhibitions that were built previous to the two outdoor exhibitions—and some even built prior to the Senior Leader of Exhibit’s arrival—that have not yet been changed or modified. The end result is that the inclusiveness of the Museum campus as a whole does not reflect the knowledge and awareness of the Exhibits department. Members of the Exhibits department are aware of this discrepancy and of the need for change in certain areas:
For example, [one of] our outdoor play area[s] for kids, it is about 20 years old and it is just marginally accessible . . . it’s an example of something we totally know we need to improve upon, but we can’t do much about until we get more funding. (Exhibits professional, OEM)

What is interesting about the statements above where Exhibit professionals describe areas where they have not taken action is that they emphasize that these actions have not taken place “yet,” although they do hope they will be taken in the future. In fact, implicit within the history of the Exhibit department and its actions related to the inclusion of people with disabilities is a sense that inclusion is an on-going process—efforts to improve the Museum for people with disabilities did not begin and end at one particular point in time or with one particular project or initiative. This notion is reinforced by staff members’ comments. When asked about the nature of conversations around inclusion within the Exhibits department, one Exhibit professional responds with one simple question, “What can we do to make this better?” The Senior Leader of Exhibits goes on to further elaborate:

I think when we look at who we are, it’s always a moment in time. And we are surrounded by the artifacts of where we are coming from and glimpses of where we’re going. . . . So where do I think we are? We’re headed in the right direction.

Connections between inclusion in the Exhibits department and other OEM areas. Consistent with the view of inclusion through the three other lenses—that of Rich, Seth, and the Safety Committee—the work of the Exhibits department related to the
inclusion of people with disabilities connects in many ways to the work of other Museum areas. Some of the themes that appear in the history of the work of the Exhibits department—learning from people with disabilities, feeling that inclusion of people with disabilities is a priority for the organization, embedding inclusion in the on-going work of the department, learning through reflection on practice, and seeing the effects of internal professional development programs that reach across the organization—are also apparent in through the views the other lenses provide. Yet there are other themes that emerge for the first time in the description of the work of the Exhibits department that also connect to other areas of the organization.

As described above, the work toward inclusion of the Exhibits department has been an on-going and evolving process, as opposed to a one-time event. Such a pattern appears in other areas of the organization as well. Staff members’ recognition of change as an on-going process is evident in how they describe their efforts toward inclusion as being “in progress.” As one Visitor Services professional states, “I think that we work very hard to be inclusive, and where we can’t, it’s not for lack of trying, it is for lack of not knowing how to do it yet.”

This idea of inclusion as an on-going process of change is present in how staff members respond to issues that the study participants with disabilities raise as they walk through the Museum. After observing that a computer kiosk is inaccessible to a wheelchair user because of the placement of outdoor umbrella stands, staff members inform maintenance of the situation and put a policy in place to avoid this error in the
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7 Staff members at all three Museums were offered the opportunity to walk around their museums with the participants with disabilities; OEM’s staff members were the only ones who took advantage of that offer.
future. During another observation, a staff member learns that the cafeteria does not offer food options for people with certain food allergies and intolerances. Based on this information, she adds a specification to the request for proposals (RFP) for the new cafeteria contract that the menu must attend to food allergies and intolerances.

The description of change over time in regards to the work of inclusion of the Exhibits department suggests that on-going change is not linear, but rather punctuated at different points in time through large, well-funded projects. There is also some evidence that change occurs during large projects or events affiliated with other areas of the organization as well. For example, it is the remodeling of the cafeteria and expiration of an existing food service contract that enables the staff member described above to change the existing contract to be attentive to food allergies and intolerances. Another example is that conversations concerning changes to the operation of shipping and receiving include discussions about potentially hiring volunteers with disabilities:

We are moving . . . shipping and receiving . . . across the street. . . . And part of what we’ll be needing for that is a volunteer base for some sort of staff to receive the shipments. . . . This allows us to be able to use and include mentally handicapped adults as well in that . . . I think it’s something that we’ve wanted to do for some time. (Visitor Services professional, OEM)

Another similarity between the narrative of the Exhibits department and that of other areas of the organization is the role that inter-organizational collaborations play in facilitating change and learning. For example, the Animal Care department has been
partnering with local vocational programs for 10 years as part of its volunteer effort that includes people with disabilities, and staff members from the Programs area previously partnered with a local university to create a “training for children with autism” for their department. Observations of a staff meeting show other members of the Programs area meeting with a large, national organization for people with disabilities to discuss a potential new collaboration.

A common sentiment that is shared between the Exhibits department and other areas of the organization is the notion that designing for people with disabilities improves the experience “for everybody.” Staff members in a range of organizational areas recognize that many of the Museum’s inclusive practices benefit more than one audience type. Sometimes they express this idea using broad phrasing such as “accessibility improves the experience for everybody” (Senior Leader, OEM). Other times they discuss the usefulness or attractiveness of specific design features for multiple audiences—including visitors who do and do not have disabilities:

In the bird exhibit . . . they had statistics that you could do by visually counting the birds and I believe they had different statistics that you could do by listening to the birds and the different sounds they were making. . . . It’s a good activity, whether you’re visually impaired or not . . . (Programs professional, OEM)

Staff members also connect this idea—that features or actions intended to help people with disabilities also helps other audiences—to areas beyond exhibitions. For example, Program staff members routinely ask all parents if their child has specific needs
or interests that should be attended to during the implementation of their sign-up for courses and camps programs. Staff members from this area report that this practice benefits all children, not just those with disabilities. Similarly, Visitor Services staff members feel their practices (such as providing golf carts or wheelchairs free of charge) help not only visitors who self-identify as having a disability but also older adults. The notion that there is a limit to this idea—that sometimes designs for people with disabilities are not better for all—appears to be isolated within the thinking of the Exhibits department as professionals from other areas others do not discuss this idea in their interviews.

Another idea that is shared across the Exhibits department and other areas of the Museum is the feeling that the cost of inclusive practices or existing budget limitations can impede OEM from taking all of the actions it could to make the Museum inclusive of people with disabilities.

I think with everything, you know, it comes down to time and resources. I wish . . . every program and every exhibit could accommodate every person and I know that’s not possible. (Programs professional, OEM)

Similar to statements made by Exhibits professionals, other professionals within OEM recognize that “budget” does not explain the full story. Another Senior Leader within the Museum states that perhaps it is the way that budgets are created that needs to change, “The other issue [is] that we . . . don’t build programs with the same kinds of budgets that we have for exhibits. . . . We don’t budget for [certain inclusive practices].”
In summary, change toward the inclusion of people with disabilities is an ongoing and evolving process at OEM, and staff members feel that their efforts are still “in progress.” The change is not a linear climb, but rather features punctuated periods of time where greater efforts are taken. The change is not consistent either, with some situations where practices learned from one project are not applied to the next. A number of processes appear to facilitate the change, each of which is present in other areas of the organization (some of which appear in through the other lenses as well): professional development programs, large and well-funded projects, collaborations, and working with people with disabilities. Through such processes and work, staff members have come to understand that inclusion is a priority for the organization and that designing for people with disabilities improves the experience for everyone. While these notions are shared with the broader organization, a notion that is more isolated within the thinking of Exhibits is that there is a limit to the “better for everyone” idea and that sometimes designs for people with disabilities do not improve the experience for all.

It is still unclear what holds the Exhibits department back from being more consistent in their practices. While many state it is a concern for budget, others acknowledge that the problem is one of prioritization or how one forms the budget at the beginning.

What sets the Exhibits Department apart from other areas in the organization is that staff members from multiple report that they learn about inclusive practices from those who work in the Exhibits department. In some ways, this makes the Exhibits department a focal point of the Museum’s efforts to be more inclusive.
Viewing Inclusion of People with Disabilities across the Lenses at OEM

Viewing practices related to the inclusion of people with disabilities at OEM across all four lenses provides a holistic view of what the change toward inclusion looks like at this medium, suburban museum with a large outdoor campus. These lenses afford the ability to identify areas where changes in inclusive practices have and have not taken place within the organization, which in turn helps to identify the kinds of processes and contexts that facilitate, detract, or impede changes toward the inclusion of people with disabilities.

Looking across the four lenses reveals that change has occurred and is occurring in this Museum as the organization learns and adopts new inclusive practices over time. OEM regularly attends to the needs of people with disabilities through its physical designs. The campus and facilities include wide, open, and level pathways; seating; ramps; accessible parking spaces; and automatic doors. The exhibitions demonstrate attention to measurements and other physical dimensions, a use of multisensory interactives and multimodal interpretation (audio and text), and technologies designed to be accessible to people with disabilities.

Beyond designs, OEM also offers a number of services and programs that are inclusive of people with disabilities. In the lobby, there are wheelchairs, strollers, and golf cart rides that visitors can request. The Museum also has an explicit policy and procedure for service animals on campus, has trained staff members to be available to help, and has plans for a cafeteria that will attend to food allergies and intolerances. Programmatically, there is one effort that specifically focuses on safety, and there are
also educational programs that offer opportunities for multisensory learning and specifically ask all parents about needed accommodations.

The lenses of the Safety Committee as well as the Exhibits department yield insights on the process of change that led to the actions cited above. Across both of these areas (which are two areas within the organization where some of the more significant changes are taking place), staff members report that they see the change toward the inclusion of people with disabilities as being an on-going process. For the Safety Committee, change takes place through a continual process of on-going reflection where staff members reflect upon, learn from, and then build upon their prior actions. In the Exhibits department and other areas, the change is more episodic and less linear or consistent over time, with punctuated periods of greater change that correspond with large, well-funded projects. Learning from people with disabilities and external collaborations also plays a greater role in the change process of Exhibits as compared to the Safety Committee. The learning-through-practice that takes place in each of these areas is enabled in many ways by the fact that the work of inclusion is embedded within everyday work.

One of the key similarities between the Exhibits department and the Safety Committee is the role they play in the change process of other areas of the organization. Staff members report that both of these areas have helped them to learn more about inclusive practices over time, with the organization-wide professional development programs in particular playing a critical role in that learning. In addition, staff members
from the Exhibits department are seen as a key way that professionals from other areas of
the organization learn about inclusive practices.

There are also a number of behind-the-scenes inclusive practices that the Museum
routinely employs. As Seth’s experiences demonstrate people with disabilities are
regularly involved in the work of the Museum. In addition, the lenses of the Safety
Committee and the Exhibits Department shows that the Museum offers occasional
professional development experiences for its staff members, interns, and volunteers that
address the topic of inclusion. It is important to note that these behind-the-scenes
practices align with the processes cited above that promote on-going change toward
greater inclusion of people with disabilities. In this way, these practices are both actions
taken by the organization to be more inclusive and are also the way that the organization
learns to be more inclusive.

There are other areas, however, where there are inconsistencies in the practices
employed, which suggests that the change has not become integrated into all areas of the
organization’s everyday practices. The description of Seth’s experience (and others with
disabilities involved in the work) reveals that not all OEM staff members share the same
understanding of how people with disabilities can contribute to the work of the museum.
The lens of the Exhibits department further details how practices developed to make one
exhibition inclusive of people with disabilities are not always applied to the development
of future ones.

The reasons for these inconsistencies are unclear. While many cite a lack of
funds, others acknowledge that perceptions of insufficient funding reflect the
organization’s priorities or the lack of attention to inclusive practices when planning the budget in the first place. Another perspective is offered by one staff member who suggests that the lack of action reflects something that the organization just hasn’t learned how to do yet. This suggestion may have merit, for insufficiencies in current practices revealed through the experiences of the study participants with disabilities are quickly remedied and addressed by OEM staff members.

Beyond changes in practice, there are also changes in how staff members have come to view inclusive practices over time. The lenses of both the Exhibits department and the Safety Committee make apparent that staff members see the inclusion of people with disabilities as an organizational priority. This feeling stems in large part from the visibility given to the work of inclusion through both the all-staff trainings offered by the Safety Committee and the focus on inclusion in large-scale projects. Furthermore, the lens of the Exhibits department reveals that many staff members across the organization have developed the perception that designing experiences for people with disabilities improves the experience for everyone. Only within the Exhibits Department, however, have staff members come to see that there are limits to this idea.

There are also connections that are made between the culture of the organization and the work of inclusion. The lenses of both the Exhibits department and the Safety Committee highlight how OEM’s inclusion work is a collaborative endeavor, as is all work at this Museum. The idea of inclusion is also strongly linked to safety and customer service—two values that are very important to OEM professionals.
This case description provides a window into understanding how one museum operating in a particular context, the Outdoor and Explore Museum, has taken actions to be more inclusive of people with disabilities. This organization has a relatively small staff and budget, and is located in a suburban environment. What does inclusion look like in a large museum? How about in a museum located in an urban area in a large city? Descriptions of inclusion in such contexts are provided in the next two case descriptions.
Chapter 5: Large Science Museum (LSM)

This case description depicts the work toward inclusion of the largest of the three museums studied, the Large Science Museum (LSM). The case begins with a sketch of the overall context. It then continues to discuss the inclusion of people with disabilities at LSM by looking through a variety of lenses, including the reactions of visitors with disabilities who frequently attend the Museum; the experience of a consultant with a disability who works with the Museum; the current work and discussions related to inclusion of a particular programmatic area (Courses and Camps) of the Museum; and a historical and longer-term perspective of inclusive practices within one specific department (Exhibits). The case ends with a summary that looks at the work of inclusion collectively through these four lenses.

Context

LSM is one of the largest science museums in the world and one of the most established science museums in the United States. LSM attracts over 750,000 visitors a year and has an operating budget of close to $40 million according to a recent annual report. LSM also employs over 250 full-time staff members, over 450 part-time staff members, and over 600 volunteers according to written correspondence with a member of the LSM Human Resources department. LSM currently occupies a building with more than 350,000 square foot building that was built after the enactment of the Americans with Disabilities Act.

Not only is this institution large in terms of its size, it’s also expansive in terms of its educational offering. Within the Museum, visitors can experience exhibitions that
feature both object-based learning (through its natural history and history of science collections) and interactive, hands-on learning. In addition, it hosts an extensive suite of in-museum programs, including summer courses, collections-based programs, stage or theater-based shows, on-the-floor interpretation carts and activity areas, amongst others.

The reach of LSM’s educational offerings extends far-beyond its walls; each year, millions of people around the globe experience LSM’s educational offerings through the dissemination of its exhibitions, programs, and films.

Consistent with what might be expected for an organization whose activities and connections are so expansive, LSM is funded through a variety of sources. Funding for the Museum’s activities come from the state government (a small proportion), federal grants, corporations, foundations, and contracts with other museums. The most significant portion of its funding, however, is derived from visitor-generated revenue such as admissions and ancillary expenses (including the gift shop and cafeteria).

Given its large size, it is perhaps not surprising that LSM staff members report feeling that the Museum is “siloed,” which they feel has its pros and cons:

We are a sectional organization . . . when you’re compartmentalized, it’s pros and . . . cons. The pros are that they . . . do their job and it’s fine. The cons are that if you want them to work with someone else, you kind of have to force them sometimes and they don’t want to, it creates friction.

(Facilities professional, LSM)
To address this problem, LSM recently underwent an expansive reorganization, and staff members are adapting to this change:

And in this new structure we have . . . we’re coming into contact with folks . . . in a way that we did not work together before. . . . There is some tension in becoming familiar and learning the perspectives of different folks who do different kinds of work. (Exhibits professional, LSM)

Although internal collaboration can be strained at times, LSM is highly collaborative when it comes to working with external organizations. It partners extensively with other museums across the United States and around the world to develop new exhibitions, programs, and films. It also has a close partnership with the state’s education department, and has active partnerships with local universities and community organizations. The focus on collaboration is evident in statements from a recent annual report, where the President focuses on “links” and connections between the Museum and other organizations, and how these linkages are essential for their work. This idea is reinforced in the perceptions of other staff members as well:

I am amazed at the connections people here have with other museums. We have many grants where we are collaborating on other museums . . . many of our federal grants are collaborative. We benefit from [an amendment] that was recently added to the state constitution, where money from sales taxes provided to outdoors and cultural and arts organizations and we’ve

---

8 Given the reorganization, many staff members were changing their roles and responsibilities while the study was taking place. For the purposes of this study, the assigned role attribution of the staff members as seen in the text best reflects the perspective that they brought to the discussion. In some cases, the professional was no longer in that role by the time of the last site visit.
collaborated with the [local history museum] . . . I know that [Senior Leader of Exhibits] . . . has been to a number of museums around the country and outside the country to talk about how we could work together. So it’s rather amazing how collaborative we are. (Programs professional, LSM)

LSM tends to be externally focused on its audience as well. Attention is paid to the kinds of activities that will attract a large audience to its site, with a particular focus on temporary exhibitions as a mechanism for doing so.

The largest part our operating support comes from our gate. Visitors are probably the biggest [stakeholder], so we want to be relevant and something they want to come and see. If we’re not, we suffer. (Exhibits professional, LSM)

The institution also has a clearly articulated notion of who its audience is. Substantial data exists about the Museum’s visitors, whom are generally described by the staff members as consisting of families, school groups, adults, youth or other children, and schools. The Museum contains a Visitor Research and Evaluation department that continually gathers information about the audience, including how they learn, motivations for visitation, what their preferences are, and the best ways to design the educational offerings to optimize the experience for the audience.

LSM demonstrates a long-standing and widespread commitment to issues related to social justice and education. The organization has a specific department that focuses on engaging the community and there is also an informal group of individuals who are
currently crafting a new vision statement for how the Museum will address issues of social justice through its educational activities. The Museum tends to have a broad definition of what it means to engage the community:

When we think about community engagement here it is not limited to people of color or people who have limited economic means, but more broadly thinking about making this content relevant to as many people as possible and trying to connect the Museum and the Museum experience to people who may not have museum going as a part of their realm of experience. (Programs professional, LSM)

Despite such efforts, some staff members are concerned that the Museum attracts a largely affluent and white population:

We have some surprises in our community . . . I don’t know of any district that hasn’t had an increase of students of color . . . of less than 200 percent since about 1990 and some are 3 or 400 percent, some are 700 percent, some are 1200 percent increases of students of color. So our community is really changing and our museum needs to keep up with that change.

(Programs professional, LSM)

To address such concerns, the Museum has taken a number of actions to reach out to the various local communities, including involving traditionally underrepresented audiences in the development of new exhibitions and integrating content about existing societal disparities into new exhibitions. A few attempts have also been made to create
bilingual programs and exhibitions. LSM also offers reduced-cost admissions and a memberships program to individuals who have a limited or fixed income.

Understanding the context of LSM—a large museum that has regional, national, and international collaborations and impact; an environment that fosters a culture that supports social justice; and a workplace that recently underwent an organizational change aimed at solving communication problems—provides a backdrop for understanding the work and change toward the inclusion of people with disabilities at this museum. To gain further insights on this organization and its change toward inclusion, a variety of lenses are used to look at the organization from different vantage points.

**Viewing Inclusion through the Lens of Fred’s and Holly’s Experiences Visiting LSM**

Holly and Fred are married and have been together for close to 20 years. These frequent visitors attend LSM a few times a year (often with their grandchildren) and have been museum members for about four years. Fred currently lives on medical assistance, which entitles the couple to a discount on their membership through the Museum’s financial assistance program. Holly and Fred are both retired. He used to be a disk jockey and she was a medical transcriptionist.

Holly and Fred both use electric wheelchairs. They used to be in scooters, but now they are in electric chairs because “these things turn on a dime.” Holly began using a chair about a year ago, and Fred started using his chair after a recent heart attack. Fred has diabetes and has undergone a number of muscular-skeletal surgeries. Holly has heart disease and uses an oxygen tank to breathe. Although they are relatively new to their
chairs, they are quite comfortable in them. Fred has taken the time to customize each chair, building and adding devices such as cup holders, mirrors, and reflectors.

Shortly after Holly and Fred arrive, they express frustration with the parking at LSM. Usually, Holly and Fred park at a meter on the street when they visit. Today, metered spaces are not available, so they parked in the garage, which presents some challenges for them:

Fred: We couldn’t park in a handicap spot and where we parked we had to get [the wheelchairs] out of the back of the van and cross two [lanes] and there was no walkway or anything. . . . And where we parked, the cars can come right around the corner and another corner right away.

Holly: The ramp is not well designed for cars period! Let alone handicapped.

Fred: Or a full-sized van like ours.

After discussing the problems with the parking garage, the focused observation begins in a local river exhibition that has not been remodeled for some time. The first interactive they visit is one where there is a large, changeable picture. Fred rolls up to the interactive and turns the handle that changes the picture with ease. From there they go into a real boat that has been placed inside the river exhibition. Both Holly and Fred very easily go up the ramp that connects the gallery floor with the floor of the boat. Once inside, they are able to turn around easily, even though the inside of the boat is relatively narrow.

---

9 This exhibition was remodeled after Fred and Holly visited the Museum. Many of the accessibility concerns Fred and Holly raised during their visit were corrected in the exhibit remodeling.
When in the boat, Fred and Holly both notice that there are stairs that lead to the second deck. They disagree about whether this is a problem. Holly’s perspective is that the boat is a real artifact and can’t be changed so it is unreasonable to expect that they could have access to the second deck. Fred says he would like to know at least what is at the top of the stairs. Holly and Fred also disagree about the level of the windows in the boat, which cannot be viewed from the seat of a wheelchair. Fred says he would prefer it if at least there was one window that he could look out of. Holly feels that the windows are a part of the experience as they tell you how high the windows are in a real boat of this kind.

Holly and Fred leave the boat and head back down the ramp. As they do, the ramp moves a bit. They both mention that the end of the ramp is a little steep, especially the lip. Holly tries to go outside to view the top of the boat. She presses the button to open the electric door, but it won’t budge. The motor is running but the door is not opening. Fred goes over to the door and tries to pull it open—that’s when they find out it is locked. Holly wonders if the Museum could put a sign up to tell people this is so, as this would prevent the motor from wearing out and avoid a situation where the door is not working when people really need it.

They continue on with the rest of the river exhibition. As they move through this gallery, they do so with ease, using the different interactive components. They have no problems reaching the controls of the computer interactive, they are also able to easily roll over the puzzle pieces that are on the floor, move the light-weight stools out of their way that are in front of certain activities, and easily turn a crank at an interactive exhibit.
component about aquifers. As Fred navigates through the gallery he makes connections between the content of the exhibition and his life experiences on the river. He eventually says, “See, a lot of this stuff brings back a lot of memories for me!”

After some time, Fred and Holly find an interactive that both intrigues them and is hard to use—it is an interactive about the extent to which certain rocks in the river will absorb water. Fred starts engaging with this interactive first and says, “It’s hard to believe that rocks really absorb water.” He moves the faucet back and forth over two or three of the six rocks that are part of this interactive. He calls Holly over and she looks at it. They try to find a way to reach the last three rocks, but this is quite difficult as the component is pressed up against a wall and they are not able to get to the other side where the last three rocks are. Despite these complications, they keep persisting as they are interested in the content and really want to use the interactive. After using it, Holly states that all that needs to happen is that the rock exhibit component needs to be moved to the left and the case next to it needs to be moved to the right and then there would be sufficient room for them to reach the rest of the rocks while sitting in their chairs.

As they keep moving through the gallery, Fred and Holly notice that a few of the older cases are not designed as optimally as they could be. The seams of the cases are directly at eye level for them, and so they cannot really see into the case to read the label. They are interested in the content, so they keep moving their heads in different positions, but it doesn’t really work. Fred says that there seems to be a bifocal effect; when he looks at the case from one angle it almost appears magnified. It would be better if there was curved Plexiglas rather than a seam. They also see a newer case that they feel is “perfect”
as it is placed at a height that makes it easy for them to view the objects, and the seams
do not obscure their view of the labels.

After viewing the river exhibition, they head to the elevator and go down a floor.
As they leave the elevator, they notice a “No Food or Drink” sign that is placed in
prominent view. Fred comments that this policy can be a problem for them as Holly
needs to keep hydrated given that she is on oxygen, which is very drying. He is also
diabetic. Even though they know the Museum’s policy is that you are not allowed to
bring in food or drink, they bring in water in a capped bottle anyway and keep that water
in their cup holders.

Holly and Fred next enter one of the newest exhibitions in the building, which
focuses on child development. There is a case in this gallery that has a series of labels and
objects that connects to the content. The objects and the labels are all placed above eye
level for anyone in a seated position, and the font of the label is small and thin—as if it is
trying to mimic a person’s handwriting. Holly strains herself as she tries to view the
labels in this case by lifting herself out of her chair with her arms just a bit. Fred remarks
that not only are the labels too high, the size of the text on these labels is also really small
and in a font that is hard to read.

After trying to read the labels in the case, they go over to another exhibit
component where you can try on different glasses and experience what infant eyesight is
like at different stages of development. They remark on how newborns seem to be nearly
blind and wonder how they can see anything at all. They also state that they like how this
activity has two stations—one high and one low (which can be easily operated from a seated position).

They leave the child development exhibition and head over to a health exhibition. Here Fred points out an interactive that is “totally unusable” for wheelchair users because you have to “step on a plate” in order to see how much blood you have in your body.

Meanwhile, Holly tries to use another interactive, and as she does, a child walks directly between her and the interactive, and in the process, steps on her foot. She reprimands him, but he doesn’t seem to care and he keeps using the interactive. Holly reports that she “got upset with the young man because he stepped right in front of me, you know, like I wasn’t even there. They don’t seem to care.”

They continue on in the health exhibition, looking up at models of veins and arteries that flow along the ceiling and then down along the walls where visitors can feel the “blood” flowing through the tubes. Holly likes this part and encourages Fred to try it. She likes feeling the differences between the veins and the arteries and remarks on how the tubes are easy for her to reach and feel. She reports, however, that the labels are hard to read because the font is small and they are placed too high on the wall “especially if you wear bifocals.”

Fred pulls up to an electrocardiograph interactive. As he reaches forward from his chair to use it, two girls budge in front of him and start using the interactive. Fred responds by saying “This place teaches a lot, but it doesn’t teach manners.” After the girls leave, Fred uses the interactive and notices that he gets a different reaction—spikes—when the kids come by and make a lot of noise. After using this interactive he
reports, “Now this is a perfect exhibit as far as I’m concerned. Especially when you have
to do an interactive thing like this.” He says the controls are easy to reach, and the table is
easy to pull under.

Holly goes into a small alcove that contains cross-sectional slices of a real human
body. As she goes in, she says “this is fascinating.” Fred says that he tends to be a bit
squeamish, so he is very appreciative of the fact that the label outside the area tells you
that there are body slices inside because then he knows he can avoid looking at them if he
would like. He decides that these are OK to look at and joins Holly inside the alcove.

Fred and Holly then use the microscopes that are located in this area. They remark
on the angle of the microscopes, which make them easy to use. Fred says, “If it was flat I
doubt I could be able to [mimics looking in] unless they lowered it. If it was any lower
though, I’d have trouble [motions pulling up underneath].”

They then move on to an area with a giant hand on the ground. They point out that
the labels around the hand are very easy to read and are placed at a position and height
that works well for wheelchairs. They especially appreciate the angled labels.

After visiting the exhibitions, Fred and Holly agree to spend additional time being
interviewed. They comment on how “that river area, I think that’s laid out just
beautifully” with wide open pathways and an expansive view of the local river. On the
other hand, certain exhibitions, such as the health area, seem too crowded with individual
interactive exhibit components, which means “it’s accessible, but not comfortably so
when crowded.” When asked what could be improved, Fred and Holly comment that “the
parking ramp is the big thing.” They also think it can be confusing to get around the
Museum and that “There should be something to let people know where the main exit is.” Otherwise, Fred and Holly feel, “They’re doing a super job overall.” The interview ends, and Holly reports that she is a little tired. Regardless, she wants to stop on the way out to renew their membership.

Connections between Fred’s and Holly’s experiences and other visitors with disabilities. Fred’s and Holly’s experiences at LSM bare similarities to those of other visitors with disabilities, as well as LSM staff members. Many of the attributes Fred and Holly enjoy and appreciate about the Museum—such as the reduced admission for individuals receiving government assistance, the automatic doors, the easily navigable pathways, the attention to heights and reach for wheelchairs in certain exhibits, the multisensory or hands-on exhibit components, and the multiple locations from which objects can easily be viewed placed in multiple locations for easy viewing—other visitors with disabilities report that they enjoy and appreciate as well. Staff members also state that these attributes represent purposeful actions taken by LSM to make the environment more inclusive of people with disabilities (see Table 8).

There are also other positive features of the Museum that are not mentioned by Fred and Holly, but are mentioned by other visitors with disabilities. One visitor who has two young children (one who is on the autism spectrum) appreciates the accommodations offered through the Museum’s Courses and Camps program. A broad range of visitors comment that the presence of comfortable seating throughout the Museum greatly increases their comfort.
Similar to Fred’s and Holly’s experiences with the accessibility of the Museum’s labels (where some labels are well placed with easy to read fonts and others are not), other visitors report inconsistencies in the practices employed throughout the building. For example, while one d/Deaf visitor appreciates the use of captioning in many areas of the Museum, she also notes that some films and a few exhibit components are not captioned. The same is true for audio description as some exhibit components (although admittedly fewer than have captioning) and films provide audio interpretation, while others do not. The use of accompanying tactile cues in exhibit components is also not always consistent. Visitors also feel that some areas of the Museum are cleaner than others, and that some exhibit components offer more digestible content (with fewer long text panels or videos) than others.

Usability of the interactives’ design is another area of inconsistency. Visitors with disabilities feel that some exhibits are easy to use while others are difficult. While difficulty with interactive usability can be a common problem in science museums for all visitors, it is especially problematic for the participating visitors with disabilities, who feel that interactives are difficult to use because of their disabilities, not because of poor design.

There are other inconsistencies between visitors’ experiences at LSM. For example, although some visitors find LSM staff members to be very helpful, others experience negative interactions with staff members. Wayfinding is also difficult for some (especially the two participating visitors who are blind who feel they cannot navigate the Museum on their own), but easier for others. There are also variations in
terms of people’s reactions to the presence of food and drink within the Museum. Some visitors appreciate the fact that there are multiple cafes in the Museum (including one in the exhibition gallery area) and feel the Museum gives them plenty of access to food and drink throughout their visit. For others, like Fred and Holly, however, the current amenities are not sufficient as they also need consistent and ready access to drinks wherever they are in the building.

There are also areas where there are inconsistencies in perceptions between the participating staff members and the visitors with disabilities. One of these areas is parking, with staff members reporting that the Museum has accessible parking, but visitors with disabilities feeling that the parking at the Museum is not safe or adequate for their needs. Another area is American Sign Language interpretation services. One frequent visitor who is d/Deaf reports that she was previously not aware that she could request interpretation services, and instead often brought her hearing son with her to the Museum to serve as her interpreter. According to staff members, however, visitors who are d/Deaf can call in advance and request an interpreter. One final area is the inclusiveness of the Museum’s drop-in programs. While staff members state that accessibility has been attended to in these programs, the experiences of visitors with disabilities show that certain programs are hard for visitors to access due to lack of wheelchair access or descriptive language for visitors who are blind.

Conversely, the other areas where there are inconsistencies between the participating staff and visitors’ perceptions are ones where visitors think the Museum is doing an excellent job, and staff members feel there is a need for improvement. One such
area is lighting, with staff members feeling more attention needs to be paid to this aspect of the Museum’s design, and visitors reporting that the Museum is well lit. Another area is the extent to which the Museum’s exhibition design is inclusive of visitors with cognitive, intellectual, or learning disabilities. While staff members feel there is a need for improvement, both of the participating mothers who have children with intellectual disabilities (one is the mother of an adult child with severe cognitive disabilities and another is the mother of a daughter who is on the autism spectrum) feel the Museum is well designed for their children and enables them to learn. An observation of the daughter who has autism confirms this, as this girl thoroughly engages with the exhibitions and self-reports learning from the exhibit components as she uses them.

One final area of inconsistency are those actions taken to make the Museum more inclusive of people with disabilities that are mentioned by staff members, but not mentioned at all by the participating visitors with disabilities. There are multiple reasons why this may be so. One is that there are some actions the Museum takes that are not particularly relevant to the small group of visitors participating in the study. For example, the Museum offers free wheelchairs for use in the entire Museum and a variety of assistive listening devices for use in their film theater, but none of the study participants need such services. Another reason for the difference may be that the participating visitors do not experience certain areas of the Museum’s operations where actions are being taken, such as the theater programs that make accommodations for people with disabilities or the teacher professional development programs where connections are made to special education. Given the number of offerings at LSM, it is understandable
that not every visitor would experience every aspect of the organization’s inclusive practices during a visit. Another reason for the difference between what staff members and visitors report may be that some of the Museum’s actions take place behind-the-scenes and are, therefore, invisible to visitors with disabilities, such as staff trainings and the involvement of people with disabilities in the Museum’s work. There are also other practices that may go unnoticed by people with disabilities, unless such practices or services are missing. These include elevators (which LSM purposefully included multiple of in their new building for people in wheelchairs) and having a defined service animal policy.

There are places where a broad range of the visitors experience difficulties during their visit that are similar to those experienced by Fred and Holly. These include the high level of background noise, crowding, and rude behaviors by other visitors toward people with disabilities. There are additional inaccessible attributes that other visitors mention that are not part of Fred’s and Holly’s experiences, including the absence of visitor service information in multiple formats (audio, large print, Braille, and dynamic text for announcements), inaccessible sidewalks and crosswalks surrounding (but not owned by) the Museum, and the lack of clear sight lines in exhibitions that negatively affect the ability of parents to easily monitor their children (especially those prone to wandering). Staff members only mention some of these inaccessible attributes of the Museum (wayfinding for visitors who are blind, background noise, rude visitors, and inaccessible sidewalks and crosswalks).
There are a few inaccessible areas that are mentioned by the participating staff members, but not the participating visitors. One action that staff members feel needs to be taken, but visitors do not comment upon is enhancing communication with visitors about the accessibility accommodations, services, or features the Museum offers. It could be that visitors do not know what is not being communicated to them. The other two areas where staff members feel further actions are needed are internally focused: the need for a designated staff member to focus on accessibility, and better information sharing between staff members. It is not surprising, therefore, that visitors did not mention the need for these actions.

While the above discussion connects largely to the presence or absence of certain accessibility features, it is important to note that this is not the only aspect of the Museum experience that matters for the participating visitors with disabilities. Similar to Fred and Holly, accessibility is only one aspect of the Museum experience that adult visitors with disabilities care about when describing what they value about LSM. Just like Fred, who connects to the content of the gallery about the local river, other visitors report being moved, excited, or engaged by particular content or experiences they come across during their visits. This is exemplified in the enthusiasm a father and his adult daughter have for the museum. Both members of this family have mobility related disabilities, and together they describe LSM as the site of “some of the better memories for our family” and their visits as “wonderful.”

Overall, Fred’s and Holly’s experiences provide descriptive insight from the visitor perspective about the actions taken or not taken by LSM to make the Museum
experience more inclusive of visitors with disabilities. This description, however, only 
tells part of the story and does not address what the experience is like for the volunteers 
and staff members who work for LSM. To learn more about this aspect of the 
organization’s inclusion, the lens of Oscar’s experience can offer some illumination.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actions Taken</th>
<th>Inconsistent Actions</th>
<th>Actions Not Taken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial assistance</td>
<td>Helpful staff members</td>
<td>Background noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic doors</td>
<td>Captioning</td>
<td>Crowding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigable pathways</td>
<td>Audio description</td>
<td>Rude visitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention to measurements</td>
<td>Wayfinding</td>
<td>Wayfinding for visitors who are blind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multisensory exhibits</td>
<td>Cleanliness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object visibility</td>
<td>Tactile cues in exhibits</td>
<td>Visitor services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting</td>
<td>Digestible content</td>
<td>communication in multiple modalities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodations for classes</td>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>Parents ability to monitor children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ample seating</td>
<td>Food and drink policy</td>
<td>Museum surroundings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free wheelchairs</td>
<td>Parking</td>
<td>Informing staff and visitors about</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistive listening devices</td>
<td>Attention to intellectual</td>
<td>accessibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connections to special ed.</td>
<td>disabilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified theater programs</td>
<td>Interpretive images</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff trainings</td>
<td>Large/ high contrast label fonts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involving people with disabilities in work</td>
<td>ASL interpretation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service animal policy</td>
<td>Individuals/ groups responsible for accessibility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple elevators</td>
<td>Accessible drop-in programs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Viewing Inclusion through the Lens of Oscar’s Experience as a Consultant

Oscar has been working with LSM for over five years, serving as a paid consultant. In his own words, he “tend[s] to work with mostly the exhibit development . . . and also lately with . . . visitor research and evaluation.” This is the only museum where he consults on a regular basis. For Oscar, this is occasional work that supplements income from his full-time job at a local non-profit, which focuses on the inclusion of people with disabilities in other settings. Oscar’s also actively involved in a variety of locally-based disability community organizations, and although he is blind, he does not like to define himself primarily in terms of his disability:

When I do my talks, that’s how I always introduce myself. I start out and say, “I’m Oscar. I’m married. I have a dog. I have a grandson. I work doing this. I’m an individual who’s blind. I like to go for hikes. I collect music.” . . . After I’ll say, did you notice that was in the middle? . . . It doesn’t define me; it’s just a piece of who I am.

Oscar’s involvement with LSM began when the Museum’s building was being constructed, and he was a member of a local council for people with disabilities that had been asked to provide feedback on the accessibility of the building and its adherence to the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Oscar views this as an indication that “upfront, right away, [LSM] wanted to make sure that they were accessible.” Due in part to his involvement with the council and LSM during its early days of construction, Oscar was later contacted to serve as a consultant for a new exhibition where visitors who are blind or have low vision were considered a primary target audience. According to Oscar,
From the moment I started working there with [name of an exhibit developer] and all of his people in his department . . . , I felt that the commitment on their part was 100 percent. I mean the whole exhibit was being built very strongly on the premise of wanting to make it more accessible for people who had low vision or were blind or have other disabilities too, but we were focusing on that to start. So that was right up front from when I met [exhibit developer] and [he] was very much behind it, the whole department was behind it. I had the feel that the Museum was with it.

Oscar’s involvement with LSM did not stop after that exhibition was completed:

After doing [name of exhibition], . . . I’ve written several letters and been involved with several proposals for grant money, and it’s put right in the grant that this is a piece that we are including into the whole process, into the whole development. So when they do get the money, which is really tough these days I understand, I’m right there— the consulting, the whole process is right there. . . . That to me . . . is a really positive step. I think that says a lot, when you are looking to become more inclusive and develop a museum that is more accessible, to put it in right at the very beginning.

Oscar feels he has contributed significantly to the Museum’s work. He works closely with many in the Exhibits department, and feels that they not only solicit his opinion, but act upon it:
I think that with the staff that I’ve worked [with], there has been a real sense that they want to do this, they’re interested in it, they get excited about it. It’s been so much fun because there’s been times when I’ve brought up ideas or suggestions and you can just hear their wheels turning of like, “Oh this is exciting, I’ve got to go investigate this, I’ve gotta go do this.” . . . What I feel here is this is just not a burden to them. . . . They want to do it. . . . So what I see around here, from the staff is just a real wanting to and eagerness to be more inclusive.

Staff members also note, however, that part of what makes it easy to work with Oscar is that there is a lot of back and forth discussion, and Oscar is not insistent that every exhibit component needs to fully accessible to every visitor:

Oscar doesn’t expect everything to be perfect for him, he doesn’t. And then sometimes he’ll say, “Yeah, that’s just never gonna work for me.” And then it’s our responsibility to say, “Well, do we want to retain something that’s just never gonna work for someone who’s got low vision or no vision? Or, do we have 10 other things that work really well and so, we’re just gonna go ahead and say, yes, we’ll keep this?” (Exhibit professional, LSM)

Oscar also notes that the staff members seem to be persistent in their attempts to make the exhibitions more inclusive. Even when they bring new designs to him and he tells them that the design isn’t working for him, they will gladly go back and make revisions, engaging in an on-going process of improvement through continual feedback:
When we were working with different exhibits and how to make them work . . . [they] went through several different rounds of evolution, but [they were] never . . . really upset or disappointed, they were more like “Oh, okay,” and they’d just go back and rework it and come back with it.

When engaging in this feedback process, Oscar largely draws from his personal experiences to decide what will work and what will not. He and others from LSM also look to other museums to find solutions to some of the challenges they face:

One of the things I really stressed from the beginning, too, and [exhibit developer] really grabbed on to this, was I said, “Let’s not waste our time here trying to reinvent the wheel. Who do you know out there that’s doing this and has done this before? And what have they done?” And he said, “That’s really a good idea.” So he did a lot more research that way, too, to talk with other museums.

Oscar feels that, over time, the organization has really learned about inclusive practices by working with him:

[I] recently . . . told them, “You guys are just . . . getting it.” They say, “What do you mean?” I go, “Before I even come down here, you have so many interesting things already put in there for accessibility, and you’ve been thinking about it.”

Oscar also feels he’s been able to have an impact beyond just staff members as he also reports influencing other individuals who partner with LSM:
A great example is with the [current science exhibit], at the day we went around and looked at the prototypes, and I was paired up with a scientist. And afterwards, the scientist said, “Oscar, this was the most enlightening experience I’ve ever had. I’ve never looked at these exhibits from the way you did.” He was just really excited about it. And I thought, “You know, that’s why you bring me in on these things, that’s why you have me here . . . to show that.”

Staff members who have worked with Oscar in the past agree that they and others have learned a great deal about inclusive practices by working with him. They report that they have integrated those lessons into their thinking about practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities at LSM:

We had somebody who came to our exhibit team meetings on a regular basis, not every day, or even every week, but often enough . . . that he really helped us think about how to design exhibits for blind people. . . . You’d say, “Oh, that’s a great exhibit. . . . How would Oscar use it?” or Oscar would say, “This [is an] interesting idea, how about doing it this way? What if I could feel the control . . .” or whatever it happens to be.

(Exhibits professional, LSM)

Staff members have also come to learn the value of working regularly with people with disabilities by working with Oscar, and after working with him closely, now see the involvement of people with disabilities as a critical way to make the Museum more inclusive:
We’ve always gotten the most value out of bringing in advisors who have various disabilities and who just work with us really directly. So we have a guy who consults with us all the time who is blind and . . . sits on [a local] council of disability. . . . He knows how to advise and he’s got a lot of expertise. So when you start to bring somebody like that in or a couple of different folks like that in . . . who have different situations and contexts, you start to get solutions that can work across or solutions that might work differently than if you were just doing it in isolation by yourself. . . . And there’s a . . . practicality that somebody with experience like that brings to it. I think we often as abled people come up with solutions that we think will work for disabled people and will be universally accessible but aren’t nearly as good as when you talk to someone who actually needs to use it.

(Exhibits professional, LSM)

The learning that is taking place, however, is not just one-way. Oscar reports that he also learns a lot about museum practices and inclusive practices by working closely with LSM:

I’ve learned a lot about the inner-workings of a museum by being involved here. A silly one is I’ve learned how they can really make things out of just anything. You know, they get to be really creative . . . and as far as with inclusiveness . . . , I think I’ve learned that . . . many of the people here really do want to make it work and make it happen. And I’ve also
learned a lot of the frustrations they can run into with, as far as if things
will work or not.

In addition to having positive feelings about his involvement as a consultant at
LSM, Oscar feels that overall LSM is a very accessible museum and enjoys it as a visitor:

I also do like that . . . almost every [film] has an audio description. I like
the way they run that whole situation with the audio description, where
they’ll have the reserved seating area, all those types of things I think are
done extremely well . . . Most of the staff is very open and very polite,
very friendly - they don’t overreact to a person with a disability . . . But I
think overall, they do a good job. Another thing I think this museum does
very well—they could probably hire more—but they do have some people
with disabilities working here. I know of one who . . . works down on the
ground floor here. She’s . . . helping out people and directing them, and
playing with kids and whatever, and she’s in a wheelchair. I just think
that’s fabulous because kids are getting, whether they know it, a double
dose here. They’re getting science and they’re interacting normally with a
person with a disability. . . . That speaks volumes in my book.

This is not to say that Oscar does not see the need for further change. Oscar
mentions a number of areas where improvements could be made at LSM. He feels the
Museum needs to put “a little more effort” into addressing inclusive practices during
“orientation, when they are gearing up new staff.” He also thinks the Museum would
benefit from “a person on staff [whose job] . . . would just be . . . to work with the
Museum to fix it up totally” with regards to the inclusion of people with disabilities. He also reports a need for the Museum to do “more reaching out and inviting [of] the disability community to the Museum.” As he states, “I mean it’s one thing to develop it, but who knows about it?” Finally, Oscar feels it is critical that LSM comes out with a firm statement expressing its commitment to the inclusion of people with disabilities:

I still really feel that the action that needs to be taken, the whole issue of inclusion, the whole issue of accessibility, needs to be a very strong stated mission statement of the Museum or directive or goal, however they would want to break it down. I think it has to be out there that we are really wanting to work on this and then go from there.

Oscar feels that some of these actions could be possible if the President of the Museum made a public statement that was in favor of the inclusion of people with disabilities:

I think it always has to start at the top. I’ve never had really the opportunity to sit down and talk with the CEO here, the President, and see where he’s at with it. If he were to come forth and say, “This is something that is a priority, and I want us to work on it,” I really feel that it would come down the pipe . . .

Oscar acknowledges that some of the changes that need to take place are outside of the control of the Museum; there is a need for the city to also take actions to make the surrounding area more accessible. This idea is best demonstrated in his discussion of the
actions he and staff members took to try to get an accessible streetlight installed in front of LSM:

Outside the Museum here is a controlled intersection with a button you push to get across. When I was working here, I’d always had to have [name of exhibit developer] go with me to cross the street because it’s very difficult to tell and I get very nervous about that intersection; it’s a busy street. We went to get a letter written to get an audible crossing put outside here . . . and the city [was] . . . very hesitant to put in a new light . . .

. . . Hopefully, someday it will be changed.

Despite these challenges, Oscar feels his overall experience working with LSM is a positive one. He would like more museums to follow its example of “making [inclusion of people with disabilities] a priority, making this a mission or a goal.”

**Connections between Oscar’s experience and other staff members, volunteers or consultants with disabilities.** Oscar’s comments about his experience at LSM align in many ways with those of other full-time staff members, including those with and without disabilities. Oscar is not the only person with a disability who works at LSM; this museum involves people with disabilities as staff members, volunteers, consultants, and advisors in a myriad of organizational areas. Two of the full-time staff members who are participants in this study self-identify as having a disability, and other staff members report that there are other individuals with disabilities who work at the Museum as maintenance workers, administrative staff members, or volunteers. As the President and CEO states,
I think we benefit from having a well-integrated workforce including people with disabilities in design, prototyping, education, public programming, and they’re the colleagues, friends, and reviewers for other staff as other staff are for them. . . . We have daily experience with each other . . . janitorial staff whom I sign to everyday, and staff who need accommodations for technology development. . . . A common value is the value of each other and inclusive hiring practices—highly valuable people, some of whom happen to be disabled.

Another professional who works in the Office of the President further elaborates on this idea:

One of the things that I noticed when I first arrived here is that there were people with varying abilities working in very visible places in the Museum as well as behind-the-scenes. Sometimes . . . institutions may do hiring of people with disabilities, but they’re sort of not visible to the public. They’re in areas that are administrative. One of the things I do think that’s different here is that it really sort of cuts across all levels of the organization both in really public spaces and well as behind-the-scenes.

Similar to Oscar, other people with disabilities who work at LSM view this museum as being highly committed to inclusion:

I would say accessibility is a value around here . . . I think the [Large Science Museum] . . . generally does a really good job on accessibility.

Granted, there’s always something that can be improved, but I think the
Museum is really open to it. I think they’re very good about addressing needs when they’re brought up by staff or visitors. (Professional who uses a wheelchair, LSM)

It is also a feeling that is expressed by people without disabilities who work at LSM:

I think I would like you to take away that LSM [has] . . . a healthy culture with regard to inclusion. We may not have all the systems and means to get everywhere we want to be, but . . . we’re committed to it and it is part of our culture, I mean it really runs deep here. I think it’s unique, actually.

(Visitor Services professional, LSM)

Other staff members also agree with Oscar that working with people with disabilities and seeking their feedback has become an important part of how the Museum thinks the work toward inclusion should be accomplished. Staff members from a variety of areas continually seek feedback from people with disabilities when designing and implementing museum experiences. Sometimes this feedback is formalized in the form of an evaluation study, and other times it is informal feedback where people with disabilities (or their families when working with children) are asked how experiences could be better for them. As one Programs professional states,

I think that everyone can say that we can do our due effort, so if there’s something specific that we know that can be done to make our programs more inclusive then we’ll do that. And really instead of saying, “Well, this is what we’re going to do for you,” really listening to people, listening to
participants and parents and kids about what they need and trying to make that happen for them.

Another Exhibits professional expresses a similar sentiment:

And the other way, I think is important to me is to bring in groups of . . . multi-abled . . . visitors . . . who are willing to give us critique and do that early in the prototyping process . . . when the exhibits are ready for them, so we’re just not giving them things that . . . have no accommodations in them, but that allow to the point where we can genuinely say, “Hey, this isn’t working” or the suggestion we get is, “What if you did it this way?”

Other staff members share the idea that involving people with disabilities in the work of the organization is a way that staff members learn about practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities. This is true not only for staff members’ interactions with Oscar, but also of their interactions with other staff members, volunteers, or visitors who are invited to provide feedback:

The “aha” moments come from conversation, inviting people in to test systems to give that direct feedback. I think it’s invaluable to have workshops where our staff’s minds can be expanded, where you can hear from someone who lives with a disability every day and really find out from them, “That’s not really the way that I do it. That’s not really the way that I feel about that,” or “That’s nice but it doesn’t fit,” or “It doesn’t work quite right for me.” (Visitor Services professional, LSM)
And what’s neat about . . . the trainings that I’ve been to, many of the floor staff who either are handicapped or have relatives who are, know how to deal with the situations and you learn by talking to your coworkers instead of having management just give you . . . a broad spectrum of how we treat everybody. (Programs professional, LSM)

Staff members in other areas of the Museum agree with Oscar not only with regards to the positive aspects of inclusion at LSM, but also with some of the potential areas of improvement, particularly in the area of communication. Staff members agree that there is a need for “more communication with each other” about the inclusion of people with disabilities to “make sure we’re on the same page for certain situations” (Visitor Services professional, LSM). They also see a benefit in improving communication with visitors with disabilities about the services they provide. As one staff member states: “I don’t even know if we have a TTY. That’s crazy that I don’t know it, and I’m out talking to people in the community and trying to [help them] find ways to access what we have here” (Programs professional, LSM). Finally, they feel an overt and public statement by LSM acknowledging its commitment to inclusion is a necessity, as such an action would play a critical role in guiding the work as it moves forward:

But I see lots of room for this to be where [names of different divisions] get together and say this is our vision for equity and access work—this is our vision for working with a variety of visitors and this is what this really looks like, this is what this is fleshed out to be, and here are the details of
this plan with these core set of values. It’s just not clear [now]. (Human Resources professional, LSM)

Another action that staff members and Oscar agree is necessary is adding a full-time staff member whose sole focus is on inclusion. At different points in time, LSM had a designated access coordinator and an accessibility committee. Both the position and the committee were eliminated over time, which some staff members interpret to mean that the institution no longer cares about the inclusion of people with disabilities:

I would like to have one person as the go-to person . . . or have a committee with people responsible for . . . different roles. . . . We need to be serious about committing to that again. (Programs professional, LSM)

The Museum does, however, have someone who is focused on ensuring that it is in compliance with ADA, although this is only a part of this person’s responsibilities:

Most recently we made disability access and awareness a component of a job description in one of our leaders in facilities. He is now managing access planning. He is our public safety officer, he has been doing this for years [fixing areas to make them more ergonomic for employees], but we’ve never given him more vested authority. (President, LSM)

As with Oscar, other staff members feel unsure about the extent to which the Museum’s Senior Leaders view the inclusion of people with disabilities as a priority:

I just don’t get the message from Senior Leadership in a very visible way that this is a priority or a value. That said I don’t think they don’t value it, but I just don’t think it’s being asked to be on our radar like it should be—
like what are we doing as a metric? What are we doing to articulate a
vision that would include folks with disabilities? What does that look like?
(Human Resources professional, LSM)

It is important to note that both of the participating Senior Leaders of the
organization express strong support for the inclusion of people with disabilities at LSM.
They are highly knowledgeable about the topic (one Leader is even fluent in sign
language) and have personally taken many actions to advance the inclusion of people
with disabilities within the organization. The problem, perhaps, may not be a lack of
Senior Leader support, but rather a lack of communication to staff members that there is
support from Senior Leadership.

Another commonality between Oscar’s perceptions and that of other staff
members is that the accessibility of LSM is hindered in many ways by the external
context of the city within which the Museum exists. While a few staff members share
Oscar’s concern over the external street light, another staff member who uses a
wheelchair raises another concern—street maintenance. At times, the way the city and
other businesses attend to maintenance of the surrounding streets and sidewalks can limit
travel to the Museum by wheelchair users.

There are other aspects to Oscar’s experience at LSM that are not discussed in this
section, but are instead addressed later in the case in the description of the Exhibits
department. Given Oscar’s extensive involvement with the Exhibits department, it is not
surprising that many of the processes and contexts that Oscar describes as being part of
the institution’s work toward inclusion are also reflected in the description of the work of
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the Exhibits department provided below. These include focusing on the inclusion of people with disabilities in large projects, thinking about inclusive practices from the beginning of a project, learning about inclusive practices through an on-going experimentation and feedback process, and learning from the work of others.

Oscar’s story provides insights into how LSM involves people with disabilities in its work, providing a description of the experiences of an individual who has a more intimate relationship with the organization than visitors such as Fred and Holly who visit only a few times a year. Combined, these two lenses—that of a consultant with a disability and visitors with disabilities—provide an overall indication of the kinds of actions LSM takes and does not take to make the environment more inclusive of people with disabilities. Given Oscar’s inside status, his thoughts and reflections also yield some beginning insights on some of the processes and contexts that either impede or facilitate change at LSM. To dig deeper into understanding these processes and contexts, however, requires a closer look at the workings of the organization and its various departments and teams.

**Viewing Inclusion through the Lens of the Courses and Camps Program**

Like many museums, the suite of programs offered by LSM includes summer science camps and weekend science courses for youth of various ages. Unlike on-the-floor programs in museums that typically last only five to twenty minutes, camps and courses utilize a longer timeframe where museum educators work with youth for as little as a few hours to as long as a full week or more. These programs function more like school classrooms than other museum programmatic areas; typically, there is one or two
educators who lead 10 to 20 children in hands-on science activities that take place in designated classroom areas.

The LSM Courses and Camps program is known throughout the organization for its work related to the inclusion of children with disabilities. Staff members from a wide variety of departments and divisions mention that they think the inclusion of people with disabilities “is probably the most robust” in the work of this program (Programs professional, LSM). The leaders and staff members of this program are described as “really passionate people who are thinking and working on behalf of people of differing abilities” (Exhibits professional, LSM). They are considered by many in the Museum to be taking extra efforts to be inclusive, “really . . . bending over backwards when parents want to sign up kids with a disability” (Facilities professional, LSM). Their efforts are generally appreciated:

Another area that’s been doing tremendous work is our [Courses and Camps] programs; I know that they really try to accommodate autistic children—I appreciate that a great deal—and also children living with profound allergies. They’ve really made an effort. (Human Resources professional, LSM)

Beyond staff member recognition, the professionals who are a part of the Courses and Camps program report that some parents of the participating children are aware of the efforts being taken to include children with disabilities in the program and are appreciative of what is being done as well. According to one staff member, “. . . a lot of parents keep coming back and they say a lot of . . . things about [our] efforts.”
Furthermore, the Leader of the program feels that the recognition extends beyond just participating parents:

We have good parent word-of-mouth. . . . We have a really, really, good reputation with the food allergy network and parents talk, as you know.

And we have a good reputation in the autism community. I mean [name of autism organization] listed us as a program of choice for parents.

One mother of a daughter who is on the autism spectrum who is a participant in this study reports that she appreciates the Courses and Camps program so much that the program is the primary reason she renews her family’s Museum membership each year:

The big thing about membership is it gives me a break on tuition for the . . . classes, which I think we’ve generally have taken one or two a semester, because I home school . . . and . . . we had a lot of camps last summer.

[Daughter with autism] took pretty much all [LSM] camps. . . . She went almost weekly.

In addition to the Courses and Camps program being known for its work to be more inclusive of children with disabilities, the Leader of this program is also acknowledged as “someone who people come to when they’re thinking about inclusion” (Programs professional, LSM). She is identified as a champion for inclusion of people with disabilities by participating staff members from exhibits, evaluation, facilities, visitor services, and programs.

The fact that the Leader of the Courses and Camps program is known for her work toward inclusion throughout the organization may be related to the high number of
interactions that she has with staff members who work in areas across the Museum. According to the Leader of the Courses and Camps program, she works closely with many areas of the Museum, including:

   Learning technologies . . . school outreach . . . I worked some with research and evaluation . . . print graphics, let’s see, human resources, of course, teacher professional development . . . museum programs . . . museum enterprises . . . [Leader of Visitor Services] and her group mostly . . . Accounting . . . Development . . . [her manager] . . . director of [program development] . . . my staff from my old position . . . the occasional teaching staff . . . There’s a bunch of other people. The [Visitor Services staff members] . . . I’ve work extensively with them . . . [name of the Facilities professional] . . . [name of someone in the office of the President] . . . she’s been sort of an informal mentor, and now that I’m in my new position that’s gonna be more formalized . . . I kind of see everybody . . . I’m an extravert so, I check-in with a lot of people. Maintenance . . . engineers. I say I work least with the exhibit shop people. Oh, I see [name of exhibit professional] a lot. I mean, she’s a friend too, but we are working on the [grant name] together, [name of three other exhibits people] all those guys I’ve known for a long time.

   This Leader and other staff members report taking a number of actions to ensure that children with a broad range of disabilities are included in the Courses and Camps program. These actions include:
Calling parents ahead of time [and] asking if there’s any [strategy], any special accommodations we can make for their kid because they will, when they register, list any special needs. . . . We’ve done training for our instructors on different specific disabilities. We had the autism society come in and give a presentation. . . . We do have a lot of children come through on the autism spectrum, so whether or not we know there’s a student in class, we try to make it a friendly environment and putting agendas on the board, we’ve gone through a lot of trainings with instructors to do that . . . things like having large timers in the room so it gives kids . . . a visual of how much time is left in an activity.

Some of these actions are seen as not only being beneficial for children with disabilities, but for all children as well. As one Senior Member of the Courses and Camps program states,

A lot of what we talk with instructors about they end up saying, “Well that was helpful for everybody in class whether or not the student had a disability or a known disability.” So they become surprised by how it helps overall with their teaching as opposed to having to make a special accommodation for one student, that’s frustrating.

The Leader of the Courses and Camps program takes extensive actions herself to ensure that each and every child that needs an accommodation is attended to:

This summer we had . . . a . . . science class and the teacher was using essential oils, and we had this mom who said, “Oh, you’ve been so great
with what activities you’ve done and my kid has [a] nut allergy and it’s airborne, and you’ve been so great about checking everything, but [we] knew the class was a little risky for him to try to take.” So we looked at the materials list together, and it said essential oils and they were in the classroom. And I asked our Materials Coordinator, “Do you know if any of these contain almond oil?” And we didn’t know if that was going to trigger him or not, but it was a good idea to get him out of the classroom, so I pulled him. . . . And we . . . checked some other oils we had in the cabinets that had all of the ingredients listed so that we could see that they were safe for him to use.

While formal trainings (such as the autism professional development experience cited above) are a part of how the educators learn about practices that are inclusive of children with disabilities, learning through an on-going reflection process that is embedded within practice and involves testing out new ideas appears to play an even larger role. As stated by the Leader of the Courses and Camps program, staff members need to “try something else until something works.” According to this Leader, given that the Museum fosters a “culture of innovation,” staff members feel “pretty safe to make errors.” In turn, staff members in the Courses and Camps program report that learning through practice is the most useful way to learn about inclusion:

I’ve seen that trainings can be helpful, but you have to have that practice that happens after the training. You can’t just sit in the room and hear from people. Really the learning happens when you sit down with a kid
with autism and try and have a conversation with them and see how maybe you can pull them back into a conversation. . . . I thought that the lecture was great, but it was important to be able to have the one-on-one experiences. . . . We’re doing a lot to be inclusive but that there’s always more that we can do and having those conversations and having those safe spaces for us to discuss—that is really important.

This process of learning through practice is also reflected in how the staff members report making decisions about the kinds of formal trainings the staff require. The characteristics of the children already attending the program seem to help staff members identify the kinds of training they need:

At our training workshops, probably starting about 10 years ago, we included working with kids from the populations that we see mostly, which are kids with autism spectrum disorders, kids with behavioral disorders like ADD and ADHD, and we started to see a huge population of kids with life threatening food allergies. (Leader of the Courses and Camps program, LSM)

Despite all of these actions, staff members report that the Courses and Camps program can still be improved when it comes to serving children with disabilities. Some of the challenges stem from lack of sharing of ideas and knowledge between parents and the staff members running the programs. As one Program staff member reports, “some special needs [are not] disclosed and so that becomes frustrating because why don’t parents tell us, and we can make it easier for their kids?” Other challenges come from a
lack of shared ideas about best practices between the various staff members (which include full and part-time personnel) who are essential to running the program. Although the Leader of the program and other long-term staff members support and value hands-on or experiential learning activities, some of the newer part-time personnel have been observed by the Program Leader to “speak for like 20 minutes to 7 and 9 year olds”, which she reports negatively affects children with autism who participate in the program and also makes some of the other children “get squirrely.”

The largest challenge the Courses and Camp program currently faces, however, is the intense internal debate within the organization about how far the staff members should go in making accommodations for children with disabilities. The question that is often posed is: “Do we want to draw a line” when it comes to kinds of accommodations the Museum is willing to make? This debate takes place mostly amongst a small group of professionals—the Leader of the Courses and Camps program, professionals from Human Resources, and a professional from Facilities—who are charged with making decisions around what kinds of accommodations and services the Museum should offer children with disabilities who participate in the Courses and Camps program. In addition, another employee who works in the Office of the President is also consulted on this issue from time-to-time based on both her position in the organization and her extensive background in special education. During staff member interviews, this topic is frequently discussed and appears to be a frequent source of internal debate.
The issue of how far the Museum wants to go to include children with disabilities in the Courses and Camps program recently came to the forefront when a request came from a parent whose child has diabetes. As a Courses and Camps staff member describes,

One thing that we’ve struggled with is . . . how do we find the line where we can do what’s needed to include kids but not go beyond? One of the things that we’ve been working with is kids who have type I diabetes and at what point are we offering medical care for them that we’re not actually certified to do? Can we actually work with their problems? That’s actually something that we’re still going back and forth with on—how can we make sure to include these kids and still be safe for them and not overstep our abilities?

According to the Leader of the Courses and Camps program, however, the situation of this one family is not an isolated incident. There are other children whose parents make requests and the Museum is unsure as to whether and how to fulfill them. For example, there was a “kid with Muscular Dystrophy” whose “mom had added that he needs help with toileting.” There was also “a little girl who was in preschool with the osteogenesis imperfecta” whose “mom asked . . . if the teachers could help her with toileting.” There are also situations where further personalized assistance is needed for certain children who are on the autism spectrum:

Then we had a kid with autism who was in some of our camps, and he had pretty severe autism. And he had taken a lot of learning technologies classes. And his mom speaks Korean and is not English proficient. So that
made the communication really difficult because the child . . . was almost aphasic so he didn’t speak much. . . . And he took off from the group and ran into the streets several times . . . and that’s where talking to the mom every day and saying, “This is an unsafe situation; we have to remove him from the camp.” And we had no idea whether we could prescribe that she provide one-on-one to accompany him to make it a more successful class. Depending upon who you talk to, the problem that needs to be addressed is framed differently. The staff member who works for the Office of the President expresses concern over the kinds of discussions that are and are not taking place around inclusion:

If I come back to the proactive nature versus the reactive . . . one was a kid who needed a sign language interpreter and the other is bumping up against kids who have a particular disability such that it requires some additional attention on the part of the camp staff during the day. . . . Now in this case, I think they had sort of a patchwork thing to make those two to three weeks work, but you see it’s kind of gone away. There’s not an on-going dialogue right now about, “Oh, what did we learn from that? What could we put in place? What would we need to do with staff?”

The Facilities professional sees the problem as the result of a tension between being as inclusive as one can possibly be, and the liability of the Museum:

[The Leader of the Courses and Camps program] just wants as much as an all-inclusive offering of classes and camps for kids that she can get. Period! That’s her focus, that’s her goal. My goal, and I agree with her,
but I also have to balance with the [Large Science Museum’s] liability and where we’re going with that. I mean, I can appreciate where she’s coming from and I understand where she’s coming from and I’m very happy to support where she’s coming from, but I also have this aspect of me where I have to balance where the Museum’s liability is and where we’re comfortable with placing that and she understands that as well.

Conversations with the Leader of the Courses and Camps program confirm that she does understand this tension, but she also sees the debate as being connected to the Museum’s obligations for meeting the requirements of ADA. She feels the answer to this debate may lie in what the Museum is required to do to ensure the inclusion of children with disabilities:

I had been kind of nosing around on the ADA website and [started] reading some stuff about daycare centers and the history of judicial decisions about daycare centers. And one of them was about a child with diabetes and that it was considered not reasonable accommodations for the daycare centers to require the parents to come and test glucose and to help with the meter and stuff. In fact there are a couple of them. So there are these settlements, these decisions . . .

The Facilities professional, however, does not see ADA as being as pertinent:

We’re not a school. We do hold classes and we do have teachers, but we’re not a school. We’re not beholden . . . to the same standards . . . apparently there are some daycares, there are some schools who have been
forced to do this by ADA law. And I’m just, I guess I’m very surprised that the law would force that level of liability onto an institution, be it daycare, school, or whoever. So we’re discussing things like that . . . my job is basically protector of liability, is to bring concerns to the table and make sure we’re comfortable as an institution with the decisions we make and how much liability we’re willing to take on.

Given that the Museum’s requirements according to ADA were beginning to take prominence within this debate, the team working to solve the problem decided to consult a lawyer, but even to the lawyer, the requirements related to ADA did not seem clear. Therefore, there was no immediate answer available about what the Museum was required to do from the perspective of ADA.

The professional working in the Office of the President thinks that the focus on the ADA is a red herring and that the Museum should be focused on deciding not what it is required to do, but what it feels is the right thing to do:

The thing about law is that laws set a minimum standard. It says, “Here’s the minimum that you must do.” Then it gives great leeway on everything else. I think sometimes what we come up against is sort of where people think there is a moral and an ethical stance at play, not just the legal one. . . So that’s the kind of stuff where you need headroom to be able to debate, discuss, come to consensus about what an institutional program will do, what it could do, what it must do.
In an effort to move the conversation away from ADA and find out what the correct course of action should be, staff members from the Courses and Camps program are also investigating what other museums and community organizations are doing to make their courses more inclusive. The Program Leader, however, is finding out that not many museums are addressing this issue:

I talked to [accessibility coordinator] at [another large museum] and I found out that . . . they have never had a kid with ASD. . . . So I called a couple of museums . . . one of my staff called a few out of school time places. The zoo camps, Y camps, stuff like that. I’ve talked to the program coordinator at this residential Y camp and she basically said, “Oh, we don’t deal with that. There’s a camp up the road that’s for kids with special needs. I would send the parents there.”

The debate is a great source of tension within the organization. The Leader of the Courses and Camps program reports that the tension is beginning to wear on her:

This meeting was so upsetting to me that I went to [person who works in the Office of the President]. I felt like I was alone. I said . . . “I feel like every time I come in here, it’s one person with my perspective, and three of you with your perspective of protecting the Museum’s interest. I’m not going to operate like this anymore. I can’t. It’s too stressful.”

Connections between inclusion in the Courses and Camps program and other LSM areas. The Courses and Camps Program is in many ways a unique situation within LSM. Nowhere else in the organization is there so much debate about the
boundaries around which inclusion should be drawn. Also unique is the extent to which the Program staff members are making specific, individual accommodations for all participants as needed. In this way, the program is very responsive to the needs of the children who sign-up to participate in the program. The emphasis on potential liabilities also does not appear to play as strong of a role in other areas of the organization.

There are themes that appear in the story of the inclusion of children with disabilities in the Courses and Camps program, however, which do resonate with themes from other areas of LSM. Certain themes, such as the involvement of people with disabilities in the work of the program and how the staff members report learning about inclusive practices through their interactions with children with disabilities, connect closely with those discussed through Oscar’s experiences with LSM. Also connecting to Oscar’s experience are some of the communication issues experienced by Program staff members when working with the parents. While Oscar highlights the need for more communication with the local disability community, staff members from this program emphasize the miscommunication that can sometimes happen when working with parents of children with disabilities. Similarly, there is some overlap with Oscar’s call for a clear overall organizational policy related to the inclusion of people with disabilities, and the Program staff members’ call for a clear organizational policy related to the kinds of inclusive practices LSM is willing to employ for children with disabilities who attend the Courses and Camps program.

Another connection to what is discussed above is the inconsistency in the practices employed by the various educators who implement the Courses and Camps
program. This is similar to the inconsistencies that emerge as a problem area through the focused observations of the visitors with disabilities in the exhibitions, and is an observation that led Oscar to suggest that greater communication is needed between staff members at LSM.

There are some new themes that emerge in the story of the Courses and Camps program as well, which also connect to other areas of the organization. One theme is the role of the Leader of the Courses and Camps program, who is seen not just as a champion for inclusion within her own programmatic area, but also as a champion within LSM as a whole. Participating staff members also cite multiple other staff members as being champions for the inclusion of people with disabilities in the organization. The individuals who are thought of as champions are dispersed across a broad range of organizational areas (Visitor Services, Exhibits, Research and Evaluation, and the President’s Office) and levels (Non-managers, Managers, and Senior Leaders). Staff members feel that these champions are essential for bringing discussions of inclusion to the forefront and for pushing the work forward:

It appears to me . . . that one of the markers in this institutional culture is that . . . an individual needs to step up and be the champion for change. Unless there is one person who is being the nudge, nothing will happen. You know, it really is about one person because it’s not even about, “Okay maybe there’s four or five of you that have it.” It really does seem predicated on if there is an individual who decides that they want to go to
the mat for it then something will happen. (Professional from the Office of the President, LSM)

Perhaps, unsurprisingly, given that these champions are seen to hold the banner for inclusion at the organization, other leaders report sentiments similar to those of the Leader of the Courses and Camps program; the work of inclusion can be difficult and emotionally draining:

I find that inclusion work is hard, lonely, and isolating work—real inclusion work. It’s one thing to sit and say, of course, we need to hire more people of color, or, of course, we need to make the Museum more accessible. Everyone can say that, but that’s hard work . . . I’ve learned that the more resistance I encounter, the more important it is that we do the work because resistance is a metric for me of where the disconnect is. It often puts you in a sacrificial position, both with your relationships internally as well as with your own self-confidence. (Human Resources professional, LSM)

Another common theme present in the Courses and Camps description that also occurs in other areas of LSM is the use of trainings and professional development programs to inform staff members of practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities. Multiple programmatic areas report that they have held staff trainings around the inclusion of people with disabilities at LSM in recent years. In addition, observations of a training program for volunteers show that discussions of inclusive practices are embedded within regular trainings. For example, when volunteers are discussing how to
interpret objects from the Museum’s collections with varying kinds of visitors, one of the scenarios these volunteers specifically discuss is how to interpret an object to a blind visitor who is highly knowledgeable about content related to that object.

There was one particular staff training on accessible practices that took place in the early 2000’s that was led by an external industry organization that appears to have had a memorable impact on staff members across the organization. One Exhibits professional remarks that this workshop was “pretty pivotal” in his development as a professional. Another Exhibits professional states that this workshop “raised the awareness” across the entire Museum about inclusive practices and served as a “catalyst to get a lot more going on.” A professional from the Visitor Services area concurs, and feels that this workshop “did change things, certainly. It changes culture; it changes the way you do your work and the way you think about new things coming in.”

Another theme that is consistent between the Courses and Camps program and other areas of the Museum is the use of external resources—community organizations, other museums, web sites, literature—to inform new practices and decision-making around the inclusion of people with disabilities. This is something alluded to in Oscar’s description of his experience at LSM and is reported as taking place in almost all areas of the Museum’s work toward the inclusion of people with disabilities. The Museum’s President states that “one of the strengths is that we have . . . a powerful external network where we can draw expertise where we are lacking.”

In some cases the Museum relies on formal partnerships with other organizations to conduct its inclusion work, such as with a “local school for the deaf, [the] state school
for the blind” as the President reports. In other cases, professionals in the Museum rely on informal methods to learn from the experiences of others. As one Exhibits professional states, “I have seen some really wonderful exhibits that are inclusive in a way that were eye opening to me. And so simply by . . . visiting other museums, I think that informs the work here.” Others are more systematic in their approach at learning from others, and report calling around to different museums to learn about accessibility in their theaters, making decisions about whether or not to host a day that is focused specifically on one disability audience by asking other museums about the success of such days, or establishing relationships with local regulatory bodies as a way of keeping abreast of changes in the law related to inclusion.

One theme that emerges subtly in the story of the Courses and Camps program that also appears in the backdrop of other organizational areas is a focus on dialogue and discussion for solving problems. Just as a formal group for discussing accommodations within the Courses and Camps program was formed to find solutions to this particular challenge, discussion and dialogue is also seen as an important way that the organization makes decisions about inclusive practices in other areas as well. The importance of discussions is implicit in the way that staff members describe how work gets accomplished, with the words “discussion”, “dialogue”, and “conversations” appearing frequently in staff members’ comments. For example, staff say, “I also know there’s been a tremendous amount of discussion and work around signage . . .” (Human Resources professional, LSM), or “I know there is a lot of dialogue around hiring practices and trying to help managers with their skillsets around . . . accessible and diverse hiring”
(Professional from the Office of the President, LSM), or “When we talk about the exhibit as a whole, [we] talk about how we are going to allocate resources to achieve the [accessibility] goals that are outlined.” (Exhibits professional, LSM)

In addition to the themes that are shared between the Courses and Camps program and a broad range of other areas in the Museum, there are also a few areas where connections can be made specifically between this program and the work of the Exhibits department. These include the emphasis on learning through practice; a feeling that certain practices are “better for everyone;” a sense of the work toward inclusion as being on-going, iterative, and improving over time; and a feeling amongst the staff members that ADA is a strong influencer in the decision to make the Museum more inclusive. Connections between these emergent themes from the Courses and Camps program and other areas of the Museum are mostly present within the work of the Exhibits department, which is described in more detail below.

**Viewing Inclusion through the Lens of the Exhibits Department**

The lens of the Exhibits department affords a unique vantage point for viewing changes toward the inclusion of people with disabilities over time at LSM. Multiple participating staff members report having worked at the Museum for 15 years or more, which provides the opportunity to hear a longitudinal view of change directly from the people who participated (whether willingly or reluctantly) in the effort. In addition, similar to other museums, the exhibitions present in the Museum’s galleries are changed or remodeled on a relatively infrequent basis, thus, providing insights into particular design strategies that were employed at different points in time. Currently viewable
exhibitions at LSM date back to the time when the new building first opened, in the 1990’s. Combined, these two attributes of the Exhibits department (long-term staff members and long-term exhibitions) enable a longitudinal view of change that cannot be afforded by another area in the Museum.

Before examining the change that has occurred over time at LSM, it is useful to note what the current state of inclusive practices is at LSM when it comes to exhibition design. The following excerpt from observational field notes, which describes a meeting where the design of a new exhibition is being discussed, provides insights on how the Exhibits department currently thinks about inclusive design:

The Senior Leader of Exhibits begins the meeting (which is attended by about 10 to 15 people) by talking through a PowerPoint presentation that contains images from exhibitions he and others visited around the world. These exhibitions all address topics similar to the topic of the exhibition being planned. Behind the screen where the presentation is being projected, the wall is lined with large sticky pad sheets that have titles written on them, such as “Audiences,” “Goals and Messages,” “Visitor Experience,” “Design Ideas,” “Sources of Inspiration,” “Timeline,” and “Accessibility/Language.” Once the presentation is over, the Senior Leader informs the group that this topic is one that is of high interest to the audience, as determined through rounds of audience testing. He states that the purpose of the meeting is to complete the “matrix” that is currently on the walls. The group works to fill-in what is known about each of the
components of the matrix. The first sticky pad sheet on the wall is “project scope.” Known facts about the project scope (such as how big it will be, when it will open, and its overall cost) are listed under this title. The second sheet has the title “Audiences.” To fill in this sheet, the group begins to discuss a wide range of audiences. Some of these audiences were already identified in a successful grant proposal for the exhibition, and are not up for discussion. These audiences include families and kids from local underrepresented communities. The Lead Exhibit Developer, who is cited by many in the organization as being a champion for the inclusion of people with disabilities and who has worked closely with Oscar in the past, also states that the proposal promises “English, Spanish, and [to be] fully accessible to visitors who are blind, deaf, and wheelchair users.” He specifies that “fully accessible” means that if someone can’t experience a particular aspect of the exhibition there will be another equivalent experience. The only place where he perceives there will be a need for an alternative experience is the simulation ride they have planned, which will most likely be inaccessible for wheelchair users. The current plan for the alternative experience is that it will have the same visual experience and content, but there would be no corresponding movement. The Lead Exhibit Developer reports that he saw this technique applied in another museum where the alternative experience is to be used by children who were afraid of the simulator ride. He feels the alternative experience in the
new exhibition could be designed for use by both children and wheelchair users. It is the idea of an alternative experience for wheelchair users that prompts an in-depth discussion amongst the meeting participants:

Person 1: [I] know a whole, like, a lot of guys like [the staff member in Exhibits who uses a wheelchair] who could wheel in and then strap on and he’d be able to get that movement.

Person 2: [It] wouldn’t work. For everyone like [the staff member already mentioned], there are 10 others who wouldn’t fit in there that way.

Person 3: BUT, we could hurt someone if not strapped in correctly.

Lead Exhibit Developer: We wouldn’t want to rotate [the simulation] back, but could still have many other simulations.

Person 4: [But then] younger kids would also defer. [They] get wigged out at the last minute and decide that they don’t want to [do it]. That’s how it is handled in [another museum].

Person 5: Make the [alternative] space have chairs so that people without wheelchairs can still use it. Even have them strap in and get the feeling like they are going somewhere . . .

The group moves on to discuss other items, such as reduced admission for those requiring financial assistance, and the content of the educational goals.

As the above field notes suggest, the inclusion of people with disabilities is a regular part of the conversations that take place when the Exhibits department builds new
exhibitions. According to long-term members of the Exhibits department, LSM has been 
discussing the inclusion of people with disabilities since they first began working at the 
Museum:

I think these kinds of discussions have been going on as long as I can 
remember working here. So I don’t really think suddenly there was some 
point at which people said we should address accessibility issues. I’m sure 
that we’ve gotten better at it. I don’t remember . . . when was ADA? . . . 
Just based on how we react to stuff like that, that was a watershed moment 
in feeling like we have to get way more serious about it. And I do 
remember talking very specifically about ADA issues at some point after 
ADA was passed, which obviously we weren’t talking about before that. . 
. . I think the first exhibit project I worked on was [name of exhibition]. 
And in my memory, which is shaky at best, that had to have happened 
around the time of ADA legislation, and I think I remember talking pretty 
specifically about some pretty basic ADA accommodations and guidelines 
as part of that project. And even though we didn’t follow all of the 
suggestions it was a pathway to our ADA best practices.

Although the Museum had been discussing and implementing some practices that 
are inclusive of people with disabilities as early as the 1990’s, participating Exhibit 
professionals report that it was the professional development program implemented by an 
industry organization in the early 2000’s (the same one as cited above) that elevated the 
practices of the Museum in this area and provided a new “energy and momentum” as
well as “accountability” that focused their efforts toward inclusion. Even one of the newer staff members of the Exhibits department mentioned this professional development experience as being “great” and “really informative,” although she attended as a professional from another museum.

Following the industry organization workshop, LSM experimented with new inclusive practices in a few exhibitions, including an exhibition about human health where audio labels and tactile elements were specifically added to make the exhibition more inclusive of people who are blind or have low vision. Staff members do not discuss these exhibitions during their interviews, even though they are still present in the exhibition galleries today.

The next major event staff members mention is a traveling exhibition built collaboratively by LSM and the industry organization that ran the professional development experience. This exhibition had a sound-based theme (called “Sound Exhibition” here), and was funded by a grant from the federal government. Staff members discuss many practices that they think were exemplary in this exhibition, which can no longer be seen at LSM:

We developed an exhibition on [sound] that specifically was designed to work for blind people and people with low vision. And so used audio description throughout, used braille labels on controls, used dual language, so Spanish and English. I think it was a bit of a stretch for us. . . . With [Sound Exhibition], we had [Oscar] who came to our exhibit team meetings on a regular basis. . . . He really helped us think about how to
design exhibits for blind people and what to think about when we suggest stuff. (Exhibits professional, LSM)

This Sound Exhibition is cited as an exemplar of an inclusive exhibition that members of the Exhibit department continue to refer to when thinking about the inclusion of people with disabilities in newer exhibitions that are being built. One staff member states that he “can’t remember a time when we’re working on a project and somebody hasn’t said, ‘What did we do in the Sound Exhibition?’” Another Exhibits professional states “We’ve adapted a lot of the things that we learned from [Sound Exhibition] for subsequent projects.”

Staff members in multiple other areas of the organization also cite this particular exhibition as an exemplary practice for LSM with regards to the inclusion of people with disabilities. One staff member from Visitor Services states that this exhibition was “fantastic for accessibility.” Another staff member from Human Resources describes how the exhibit “was extremely thoughtful about visually impaired visitors or those with hearing limitations, and I think it set a precedent for trying to keep it in mind moving forward.” Still others in the Museum feel that staff members learned a lot about inclusive practices just by experiencing the exhibition:

Our . . . best use and well-concentrated . . . use of universal design principles was in [the Sound Exhibition]. [There were] components in other exhibitions, but it really happened there. That became a staff professional development, which is an important realization of this. You can one-off exhibition design, but you are better off in creating the staff
and developing the staff you retain. We did not outsource the accessibility. . . . That was a turning point in creating an institutional capacity that didn’t need to be reinvented each time we created a new exhibit and didn’t need to be monitored. Issues of creating an inclusive environment began to foster into the rest of the organization through [Sound Exhibition] . . . for example, one of our youth groups won a national design award for creating a device that helped transfer people from wheelchair to canoe and back . . . value within our community changed. These youth weren’t designing exhibits, but were youth who were in a museum where there was an exhibit that was designed to be universal. (President, LSM)

While many cite this exhibition as an exemplar, staff members from the Exhibits department also acknowledge that they “learned a lot from [the Sounds Exhibition] that continues to be applied, but other things . . . have not been applied.” Different staff members name different reasons for the lack of application of lessons learned. Some staff members feel that the existing inconsistencies are a problem related to communication challenges. One Exhibits professional who is a manager feels “we just need to recommit to those [accessibility] standards,” while another managerial exhibits professional recommends that this situation might be easily rectifiable with “some little, easy to fix documentation” that better captures lesson learned so that they can be applied better from one project to another. Still, another Exhibits professional who works in the construction shop reports that the Sound Exhibition was a “costly project” and other projects “pretty
much . . . don’t have the money for it when they come to making the braille or audio equipment.”

While the Senior Leader of Exhibits agrees that it “comes down to the resources,” he also has another perspective that connects to the kinds of practices from the Sound Exhibition that were and were not applied to future projects. According to this Leader, certain kinds of practices do not lend themselves to being applied to future exhibitions:

There was a lot of customization stuff that happened in [Sound Exhibition] . . . there are certain adaptations you can make like . . . audio descriptions, which can adapt very universally. But . . . there were a lot of unique custom stuff that happened . . . and I think we haven’t carried forth with that as much.

Observations of visitors with disabilities in the Museum’s galleries confirm that some of the inclusive practices that were developed for Sound Exhibition were not employed in future exhibitions. For example, some of the exhibitions that were developed by LSM after Sound Exhibition do not have audio labels. In addition, some of the newer exhibitions contained labels with text that is difficult for certain visitors to read, even though creating larger print labels and positioning labels in easy viewing positions does not require additional monetary resources. This suggests that the absence of funding is not the sole reason lessons learned from the Sound Exhibition have not been consistently applied to future projects.

Following the development of the Sound Exhibition, LSM went on to build two newer exhibitions that some Exhibits department staff members highlight as having
exemplary practices related to the inclusion of people with disabilities: one on math built in collaboration with the Outdoor and Explore Museum (one of the two other museums participating in this study), and another on a current science topic built in collaboration with multiple other museums. For both of these exhibitions, staff members described the “accessibility [as] being fairly embedded in it rather than it being this exceptional stuff” (Senior Leader of Exhibits, LSM). According to one Exhibits professional, “Accessibility was called out in sort of the guidelines for the development of exhibit experiences” and, in addition, an “[Accessibility expert from another museum] has done an accessibility review.” These exhibitions were also reviewed by Oscar, and each included audio description.

Participating staff members also discuss two additional exhibitions that are in the early stages of development as possible future exhibitions that will embody exemplary practices related to the inclusion of people with disabilities. One of these exhibitions is the project mentioned at the start of the description of the work of the Exhibits department. The extent to which the design and development of these exhibitions will reflect inclusive practices is yet to be determined as these exhibitions are in an early conceptual stage. Observations of team meetings where these exhibitions are being planned suggest that the inclusion of people with disabilities is being considered by both exhibition teams. Not only does the team described above discuss issues related to inclusion, but observations of the other exhibition team show them engaging in a discussion of how to define their goals related to inclusion. During the meeting, the team debates whether they want to keep “universal design” as a goal, or make the goal one
“where we use principles of universal design to create experiences that are physically, cognitively, and culturally appropriately accessible and inclusive.”

The fact that certain projects seem to focus on accessibility more than others is widely acknowledged by staff members from the Exhibits department. Staff members are especially aware that there are whole categories of exhibitions where practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities are rarely employed in a way that meets what they see as best practices such as temporary exhibitions that are installed in LSM but are developed by other museums, and exhibitions that LSM builds for use by other science museums. The Museum has spent extra time and money to retrofit some of the temporary exhibitions that are installed at their site and developed by others:

We had to redesign the interior of the case [for a temporary exhibition]—it wasn’t easy. . . . They created a lip so you could get up and get under but that was limited in some ways by some internal piping—because it’s an internal climate control case—so there was a height, an angle, there was where the [object] was inside the case that was adjusted, and again I think that helped with glare because there was another piece of glass on the inside. . . . We had to do a lot of modification in order to make it accessible . . . (Exhibits professional, LSM)

Such extensive redesigns are not always possible. The challenge as one Exhibit professional sees it is that “there’s not a lot of consistency in the field.” While they see inclusion as a value, they recognize other museums do not. “How do we persuade them that it’s in their best interest to do it?” (Exhibits professional, LSM)
The Senior Leader of Exhibits also sees that consistency of inclusive practices across internal projects, as well as across projects that are primarily led by external museums, is a challenge. Despite this, he feels that over the long run, their work toward inclusive practices is moving in a more positive direction:

And so the challenge . . . is that . . . [accessibility for people with disabilities] tends to be episodic. You have a project that comes and then a project that goes. So [Sound Exhibition] we put a . . . higher emphasis on accessibility on that project than we had in any others and any others since. But we had the money in that project to do that and the sort of mission in that project to do that. And, we’ve adapted a lot of the things that we learned from that for subsequent projects. . . . So . . . there’s an intent we try to meet, but don’t always meet it the same way. And I think that’s good . . . and every once in a while we get something that makes us think about it harder and in more extraordinary ways. So [Sound Exhibition] did that. The [current science exhibition] made us do that. So there are certain projects where we can really push against stuff where you can really take your practices and then they make you push them even harder.

As the Senior Leader of Exhibits implies in the above statement, it is through certain projects that the inclusive practices of the organization improve over time. Working to include people with disabilities is thought of as an on-going process, one where the team is building from lessons learned in prior projects, tinkering along the way.
to improve the accessibility of whatever design they are creating, and receiving feedback
from people with disabilities along the way:

I’ve learned everything over time. Experience. Trying things. Working
with people. Talking with people. Submitting myself to criticisms or our
projects to criticism. I think prototyping and then re-prototyping, iteration
is really important. . . . If you pay attention to what other people have done
and pay attention to what you’ve done in the past, that you can learn from
them and improve. So I think it’s a gradual improvement. (Exhibits
professional, LSM)

This process, of “trying things” and “working with people,” aligns in many ways
with how Oscar describes the work of inclusion at LSM, where he similarly
reports that the staff members in the Exhibit department are continually engaging
in a process of design and redesign based on his input.

What has the Exhibit department learned through this process? Some of what they
have learned is evident in the areas where there is a consistent practice from exhibit to
exhibit, even when accessibility is not a major focus. Staff members who work in the
Exhibits department repeatedly state that at a minimum, attention is always paid to the
physical dimensions and measurements of the exhibitions (what this group often refers to
as “ADA”):

I think our general best practices are that we reflect on the existing
standards as they are on all projects, and I think particularly in physical
accessibility stuff . . . that’s just become part of what we do when we
design stuff—the first question is whether it’s accessible physically. I wouldn’t say we’re as good about doing things that have fuzzier guidelines like reading comprehension and even graphic design stuff.

(Exhibits professional, LSM)

Such statements are consistent with the experiences of people with disabilities who visit LSM in wheelchairs, who report that the Museum and its exhibits are largely accessible for them.

There are other practices and ideas that extend across projects when it comes to thinking about accessibility and the inclusion of people with disabilities that may not be as overtly obvious to visitors. One practice staff members mention is thinking about the inclusion of people with disabilities “at the beginning of a project.” Here again there is alignment with how Oscar discusses the work of the Exhibits department. One Exhibit professional mentions that each project starts with the question “what are our accessibility goals and how are we gonna meet those?” This practice is evident not only in Exhibit staff member comments, but also in observations of team meetings (such as the meeting described above) and in statements made by individuals who work in other departments within the Museum:

It’s the same old story. You can either do it right the first time and start with the design phase and the prototyping and the actual building or you can pay a lot more on the tail end several years potentially down the road.

And the biggest thing is to have the exhibit designers, prototypers, and the
people who build . . . thinking about this right from the get-go. (Facilities professional, LSM)

Beyond shared practices, staff members in the Exhibits department also share common views related to the inclusion of people with disabilities. One common sentiment staff members share is that “by making [exhibits] better for someone with a particular disability then we make it better for everybody” (Exhibits professional, LSM). Some staff members report that this is a notion that they have come to learn over time through their work:

I think once you do the work, once it’s required, you go, “Yeah, well not only is this required, it’s required for a very good reason.” And you work with people, see them use the things you’re planning, the exhibits you’re planning and realize that it doesn’t take that much more work to turn an exhibit in the direction that makes it usable by—well all, I guess, would be the hope—but certainly more visitors than what it would if you hadn’t considered an audience with disabilities. And then once you have your eyes opened, it’s pretty hard to close your eyes again. (Exhibits professional, LSM)

Another Exhibits professional expresses a similar sentiment:

Well the statement that a lot of people say like, “If we make things accessible, it’s better for everybody.” I would say early on, I was probably fairly skeptical about that, but you know, I’ve learned that that’s more or less true. Particularly in a place like this where we make a lot of
assumptions about what visitors are coming with in terms of prior
task knowledge, and making things clear and easy on a billion different levels
is good for everybody, there’s no question about that. . . . Going through
projects and doing that has certainly been something that I’ve learned.
(Exhibits professional, LSM)

It is this idea of “better for everyone” that Exhibit department staff members
connect to universal design. This connection is evident in statements such as “. . . the
principles of universal design, it’s not just for this special group of people who have a
special way of being in the world,” or “. . . the notion of universal design is one that we
like and try to push on just to make things better for everybody by making them better for
someone with a particular disability . . .”

Another commonly cited idea is the connection staff members make between the
inclusion of people with disabilities and the inclusion of other audience as well. This
connection is perhaps most apparent in the observations of two separate exhibit team
meetings. During the meeting described above, one of the categories the team discusses is
“Accessibility/language,” implying that accessibility for people with disabilities and
language access are linked together as the same challenge. In addition, observations of
another exhibition team reveal that staff members discuss inclusion in very broad and
open terms, connecting together the need to reach a broad range of audiences with the
need to include people with disabilities. One staff member states during the meeting that
the goal is to create an exhibition where “ALL visitors can be in environments where
they are successful and see themselves as engineering practitioners, testers.” The staff
members define “all” to include not only people with and without disabilities, but also girls and boys, English and Spanish-speaking audiences, and other groups traditionally underrepresented in engineering.

The exhibition projects that focus on the inclusion of people with disabilities generate not only learning that is manifested into shared practices and ideas, but also internal expertise and champions who serve to push the work forward in the future. There are a few individuals within the Exhibits department who are repeatedly named as champions for the inclusion of people with disabilities both within and outside their department, and many others who are cited as champions by fellow Exhibits staff members. In addition, observations of Exhibit team meetings show that there are multiple people who raise the topic of accessibility or inclusion of people with disabilities during these meetings. These individuals remind others to consider the impacts on accessibility of a particular decision they are making, advocate for inclusion as a goal, or make suggestions about how a particular design or idea could be made more inclusive of people with disabilities. Those who are cited or act as champions have served as key players for the exhibition projects that focused on accessibility and report that they learned about inclusive practices through their work at LSM—this is not expertise they bring to their work from an external position or experience.

**Connections between inclusion in the Exhibits department and other LSM areas.** Many of the themes that emerge in the story of the Exhibits department also resonate with themes that emerge in other areas of the Museum. Some of those themes are already discussed in the descriptions of Fred and Holly, Oscar, and/or the Courses and
Camps program above. These themes include the role that people with disabilities play in the work; the role champions play by bringing the discussion of inclusion to the forefront; the purposeful use of dialogue and discussion to advance the work; the learning that can be gained from working with other museums and organizations; the impact of professional development experiences on professional learning; the influence of ADA; the inconsistency that exists in the inclusive practices work of LSM; and the idea that professional learning is iterative, on-going, embedded in practice, and stems from a process of experimentation.

There are a few themes that appear more prominently in the description of the Exhibits department than in discussions of other areas. One such theme is the focus on “better for everyone.” Multiple members of the Exhibits department members make explicit statements addressing this idea, yet this concept is infrequently mentioned as pertaining to work in other areas of the Museum (except in a few scenarios with the Courses and Camps program).

Another related concept, however, that of thinking of the inclusion of people with disabilities as being part of a larger effort to include a broad range of visitors, does appear in the discussions and thoughts of other Museum areas. For example, observations of a training for volunteers show that discussions surrounding ways to include visitors who are blind in interpretations are connected to discussions of how to include other audiences in interpretations. During the training, each group is given an object and a fictitious visitor group to think about, and a visitor who is blind is listed as one scenario amongst a host of others including a school group, a couple in their twenties on a date, a family
from East Africa, and a group of older adults (who were presumed to have some sensory and mobility limitations). The connection staff members make between the inclusion of people with disabilities and the need to serve a broad audience is perhaps not surprising given that a commitment to social justice is an identified aspect of LSM’s culture.

Another point of emphasis by members of the Exhibits department is the importance of thinking about inclusion from the beginning of a project, which again, is a concept that is not expressed about the work in other areas of the Museum (although is expressed as being important by Oscar, who works closely with the Exhibits department). This might perhaps be an artifact of the process of exhibition production, which has a clearly defined beginning stage (idea brainstorming) and end stage (fabrication and installation). Other areas, such as programs, do not tend to have clear endings and beginnings.

The impact of the practices of other museums and how these other museums’ practices work against inclusion of people with disabilities at LSM is not a topic that is discussed in earlier scenarios in this case, but it is something that affects other areas of LSM’s work beyond that of the Exhibits department. In particular, although the LSM’s film theater is equipped with rear window captioning and audio description capabilities, not all of the films produced for use in this theater (most of which are created by other film producers, such as other museums) enable the use of these capabilities:

I know one thing that doesn’t get used very often . . . we have small screens . . . in our [name] theater . . . for closed captioning. Great! We got closed captioning [capacity], but the . . . films need to be coded during
production to take advantage of that close captioning and a lot of the . . . theater film producers just don’t do that, it’s another cost. . . . So we have the capability, but it generally does not get used because the films are not closed captioned. (Facilities professional, LSM)

Another topic that is raised in the discussion of the work of the Exhibits department that also appears in other areas of the Museum is the role that large, well-funded projects play in advancing the work toward inclusion at LSM. The result is that some of the inclusion efforts are what the President of the Museum calls “episodic noteworthy activities.” Although such episodic activities happen more frequently in the Exhibits department than in other areas of the Museum (due in part to the more frequent occurrence of large, well-funded projects in Exhibits as compared to other areas of the Museum), other areas, such as facilities and the film theater, also made drastic improvements to accessibility during times of large, well-funded projects. This happened most significantly when the new building opened, which corresponded with a number of improvements related to the inclusion of people with disabilities. The new film theater was built with specific rows for wheelchair users that have plugs for electric wheelchairs; assistive listening devices for individuals who are hard of hearing; a captioning system; and a designated area for American Sign Language interpreters. The new building design features bigger bathrooms and accessible stalls, more elevators, better flow and navigation between areas, and the use of push button controls on all doors.

Although large, well-funded projects do seem to provide the opportunity for actions to be taken to make the Museum more inclusive of people with disabilities, such
projects do not always lead to improvements in inclusive practices. As noted above, a few recent large, well-funded projects did not involve extensive actions to make the environment more inclusive of people with disabilities. What appears to be important is that the large, well-funded project embeds accessibility as one of the stated project goals.

As noted above in the description of the work of the Exhibits department, a common action that is taken outside of large, well-funded projects is a focus on measurements in the physical design and access for people in wheelchairs. This is true of other areas of the Museum as well. The Facilities department pays close to attention to wheelchair access throughout the building ensuring that there is ample room for wheelchairs to negotiate the space and accessible restrooms, doors that activate and open using push buttons, and outdoor pathways that wheelchairs can easily traverse. Visitor Services professionals make sure that wheelchairs are provided for visitors who need them and work to ensure that there are comfortable spaces for wheelchairs in the large format film theater.

In summary, efforts toward the inclusion of people with disabilities by the Exhibits department have evolved and changed over time. The work of this department began over 20 years ago, and some professionals feel that ADA might have played a role in initiating the Museum’s work in this area.

There are a number of efforts that correspond to changes in the professionals’ practice, including professional development programs, group discussions about inclusion-related goals, large and well-funded projects, collaborations with external organizations, learning through experimentation, champions who push the work forward,
connections to a concern for the inclusion of a broad range of audiences, and working with people with disabilities. Similar efforts are observed in other areas of the organization as well. What holds the Exhibits department back appears to be the lack of application of what is known about inclusive practices to all projects undertaken by the department (which is again an attribute repeated elsewhere in LSM) and the lack of support for inclusion by other museums (a problem shared with the film theater).

What sets the Exhibits department apart, however, is a shared sentiment that creating experiences that are inclusive of people with disabilities creates an environment that is better for everyone, and that it is important to begin thinking about the inclusion of people with disabilities from the very beginning. These ideas (which are commonly expressed in conjunction with the concept of universal design) are ones that may be present, but certainly do not seem to be as prevalent, in other areas of the Museum.

**Viewing Inclusion of People with Disabilities across the Lenses at LSM**

Viewing practices related to the inclusion of people with disabilities at LSM across the four lenses provides a holistic view of what the change toward inclusion looks like at this large, multifaceted science museum. These lenses afford the ability to identify areas where changes have and have not taken place related to the inclusion of people with disabilities within the organization, which in turn helps to identify the kinds of processes and contexts that facilitate, detract, or impede changes that make the Museum more inclusive of people with disabilities.

Looking across the four lenses reveals that change has occurred and is occurring in this museum related to the inclusion of people with disabilities as the organization
learns and adopts new practices over time. Such practices include a focus on accessibility and accommodations for wheelchair users (such as attention to the heights of the interactives, push buttons on doors, elevators, ramps, free wheelchairs for guests, amongst other accommodations), a regular practice of making specific accommodations for children with disabilities who participate in the Courses and Camps program, providing financial assistance for tickets or membership when needed, offering multisensory and hands-on exhibitions, affording visitors with multiple places to sit and rest, and embedding inclusion into the design of its educational programs (such as making connections between special education and teacher professional development and modifying theatrical programs).

The lenses of the Courses and Camps program as well as the Exhibits department yield insights on the processes of change that lead to the actions cited above. Across both of these areas (which are two areas within the organization where some of the more significant changes are taking place), staff members report that they see the change toward the inclusion of people with disabilities as being an on-going process. In the Exhibits area, in particular, the change is viewed as episodic and not linear or consistent over time. There are also similarities in the way they discuss how the change has emerged; through a process that features learning through practice, experimentation, and the involvement of people with disabilities. In both of these areas, staff members also state that professional development offerings, partnering with other organizations, learning from the work of others, and dialogue also play a role in pushing the work forward.
From these change processes, internal experts and champions have formed in both the Courses and Camps and Exhibits areas. These champions contribute to the on-going change by continuing to advocate for and provide expertise related to the inclusion of people with disabilities in the organization.

There are also a number of behind-the-scenes practices the Museum routinely employs. As demonstrated most clearly in the description of Oscar’s experiences above, people with disabilities are regularly involved in the work of the Museum. In addition, as discussed in the lens of the Courses and Camps program (and again mentioned in the lens of Exhibits), the Museum offers occasional professional development experiences for staff members, interns, and volunteers that address the topic of inclusion. These behind-the-scenes practices align with the processes cited above that promote on-going change toward greater inclusion of people with disabilities. In this way, these practices are both actions taken by the organization to be more inclusive, and the way that the organization learns to be more inclusive.

There are other areas, however, where there are inconsistencies in the practices employed, which suggests that the change has not become integrated into the normal practices of all organizational areas. The description of the Courses and Camps program reveals that the educators are not consistent in their implementation of certain practices (such as decreasing time for lectures and focusing more on hands-on activities) that are known to make these programs friendly to children who are on the autism spectrum. Similarly, the discussion of the work of the Exhibits department focuses on a lack of application of certain practices (including audio labels, accessible fonts, tactile elements,
etc.) across all exhibition projects. The experiences of visitors with disabilities confirms that presence of multiple inconsistent practices, such as the inconsistencies in how staff members treat and work with people with disabilities, the cleanliness of the facilities, wayfinding, captioning, the ease of use and understanding of exhibition content, provision of American Sign Language services, amongst others.

The reason for some of the inconsistency in practices is revealed in how staff members describe the challenge that impedes the organization from being more inclusive of people with disabilities: communication. They report that greater communication is needed with the local disability communities about the practices and accommodations they offer. They feel more communication and sharing is needed across organizational levels about the importance of this work to the Museum. Staff members in both the Courses and Camps and the Exhibits departments also believe that greater communication is needed internally about what they know to be best practices related to the inclusion of people with disabilities, and that the absence of such communication is contributing to the inconsistencies that appear in their inclusion work. As described above, communication between departments has been an on-going issue at LSM and is one of the factors that prompted the recent change to the organizational structure. It is not surprising, therefore, that communication difficulties seem to be preventing LSM from being more inclusive of people with disabilities.

Beyond changes in practice, there are also changes in how staff members have come to view inclusive practices over time. The cross-lens perspective demonstrates that different parts of the organization think differently about inclusion. As described in the
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lens of the Exhibits department, staff members in this area view practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities as being “better for everyone” and state that they employ a universal design approach when making their exhibits more inclusive. They and others in the organization also tie the inclusion of people with disabilities to the work of including other underrepresented audiences in the Museum’s science learning offerings. This connection is not surprising given the importance LSM places on issues of social justice and science education. Exhibits professionals also see an emphasis on the inclusion of people with disabilities as something that needs to be addressed at the very beginning of the project. In contrast, although there are some aspects of the work of the Courses and Camps program where staff members have come to adopt a “better for everyone” stance, staff members working in this program largely demonstrate that they view inclusion from an accommodations lens, focusing on customizing the program and making supports available that are tailored to each individual child with a disability.

The difference in how the work of inclusion is viewed across these two areas of the organization may partially (but perhaps not fully) explain the discrepancy between how staff members in other areas of the organization react to the inclusive practices in Exhibits versus Courses and Camps. As the lens of the Courses and Camps program makes clear, there are individuals within the Museum who see the need to limit the extent to which accommodations are made for people with disabilities within this program. They believe there needs to be a “line” drawn with regards to how far the organization is willing to go to make the program inclusive of children with disabilities. In contrast, none of the staff members in the Museum report seeing such a need for the work of Exhibits.
Beyond change processes, there are also elements of the context that appears to affect LSM’s change toward inclusion. As Oscar reveals, there are factors related to the city and its governance that in turn affect inclusion at LSM. Similarly, the external context of the broader museum field, where inclusive practices are not the norm, negatively impact the change toward inclusion at LSM. Conversely, the presence of ADA appears to lead to changes in practices that make the Museum more inclusive of people with disabilities. Although these contextual factors are outside of the realm of direct control for LSM, they do play a role.

This case description provides a window into understanding how one museum operating in a particular context, the Large Science Museum, has taken actions to be more inclusive of people with disabilities. This organization has a large staff and budget, is highly collaborative with other organizations (especially museums), has an international scope and reach, and is located in an urban environment. This context is somewhat different from that of OEM, which is a smaller, regional museum that is located in a suburban community. Yet in some ways, the practices of inclusion, as well as the processes and contexts that facilitate or impede them are similar. Do some of these same ideas ring true for a medium-sized science museum that is located in an urban and highly diverse community? The next case description bears some insights into this question.
Chapter 6: Urban Community Museum (UCM)

This case description depicts the work toward inclusion of a moderately-sized museum, the Urban Community Museum (UCM). The case begins with a sketch of the overall context of the organization. It continues by discussing the inclusion of people with disabilities at this site, looking through the perspective of four different lenses: the reactions of visitors with disabilities to the Museum; the experiences of two staff members with disabilities who work at the Museum; the work of one particular program (the On-the-Floor Educators) that is officially thought of as the area that promotes diversity and inclusion within the Museum; and the history of work related to exhibition practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities. The case ends with a holistic summary that describes what can be learned about change toward inclusion of people with disabilities at UCM by looking collectively through all of the lenses.

Context

The Urban Community Museum (UCM) is a mid-sized museum located in an urban area of a major metropolitan city. With an operating budget of over $15 million, approximately 500,000 visitors a year, and 280 full-time, part-time, and casual employees, UCM is smaller than the Large Science Museum (LSM) and bigger than the Outdoor and Explore Museum (OEM). However, with only approximately 120,000 square feet of indoor/outdoor exhibits space, it is the smallest of the three museums in this regard. Similar to LSM and OEM, its visitors are mostly school groups and family groups, with less of an emphasis on adult-only groups than can be found in the other two museums.
UCM is located within a city-owned building on city-owned property. This creates a different dynamic between the city and the Museum than exists in the other two museums, both of which receive funds from the city but are non-government, non-profit institutions. Similar to the other museums, however, UCM is funded through a variety of sources, including federal grants, city funds, private or corporate donations, and foundations.

UCM’s building is relatively new, but the oldest sections predate the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). A new wing has been added since the enactment of ADA, and this wing features many new exhibitions, a large elevator, and staff spaces. Similar to the other two sites, UCM’s exhibition space features interactive and hands-on exhibit components, such as those found within most other science museums. In addition, UCM offers extensive outdoor exhibitions that feature a play-oriented theme. The theme of learning through play can also be detected in the descriptions of new indoor exhibitions that are currently under development.

UCM is undergoing extensive change. A new CEO has recently been hired, a reorganization is underway\(^{10}\), a Human Resources department is being added to the organization (the first in its history), and a new initiative has been launched to create a stronger link between UCM and its local school district. In addition, close to a third of the staff members are new to the organization. Similar to LSM, the reorganization intends to encourage collaboration across the Museum and “decentralize responsibility” (Senior

\(^{10}\) Due to this reorganization, titles, departments, and positions changed during the course of the study. For the purposes of this study, the organizational area identified with an individual is where the individual was working at the start of the study as this was the area where that individual often had the most experience.
Leader, UCM). According to a Senior Leader, the rationale behind some of the changes is “more people thinking about how to solve a problem is better than fewer.”

While there is a renewed emphasis on internal collaborations, external collaborations have always featured prominently in the work of UCM. Many existing partnerships exist between UCM and universities. In addition, UCM is working to build a stronger relationship with the local board of education. Multiple non-profit organizations, especially those in the surrounding community, also have existing partnerships with UCM. This organization, similar to LSM and OEM, also collaborates extensively with other science museums. It belongs to multiple national museum networks, senior staff members play key roles in industry organizations, and it collaborates with other museums when building new exhibitions.

Although UCM has a national reputation as a leader in the science museum field, it is in many ways a local museum. Great emphasis is placed on reaching and serving its local community. According to its annual report, close to 75 percent of its visitors are from the city where the Museum is located, and roughly a third come from the immediate surrounding area.

UCM staff members take great pride in the cultural and ethnic diversity of the surrounding community, noting how it “is actually the most ethnically diverse county in the whole of the United States” (Education professional, UCM). Staff members remark on the sheer number of languages spoken within the local area by noting that “within a five miles radius of the institution there are over 100 different languages spoken” (Senior Leader, UCM). They also comment on the variety of cultural and ethnic groups that lives
nearby, for instance, “There’s a very large Hispanic community, Indian community, Chinese community surrounding us” (Education professional, UCM). To better attract the local community, UCM purposefully hosts a few free hours each weekend and during the week. They also serve as the site for community events and cultural celebrations and as a gathering place for community members. One staff member describes the relationship with the community as follows:

We’re incredibly diverse . . . our footprint is amazing . . . [this area] is diverse more than any other place in the United States. . . . Within 10 blocks of every direction you’re gonna literally just see so many different cultures . . . occasionally [when] you walk through the parking lot, you might walk by . . . players from the local community playing volleyball in our parking lot. . . . You’ll notice we don’t ever get . . . graffiti. . . . No one really does anything to us . . . I think it’s kind of a sign from the community that they . . . get what we’re about, that we’re a science museum and . . . we’re not here to impose on them. . . . When we do big days in the community, like . . . Columbian day or Cinco de Mayo . . . they will come in and they will experience [the Museum]. I know that our Education department tries to . . . give [people that live within the zip code] free access and stuff like that. And I think that especially for our outlying community, they see museums from where they come from, museums are for the elite, and then when they come in and see people playing with foam bricks, and they see people throwing pitching balls,
they’re like, “Wait a second, this is stuff that I can totally do. What are we doing? . . . This isn’t scary, this isn’t elitist.” (Visitor Services professional, UCM)

Some staff members feel that because of where the Museum sits, “the whole issue of inclusiveness is very much in the DNA of this place” and that staff members think “broadly and inclusively about strategies for engagement in STEM learning” (Senior Leader, UCM). Staff members feel there is a “concerted effort [to reach] the people of the local community and a desire to help them feel comfortable in the building” (Educational professional, UCM). The emphasis on diversity and inclusion is evident not just in how staff members work with visitors, but also in the organization’s hiring practices. The staff is quite diverse, and observations of multiple team or department meetings demonstrate that staff members of a white, non-Hispanic background are not always the majority.

Understanding the context of UCM—a medium-sized organization that exists in a culturally-diverse and urban area, has numerous external collaborations, is community-focused and highly values diversity—provides a backdrop for understanding the work and change toward the inclusion of people with disabilities at this organization. To gain further insights on this organization and its change toward more inclusive practices, a variety of lenses are used to look at the organization from different vantage points.

Viewing Inclusion through the Lens of Neil’s, Ben’s, Mark’s and Cindy’s Experiences at UCM

Neil and Ben, and Mark and Cindy represent two different families. Neil is a 19 year-old wheelchair user who visits UCM on this occasion with his father, Ben. Both Neil
and Ben have not visited UCM frequently in the past, although Neil has recently been involved with UCM as an advisor for a new traveling exhibition that discusses the topic of disability. Mark and Cindy are parents of two children, a boy and a girl, who join them for this visit.\textsuperscript{11} Their eldest child and daughter, Ramona, is on the autism spectrum. Mark and Cindy are also not frequent visitors to UCM, although they do visit a variety of science and children’s museums on a regular basis.

The group visit, which includes both families, begins in a conference room at UCM. Neil and Ben arrive first, and they discuss Neil’s experience as an advisor for the new exhibition briefly before Mark and Cindy arrive. Neil expresses that his experience as an advisor has been very positive, stating that this experience is part of the reason he decided to participate in this research study as he finds it is “nice to get my ideas out.”

Mark and Cindy arrive with their two children a few minutes into the conversation. Ramona immediately runs over to the phone in the conference room, picks up the receiver, and then runs around the room while still holding it. Cindy pulls Ramona toward her in a hug, hangs up the phone, and sits with her arms around Ramona while the group continues its discussion. Mark informs the group that he heard about this opportunity during a panel on autism that had recently been held at the Museum. He states that his family’s favorite aspects of UCM are the preschool area and another area that features many hands-on exhibit components. Mark then describes Museum areas that he thinks are particularly unwelcoming for Ramona and his son:

\textsuperscript{11} Although both of the children attended the Museum with their parents for this study, these children were not interviewed or audio recorded (only observed) as a part of this research study.
Upstairs seems like it’s some exhibits for the older children . . . that are
difficult for younger kids to understand and approach, especially like my
daughter, Ramona. And also the playground outside, which I know
everybody else likes very much. But . . . they have things with water in the
summer that are too difficult for the kids to be able to operate. They have a
screw with water coming up. They like seeing water coming up, but they
can’t really do it. It’s not accessible. I guess in general, as you can see,
she’s very much into computers. This museum doesn’t have many
displays that have a screen to press or interact with. It’s a little different
than some other museums we’ve been to.

When comparing UCM to other museums, Mark’s and Cindy’s reactions are mixed:

Mark: There [are] two categories. All other museums, I’d say it would
probably be above average. In terms of museums we’ve been to, [name of
another regional science museum] and we’ve been to other science
museums like the [name of science museum outside the region], I’d say
it’s below those because those were more fun, more accessible. The
[regional children’s museum] has a lot of fun parts that they really like . . .

Cindy: They had the different instruments, the drums, so the kids can hear
the sounds that the different instruments make. All kinds of instruments,
there were very many different kinds; it was really interesting they could
introduce kids to sound and music.
Mark: They had like an open van that showed the accessible van . . . which was nice for them, there were a lot of other things there, a lot of concepts they made easier for them to get.

Mark further describes other problems his children have when visiting UCM:

Some of the exhibits, even just the stuff that they have to push and pull, are even higher, too tall for them . . . they’re not eye level. They can’t see whatever’s there and obviously things like probabilities, statistics are much too difficult concepts.

Neil agrees that the local children’s museum is “a lot better at that level.”

The group decides that their first stop will be the preschool area, as this is one area where Ramona and her brother will be the most comfortable. Neil will look at this area from the perspective of an adult in a wheelchair who might be accompanying a young child to this exhibition. On the way to the preschool area, the group passes through an exhibition connected to the topic of exploration. Both the preschool area and the exploration exhibition are part of UCM’s new wing.

As the group walks through the exploration exhibition, Neil notes that most of the exhibit components are at a height that he can easily reach. There are a few, however, that are challenging for him to use. For example, Neil is not able to look into the microscope at one exhibit component. While the table is at the correct height, the microscope eye pieces are too high, and there is a box underneath the table that prevents Neil from fully pulling up under it. At another exhibit component, a case containing objects is set too high and Neil cannot look into it, even when he raises his wheelchair. At
yet another exhibit component, Neil can manipulate and operate the controls of the interactive, but he can’t see through the window that shows him what the controls are doing.

While Neil uses the exhibit components and discusses some of the problems he notices, Mark and Cindy work to keep Ramona and her brother’s attention. While her brother attends to various videos in the space, Ramona crawls all over the exhibition—sitting underneath one exhibit component and squeezing between two others. At one point, Ramona sprints down the corridor toward a staircase at top speed, and Cindy runs after her. Mark and Cindy report that spacious exhibition areas that have clear boundaries are easiest for them as then Ramona can run around at will and they can easily track her. This exhibition area is a little difficult for them as there are no clear boundaries so Ramona can run quickly away from the rest of the family, and there are many partitions that Ramona can hide behind.

The group eventually leaves the exploration exhibition and arrives together at the door of the preschool area. There is a cart blocking the doorway that is used to check-in visitors and control the guests who are allowed to enter (only young children can attend this exhibition). After noting the ages and number of people in the group, the staff member working the cart pushes it to the side so that most members in the group can enter, but she does not leave enough room for Neil to pass by in his wheelchair. Another group member asks her if she could move the cart further so that he can enter and she does so.
Once inside, Ramona and her brother immediately flock to the grocery area. She plays with the other children in the area as they jointly work the conveyor belt that is part of the grocery story check out area. Ramona flaps her arms as she and her brother load the fruits and vegetables on and off the conveyor belt. Mark and Cindy stand back and watch their children. Mark states that because the exhibition is “enclosed” they are “a little bit more relaxed.” Mark and Cindy go on to further describe why this area works well for their daughter:

Cindy: [Children with autism] don’t think about moving with mommy or daddy, they just go where they want to go. They don’t understand. The other thing that I also like is the fruit and the vegetables and the food, these are real things. It kind of teaches kids about . . . conveyor belts, things that they already see when they go with their parents to the store. So it’s something familiar, which is really nice and it’s on a level that they can play with it . . .

Mark: It’s very interactive too. It forces them to work with other kids. . . . They can touch everything. There’s nothing that’s dangerous or off limits.

Cindy: It’s nice to have . . . little enclosed areas for kids like our daughter because we don’t have to worry as much. We don’t have to have . . . a panic attack! “Where is she?”

Mark: You can tell with her, I don’t know if you’ve noticed, but she does flap her arms when she’s very excited . . . Then this is exciting to her, even though she’s getting a little old for this type of area.
While Ramona plays with her brother, Mark and Cindy take this opportunity to describe some of the safety concerns they have related to UCM’s facilities:

Cindy: She needs to be watched. When we just go through the Museum, one of us has to be around her because we don’t know what she’s doing or where she’s gonna go. So that’s the fear, there’s always one of us looking after her . . . making sure she’s not getting into dangerous situations or going to places that she shouldn’t.

Mark: I think also they don’t realize as much about the exhibits versus what’s not the exhibits . . . what can they touch or can’t pick up. So [when] she saw the open door to the administrative offices, she [went] straight through that because she wanted . . . the telephone in the conference room. She doesn’t distinguish between, “I can touch these foods because it’s part of the exhibit, I can’t touch that telephone.” . . . When we came here, two things happened. It wasn’t dangerous because there’s no cars, but she walked straight across the street without us and . . . when we were at the reception area, she went right behind the desk and started playing with the credit card machine, typing in numbers.

Cindy: Maybe if they have a little thing that says “Stop” because she . . . can read . . . the stop sign . . . if it says “Stop” so that means you can’t go there. Something to say to kids, “Hey, that’s not a place you can go.”

While Ramona and her brother play at the make-believe grocery store, Neil is over at another conveyor belt activity, which lifts rocks up into the air and requires
collaboration—two children operating different pulley systems. One pulley can be activated from the floor, and the other from a raised platform. Neil “thinks it’s pretty cool” because “it’s a nice little team effort.” Even though he can’t go up to the platform, he can still interact with another person who is up there and he “can actually turn the wheel” while “someone else brings the elevator up.”

There is another exhibit component in the gallery that Neil does not think is effective. It is also on a raised platform, but does not enable interaction between children on the floor and those on the platform. Therefore, he feels it is exclusionary. Overall, however, Neil thinks the height and reach of the exhibit components in this area are better than those in the exploration exhibition.

The group decides to move on to another exhibition. Ramona, however, is still engaged with the grocery store activity. Rick explains that to get Ramona to agree to leave they have to “get her apples, different things . . . promising her a treat or something else, that usually works.”

As the group navigates through the Museum, Neil easily moves through the exhibition halls, seamlessly traveling along with the group. Even though the group is crossing over from the new wing to the old wing, the pathways are clear and wide, and slanted surfaces and ramps make it easy for Neil to move from one level to another, while still remaining with the group.

The next exhibition the group visits focuses on molecules. As Neil explores around, he calls out that here again he is not able to look through the microscopes. While
the table is at the correct height, the eye pieces are too high. Mark reports that his son is able to find an activity in this area that engages him, but Ramona cannot.

The group then moves on to an area that focuses on sound. Here, Neil easily uses many of the interactives, including one where he wheels himself underneath speakers that make different sounds based on his motion. Ramona’s brother also enjoys this interactive, spinning under the speakers. Cindy and Ramona step away to another area.

While the others are in the sound exhibition, Cindy and Ramona sit together as they use a computer kiosk. Mark and Cindy describe Ramona as “calm” and “very into what is happening” at this computer station. While Ramona uses this computer station, I talk to Mark about the exhibit components in this surrounding area, which focus on light and color (a topic that is generally of interest to Ramona):

[This area needs] better signage. . . . It’s hard . . . for her being more visual than anything else. It’s a lot of small letters and small things that makes it very difficult for her to understand. . . . It seems a little bit dark for her especially. She needs the bright colors, if she sees the bright colors she’s attracted to it. . . . Probably if they painted the walls something bright . . .

In the toddler area there was the pictures of the fruits on the wall and then she went directly to the fruits . . . A picture of what they’re supposed to do would tell her what all this stuff is. They . . . don’t really have a picture here of how you’re supposed to do this exhibit. . . . It requires . . . an adult to read it. . . . For a little kid, if they just have a little graphic, [a] pictogram that would really help. Simple things, it’s not very complex. I
think a lot of things in the exhibits are very good but they could never understand . . . I think the easiest thing would just be if they could change the signage in here, small things. Put the little pictograms or something like that. That’s very easy and not very expensive for them to build.

After this concluding thought, Mark and Cindy leave the Museum with their children.

Neil and Ben are still in the molecules exhibition. Neil reports that many of the stools in this area are in his way, making it difficult for him to move around the exhibition. At one station where visitors can build their own molecule, Neil points out that the pieces for this exhibit are located too far back and he can’t reach them. He also points out another, older exhibition in the sound area where there is a bench nailed down in front of the exhibit component that prevents him from accessing the interactive. Other than these particular exhibit components, he reports that “everything else was pretty much fine.”

Neil ends his visit by rating and commenting on the accessibility of the various areas he visited. He states that “the preschool area was probably around 7 or an 8 . . . [the molecule area] is like an 8.5 or 9.” He further states that portions of the newer exploration exhibition were “a complete wipe out.” Neil and Ben then leave the Museum.

Connections between Mark’s, Cindy’s, Neil’s and Ben’s experiences and other visitors with disabilities. The visiting experience of these two families at UCM connects in many ways to the experiences of the other participating visitors with disabilities (one woman who is Deaf and another who is the mother of multiple children who are on the autism spectrum), as well as participating staff members. Many of the
practices these four individuals call out as being effective for people with disabilities are also those that staff members mention as actions specifically taken to make the environment more inclusive. These practices include involving people with disabilities in the work (such as Neil serving as an advisor), the inclusion of disability-related content in programs and exhibitions (such as the program Mark and Cindy attended on autism), wide pathways and ramps that are accessible to individuals in wheelchairs, and a specific area for young children that is also accessible for children with intellectual disabilities (see Table 9).

There are other positive aspects of the Museum, however, that Mark, Cindy, Neil, and Ben do not mention during their visit, but other study participants who have disabilities do mention. A mother of multiple children who have autism cites that the provision of ample seating is an important part of what makes UCM a welcoming and comfortable environment for her children. Another adult visitor who is Deaf remarks on the ubiquitous presence of captions on all videos, which two staff members who are d/Deaf also call out as being exemplary.

There are still further items that staff members mention, but not visitors with disabilities. One practice, the provision of on-going professional development trainings for staff members related to disabilities, is a behind-the-scene practice that is not readily visible to visitors with disabilities. A few other practices, such as the hosting of virtual visits for homebound children and the willingness to make accommodations for children with disabilities who participate in sign-up programs, reach a limited and specific audience and, therefore, are not encountered by visitors who visit the Museum on any
given day. Still other practices, such as providing free wheelchairs for visitors who might need them or a stated policy for service animals, are those that are not relevant for the participating visitors with disabilities.

There are a few practices, however, staff members mentions but not visitors with disabilities without any obvious reason for why there might be a discrepancy. These practices include attention to safety for visitors with disabilities, the presence of large elevators that can fit multiple wheelchair users at once, the accessibility of drop-in programs, and reduced or free admissions on certain days and for certain individuals with disabilities.

As noted above, there are some inconsistencies in the experiences of Neil and Ben and Mark and Cindy. Neil calls out inconsistencies in wheelchair access to exhibition components, which some staff members also mention. Mark and Cindy notice that there is inconsistent use of interpretive images, which is something that a visitor who is Deaf and a mom with multiple children on the autism spectrum also notice. The visitor who is Deaf, in particular, thinks there are many places in the Museum that include strong visual images, but she wishes there were more. She is looking specifically for more visuals in the labels that communicate information, as well as more interpretive imagery in videos that can explain the concepts being presented. Mark and Cindy, as well as these other visitors and staff members, also agree that while the existing hands-on interactive experiences in the Museum are a plus, there is certainly room for exhibit components to become even more interactive and hands-on. The same is true for accessible technologies that are present on the Museum’s floors. Although staff members are proud of the fact
that they’ve been able to innovate in this area, they also acknowledge that there are not many accessible technologies that are available to visitors who have disabilities during their visit.

In addition to visitors, staff members also call out areas where there are inconsistent practices. Staff members simultaneously talk with pride about the audio interpretation that was available in the past and with sadness or frustration that this form of interpretation is no longer available. The same sentiment is expressed about a prior wayfinding system that used to exist for visitors who are blind or have low vision.

While staff members acknowledge the need for and the loss of a wayfinding system for visitors who are blind, they do not mention wayfinding aids that are currently present for all visitors. The visitor who is Deaf and the mother of children with autism both mention how the wayfinding system in the Museum is very clear and easy to follow, with ample usage of signs and arrows that point them in the direction of the exhibitions they are looking for. This, however, is still yet another area of inconsistency as the mother of children with autism also points out that the wayfinding system could be further improved and enhanced through the use of visuals (such as footsteps) that point her children in certain directions. The visitor who is Deaf further mentions that the lobby is confusing and difficult to navigate.

There are a few additional areas where there are inconsistencies between the perception of staff members and visitors with regards to whether or not a specific practice is available for people with disabilities. One such practice relates to the presence of staff members who can assist visitors with disabilities. While staff members frequently cite
how people are present in the exhibition halls to assist visitors with disabilities and also report stories of actions they have taken to assist visitors with disabilities in the past, the participating people with disabilities neither encounter staff members who provide assistance nor mention frequent interactions with staff members. The mother of multiple children who are on the autism spectrum has had positive interactions with staff members in the past, but she wishes staff members were more available to her and her children during her visit.

Another related area of inconsistency is the provision of American Sign Language (ASL) interpretation. While staff members call out that many On-the-Floor Educators speak ASL (including two staff members who are d/Deaf), the participating visitor who is Deaf does not encounter anyone who does so and expresses that ASL interpretation is something that would greatly improve her experience at UCM.

Beyond areas of inconsistency, there are areas or attributes of the Museum that staff members and/or visitors with disabilities report as being largely problematic or inaccessible. One key area relates to transportation to and from the Museum. Staff members (including those with disabilities) report that it is very difficult to access UCM via public transportation, even though the Museum exists in a large metropolitan area with an extensive public transportation system. Similar to Mark and Cindy, other visitors also report that parking is difficult, as there is a large stretch of outdoor space between the parking lot and the Museum’s entrance.

Many of the other areas that staff and visitors mention as inaccessible also connect to Mark and Cindy’s experience. These include the lack of facilities and
exhibitions that are accessible to visitors with intellectual disabilities, exhibit graphics and labels that are dense with text and use small fonts, lack of attention to the ability for parents to monitor their children with intellectual disabilities, and restrictions that exist with regards to eating food in the Museum’s exhibit halls (the last two items are those that visitors mention, but not staff).

Another area for improvement that is mentioned by both staff members and visitors with disabilities (but not Mark and Cindy or Neil and Ben) is the need for greater communication with people with disabilities about the accessibility features that are available at UCM. For example, as mentioned above, the participating visitor who is Deaf wishes she knew if ASL interpretation is available, and staff members who are d/Deaf express frustration that their services are not promoted more to visitors. The same is true of audio interpretation and other services.

One area where staff members feel further work is needed that is not mentioned by visitors with disabilities is the need for more special events at the Museum, or special times when only visitors with certain disabilities could attend. This is a strategy for inclusion that staff members have witnessed at other museums that they think would be a positive museum experience for visitors with disabilities. It is unclear why participating visitors with disabilities do not mention this as an option for the Museum to explore. It could be that they are not aware of this practice or that this is not an experience they are seeking. One final area of concern for staff members that is not mentioned by visitors with disabilities is the lack of attention to the maintenance of some of the Museum’s accessible offerings, especially accessible technologies.
Overall, Mark’s, Cindy’s, Neil’s and Ben’s experiences provide descriptive insights from the visitor perspective about the actions taken or not taken by UCM to make the experience more inclusive of visitors with disabilities. This description, however, only tells part of the story and does not address what the experience is like for the volunteers and staff members who work for UCM. To learn more about this aspect of the organization’s inclusion work, the lens of Patty’s and Abby’s experiences can offer some illumination.
Table 9

*Actions Taken/Not Taken to Make UCM More Inclusive of People with Disabilities*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actions Taken</th>
<th>Inconsistent Actions</th>
<th>Actions Not Taken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Level pathways /ramps</td>
<td>• American Sign Language interpretation</td>
<td>• Transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ample seating</td>
<td>• Attention to exhibition measurements</td>
<td>• Communication with visitors with disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Elevators</td>
<td>• Helpful staff</td>
<td>• Special events for visitors with disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Captioning</td>
<td>• Multisensory interactives</td>
<td>• Labels with high contrast, easy to read fonts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Attention to safety</td>
<td>• Audio interpretation</td>
<td>• Availability of food and drink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Free wheelchairs and strollers</td>
<td>• Accessible technologies</td>
<td>• Inclusion of intellectual disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Policy for service animals</td>
<td>• Interpretive images</td>
<td>• Maintenance of accessible exhibits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Asking parents about children’s needs for sign-up programs</td>
<td>• Wayfinding aids</td>
<td>• Parents ability to monitor children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Staff professional development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Involving people with disabilities in the work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Virtual visits for homebound children</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Disability-related content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reduced or free admission</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Designated young child areas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Accessibility of drop-in programs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Abby and Patty are both part-time On-the-Floor Educators at UCM who are d/Deaf. Abby has been working at UCM for over four years, and Patty has only worked at the Museum for a year or two. Patty began working at UCM based on Abby’s recommendation. Abby’s start at the Museum was somewhat serendipitous:

I was initially a visitor and . . . I was coming with my boyfriend and he was signing everything for me about what was going on, what we were seeing in the museum. At the time, I was searching for work, but had only just come here just to have a good time, to see the exhibits. Then somebody from the Educational department . . . happened to see my boyfriend signing to me. And they asked him if he wanted to work and he said, “Well no, but my girlfriend does!” [laughing] So I started talking and said, “Yeah, I want the job! But of course I don’t know what I’m supposed to do!” but . . . I was interested. That is when I started, I met [name of supervisor] and so she started signing to me and I went, “Oh! Wow, I felt much better now because my boss was signing, so I felt more comfortable.” And she’s really encouraged me, “You could work here! We need someone who could sign . . . we always have deaf visitors.” So clearly I accepted and . . . they hired me!

Similar to the other On-the-Floor Educators, Abby and Patty spend most of their time in the exhibition halls. Their responsibilities include interpreting exhibit components for visitors who happen to drop-by and performing scheduled science presentations for
visitors in designated demonstration areas. Abby and Patty use a variety of strategies to communicate with hearing visitors whom they encounter as a part of their work. While Abby both lip reads and signs, Patty mostly signs (with limited lip reading). Both Abby and Patty carry notebooks in their pockets to communicate with visitors in written form.

Observations of Abby interacting with a hearing visitor in one of the exhibitions show that her methods of communication extend beyond the verbal and written form and also include a great deal of body language and the use of the exhibit components as props. When instructing a young girl about how to use an exhibit component that involves sniffing a meteorite, Abby first tries verbally instructing the girl to sniff, but unfortunately the girl doesn’t understand what to do. Abby then points to her nose and tells her to sniff, and again the girl doesn’t respond. Finally, Abby sniffs the meteorite herself, and the girl then follows Abby’s action. The interaction is eventually a success.

In addition to the responsibilities Abby and Patty share with other On-the-Floor Educators, they also have a role as educators who specifically serve visitors who are d/Deaf. It is this aspect of the work that Abby and Patty see as their primary purpose in the Museum. Abby states that her “goal” is to “make sure that [visitors who are d/Deaf] come.” Patty concurs and further states that “the whole idea for us was just . . . to make [d/Deaf] visitors feel welcome and comfortable when they come to the Museum.” Furthermore, it is this aspect of the work that they find the most rewarding. As Abby states, “when I’m with a deaf group I’m teaching them something that makes them feel comfortable, [and] I feel good.”
Abby and Patty feel they have tangible evidence that they’ve been able to achieve these goals as visitors who are d/Deaf appreciate having an educator they can talk to. As Abby states,

Sometimes when a deaf person just . . . shows up . . . out of the blue and they have a son or a daughter who comes with them . . . and they sign, if I’m working on the same floor with them or their area, I’ll definitely come to them and say, “Oh! Do you need help?” and they’re so happy to see [me].

She also feels that her presence has encouraged more d/Deaf visitors to attend the UCM:

In my experience, when I first started here, we didn’t have a lot of deaf schools coming here. . . . When they saw . . . that it was more accessible because I sign and I can communicate with them, then we started to see more of the deaf schools coming. And then they [would say], “Oh! Yeah, yeah! I remember Abby! We want Abby!” And so they would reserve their program time and they would request me. And that was actually quite frequently, sometimes they’d say, “Is Abby still there?” or “I heard somebody [is] working there, a deaf person...?” and they’d say, “Oh yeah, yeah, yeah! C’mon! She’s still here!” And when they would come, I would work with them. . . . When they see signing and I’m signing, everybody is . . . so much more comfortable, but at the same time, through my signing I am teaching them.
Others in the On-the-Floor Educator program similarly report that schools for children who are d/Deaf know about Abby and Patty and will request their services when they visit:

I know every so often we’ll have a school that will come in, but often times they’ll bring a deaf interpreter or they’ll ask us to provide, “oh you had that [educator] here that day. It’d be great if they could help us out again.” So if we know that a school like [local school for the d/Deaf] were to come and visit, often times they’ll tell us and then [the person] who runs our reservation will contact me and say, “hey, that [educator], do you think we can make her available on this day?” We’ll contact her and we’ll try and make it happen. (On-the-Floor Educator, UCM)

Observations of Abby and Patty capture them leading such a school group through the Museum. When the school group arrives, Abby and Patty immediately greet the group in the lobby. They then assist with the coat check, acquire storage bins for them to use, and direct them to the bathrooms and cafeteria. After the group is settled, Abby and Patty walk the school children and their teachers through the Museum, interpreting in American Sign Language along the way. Abby and Patty engage the children in various activities in different exhibition areas, such as creating giant bubbles and constructing models of molecules. At the end of the school group’s visit, Abby leads a stage demonstration entirely in ASL and English for the group. This demonstration, which features the dissection of a cow’s eye, holds the attention of all the children in the group who are smiling, laughing, and enthusiastically raising their hands during Abby’s
presentation. Hearing visitors stop by and watch the demonstration as well and similarly appear to enjoy their experience.

Although Patty and Abby feel that the experience of visitors who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing is enhanced through their interpretation, they also feel that the Museum provides exhibitions that are “a little bit better than other” museums due to video “that explains all the different things.” Patty notes that other museums “may be fancier but don’t seem to be able to afford closed captions. Here we have that and it really makes a difference.”

Not only do Patty and Abby feel positively about the exhibitions, they also generally report positive interactions with other staff members at UCM, reporting that their peers and supervisors are largely supportive of them and learn from working with them as well:

Abby: I love working in this museum, I have nothing negative. The people who work here, I love them. They make me so comfortable . . . they are willing to learn sign, they’re willing to figure out how to work with me, they’re willing to communicate with me and with Patty . . . it’s wonderful . . . I’m very lucky to work here . . . So when I first started here . . . they didn’t know what to do with me! “Oh! What do I do?” . . . I told them, “You can talk to me!” . . . I have to also teach them as well how to work with a deaf person. . . . If I ever ask them at any point, “Would you mind making a call for me? Or calling to another department?” or whatever my
needs are, they’re like “Oh fine!” . . . They’re very willing to do so. They really are very flexible and they make the job easier.

Patty: That’s why I like the Museum . . . so I have worked in other museums or other places where it was maybe one sort of, “race specific” whether it’d be Muslim, Jewish, or White museum or whatever, but here . . . we have greater diversity, greater variety, so I don’t see just [one] specific race or a group of people. It’s . . . great because [I] also see deaf people as well . . . it’s just lovely.

Members of the On-the-Floor Educator program similarly report a positive working relationship with Abby and Patty and feel they have benefited personally by working with them. As one of the Leaders of the On-the-Floor Educator program states, “[Abby and Patty push] me to learn things that I never learned before . . . I’m so lucky that Abby is here, because if not, the sign language skills that I built would’ve . . . gone out the window.” One of the Supervisors for the program concurs with this perspective:

Abby teaches me new stuff all the time. She gave me a name sign, she teaches us how to sign words and things like that . . . also . . . we’ve talked about [how] her school life is sometimes a little different, but not anything crazy . . . So [names of two other educators] have learned American Sign Language through meeting Abby and getting to know her. And I think what I’ve learned from Abby also is to be more mindful of how frustrated people can be when put in situations that they’re not comfortable with.
While Patty, Abby, and other members of the On-the-Floor Educator program all report that the experience has been largely positive, it does not mean it hasn’t been difficult at times. Both Abby and Patty have needed to adapt their communication style so that they are able to successfully interact with hearing visitors:

Abby: When we have regular visitors come, boy it’s tough! Because even though I have hearing aids, I’m struggling to hear them! . . . It’s so loud, it’s really tough for me and I try to lip read . . . I have to depend on other people at that point and maybe that’s a bit bad because I hate depending on anybody, that’s just not my style. But sometimes I have to say to somebody, “I don’t understand what they just said. Can you help me out?”

Patty: That’s why I always have my notepad with me, I always bring that in case somebody comes up to me and says “I don’t understand . . .” Or I look at them and I can’t lip read, they’re speaking too fast or whatever.

Abby especially has been frustrated over the years. She feels that, at times, she has been overlooked for a promotion because she is d/Deaf:

Since I have been working for here . . . I’ve been doing everything that I’m required to do, but I don’t see anything that happens to me . . . regarding promotions. . . . When I started with those people they’re already promoted to a different program, and I’m still in the same place . . . I’m doing so much stuff, [and] . . . I want to try some other things, and I feel like I’m a little bit blocked or prevented from trying what I want to do in order to be promoted . . . I feel like I’m being pushed aside . . . I want
that chance to become a floor captain but they tell me we need to have the radio and I tell them that I don’t need to have a radio. I could figure out how to run the floor without having a radio . . . I feel like they should be a little bit . . . more fair. Patty wants an opportunity, I want an opportunity. We should be able to have that as well as the other staff, but I just feel that I’m constantly blocked . . . from that ability to improve my skills and to keep being promoted to different areas of the Museum. . . . It seems like I’m stuck! They’re not allowing me to do stuff, so I feel like I am pigeon-holed. And I’ve complained very many times during these 4.5 years, but still, there’s been no change.

Supervisors and Leaders of the On-the-Floor Educator program recognize Abby’s frustration, and similarly feel frustration of their own. They often have a hard time figuring out what Abby and Patty can and cannot do. As one Supervisor of the program states,

There’s some post in the Museum that I push Abby to be in sometimes and she comes back very, very upset . . . because of the volume of people or how loud it was and while she’s able to be vocal, they can’t hear her or understand her. And so I thought I was pushing her to grow or push her boundaries, but it just backfired and ended up with her not being . . . put in that position again. And it makes you feel really bad because I like pushing people, and I like to not let them get too comfortable with what they’re doing all the time. . . . But with Abby and Patty, I’m very weary to
do that because I don’t want to upset them or I don’t want to provide an environment that’s not comfortable.

Another Programmatic Leader expresses similar concerns:

Sometimes I struggle with . . . understanding [Abby’s] situation . . . I feel like I don’t know . . . all these things and I should know . . . what . . . her rights are . . . as an employee and what we’re supposed to be able to provide . . . I just feel like . . . I don’t know the difference between when she’s not being a good employee and not doing what she’s supposed to do, or and when she really needs support in some areas . . . I feel like . . . the On-the-Floor Educator leadership team really struggles with that . . . .

There [are times when] I feel like maybe I’m allowing her to . . . get away with things that other educators wouldn’t get away with. So it’s just a struggle that I have . . . where to draw the line at times.

One support that the On-the-Floor Educator program struggles to provide is ASL interpretation for Abby and Patty. This is problematic during the weekly staff trainings. At first, one of the program’s Leaders led the trainings in both English and ASL, as she is fluent in both languages. Over time, however, Abby, Patty, and this Leader shifted schedules, and they no longer work on the same day. Now, another individual in the program who speaks some ASL but does not feel fluent leads Abby and Patty through the trainings. This individual acknowledges that he is “struggling to sign to Patty and Abby during . . . trainings,” and although they “get by” he is “not good enough to do a signing
of what everyone is saying at all times.” Patty agrees that the trainings are not conducted in a way that is optimal for her by stating,

I also think you have to request for an interpreter during training because [name of supervisor] . . . he’s not really an interpreter but he signed for us, but sometimes he doesn’t sign very clearly and it’s hard for him to catch everything and so I don’t have the clear meaning of what I’m hearing.

Abby agrees, and further feels it would be helpful to have an interpreter assist her with the stage demonstrations she leads for a hearing audience:

Well [stage demonstrations are] the hard part for me because you really need a voice . . . when the hearing students come . . . I would like to have somebody voice for me . . . I can certainly sign and do all those demonstrations . . . but it would be nice to have somebody voice for me.

Perhaps the greatest disappointment for Abby and Patty is that they feel underutilized—they would like to contribute more, but they are not sure how. Abby wants to know why her “services aren’t basically being used more often.” She thinks her services are not being communicated to potential audiences:

They don’t seem to be recommending me or putting out the word . . . I would be happily willing to go and work with anybody from the Museum who came to visit and who was deaf . . . so maybe what they need to do is more advertising to the community so they can see that we’re deaf or disabled friendly. . . I know that they have two of us here and they certainly could be able to request either one of us if a deaf visitor came,
but . . . I just don’t think the publicity is out there or the signage or whatever is needed in order for [visitors who are d/Deaf] to know that that’s a possibility . . .

In the end, both Patty and Abby see the benefits and drawbacks of working in their positions:

Abby: This job is very comfortable for me, I feel like people have been very accommodating, but again it’s that issue of being able to be promoted that is still stuck in my craw. I don’t feel like I’m really given that chance.

Patty: I am very comfortable . . . I have some people here who know sign.

For me, it’s really good. The only negative for me is a language barrier, that’s what I feel is a negative, but I can try and be patient with that.

**Connections between Abby’s and Patty’s experiences and other volunteers, staff members, or consultants with disabilities.** Abby and Patty are just two amongst many people with disabilities who are intimately involved in the work of UCM. Other people with disabilities work at UCM as paid staff members, consultants, volunteers, and advisors. Similar to Abby and Patty, multiple individuals with disabilities have been or are currently employed by the On-the-Floor Educator program. There are other individuals with invisible disabilities, however, who work as paid staff members in other areas of the organization. In addition, teens and adults with intellectual disabilities have been working for years as volunteers in the Museum’s cafeteria, and numerous individuals with disabilities have worked as paid advisors or consultants for specific UCM projects. More recently, a new practice is being tested where people with
disabilities are engaging in a participatory design process where they become actively involved in deciding upon the content and design of the exhibition through design retreats. Neil, the visitor who is a wheelchair user, is one of these individuals.

In many ways, Abby’s and Patty’s experiences resonate with those of other individuals who have disabilities who are involved in the work. Similar to how staff members feel about the involvement of Abby and Patty in the work of the Museum, staff members also report that visitors benefit from the involvement of other people with disabilities in their work. The perceived benefits for visitors with disabilities of involving people with disabilities in the work connects directly with the Museum’s overall philosophy that “having a staff that looked like the population” (former Senior Leader, UCM) one wishes to reach is a key way to make that population feel more welcome and included. In addition, some staff members also feel that the inclusion of people with disabilities in the work also benefits visitors without disabilities as it provides them with opportunities to interact with individuals with different lived experiences with whom they may not usually connect:

[We] have a group of developmentally disabled adults as volunteers in our cafeteria. I think that is important for school groups to come and see that there is a wide range of the human experience, and [they] may become more comfortable because I don’t know that they are necessarily exposed to people with disabilities on a daily basis. (Development professional, UCM)
Staff members also feel that they benefit from working with other people with disabilities, just as they do by working with Abby and Patty. This is true whether people with disabilities serve as volunteers, consultants, or paid staff members. One On-the-Floor Educator reports that by working with an individual who is a wheelchair user he developed an “understanding [of] everything that she went through” just to commute to work, which was “eye-opening.” Another Exhibits professional describes how working with people with disabilities through a design retreat has led the exhibition team to be “painstakingly thoughtful about how we can include others.” Still another Education professional states that working with people with disabilities at UCM has profoundly influenced her thinking about disability:

I was definitely one of those people that would get a little more alert around people with disabilities because I was so afraid of offending them, and so bringing that into my work I continued to harbor those apprehensions and talking with [a consultant who is blind] and just being part of these different conversations . . . I learned from them . . . they really don’t want to be treated differently and they really don’t think of themselves as [different] . . . to kind of have that [comfort] and look past one’s disability but not . . . ignore it was something I learned.

This idea of learning about inclusive practices by working closely with people with disabilities appears in some of the early thinking of the organization. A former Senior Leader of the organization describes one of the early lessons he learned about inclusion as follows:
One of the first things that we learned [in the 1980’s] was, “You’ve got to bring in a person with a disability to train the staff.” As much as my heart is in the right place and I’ve read books and I’ve studied things, I can’t convince people that someone who is blind or has low vision can do science and explain science if they don’t believe that. So we brought in people, both blind and hearing impaired, to do workshops. . . . We also had people who came and worked at the Museum for a period of a month or two, helping us with these projects and at the same time being a role model for the staff. We also began deliberately hiring staff with disabilities who could model explaining. We had one On-the-Floor Educator who had an unusual physical disability, he had no arms. It was a birth defect. So he had to operate things, pushing buttons, with his feet, and he was really good at it! . . . We discovered the kind of things you have to do. How do the doors work? Can you operate the doors with your feet or with your body if you don’t have hands and arms? And he eventually became a very popular educator, and I think an entire generation of educators grew up understanding that a severe disability like this is not necessarily disabling for explaining science on the floor of a science center.

While staff members are quick to note the benefits of involving people with disabilities, they also freely discuss the challenges. Just like Abby and Patty, people with disabilities who are involved in the work experience some of the same challenges that
visitors face when it comes to fully accessing UCM. For example, a former On-the-Floor Educator who is a wheelchair user experienced difficulties getting to the Museum due to a lack of public transportation, which is a challenge visitors with disabilities report as well. Her former supervisor recounts the problems this caused not only for the Educator, but also for him:

We had someone who came in who was wheelchair bound, and she really wanted to be an [On-the-Floor Educator], very bright. . . we understood what her needs were, that we couldn’t necessarily make a set schedule for her. So whereas some other people could say, “I can be here from 1 to 6” or “I can be here 12 to 5,” . . . [and] she tried her best to make sure she could fit a schedule, . . . the bus that would bring her here . . . just [wasn’t] available to get here exactly at that time . . . so if her schedule was supposed to finish up at 5 . . . the [bus] could only come at 4:45 . . . a lot of times [the bus] would just go on by or . . . wouldn’t show up and we’d have to call up. . . . There were days that we were here . . . an hour after she was supposed to leave, waiting for the [accessible bus], having to call in . . . I can’t even count the number of times that the Museum would close at 6 and I’m here at 7, 7:15, 7:30, waiting for her bus to come in. I remember breaking a pair of shoes because I was running down the block because I saw the [accessible bus] going down the block. So that’s something that’s not in my job description to make sure that every
[educator] goes home, but in this case, someone had to make sure that she got onto a bus safely.

Other challenges connect to the lack of certain support structures or detailed policies related to the employment of people with disabilities by the organization. For Abby and Patty, the lack of a clear policy around ASL interpretation for trainings is a barrier. For the former On-the-Floor Educator who uses a wheelchair, it was the lack of attention to the accessibility of staff areas that was a problem:

For [an educator in a wheelchair], one of the demonstrations was down here on the lower level [and] . . . people couldn’t see her in her wheelchair [behind the presenting table] because she’s . . . very tiny . . . so . . . I went to the store and I bought four seat cushions so she’d be high enough. . . . Every time she would do a demo, we would lift . . . her up and put the seat cushions on her wheelchair so she could do the demo. She never complained . . . I’m grateful that she was comfortable with . . . whatever little adjustment we could make to make it work for her. (A Leader of the On-the-Floor Educators, UCM)

Given the challenges previously experienced, one of the Leaders of the On-the-Floor Educator program is also concerned about hiring future educators who have disabilities. She feels like the way she has been able to make the situation work, whether it is Patty, Abby, or any of the other educators with disabilities, is by personally sacrificing for these individuals or asking her staff members to do so. While the idea of hiring people with disabilities is something she values and feels is incredibly important
and is something that she feels the organization values, her perspective is that UCM does not provide the supports necessary for this effort to be successful. She feels that most of the burden of providing accommodations and a comfortable work environment falls on her:

So I do feel like every time I come up with a cool idea, the idea gets supported, but it’s like, “ok, but don’t take too much time doing it and make it work.” And so . . . I work . . . I don’t know how many hours to make it work . . . And then I also feel like I put my team on the spot at times . . . so it’s just a struggle that I have . . . my biggest concern is always that, if I leave this position or if the person in a wheelchair doesn’t work on a day that I do, how are we going to make it work? How are we going to . . . get the buy-in from everybody else that this is important?

In the future, UCM may have more structures and policies in place that support the involvement of people in the work. A new Human Resources professional has recently been hired, which is viewed as “a critical step in being able to build a culture that is cognizant about issues that have to do with inclusion” (Senior Leader, UCM).

Abby’s and Patty’s story provides insight into how UCM involves people with disabilities in its work, providing a description of the experiences of individuals who have more intimate relationships with the organization than visitors such as Neil, Ben, Mark and Cindy who visit only a few times a year. Combined, these two lenses—that of staff members with disabilities and visitors with disabilities—provide an overall indication of the kinds of actions UCM takes and does not take to make the environment
more inclusive of people with disabilities. Given Abby’s and Patty’s inside status, their thoughts and reflections also yield some beginning insights on some of the processes and contexts that either impede or facilitate change at UCM. To dig deeper into understanding these processes and contexts, however, requires a closer look at the workings of the organization and its various departments and teams.

**Viewing Inclusion through the Lens of the On-the-Floor Educator Program**

As described above, the On-the-Floor Educator program is a significant way that people with disabilities become involved in the work of UCM. Although aspects of this program are already discussed above in the experiences of Abby and Patty, its work is discussed more broadly in this section given the critical role this program plays in the inclusion work of the organization as a whole.

Interviews with staff members reveal that UCM considers the On-the-Floor Educator program to be a key strategy for reaching and serving its diverse local community. The On-the-Floor Educators are high school and college-aged students from the local community who work part-time at the Museum and comprise close to a third of the organization’s workforce. Collectively, they reflect the broad diversity (in terms of language, culture, and sometimes disability) that exists within the surrounding community. This program has been in existence for over 25 years. A former Senior Leader at UCM describes the genesis of this program as follows:

The primary way that we [developed a diverse workforce], we did it through every level of the organization, . . . but also the On-the-Floor Educator program, deliberately hiring college students and then high
school students to be floor staff, part-time paid floor staff, . . . to try to bring them roughly in the same ratios as the proportions of various ethnic and language groups in the [surrounding community] . . . we had . . . at its peak . . . something like 200 part-time educators, all whom were paid. . . . They spoke 30 or 40 languages amongst them, but even more important than that they understood the needs of people who didn’t speak English even if they didn’t speak their language. They understood that some of them could be walking into a museum literally for the very first time in their lives and some of them wouldn’t know what to do. Should these visitors just stand there until someone came up to them? Were they supposed to . . . go to the admissions desk? . . . What would happen there? And after they left the admissions desk, were they supposed to wait for a tour? They literally didn’t know how to behave in the museum, what was expected of them or what could they expect of others. So the staff were trained from the moment they saw a visitor enter the door to begin to gauge what that visitor might need, how to make them welcome, how to make them friendly. That was achieved through the initial training of all staff, including back of the office staff but also through continuous training particularly for the floor staff. . . . The On-the-Floor Educator program, everyone knows about it, everyone knows that a large part of its purpose is to provide diversity of staff to induce a diversity of audience.
This practice of using the On-the-Floor Educators to provide supports and a comfortable environment for local community members is still evident in the thinking of the organization today:

Because our On-the-Floor Explainers are the public face of the Museum, we seek to create opportunities for them that maximize their understanding for how to be broadly inclusive. I think, again, it’s very much in the DNA of the [program]. Their training focuses on how to invite someone into a conversation about science that focuses on the person’s interests and ideas.

(Senior Leader, UCM)

Members of the On-the-Floor Educator program also see their role as one aimed at making a broad range of visitors feel welcome and included when they visit UCM. As one Supervisor of the program states,

[For] everything that we do, we try and make sure it can be accessible to as many people as possible. We also try and know who our communities are so we can connect to them. We know we have a vision and we try and stick to our vision as much as possible, and we try and ignite a fire of science education in as many people as we possibly can.

The On-the-Floor Educators also articulate that they feel they play an important role in specifically making people with disabilities feel more comfortable at the Museum. As one Educator states,

When there’s someone [with a disability] that comes in . . . we don’t judge them, we’re always welcoming. We don’t look at the disability that they
have. . . . We try our best to communicate with them and make sure that they’re having a really good time here at the Museum.

Interviews with those who lead the On-the-Floor Educator program (Supervisors and other Leaders) reveal that they employ a number of strategies to ensure that the program is able to achieve this aim. These strategies include hiring people with disabilities (described above), providing formal professional development experiences for all educators, learning by trying things out, and partnering with external organizations.

Professional development and trainings are a key attribute of the On-the-Floor Educator program. According to one Senior Leader, “our educators get training once or twice a week. . . . We invest a lot of time and effort into training our educators.” One Supervisor’s job is even exclusively focused on On-the-Floor Educator trainings. Observations of On-the-Floor Educator trainings show a wide variety of topics being discussed, including visitor safety and the science content behind permanent and temporary exhibitions.

There have been multiple On-the-Floor Educator trainings that focused on people with disabilities. Many staff members throughout the organization recall past trainings Abby offered On-the-Floor Educators that focused on learning ASL. Current On-the-Floor Educators state that practices related to the inclusion of people with disabilities is something that is mentioned during “morning meetings.” During a recent meeting, one On-the-Floor Educator remembers a discussion about demonstrations that make “loud noises” and how this should be mentioned to the audience “before we do that particular activity or demonstration.” This same Educator states that weekly trainings also address
topics such as “how to best convey the message of the exhibit to the visitors and how to interact with all different types of visitors.” Long-term members of the On-the-Floor Educator program, such as one of the current Supervisors, also recount numerous in-depth trainings that have been held over the years:

We had a presenter come in . . . to . . . tell about how to work with visually impaired individuals . . . She did a very cute thing where she said that her hearing is perfectly fine . . . so there’s no need for us to speak louder when we’re speaking to her. . . . [She gave us] hints about . . . how to interact [with visitors who are blind/low vision] and being conscious of what the needs are. Then last year . . . we had an individual who studied autism and autistic children . . . come in and give a speech to the entire Museum. . . . Since a lot of our educators . . . weren’t able to attend . . . we created a modified training that . . . fit into their normal training . . . to get them up-to-date on how to work with people with autism.

In addition to the formalized trainings, members of the On-the-Floor Educator program also report learning through their work experiences. One of the Leaders of the program describes how she learns about practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities by:

Just doing it . . . finding an opportunity and just going for it and as an issue comes up, dealing with it, which, I don’t mind doing. And I know my team doesn’t mind doing, although later they would complain about it [laughs]. [They ask.] “Why can’t we figure out these problems before we
Another strategy the On-the-Floor Educator program uses to further its work toward inclusion is to partner with external organizations. These external partners include schools and local community advocacy organizations. Currently, two new partnerships are being formed: one with a local high school for students with learning disabilities, and another with a local community organization that is establishing internships for students who are blind. According to one of the Leaders of the On-the-Floor Educator program, the external organizations initiated these partnerships. The partnership with the local community organization began with a grant proposal. The agreement to partner with the high school started with a conversation:

We met last week with two people at . . . [a high school] for people with learning disabilities [that is] offering their students internships. . . . They take a group of students in chunks to different institutions . . . and they have somebody from the school there as support for the students. So we met with them to see whether or not this would be a good fit for them and we . . . all agreed that it would be great for them to start working with us. So in September they’re gonna start the internship with us. They’ll send three students, one or two days a week for a few hours, and they’ll be . . . someone here with them. We told them that that person might not have anything to do because we train them and we prepare them for their roles, but just to have that backup person there would be great.
Interviews reveal that other organizations have also partnered with the On-the-Floor Educator program in the past. For example, the autism training cited above was led by a local community organization. One of the most extensive partnerships is one that previously existed between UCM and a local high school for the d/Deaf. Unlike the new partnerships that are forming, this one emerged over time and is unique in that the idea behind the partnership came from within the On-the-Floor Educator program:

So years ago [My former supervisor and I] . . . were . . . interested in learning about sign language and . . . decided to connect with [local school for the d/Deaf]. . . . We found out that they had internship programs for their students. . . . We were taking classes [there] just to learn sign language for our own, but then we developed that relationship with the school. And then that year they . . . sent us two On-the-Floor Educators who were deaf . . . (A Leader of the On-the-Floor Educators, UCM)

Although it was the actions of On-the-Floor Educators that led to the partnership, the school for the d/Deaf eventually took an active role in the partnership and provided supports for the students during the early stages:

One of the things I remember asking was . . . if they could have . . . interpreters here . . . they were at one point able to provide an interpreter for training so that was good, but that was just for a little bit and they couldn’t provide it anymore. (A Leader of the On-the-Floor Educators, UCM)
Eventually, conditions changed at UCM and the responsibility for maintaining the partnership fell to one of the Leaders of the On-the-Floor Educator program. As this Leader says,

The following year we did try it again . . . although that was the year that my supervisor had left, so I was the only one. So it was great the first year because I had someone that was working with me and could . . . sign as well, but the following year, and kind of since then, I’ve been the only one. So I . . . felt [the students during the second year] didn’t get as great experience just because my . . . my role had changed, the amount of time that I could devote was less, and it was just me. So that made it difficult . . . I . . . felt like we couldn’t offer the students the support that they needed to do the job here.

Perhaps due to the past difficulties of sustaining the partnership with the high school for the d/Deaf, members of the program’s Leadership Team are somewhat pessimistic about the likelihood that their new partnerships will be sustained over time. One of the Leaders of the program describes her skepticism as follows:

So this one organization contacted [another Leader of the On-the-Floor Educators] and said they would like to place interns in our preschool place who are blind and they will supply books and Braille that are appropriate . . . and they’ll have the training and the staffing. . . . Now [it is] a year later when this is starting to come together, [and] there aren’t any books and
there is not that much training . . . I’m thinking that probably this thing will work out in some fashion, but how sustainable it will be I don’t know. Despite this hesitation, the partnerships are moving forward.

**Connections between inclusion in the On-the-Floor Educator program and other UCM areas.** Although the On-the-Floor Educator program holds a unique position within UCM, serving as the focal point for efforts that welcome and include diverse audiences in the Museum, there are many connections that can be made between the work toward inclusion of people with disabilities undertaken by this program and that of other areas of the Museum. These connections include those that relate to the strategies the program employs to serve diverse audiences, the ways the program learns to be more inclusive, and the challenges the program faces in its efforts to better serve people with disabilities.

As the narrative above describes, one key strategy the On-the-Floor Educator program employs to welcome and include diverse audiences is to be present and available to assist visitors at the Museum. This idea—that the presence of helpful staff members can make people with disabilities feel more included—appears in discussions of the role of other front-line staff members as well. As one Visitor Services professional states, “As long as the staff is able to help [people with disabilities] and accommodate them . . . they can still appreciate [the Museum] and enjoy themselves.” Another Senior Leader of the organization further states that a role of the Visitor Services department is to “[ensure] that [at] the very sort of grounded level we are accessible, accommodating, our staff is personable and engaging.”
There is also evidence that front-line staff members, beyond those in the On-the-Floor Educator program, take substantial actions to make people with disabilities feel more comfortable at the Museum. One woman who works in Custodial Services describes an action she took to make an adult visitor with cognitive and physical disabilities feel more comfortable:

One gentleman had an accident . . . we had to block completely the whole street level restroom and bring him some clothes. . . . We try to do everything just to help because we understand these people need attention, these people need help. If not us who work here, who else would help them?

Similar to the On-the-Floor Educator program, staff members from other areas of the Museum also see the inclusion of people with disabilities as part of the organization’s overall focus on including a diverse range of audiences. As one Education professional (who is not a part of the On-the-Floor Educator program) states, “I . . . think you need to start with, ‘How do I make sure that everyone feels welcome here?’” Another Education professional goes on to further declare,

I think one of the things UCM does incredibly well is to really walk the walk when it comes to serving diverse audiences, and diverse meaning a very broad thing. . . . In a way it all comes back to comfort, whether it is a three-year-old or someone with a child with autism or a visitor who’s not used to coming to a museum.
In addition to similarities between how the On-the-Floor Educators and other areas of the Museum think about practices related to inclusion, there are also overlaps in how this program and others learn to be more inclusive of people with disabilities. For example, other areas not only share an experience of learning by working with people with disabilities (as described above), they also similarly report that they learn through practice or “just doing it.” According to a former Senior Leader, learning through experience and experimentation was a critical way that the staff members learned about inclusive practices right at the very beginning:

We discovered [through implementation] that the technological solution [of an audio tour for the blind] was probably the easiest part; there were a lot of things that we hadn’t realized when we were learning how to do that. Basically everything about operation of [UCM] had to change, the same as it was as it had been to become welcoming for the ethnic minorities: how did we advertise our program? How would low vision or blind people even hear about us? What would they feel like when they came into the building? What kind of materials did we have for them? Was our website . . . could they use it? And then the way the staff treated them turned out to be a huge issue . . .

In addition, other areas of the Museum also report working with external community organizations as a part of their inclusive practices work. For example, observations of a team meeting for a new exhibition where the content is related to people with disabilities reveals that this group is working extensively with numerous
disability-related community organizations and university research centers to create this exhibition. Previously, other groups worked with external organizations to create assistive technologies for visitors who are blind, which are no longer available at the Museum.

The volunteer program where teens with disabilities work to clean the Museum’s cafeteria is also run by an outside community organization. Previously, there had also been an additional program that was run by another external community group. As one Visitor Services professional recalls, “We used to have another school who used to come early in the morning . . . and they . . . would wipe off the window sills and [clean] the cafeteria . . . tables . . . but unfortunately . . . the school never came back . . .” These last scenarios, of the volunteer program and the assistive technology for visitors who are blind, echo another theme that appears in the story of the On-the-Floor Educator program; external partnerships do not always lead to sustainable programs.

One aspect of how the On-the-Floor Educators learn about inclusive practices that is not as visible or prevalent in other areas of the Museum is the focus on trainings and professional development programs. Professional development trainings that focus on the inclusion of people with disabilities, however, have taken place previously in other areas outside of the On-the-Floor Educator program, although these trainings appear to have ceased over time:

We used to do a [cross–department training] called visitor service training.

. . . It was [about] working with visitors that . . . maybe had special needs or had special requests. . . . So it would be admissions staff and security
staff and education staff and some of our leadership. . . . We . . . would have someone from the Museum lead it and you would learn . . . about how . . . you get from the lower level to the upper level if the elevators are broken, [or] what do you do if you have someone here that needs some type of audio equipment to communicate at the exhibits? . . . I got that training years and years ago, but it stopped because of budget cuts and people leaving and things like that. But I thought it was really useful because [it], in one respect put departments that maybe sometimes didn’t communicate with each other in the same room and also gave everyone that same background information. So if a visitor came and needs a wheelchair, where would you get that from, which I don’t think our staff knows today, but where could that be found? So it’s a lot of logistical stuff, but information that I don’t feel is conveyed right now. (Supervisor of On-the-Floor Educators, UCM)

The work of the On-the-Floor Educator program as described above provides a snapshot of what practices related to the inclusion of people with disabilities looks like for an area of the Museum where inclusion (broadly defined) is considered to be a major part of the program’s efforts and purpose. The next lens provides a view of practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities from the perspective of an area of work in the organization where the goals and purpose are much more broadly defined—Exhibitions.
Viewing Inclusion through the Lens of Exhibition-Related Work

UCM is different from both LSM and OEM in that it does not have an official Exhibits department. This lens, therefore, does not portray the story of the work toward the inclusion of people with disabilities within a particular department over time, but rather, tells of the history of a particular line of work and how practices within it changed over a number of years.

It was in the 1980’s that many long-term (current and former) staff members recall making “the first real major effort to look for what kind of accommodation we’d need so that low vision and blind visitors would feel welcome and would use the place” (former Senior Leader, UCM). This effort consisted of “audio tours for the Museum that ultimately morphed into audio tours for visually disabled visitors” (Exhibits professional, UCM). This project was funded through multiple federal agency grants, which were pursued by the person who was serving as the Museum’s CEO at the time. Staff members who worked at the Museum in the 1980’s have a sense that it was this CEO who “pushed” for the tours to be developed.

Although the idea behind the tour came from within the Museum, much of the work was conducted by an organization outside the Museum. This organization donated the audio tour “instruments” and a person from that organization was hired “to do the scripts for us” (Exhibits professional, UCM). In addition, multiple individuals who are blind or have low vision were also involved in this project as consultants or expert

---

12 Although there is no official Exhibits department, there are a number of individuals whose work focuses almost exclusively on the development of new exhibitions. These individuals are referred to in this narrative as “Exhibits professionals” as this is how they would be identified by professionals from other museums.
visitors. Their involvement had a profound impact on some of the staff members, which the following comment from a long-term Exhibit professional exemplifies:

And I was astounded that the impaired visual expert consultant who herself was visual impaired insisted on [focusing on the microbiology exhibit] . . . I said, “There are microscopes—what do we do?” . . . and she said “well there is a range . . . of visual impairments” . . . and it is exciting stuff! . . . We wrote in effect to describe what they were seeing, and it was really extraordinarily eye opening for me. . . . The evaluations we got were very good and people expressed gratitude and enthusiasm, “I wish that other places would do things like this.” But we were bringing those people in especially . . . to see . . . how the audio tour functions here in our environment with the exhibition, but not to necessarily to assess how useful it was for them in their lives or how much they would be able . . . to use it.

Sustaining the audio tours proved challenging and “over the years, the program languished” (Exhibits professional, UCM). One Exhibits professional attributes the lack of sustainability to the fact that “there was never really any push to offer this to visitors to ensure that people got it.” This professional also feels that “when [the former CEO] left there was just not much interest in it.” Others state that the lack of sustainment is tied more to lack of use and audience demand. For example, a current Senior Leader of the organization makes the case that “when we offered the audio tours for free, literally nobody took them.” Sustaining the audio tour, however, has always been a problem, even
during the height of its implementation. Even the former CEO recalls a time when
sustaining the operation of the audio tour was difficult when he was at the Museum:

We had these Universal audio tours, but the front desk staff didn’t know to
offer them. They’re free for visually low vision or blind visitors, and the
new staff didn’t know that. Somehow the page in the operations manual
had . . . fallen into disuse so that new admissions desk staff didn’t know to
offer those, which they’re supposed to do. I think it’s something that
requires constant maintenance . . . I do remember at one point coming
down [and seeing] that the audio tour rack for the audio tour units,
someone had unplugged it! So none of the units were charged up, they
couldn’t be used and no one seemed to feel any sense of obligation for
plugging it back in. I remember worrying around and complaining about
this and “Who’s in charge?” and “Where’s your instructions sheet on how
to start this thing at the beginning of every day and make sure the units are
working and maintain them?” And no one could find it, so . . . I got on my
usual director’s high horse, “This is critical, I want this done every day.
You prepare a new checklist, you make sure it’s checked every week. I
want a report every month on how many times we miss this sort of thing.”
So the fact that it wasn’t something that you could put in place and then
“relax, it would work,” that was a surprise and a disappointment.

Eventually, the audio tour was dismantled. Even though the tour is no longer
offered, some staff members in the organization (including front-line staff members who
are responsible for communicating with visitors) discuss the tours as if they are still being offered to visitors who are blind or have low vision. For example, one On-the-Floor Educator says, “At the front you can get [an] audio recording that you walk through the exhibit, you press a number and it describes the exhibit.” Why this confusion may exist is unclear.

After the audio tour was installed, the next major exhibition project focused on creating a wayfinding system for visitors who are blind. This tour combined cellphone and audio beacon technology so that “basically everyone had their own personal noise to help guide [them] around the Museum based on a specific tone” (Senior Leader, UCM). In addition, as part of this effort, the Museum installed a key experience for visitors who are blind, which the wayfinding system would lead them to. This experience featured “a touch model of [UCM objects] where visually impaired visitors could feel the [object], touch it and as they moved up and down the [object], they would get audio describing [it].” This experience was also considered to be “a mixed exhibit because it was a monitor which gave information to non-Visually impaired visitors . . . so it really was designed as an exhibit that can be used successfully by both visually impaired and non-Visually impaired folks.” (Exhibits professional, UCM)

Similar to the audio tour, the creation of this wayfinding system was led by an external organization. The need for this system, however, stemmed directly from lessons learned when the initial UCM audio tour was tested with visitors who are blind or have low vision:
We invited [people who are blind from a local community organization] to come and try out our audio tour system and just give us any feedback. . . . Here’s the interesting thing that happened—they all came with someone else to get them [to the Museum]. Often it was someone else with low vision but not with as little vision as they had. . . . they said, “You know, the tour really seemed great. I started using it and it was wonderful, but I couldn’t keep up the pace with my friend. I was afraid my friend was getting impatient, so I would not be able to listen to all of the audio tour because when they were ready to move on, I had to move on too. The audio was telling me how to manipulate things and it was working great, but it took longer for me to do it than it took them. So it really wasn’t working and I wasn’t going to keep using it and I probably wouldn’t come back because I’d feel ill at ease as if I were holding back the person who brought me there.” So then we realized that the problem was for some visitors, for blind visitors in particular, if they couldn’t really move around the Museum entirely on their own autonomously, then they were going to feel they were holding back someone even partially sighted and the solution to that was a navigation system so that visually impaired visitors could move around the Museum at their own pace. . . . So we wound up working with a small company that had developed an audio beacon system and we worked with them, we helped them get [a federal agency] grant
and they actually created a working audio beacon system. (former Senior Leader, UCM)

Similar to the original audio tour, the wayfinding system was also viewed favorably by visitors who are blind or had low vision who had an opportunity to use it. One current Senior Leader remarks that a frequent UCM consultant who is blind “loved it—she still talks about it.” The system was only designed to be a prototype, however, and as “it was never meant really to be installed,” eventually “it just went away” (Exhibits professional, UCM).

Although the wayfinding system was designed to be only a temporary installation, the accompanying tactile model-based interactive is still supposed to be available for visitors to use. While it is still installed, it is not functioning properly. When a frequent UCM consultant who is blind and was involved in this project is observed using the interactive, she finds that the audio is not activating properly, the volume is too low when the audio does activate, the stool for using the exhibit component is missing, and part of the tactile model has broken off and been removed.

Following the work with the audio tour and the wayfinding system, the Museum began working on a new wing. Most of the exhibitions in this area were developed by an external consulting group that specializes in developing exhibitions and is known for its accessible designs. At least one exhibit component in this wing addresses content related to people with disabilities. This exhibit, a “wheelchair race game,” shows “two different types of wheelchairs,” including “a regular wheelchair that can be used for everyday activities and . . . a racing wheelchair” (On-the-Floor Educator, UCM). Otherwise, staff
members do not frequently mention the exhibitions that are part of this new wing as being connected to their efforts to include people with disabilities.

One Exhibits professional, however, feels the Museum has always been mindful of designing for people with disabilities, especially wheelchair users, when creating new exhibitions, which presumably includes efforts related to the new wing:

Every time the exhibit process goes through, it’s always wheelchair access – can they get around the exhibit? . . . We’re very mindful of that . . . for the most part like I’d say, 95% are accessible, but there are some things we can’t make them accessible . . . but basically, the general rule since I’ve been here has been, we’ve done as much as we could possibly do to make it as accessible as possible. . . . It’s mostly the ability for the heights and the ability for getting the wheelchair up to the exhibit and . . . whatever manipulatives that are there, for someone to be able to reach it. . . . There are a couple exhibits that just couldn’t allow a wheelchair to go straight under, but they can get at it from the side and they can still manipulate what has to be manipulated.

The biggest recent project related to the inclusion of people with disabilities is a traveling exhibition, currently under development, that connects to the topic of disability. While UCM is leading this project, they are again working in collaboration with other organizations, including university researchers who are studying technologies for people with disabilities, local organizations for teens and young adults with disabilities, and another science museum that frequently creates exhibitions for others. Staff members
working on the exhibition see this collaborative aspect of the project as one of its strengths, especially the involvement of people with disabilities:

I think because we have people on the team who have experience with universal design, and have people on the team who have worked at occupational therapy, [and] we have advisors who have been willing to push us towards things that we are not comfortable doing, I think that is all going to work out for the better. . . . It is a positive program . . . because we are including people in the development process that actually have the disability. . . . It’s the whole idea of . . . user-centered design and our users are people with disabilities. And it’s kind of fun. (Exhibits professional, UCM)

Professionals who are working on this exhibition report learning about disability culture and narrative through this “user-centered design” process:

One of our participants is an engineer . . . she is 22, she uses a wheelchair to get around both standard and . . . electrical, but she is extremely voiceful about what she doesn’t want [others] to think about her; she called it . . . the hero complex. She doesn’t want people to come up to her and be like “oh my gosh, you are so brave, I can’t believe that you can live with these disabilities” . . . I think that she really helped us to understand . . . what some people with disabilities don’t want to hear how they don’t want to be placed on certain pedestal. . . . And so through [this project] we learned a whole lot about that, at least I did. (Exhibits professional, UCM)
Team members also state that they are learning about exhibition practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities through this project, although this learning appears to come mostly by examining the practices of other museums.

We were looking at [a particular aquarium’s] exhibition and hearing about all the various super accessible technologies, the 3D models, the . . . technological sensors, all the . . . audio labels and everything and . . . just a zillion of different kinds of accessibility features . . . one of the things that [a Senior Leader] said was . . . what he wants this project to figure out how to do is to add to the world of accessible exhibit design, give . . . something new or useful to the world of accessible exhibit design but not that we can necessarily adopt every single best practice that’s ever been invented, that we have to have a balanced approach. (Exhibits professional, UCM)

This new project appears to have the attention of multiple people across the organization beyond those who are working on the exhibition team. One Education professional reports, “I know that there’s an exhibit being developed by [Senior Leader] . . . that is focused on disabilities, although my understanding is that it’s supposed to be focused on ableness . . . and I’ve heard people give talks about that different orientation.” Another Visitor Services professional goes on to further state that she became peripherally involved in the project during one particular advisory committee meeting:

I know . . . [the exhibition team was] having a meeting [that] included about 20 people that we would normally try to do in a classroom . . . , but
of the 24 participants, 20 of them were motorized wheelchairs which require obviously a much larger space than a simple classroom because . . . that many motorized wheelchairs would take up a considerable amount of space . . . so we actually did it in our [temporary exhibition] gallery . . . and we rented tables and chairs and we produced the meeting in there instead . . . and that’s an example of getting out of the mind frame of “oh well, it’s just not gonna work, they won’t fit.” It’s like, “No we have to make this work, how can we do it?”

This project is viewed by staff members as being championed by a current Senior Leader in the organization who has a close relative with a disability:

I really feel like it was an emotion and personal experience driven grant . . . I think the idea of it came from someone’s very personal experience . . . someone who lives with a person with disabilities. But I think that’s extremely positive because it allows people who are working on the project to also have that personal connection and really be focused on making this exhibit one in which people with disabilities can be involved in an extremely engaging and fun way and not just sit on the side and let someone else experience it. (Exhibits professional, UCM)

This Senior Leader, however, does not necessarily see himself as a champion. He sees the effort to develop this exhibition as being one that is led by a group, and he feels uncertain about his own role in advocating for the inclusion of people with disabilities in the Museum:
And I would have to say that [name of exhibition] is departmental, a small
group of us . . . I don’t think I have been such a good advocate. Being a
[relative of a person with a disability] is a double edge sword from that
point of view because you have so much of the experience that you
realize—that no place, when you have a hard time with mobility, no place
in the world is going to flatten itself. I sort of have this maybe over
compensation, I think there’s too much into it to sort of say . . . “people
have to find their way around places the way the world it is.” So I haven’t
been a great advocate or hero I would say. I think [this exhibition] is a
little bit of an outlier in my experience in terms of what I have done here.

Similar to the wayfinding system, this new exhibition is scheduled to be a temporary
installation at UCM. Whether or not any of the practices or ideas generated through its
development will have a lasting impact on the organization is still undetermined.

**Connections between the work to create exhibitions that are inclusive of**
**people with disabilities and other UCM areas.** Some commonalities can be found
across the narrative descriptions of each of the major exhibition-related initiatives
described above: each was championed by a Senior Leader within the organization,
involved people with disabilities in the design and development, included partnerships
with external organizations, built upon prior work (whether that work was internal or
took place at other museums), and was funded through specialized grants. These themes
are not just connected to the work related to developing exhibitions that are inclusive of
people with disabilities, but to the work of inclusive practices in other areas of the
Museum as well. Some of these themes have already been mentioned above, while others are being introduced for the first time in this description.

As is true of the work of the On-the-Floor Educators, the work of Exhibits also extensively involves external partner organizations. While the On-the-Floor Educators have largely collaborated with disability-related organizations, partners for exhibition work related to inclusion represent a broad range of institution types, including universities, other museums, consulting firms, and small businesses that cater to museum clients. Similar to the On-the-Floor Educators, in some cases the partners initiated the work with Exhibits, while in other cases it was individuals inside UCM who initiated the work with these external partners.

As a part of the work of developing exhibitions that are inclusive of people with disabilities, staff members not only partner with other museums, they also look to the work of other museums as exemplars to be followed and built upon. Other areas of the Museum also employ a similar practice. One Education professional states that “over the past two years . . . we’ve been . . . doing research into what other institutions do to serve families with kids on the spectrum.” A former Senior Leader recalls that “when we were developing our first [professional development trainings around people with disabilities] we . . . brought in people from other museums to tell us how they did it.”

The idea of building upon prior work that took place internally as well as externally appears in the description of the work of inclusive practices for UCM exhibitions as well. This again connects to a theme from the description of the work of the On-the-Floor Educators, where these educators report learning through their practice.
over time. What is different between the two areas of work, however, is that evaluation studies involving people with disabilities is a part of the way professionals learn about exhibition practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities, which is not necessarily the case for the On-the-Floor Educators.

Another emerging theme where there is a connection between the work of Exhibits and the work of the On-the-Floor Educators is the fact that the inclusion work appears to take place in stages, with different audiences or approaches being a focus at different points in time. For the On-the-Floor Educators, the stages seem to correspond with partnerships that focus on specific disability audiences (first a focus on individuals who are d/Deaf, then autism, and then blind/low vision and learning disabilities). For Exhibits, there appears to be two stages of work: one focused on auditory assistive devices for visitors who are blind or have low vision, and another focused on and exhibition where the inclusion of people with disabilities is both the content and the educational practices. Staff members remark that the work toward the inclusion of people with disabilities overall in the organization has moved forward in different stages:

It’s gone in stages . . . thinking back there was a really large push to really make us more accessible to people who were visually impaired. That, I believe was sometime in the ‘90s, so that was a huge push. And then in the early-mid 2000s is when we started working with [school for the d/Deaf]. So that was more of an On-the-Floor Educator push . . . and then the autism was something that was a really big push last year, so I don’t think anything has happened like every, like one versus the other, but as the
time has gone on and we’ve interacted with people with different needs
and things were brought to our attention, we’ve definitely taken action
toward them. (Supervisor of On-the-Floor Educators, UCM)

For the work of exhibitions, each new stage corresponds with grant funding,
which is also true of some phases of work for the On-the-Floor Educators as well. This
may explain in some ways the feeling expressed by staff members that work toward the
inclusion of people with disabilities cannot take place at the organization without
specially-designated or extra funding. As one of the Leaders of On-the-Floor Educator
program remarks, “if you can get a grant . . . then obviously you’re gonna get a lot of
buy-in for it, but if your idea’s going to cost money. . . .” then it is more difficult.
Another Education professional echoes this sentiment saying, “When it comes to special
needs or inclusion things . . . you have to have some money behind it to make it happen.”
An Exhibits professional further affirms “we can’t specialize things without specialized
funding.”

As discussed above, internal champions play a critical role in advancing
exhibition practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities, and here again, is
another common theme seen in other areas of the Museum. For work related to
exhibitions, these champions tend to be Senior Leaders. In the On-the-Floor Educator
program, it is similarly one of the Leaders of the program who is frequently cited as the
champion. With regards to the work the Museum is taking on to include children with
autism, however, it is not a leader of any particular area that is advancing the work, but
rather an individual who has a personal investment in this topic:
We recently . . . have done some staff training on working with people with autism. . . . Then recently . . . we held a[n] . . . autism panel . . . for . . . parents of children with autism. . . . It was . . . a panel discussion with three or four people thinking about science and education for students with autism, and this was all kind of triggered because one of our development folks . . . has a child with autism . . . so she’s very passionate. (Education professional, UCM)

Staff members concur that individual champions play a critical role in advancing practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities within the organization. As one Exhibits professional states, “You need somebody with a passion to push these things. If you don’t have that, it is just not going to happen.” Another Senior Leader in the organization goes on to further explicate this connection between action and champions at UCM:

I think this whole issue of having an advocate and someone who is really committed to it who is empowered at some level to move the idea forward, seems to me how things around here happen. So [the former CEO] was really interested in this idea about audio tours and audio tours for people who were blind, [an Exhibits Professional] was really interested in [the audio beacons], the On-the-Floor Educator team was interested in ASL and deaf people and other people with disabilities, as the family programs we going interested in working with kids with autism, so there are all these individuals who just kind of rise up and say “well this is something I think
is important for us to explore” so that is great and I say the downside is that it doesn’t become a sustainable . . . initiative.

As this last quote alludes, the focus on internal champions may have its limitations. As the above description of exhibition work details, and also as the work of the On-the-Floor Educator program suggests, many of the efforts the Museum has taken over time to make the environment more inclusive of people with disabilities have not been sustained. Some staff members connect together the reliance on individual champions and specialized funding to this lack of sustainability:

With each of our programs there isn’t much of a sustainability factor in any of these things, because it is very driven by the passion of a person, a staff member, or it is very driven by grant money like when funding goes away, and then when situations get tough, there are remnants of, like, the program that are in place that are a good thing but not in a very sustainable way. (Senior Leader, UCM)

One potential contributing factor to the lack of sustainability of inclusive practices that is not mentioned by staff members is the reliance on external partners to do the work. If a program or exhibition relies on an external partner, and the partner withdraws, this also seems to correspond to a lack of sustainment of that activity at UCM. The audio beacon system (including the tactile model interactive) was developed by an external group, and this was not sustained. Similarly, as described above when talking about the involvement of volunteers with disabilities at UCM, one volunteer program was not sustained because the partner decided to terminate the relationship.
There is one further theme that is present in the work related to Exhibits that is not prevalent in other areas of the Museum, but is consistent with a theme that emerges in the two other cases: the role big projects play in advancing the work of inclusion. As the above description illustrates, the new exhibition that is being developed is receiving much attention throughout the organization and is involving multiple departments in the effort, even if somewhat peripherally. This project in particular is raising awareness for inclusive practices across the organization.

In summary, efforts toward the inclusion of people with disabilities through the redesign of exhibition elements began over 20 years ago. This work was initiated by the person who was the CEO of the Museum at that time, yet, efforts to make exhibitions more inclusive still exist at UCM today, long after he left the organization. While efforts are still being made to make exhibitions more inclusive of people with disabilities, some of the individual practices that were previously employed have not been sustained over time.

A number of factors correspond to changes in practices that make the exhibitions more inclusive of people with disabilities. These include “specialized funding,” internal champions who push the work forward, intentional experimentation, partnering with and learning from other organizations, and involving people with disabilities in the work. What the above description illustrates, however, is that some of the processes that staff members associate with advances related to the inclusion of people with disabilities at the organization (such as internal champions and specialized funding) are also associated with the lack of sustainability of those practices.
Viewing Inclusion of People with Disabilities across the Lenses at UCM

Viewing practices related to the inclusion of people with disabilities at UCM across the four lenses provides a holistic view of what the change toward inclusion looks like at this urban and community-focused science museum. These lenses afford the ability to identify areas where changes have and have not taken place related to the inclusion of people with disabilities within the organization, which in turn helps to identify the kinds of processes and contexts that facilitate, detract, or impede changes from taking place that make the Museum more inclusive of people with disabilities.

Similar to the other two cases (the Large Science Museum and the Outdoor and Explore Museum), looking across the four lenses reveals that change has occurred and is occurring related to the inclusion of visitors with disabilities as the organization learns and adopts new practices over time. Such practices include attention to the needs of visitors who are wheelchair users in the building’s physical design (level pathways/ramps and elevators); involving people with disabilities as On-the-Floor Educators; providing professional development for staff members that connect to issues of inclusion; attending to accessibility concerns in exhibitions (especially providing ample seating and captioning); discussing disability-related content in exhibitions and programs; addressing the inclusion within special programs (including providing accommodations for parents who ask for them through sign-up programs and offering virtual visits to homebound children); and having visitor services and policies in place to make the Museum more inclusive of people with disabilities (including an emphasis on safety, the availability of wheelchairs and strollers, and a policy for service animals).
The lenses of the On-the-Floor Educator program as well as exhibition-related work yield insights on the process of change that lead to the implementation of inclusive practices, such as those cited above. Across both of these lenses, staff members report that they see the change toward the inclusion of people with disabilities as being an on-going process that happens in stages, with different stages focusing on different areas of inclusion. These stages are often initiated when the organization acquires specific funds to focus on a specialized practice, when the organization is contacted by an external organization that is interested in this practice, or when an internal staff member decides to champion and push forward that practice. When such a practice is being implemented, it changes and morphs as staff members seek out information about the practices of other organizations, learn by working with people with disabilities, experiment and test new approaches, and participate in professional development trainings.

Two of the processes that facilitate change (involving people with disabilities in the work and professional development) are also cited as practices intentionally taken to make the Museum more inclusive of people with disabilities. In this way, these practices are both actions taken by the organization to be more inclusive, and the way that the organization learns to be more inclusive.

While substantial changes have taken place and continue to take place over time at UCM, one of the on-going challenges this organization faces is sustaining inclusive practices. The description of the work related to inclusive exhibitions shows that this effort has not yet had a lasting impact on the exhibition experiences of people with disabilities, with none of the new practices being effectively sustained over time,
including the provision of accessible technologies such as audio interpretation and a wayfinding system for visitors who are blind. Similarly, the On-the-Floor Educator program has experienced difficulty maintaining the involvement of people with disabilities as educators.

Despite the difficulty sustaining specific practices over time, UCM staff members continue to take actions to make the Museum more inclusive. Inclusion is still a stated value at all levels and in multiple areas of the organization. Staff members continue to develop and employ new practices with the aim of making the Museum more inclusive, and have also sustained their knowledge base of what is needed to make the Museum more inclusive of people with disabilities (for example, they know that individuals who are blind need a better wayfinding system in order to navigate independently in the Museum, even if they no longer have such a system available). This suggests that sustaining inclusive practices takes more than knowledge of the need for those practices and a valuing of inclusion.

Looking across the lenses of the On-the-Floor Educator program, the exhibitions-related work, and the experiences of Abby and Patty again reveals some indications for why certain practices are difficult to sustain. Across these lenses, there is evidence that when the impetus for initiating the work goes away (such as the specialized funding, the individual who championed it, or the external partner), so does the work. It may be that UCM’s over-reliance on these elements for initiating change is the very reason why the work is not sustained.
In addition to those practices that the organization has struggled to sustain, there are also those practices that the organization does not consistently apply. One inconsistent practice, the presence of multisensory interactives, staff members identify as being an area where greater work is needed. The inconsistency of this practice, combined with the lack of action related to other practices that staff members identify as being needed (including better access to the Museum via public transportation, improved communication with people with disabilities, providing special events for people with disabilities, and creating environments that are more accessible for people with intellectual or cognitive disabilities), provides further support for the idea mentioned above—sustaining inclusive practices involves more than simply knowing about the need for such a practice.

Other inconsistent practices (such as the provision of ASL interpretation, attention to wheelchair access in exhibitions, and staff members who are available to help) are those where there are differences in perceptions between staff and visitors, with staff feeling more positively about these practices than the participating visitors. Other inconsistent practices, including the presence of wayfinding aids and use of interpretive images, are those that visitors with disabilities mention, but not staff members. This suggests that one of the barriers to change is that UCM is not necessarily learning all it could about how people with disabilities experience the Museum. This is further confirmed by the fact that visitors identify the need for a number of other practices that staff members do not mention in their interviews, including creating labels with large,
high contrast and easy to read fonts, maintaining accessible technologies and other exhibit elements, and making food and drink available in the exhibit halls.

Beyond the processes and practices that impede or facilitate sustained change, there are elements of the context of UCM that appears to influence actions taken by staff members to make the Museum more inclusive of people with disabilities. As stated above, “inclusion is in the DNA” of UCM. Due in large part to the location of the Museum and the diversity of the surrounding community, reaching and serving all audiences is a high priority. Staff members link their efforts to include people with disabilities to this larger diversity initiative. Therefore, the influence of the context of UCM (a community focused organization located in an urban and diverse community) cannot be ignored as this context may positively influence the staff’s willingness to reach out and serve people with disabilities.

Another contextual factor that appears to support inclusion at UCM is the presence of local community organizations that serve or are comprised of people with disabilities who are interested in partnering with UCM. While it is difficult to determine whether it is UCM’s prior efforts that attract these partners to the Museum, or the presence of these partners that prompts UCM’s efforts, what is important is that there is a relationship between the two. UCM relies on the presence of local partners to achieve some of its work related to the inclusion of people with disabilities. The same is true for the partnerships UCM forms with other museums.

There are other contextual factors, however, that impede UCM’s ability to be more inclusive of people with disabilities. One significant factor is the lack of adequate
public transportation to and from the Museum. This hinders not only access to the Museum by potential visitors with disabilities, but also the involvement of people with disabilities in the work of the organization. It is this latter issue that may negatively affect the sustainment of and change toward inclusive practices as it is the involvement of people with disabilities in the work of the organization that appears to be a significant supporter of inclusive practices.

There is one final element of inclusive practices at UCM that is worth noting as it is something that sets it apart from that of the other two museums. It is not a practice or process or context that exists at the Museum, but rather a mindset that is NOT present within the organization. While the theme of “better for everyone” appears in the remarks of staff members at OEM and LSM, it is largely absent in how staff members at UCM talk about practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities. Although staff members at UCM do see the inclusion of people with disabilities as being part of their larger effort to be more inclusive of a broad range of audiences, most do not overtly state that the practices they employ to make their environment inclusive of people with disabilities will improve the experiences for other audiences.

This case description provides a window into understanding how one museum operating in a particular context, the Urban Community Museum, has taken actions to be more inclusive of people with disabilities. As described above, there are some shared actions, practices, and ideas that extend across the museum when it comes to the inclusion of people with disabilities. There are also areas where further actions could be taken to make the museum more inclusive of people with disabilities, and in some cases,
staff members recognize the need for those actions. The greatest challenge facing UCM, however, is learning how to sustain the changes it does enact.

This organization is in many ways unique. It is located in a large metropolitan, yet it is not a particularly large museum. It has a national reputation, yet it also is very focused on meeting the needs of its immediate community. Due in part to its location in a highly diverse community, this organization is committed to reaching out and serving a broad range of audiences. Like the other two museums, however, UCM is highly collaborative when it comes to working with external partners. Similar to LSM, UCM is also going through an extensive organizational change that involves restructuring of the various divisions and departments.

The three museums operate in contexts that vary from one another, yet there are some overlaps. These museums are located in very different communities and have varying cultures, yet they are all part of the same field and have a history of collaborating with external organizations. Looking across these museums, what similarities and differences are seen with regards to the inclusive practices that are employed? How about in the processes, contexts, and practices that support, facilitate, or impede change? The next chapter addresses these questions.
Chapter 7: Understanding the Quintain

While the previous three chapters describe the change toward the inclusion of people with disabilities at individual science museums, this chapter provides both a description and an interpretation of the change toward inclusion across all three case sites, otherwise known as the “quintain” (Stake, 2006, p. 4) Through the exploration of the similarities and differences across the three sites, a picture emerges of what the change toward practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities may look like in other science museums, both now and in the future.

The three cases that comprise the quintain have many similarities. As a reminder, these cases are included in this study because they: (a) have a previously identified history of sustained efforts related to the inclusion of people with disabilities; (b) are located in the United States; and (c) belong to the same field of science museums. Given these selection criteria, it is perhaps not surprising that the sites operate within similar external contexts; they each belong to the same professional organization, receive funding from the same federal grant agencies, are visited by the same kinds of audiences (a mixture of family groups, school groups, and to a lesser degree adult-only groups), and need to adhere to the same federal laws (such as the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act). These commonalities would presumably apply to many other science museums in the United States as well.

The sites also seem to have similar internal contexts, common to most science museums in the United States currently, including shared educational philosophies (featuring hands-on, interactive learning experiences) and organizational cultures
(focused on visitors). These organizations also have overlapping contexts as they each have at least one partnership with the other two organizations. It is the commonalities that exist between these museums that enable connections to be made between the change at these three sites and that of a broad range of other science museums.

There are also variations between the sites. These sites are located in different geographic areas (Northeastern, Southern, and Midwestern United States, as well as urban and suburban neighborhoods) and different sized cities (Urban Community Museum (UCM) is in one of the largest US cities, while the Outdoor and Explore Museum (OEM) and Large Science Museum (LSM) are in mid-sized cities); have divergent kinds of educational offerings beyond hands-on activities (LSM has an object-based collection, OEM has live animals and other nature facilities, and UCM has outdoor play spaces); vary in terms of size of the campus, budget, and audience (OEM and UCM are considered mid-sized science museums, while LSM is considered a large science museum); and differ in terms of reach (LSM is international in its reach, while OEM and UCM focus more on the local audiences that visit their sites). Two of the three sites are also undergoing substantial changes to their organizational structures, which includes layoffs and other disruptions. These variations provide a way to see how particular changes may be tied to particular aspects of the sites that connect to some other science museums, but not all. Combined, it is the similarities and differences of the cases that strengthen the usefulness of the quintain.

The previous three chapters describe the change toward inclusion in each case through four separate lenses: the lens of a person(s) with disabilities who visits a science
museum, the lens of a person(s) with disabilities who is involved in the work of a science museum, the lens of a program known internally as an exemplar of inclusive practices, and the lens of the exhibition work and change over time. This chapter revisits these lenses, looking through each lens to examine all three cases simultaneously.

**Viewing Inclusion through the Lens of Visitors with Disabilities**

The people with disabilities discussed in the three case descriptions visit three different science museums, yet their experiences are similar in many ways. For the most part, the experiences of these visitors could largely be described as inclusive. Blamires (1999) sets forth that there are three different aspects of inclusion when thinking about students with disabilities in classroom environments and that each are important: physical inclusion, cognitive inclusion, and social inclusion. Applying this framework to science museums and other informal science learning venues, inclusion is defined as follows:

Learners must be able to physically navigate through and perceive the space so that they are aware of the available learning opportunities from which they can choose . . . learners [must] be able to cognitively engage with the learning materials and . . . the context framing these learning materials [must] reflect a variety of lived experiences . . . [and] . . . learning . . . requires social interactions among a group of learners. (Reich et al., 2010)

There is evidence that the experiences of people with disabilities at these museums meet all three aspects of inclusion. Fred and Holly find LSM to be easy to navigate in their wheelchairs (open pathways and easy to reach exhibitions), are excited
by and personally connect to the content in the gallery about the local river, and report positive social interactions when they visit the Museum with their children and grandchildren. When visiting UCM, Ramona reacts positively to the physical design of the early education area, socially engages in parallel play with her younger brother in the pretend grocery story, and cognitively attends to the science content in one of the Museum’s computer kiosks. Similarly, Rich at OEM expresses that the Museum’s layout and accommodations, such as the location of the parking, the wide pathways, the consistent use of automatic doors, all work to create a welcoming physical environment for him. Socially, the Museum is a place where he frequently spends the day with his grandson, and cognitively, at the end of his visit for this study, he reports to his wife that he “learned a lot.”

Most of the participating visitors with disabilities associate the three case museums with positive experiences. Similar to Rich, other OEM visitors with disabilities use terms such as “love” and “great” when describing how they feel about this Museum. At LSM, one father-daughter pair (both have disabilities) reports that this Museum is the source of “some of the better memories for our family.” Even at UCM, where Ramona’s experience at UCM is not always positive, another family with multiple children on the autism spectrum reports that they enjoy the Museum so much that their aim is to visit the Museum every other week.

At each of the three museums, however, there are also areas of inaccessibility that make these same visitors feel uncomfortable or unwelcome. For example, although Fred and Holly enjoy their overall experience at LSM, they are frustrated by the parking for
wheelchair users and by how they are treated by other visitors at the Museum. Similarly, the same visitors who express that they “love” OEM also report that they find it difficult to navigate the Museum’s large and hilly campus. At UCM, the mother who frequently brings her children on the autism spectrum to the Museum also expresses that it is very difficult for her children to navigate and move around the building. Although some of these areas may be similarly difficult for visitors without disabilities as well (for example, wayfinding is often problematic for many museum visitors), the participating visitors with disabilities make connections between these challenges and their personal disabilities.

Commonalities between the inclusive practices across the three museums.

Looking at the experiences of all the participating visitors with disabilities, commonalities can be identified in the practices that are consistently, inconsistently, or not at all employed across the three museums (see Table 10). Closer examination of these commonalities provides insights on the conditions and processes that facilitate or impede change toward inclusion in these museums.

Common practices employed across all three museums. Why are some practices, but not others, consistently (or nearly consistently) employed across all three sites? While it is hard to answer this question definitively within the context of this particular study, there are some common elements between these practices that provide indications of the kinds of inclusive practices that are likely to be adopted and sustained by science.

---

13 Practices were identified as being consistently/nearly consistently applied if they were identified as actions taken across all three museums, or as actions taken at two museums and as inconsistent actions at another. Practices were identified as inconsistent or not at all applied if they were identified as such across two or more museums.
museums. One common thread is that some practices are clearly identified as being necessary accommodations within the ADA. These include: a service animal policy, captioning, elevators, pathways that are navigable by wheelchairs, and attention to the physical dimensions of exhibitions. The connection to ADA, however, can only partially explain the consistency of implementation as there are other ADA requirements (such as the need to provide interpretations in a format that is accessible to people who are blind) that are not consistently employed.

Another connection between these elements is revealed through the way staff members describe these accommodations. In almost all cases, when staff members discuss these practices, they describe how they benefit people with disabilities as well as individuals without disabilities. For example, staff at all three museums frequently describe some of the practices that make the environment more accessible for wheelchair users (such as the elevators, navigable pathways, and attention to the physical dimensions of exhibitions) as also being beneficial for a variety of other visitors, including moms with strollers, older adults, and young children:

All the doors are . . . automatic, not just for people with disabilities, but also for people with strollers. (OEM professional)

. . . if we have a lower exhibit, it ends up being more accessible for someone in a wheelchair, but it’s also . . . accessible to younger kids and that’s . . . the angle we try to look in on it from. (LSM professional)
So we also became enamored with the idea of universal design.

That if we made an exhibit more accommodating to a wheelchair using visitor or a visitor with a hearing impairment, in fact that exhibit would work better for everybody. (UCM professional)

Even providing mobility aids is seen as a service that can benefit a broad range of users. Staff members acknowledge that aids such as wheelchairs are used by a broad range of individuals, even those who don’t identify with having a disability such as someone with a temporary leg or knee injury. Staff members even associate this service with the provision of strollers: “We have wheelchairs [at] . . . the information booth that’s right when you walk in. You can come and get those and strollers as well” (LSM professional). Older adults are also seen as a critical user group for mobility aids, especially at OEM where they provide a chauffeured golf cart for visitors who have difficulty walking long distances.

In addition to the practices that are employed to provide accommodations for visitors with disabilities that are also seen as being beneficial for other visitors, there are those practices where the inclusion of people with disabilities was not the initial goal behind implementation, but now these practices are perceived to have coincidental benefits for visitors with disabilities. These practices include the provision of ample seating, financial assistance/free admission, and multisensory interactives, which are all considered to be design elements that many individuals need, but are especially beneficial for people with disabilities. For example, hands-on and interactive exhibitions are included in science museums because of an overall educational philosophy that
emphasizes learning by doing, but as one professional at UCM states, “Because of the fact that our Museum is very hands-on, that . . . definitely helps people of all disabilities interact better with the Museum.”

There are two consistently employed practices that are not perceived to be better for everyone: the provision of a service animal policy and providing accommodations for children with disabilities who participate in sign-up programs. There are challenges, however, with implementing and sustaining both of these practices. Although each museum has a service animal policy, the implementation of this policy is not effective at two of the museums. At LSM, senior management members and front-line staff members express different ideas about what the actual policy is, with the front-line staff members believing that documentation of service animal status is required and senior management stating that it is not. The policy at UCM, as one staff member reports it and is listed on the Museum’s web site, is in direct conflict with the ADA policy for service animals that was instituted in 2010; the official UCM policy requires individuals to provide documentation that the animal is a service animal. These examples suggest that although having a policy is a consistent practice, successfully enacting and sustaining the policy is problematic.
Table 10

Commonalities in the Inclusive Practices across the Three Case Museums

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practices that are consistently or nearly consistently employed</th>
<th>Practices that are inconsistently employed</th>
<th>Practices that are not-at-all employed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Service animal policy</td>
<td>• Helpful staff</td>
<td>• Food and drink policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Free wheelchairs and other mobility aids</td>
<td>• Interpretive images</td>
<td>• Exhibition and facility designs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Accommodations for sign-up programs</td>
<td>• Auditory interpretation</td>
<td>• inclusive of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Elevators</td>
<td>• American Sign Language interpretation</td>
<td>• intellectual disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Captioning</td>
<td>• Communication with</td>
<td>• Maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ample seating</td>
<td>• Financial assistance</td>
<td>• accessible practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Attention to exhibit wheelchair access and other physical dimensions</td>
<td>• Multisensory, interactive exhibits</td>
<td>• Limited background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pathways easily navigable by wheelchairs</td>
<td>• Pathways easily navigable by wheelchairs</td>
<td>• noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Financial assistance</td>
<td>• Financial assistance</td>
<td>• Limited background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Involving people with disabilities in work</td>
<td>• Involving people with disabilities in work</td>
<td>• ability to monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Staff professional development</td>
<td></td>
<td>• attending to parents’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• ability to monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• children in exhibitions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Similarly, providing accommodations for children with disabilities who participate in sign-up programs also has its challenges. As described in the LSM case, there is an active internal debate about the degree to which the Museum should provide accommodations for children with disabilities who participate in this program. The success of the implementation of this practice is largely attributable to the actions of the individual who leads this program, and this practice also does not appear to be organization-wide. At UCM, staff members do not regularly ask parents if their children need special accommodations, but they do provide accommodations if requested; thus, asking if children need accommodations is not a regular or sustained practice.

In contrast to the challenges of implementing the practice of providing accommodations at UCM and LSM, there does not appear to be any debates about this practice at OEM, and it also appears to be consistently applied. Perhaps one reason for this difference is that the educators at OEM tend to think of this practice as one that benefits a broad range of children:

One of . . . the most helpful things we’ve done recently is on our summer camp registration form . . . we would ask . . . something like “Please give us additional information about your child’s learning style that might be helpful for our educators.” So things like . . . if the child does have autism or if they have . . . sensory issues or any of those kinds of things, and hopefully they will offer us strategies to help. . . . Then we also get things that are . . . just
interests that a child has . . . “my child is really interested in this thing” . . . that has made a really big difference for us.

This difference between inclusion of OEM’s sign-up programs and the other two museums’ further supports the idea introduced earlier that practices perceived to be “better for everyone” or are viewed as having benefits for a wide range of individuals are more likely to be successfully implemented and sustained in science museums.

**Commonalities between the inclusive practices that are inconsistently employed or not at all employed across the three museums.** In addition to similarities between areas where consistent action is taken across the sites, there are also similarities in the areas where the case museums are inconsistent in their application of certain practices (meaning they implement these practices sometimes, but not always). There is also alignment in the practices and actions that are not substantially employed within the quintain (see Table 10).

Looking across the inconsistently or not-employed practices, the patterns connecting them are not readily apparent. There is a mixture of items—some are associated with enhancing access for individuals with sensory disabilities and others with enhancing access for people with intellectual disabilities. Other practices relate to providing access to the content of the exhibition (such as the graphic design of exhibition labels and ASL interpretation), while still others connect to visitor comfort (such as the availability of food and drink).

A review of the case data, however, does reveal certain relationships between these inconsistently or not-at-all applied practices. One immediate connection is that
visitors with disabilities describe these practices as necessary for inclusion, while staff members rarely mention them at all. This is especially true of the practices that are not applied at all, including issues related to the availability of food and drink, problems concerning background noise, difficulties parents experience as they try to monitor children with intellectual disabilities in exhibits, lack of maintenance of accessible interactives, and limited communication with people with disabilities about accessibility features. The absence of mentions during staff interviews implies that either staff members are unaware that these practices are needed, or at the very least, that the need for such inclusive practices is not top-of-mind for the participating professionals. One barrier, therefore, for the implementation and adoption of inclusive practices seems to be a lack of basic awareness of the need for such practices. Viewing this barrier through the lens of organizational learning suggests that one of the basic lessons organizations need to learn about is the needs, interests, and preferences of people with disabilities and a broad sense of the environmental conditions that will support their comfort and inclusion.

Lack of awareness and understanding of the need for certain practices, however, cannot account for all of the areas of inconsistency or inaccessibility. There are some practices where the need for a specific practice is known amongst the staff members, but is still not consistently implemented. Therefore, other factors are affecting the adoption of these practices.

For some of these practices, there is a discrepancy between what staff members think is a consistent practice and what visitors with disabilities actually experience at the museums. This disconnect, which is described as the difference between theory of action
and theory-in-use, is known to be problematic for organizational learning (Argyris & Schon, 1995; Schimmel & Muntslag, 2009).

One specific area where there is a difference between staff members’ and visitors’ perceptions is the availability of staff members to assist people with disabilities. Staff members’ comments imply that this is a regular practice, but visitor observations demonstrate that either (a) staff members are not always consistently available or present when needed, or (b) staff members are not always well-trained on how to work effectively with visitors with disabilities. For example, at LSM, supervisory staff and floor staff agree that they “have very good training” for working with people with disabilities, yet visitor observations reveal negative interactions between people with disabilities and some staff members. After interacting with one staff member, a visitor who is a wheelchair user states that she “…felt left out of the experience. The counter was too narrow and my chair didn’t fit underneath. The educator didn’t try to engage me. It made me feel invisible. It was a very uncomfortable experience.” Another lesson that organizations may need to learn, therefore, is a way to assess their work and practices so as to ensure that the practices that they know are needed are actually implemented and experienced by people with disabilities as initially envisioned.

The difference between staff members’ and visitors’ perceptions, however, only account for a portion of the inconsistently applied practices. There are also other practices where staff members are aware of the need for the practices, recognize that those practices are not adequately employed, but still feel they were not able to improve them. The inconsistent practice of providing auditory interpretation is one such example.
Each museum is inconsistent in its provision of auditory interpretation. The reasons staff members express for why this practice is not consistently employed vary. Some, especially at UCM, feel that the loss of the practice’s champion (the former CEO) led to the practice’s eventual decline. At OEM, however, where the Leader of Exhibits is a champion, the practice is still not always employed. This implies that the root cause is not lack of support by Senior Leaders.

At all three museums, staff members consider cost to be a factor. As one professional at OEM states, “We had less money so that caused the attention to [auditory interpretation to] drop and look at the most critical pieces.” There are other inclusive practices, however, that cost money (such as captioning) that are consistently applied, so cost cannot fully account for the inconsistency in the implementation of auditory interpretation.

At both LSM and OEM, professionals state that one challenge with auditory interpretation is that they have not yet found an optimal solution for implementation:

We began looking at other types of technology, mobile technologies, and we’re starting to see that as an answer . . . [but] we haven’t convinced ourselves yet that it’s the way to go so it’s caused us to get into a stall pattern. (OEM professional)

I think the least standardized thing is delivering things in audio. Because headphones become maintenance problems and problematic, and if you do it all free air . . . it gets noisy and so
there aren’t a lot of simple and elegant solutions. (LSM professional)

This suggests that even if a museum knows of a need for a specific practice, if they have not yet found a way to meet this need that they feel is optimal for their setting, it can affect the application of that practice.

Another possible explanation of why auditory interpretation is not consistently employed connects not to what staff members say, but to what they don’t say; they do not associate auditory interpretation with benefits for a broad audience. Although prior studies show that auditory interpretation is used by individuals without disabilities in science museums (Hein & Heald, 1989; C. Tisdal, 2006) and that audio interpretation aids science museum visitors with a broad range of disabilities, including blind, low vision, and dyslexia (Reich, 2006b), staff members at these three museums discuss auditory interpretation almost exclusively as a need for only visitors who are blind or have low vision. The lack of priority for auditory interpretation, therefore, may reflect the lack of knowledge amongst staff members that this practice can be beneficial for many visitor groups.

**Summary of the lens of the visitors with disabilities.** Viewing inclusion through the lens of visitors with disabilities confirms one of the anticipated findings for this study—although the visitors with disabilities are largely positive about their experiences in these museums, they also face multiple barriers to full inclusion during their visits. Studying organizations that are known to have adopted inclusive practices, therefore,
affords the opportunity not only to study what facilitates organizational change toward inclusion, but also what impedes it.

Viewing inclusion through this lens provides a deeper understanding of what organizations need to learn to create environments that are inclusive of people with disabilities. At a very basic level, organizations should be aware of the environmental conditions that make the museum more welcoming, engaging, and comfortable for people with disabilities and that facilitate their learning. Organizations may also need to develop an understanding of how practices that benefit people with disabilities also improve the experience for people without disabilities as such an understanding appears to be linked to long-term sustainment and consistent implementation of inclusive practices. They might also benefit from learning how to assess whether the actual implementation of inclusive practices corresponds to what they know to be best practices, so as to ensure that the experience for people with disabilities is consistent with what they envisioned. Finally, organizations need to learn solutions for meeting the needs of visitors with disabilities that can be effectively implemented in museum environments.

The extent of the similarities in the practices that are employed across the three organizations is in itself remarkable. Although staff members mention learning from other museums or learning from industry publications during their interviews, this method of learning is not mentioned as frequently or strongly as some others (such as learning from people with disabilities, professional development programs, or experimentation). The extensive overlap in the inclusive practices of the three museums suggests that learning from other museums may play a stronger role in changing inclusive
practices than the participating staff members are even aware. Studies of change (or the lack thereof) in other kinds of institutions support this assertion. Such studies have shown that organizations within a certain field become more and more similar over time through a process called institutional isomorphism, where organizations seek solutions to challenges they face by looking at the practices of others within the same field (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983).

Institutional isomorphism cannot explain how the science museums have come to develop new practices, as the inclusive practices do need to originate from somewhere, and change took place at each of these museums over time. The question remains, how can organizations learn about inclusive practices? How do they learn not only about the needs and interests of people with disabilities but also about effective ways to implement practices that meet those needs? Also, what other lessons might organizations need to learn in order to sustain change toward practices that are more inclusive of people with disabilities? The answers to these questions can be revealed by examining these museums through the three remaining lenses.

**Viewing Inclusion through the Lens of the People with Disabilities Involved in the Work of Science Museums**

The people with disabilities who are involved in the work of the three case museums are boundary shifters; they are members of the local disability communities and organizational insiders. They speak both as people with disabilities who have firsthand experiences with the inclusive practices of the organization, and also as staff members, volunteers, or consultants who are knowledgeable about the internal mechanisms of the
museums. Viewing inclusion through the lens of these individuals provides a dual vantage point that cannot be afforded by looking at the three museums through any one of the other lenses alone.

The practice of involving people with disabilities extends across organizational areas and includes both paid and unpaid positions at each of the three museums. At OEM, people with disabilities serve as volunteers in multiple areas, including interpreting exhibitions and caring for the Museum’s live animal collection. They also occasionally work as paid advisors or consultants for specific exhibition projects. At UCM, people with disabilities work as consultants, advisors, volunteers, and paid staff members and are particularly involved as On-the-Floor Educators. At LSM, the fact that the Museum regularly hires people with disabilities is a point of pride within the Museum, and people with disabilities work as paid staff members, paid consultants, paid advisors, and volunteers in a broad range of areas.

Overall, the people with disabilities who work at these three museums feel the organizations are committed to supporting the inclusion of people with disabilities:

It just seems like everyone’s welcome here . . . I [have] never seen any restrictions based on anyone’s . . . life choices, be they religious or otherwise, or [the] diseases they have. (Seth, OEM volunteer who uses a wheelchair)

These individuals also feel that the museums take efforts to ensure they are personally included and welcomed in the work of the organization:
I love working in this museum. . . . The people who work here . . . make me so comfortable. . . . They are willing to sign, they’re willing to figure out how to work with me, they’re willing to communicate with me and with Patty . . . it’s wonderful. (Abby, UCM part-time staff member who is d/Deaf)

They also report that the museums’ public spaces are largely inclusive of people with disabilities. For example, Oscar (LSM consultant who is blind) notes how the theaters at LSM have audio description, Abby and Patty (another part-time staff member at UCM who is d/Deaf) comment on the common practice of captioning at UCM, and Seth discusses how accessible OEM is from a wheelchair perspective. In this way, their comments about the museums align with the comments from visitors with disabilities participating in this study.

While their overall experience is positive, each individual encounters difficulties or barriers on occasion. Some of these barriers are the same as those faced by visitors with disabilities. For example, Abby at UCM struggles with the loud background noise as she works in the Museum’s exhibit halls and Oscar at LSM experiences some difficulties working with staff members at the Museum’s box office who are not always as aware as they should be of the Museum’s accessibility offerings. These challenges suggest that attending to the needs of visitors with disabilities is also part of the process of making the museums more welcoming for the people with disabilities who are a part of the work.

While necessary, attending to the needs of visitors with disabilities is not sufficient for ensuring that people with disabilities are meaningfully, productively, and
comfortably involved in the organization’s work. There are also certain challenges and barriers that are specific to the people with disabilities who work at the organizations.

The lack of accessibility in some staff-only areas, at times, negatively impacts the experiences of people with disabilities who work at these museums. At LSM, a staff member who uses a wheelchair has difficulty navigating a cramped conference room.

Seth’s prior experiences at OEM, where it was difficult for him to work in one area of the Museum due to lack of accessibility on the staff-side of a programming space, is another example. It is important to note that these examples are rare, and for the most part, staff members with disabilities report that they find the museums largely accessible.

Another challenge unique to the people with disabilities who are involved in the work relates to how others within the organization assess their capabilities. This is particularly true for Abby and Patty at UCM, where both women feel they are capable of contributing more to the organization than they are currently empowered to do. For Abby, in particular, she feels an underestimation of her capabilities holds her back from being promoted and taking on more responsibilities within the department:

I’m doing so much stuff, but I . . . want to try some other things, and I feel like I’m a little bit blocked or prevented from trying what I want to do in order to be promoted . . . I feel like I’m being pushed aside and . . . not being allowed to try the things other people are allowed to do so that they could be promoted.

While this problem is not often mentioned by other individuals with disabilities involved in the work of these museums, interviews with staff members without
disabilities further support the claim that adequately assessing the work capabilities of people with disabilities is a challenge. Staff members at UCM who do not identify as having disabilities talk about the challenges of figuring out what people with disabilities are capable of, not just related to Patty and Abby, but all people with disabilities who work or have worked as On-the-Floor Educators. At OEM, a Human Resources professional is working to ensure that the Museum is compliant with ADA and that all staff members apply thoughtful consideration when listing the required capabilities within a position description. Despite this effort, OEM staff members still have different conceptions about the kind of tasks people with disabilities can perform. For example, while one staff member feels that it would not be possible for her to hire a person who was d/Deaf due to communication difficulties, another staff member has already learned how to work with an individual who is d/Deaf and communicates effectively with him. This suggests that an additional lesson that needs to be learned by museums connects to an enhanced understanding of the capabilities of people with disabilities and how to work with them effectively.

**Benefits of including people with disabilities in the work of the organization.**

Staff members at each of the three museums, including those with and without disabilities, provide multiple reasons for why they feel it is important that people with disabilities are involved in the organization’s work. In some cases, such as the cafeteria volunteers at UCM and the Animal Care volunteers at OEM, the primary goal for involving people with disabilities is to provide them with a form of work-based therapy. In other cases, particularly in the area of exhibitions, all three museums specifically hire
people with disabilities to serve as consultants or advisors, providing the museums with input and feedback on ways to improve the design and content of these exhibitions so that they are more inclusive of people with disabilities. In still other cases, people with disabilities are hired to provide visitors with disabilities with a connection to the organization by seeing themselves reflected in the staff, a reason that is particularly cited for hiring educators with disabilities at the three museums.

The benefits of involving people with disabilities, however, extend beyond the initial reasons for the involvement. Across all three museums, people with and without disabilities who are involved in the museums’ work report that this practice affords staff members the opportunity to learn about disability and inclusion. As the three case summaries describe, people with disabilities who work in these three museums report that staff members learn about inclusive practices by working and interacting with them:

I know the guys downstairs in the workshop, they just love when I come down there, we have so much fun. Literally it’s kind of fun ‘cause I just blow their minds. (Oscar, consultant who is blind and works with LSM)

Staff members without disabilities make statements that align with this sentiment:

I think we benefit from having a well-integrated workforce including people with disabilities in design, prototyping, education, public programming, and they’re colleagues, friends and reviewers for other staff as other staff are for them. . . . We have daily
experiences with each [other]. (LSM professional who does not identify as having a disability)

When people with disabilities work as a part of a project team or consult with an entire department, multiple people within the same area report learning the similar lessons from that same individual. For example, multiple individuals at UCM, including those within and outside of the On-the-Floor Educator department, report learning about d/Deaf individuals, Deaf culture, and American Sign Language by working with Patty and Abby (who were On-the-Floor Educators at UCM and also d/Deaf). The same is true of Oscar, where multiple people within the Exhibits department at LSM, as well as professionals in other departments, report learning about inclusive practices by working directly with him on specific projects.

Multiple staff members at the three museums also report learning about disability and inclusion from individuals they know outside of work. The lessons learned from these experiences, however, tend to be personal and are not shared with others in the organization. The exception is at UCM, where at least two staff members who have relatives with disabilities are integrating these personal experiences into their work. One individual recently hosted a discussion at UCM on parenting children with autism. The other’s relative worked at the Museum for a brief period of time and is also advising on the development of a new exhibition that addresses disability-related content. Here again, it is involvement in and connections to organizational work that appears to be associated with organizational learning. Therefore, it is the involvement of people with disabilities
in the work of the organization, not just knowing an individual with a disability that appears to be a critical part of an organization’s learning process.

**Summary of the lens of people with disabilities who are involved in the work of science museums.** Similar to the experiences of visitors with disabilities, the people with disabilities who are involved in the work of these organizations report positive feeling about the inclusive practices of these organizations overall. These individuals feel that the museums value inclusion and take efforts to make the museum environments more accessible and inviting for visitors with disabilities and for the staff members, volunteers, and consultants who work there.

Not unlike visitors with disabilities, people with disabilities who work at these museums also describe some challenges and barriers related to inclusion. Some of the barriers could also affect visitors (such as the design of public spaces or the training of staff members), but some are unique to the individuals who work at these organizations. These unique challenges include the design of the workspaces as well as the need for staff members to improve their skills at assessing how people with disabilities can contribute to organizational work.

Staff members with and without disabilities cite a number of benefits that stem from involving people with disabilities in the organization’s work. Some are benefits for the individuals with disabilities who work at the museums (such as volunteer work serving as a form of therapy) and others are benefits for visitor with disabilities who visit the museums (such as those who appreciate seeing themselves reflected in the organization’s workforce).
From the staff’s perspective, a key strength of involving people with disabilities in the work is the opportunity to learn about inclusive practices and disability by working directly with actual users. Across all three museums and a wide range of organizational areas, staff members describe the act of working alongside people with disabilities on a specific project or in daily practice as a critical part of the organization’s learning process. Such interactions afford an opportunity for shared learning experiences that multiple staff members can draw upon when implementing inclusive practices. It also provides a mechanism for the individuals with disabilities to become part of the museum’s sensemaking, and in this way, contribute to the organization’s continuous change (Weick, 2000; Weick et al., 2005).

**Viewing Inclusion through the Lens of Programs Known Internally for Their Inclusive Practices**

At each museum, there is one particular program that is identified more than others as having a particular focus on the inclusion of people with disabilities; the type of program that is called out varies from museum to museum. The three programs (one at each museum) that staff members identify as being particularly inclusive include the following:

- The On-the-Floor Educators program at UCM, a program designed to make the museum more welcoming for visitors of diverse backgrounds through the presence of staff members in the Museum’s exhibition halls who represent various cultural and community groups (including people with disabilities) and who are often bilingual (including American Sign Language);
• The Courses and Camps program at LSM, where children and families engage in summer and weekend courses about a variety of topics, and the staff members make specific accommodations for participating children with disabilities; and

• The Safety program at OEM, where staff members from across the organization come together to discuss safety issues that affect visitors and staff members, including safety procedures that particularly pertain to people with disabilities.

The fact that these programs are so different from one another yet share a strong focus on the inclusion of people with disabilities makes them a compelling lens for viewing the processes and conditions that can facilitate or impede organizational change toward the inclusion of people with disabilities in science museums. Similarities across these programs can be assumed to apply to programs at other science museums as well.

**Similarities across the three programs.** Review of staff member interviews as well as researcher observations reveal some consistencies in the processes that appear to facilitate change within each program. Two main similarities include a focus on professional development and on-going reflection. Both are discussed in more detail below.

Staff members report that each program has held and will continue to host multiple professional development offerings that address practices related to the inclusion of people with disabilities. These offerings tend to be conducted on-site and are attended by large groups of staff members:

We have different sorts of drills, like a fire drill for example. We drill with people who might not be sighted, or somebody who’s in
a wheelchair, so that staff gets training on how to work with
different populations. (OEM professional)

We’ve also done workshops on working with people with Autism.
So we had a presenter come in . . . to also tell about how to work
with visually impaired individuals, just learning some key ways of
understanding who the person is and how to interact with them.
(UCM professional)

We’ve done training for our instructors on different specific
disabilities. We had the autism society come in and give a
presentation. (LSM professional)

The individuals who lead the professional development offerings include both
internal staff members and external experts. Who the external experts are varies.
Sometimes they are people with disabilities, other times they are individuals who work
for community organizations serving people with disabilities, and still other times they
are individuals with a unique set of skill sets related to disabilities (for example, the fire
department assisted OEM on a training related to evacuation procedures for people in
wheelchairs).

Although a few staff members attend externally run or off-site professional
development offerings on their own, such experiences do not tend to translate into
broader organizational learning. It is mostly through participation in shared professional
development experiences that common understandings emerge. For example, at OEM, one staff member attended an industry-related workshop that discussed the universal design of public programs, but none of the other professionals at that Museum mention that workshop or its content (even if it is relevant to their work). In contrast, staff members from a broad range of organizational areas at OEM mention lessons learned through the professional development offerings of the Safety program.

In addition to formal professional development offerings, all three programs have a mutual practice of on-going reflection. Staff members at UCM, LSM, and OEM all report engaging in a process that they call “trial and error,” where they respond to a need to make the environment more inclusive of people with disabilities by taking action, and then later reflect on the relative success of that action. If the action fails, they try another approach. If they succeed, they discuss why a particular approach works.

While the overall architecture of the process is the same across all three programs (identify a problem, try a solution, then reflect on its success), its implementation is different. Staff members affiliated with OEM’s Safety program demonstrate reflection in the way they conduct their team meetings, regularly discussing and changing their decisions as a part of a group reflection process. For example, these staff members decide to bring in the fire department to train staff on ways to evacuate people in wheelchairs from the building after discussing staff reactions to a previous training where they were asked to role play the evacuation of a person in a wheelchair from the building’s second floor. On-going reflection within the UCM On-the-Floor Educators program is described by the leader of this program as “making it work” by “just dealing with it [and] figuring it.
out as it comes along.” This is particularly true of their approach to hiring people with
disabilities, where their decision to hire an individual often precedes their learning of how
to work with people with particular disabilities. For staff members from the Courses and
Camps program at LSM, the on-going reflection process focuses on trying out new
approaches and receiving feedback from the children with disabilities who participate in
the program. These staff members report that this process provides a meaningful learning
experience:

Really the learning happens when you sit down with a kid with
autism and try and have a conversation with them and see how
maybe you can pull them back into a conversation . . . it was
important to be able to have the one-on-one experiences . . . have
those conversations and having those safe spaces for us to discuss
that is really important.

It is this last point that is consistent across the programs; regardless of what the on-going
reflection process looks like, staff members from all three programs report it is an
important part of their learning process.

**Differences in experiences related to resistance of inclusion.** While there are
many similarities between these three programs, there is one substantial difference: both
the On-the-Floor Educators program at UCM and the Courses and Camps program at
LSM experience great internal resistance as they seek to become more and more
inclusive, while the Safety program OEM does not. Leaders of both the On-the-Floor
Educator program at UCM and the Courses and Camps program at LSM struggle at times
to make these programs as inclusive as they want them to be. At LSM, there is an open and on-going debate about the extent to which accommodations should be made for children with disabilities who register to participate in this program. At UCM, the dialogue is less overt, but the concerns are the same—how far is too far to go to make a program inclusive of people with disabilities? Such a dialogue is absent within OEM when it comes to the work of the Safety program. Exploring the reasons for organizational resistance to the changes in the UCM On-the-Floor Educator program and the LSM Courses and Camps program and comparing those reasons to the conditions surrounding the Safety program at OEM can provide insights on the kinds of factors that can impede change.

There are a number of differences between the two programs that meet resistance and the Safety program at OEM. One key difference is that the Safety program takes an embedded approach that incorporates accessibility considerations into existing activities, whereas the other two programs largely rely on an accommodations approach that emphasizes specialized practices for participants with disabilities. For example, as the case summary of OEM describes, each Safety program training session addresses issues that are relevant for people with disabilities. This practice suggests that the Museum expects that people with disabilities will visit, and they plan accordingly. Thinking about people with disabilities is not a special event that only happens occasionally or when they notice a person with a disability; it is consistently embedded into how this program operates. In contrast, the Courses and Camps program at LSM shifts its practices whenever a need for an accommodation arises. Each accommodation is conceived of
when requested by the participant, tailored to meet the needs of that participant, and then the staff members respond.

Closer examination of the Courses and Camps program provides evidence that this difference, of employing an accommodation as opposed to an embedded approach, may partially explain why the Safety program does not meet the same resistance as the other two programs. As the LSM case description notes, the Courses and Camps program addresses the inclusion of children with disabilities through two different mechanisms: (a) it modifies all programs to make them more inclusive of children with disabilities in a way that may also be helpful for some children without disabilities (employing practices such as posting timetables on the board for all children to see and keeping the amount of time spent in lecture short as compared to time in activities); and (b) it makes specific accommodations for individual children based on parental requests (such as eliminating all latex from program activities for children with latex allergies and offering to assist with toileting for children who are not able to do so on their own). It is the latter practice, of making specific accommodations for specific children, that faces resistance from other areas of the organization. While members of the organization frequently debate how far the program should go to accommodate particular children with particular disabilities, no one challenges the idea of modifying the programs to make them more inclusive of a broader range of individuals.

Another difference between the Safety program at OEM and the other two programs is that the Safety program is implemented by an interdepartmental team that includes representatives from multiple departments and divisions, whereas the other two
programs are run by one department. Given this, lessons learned through the Safety program have greater potential to be spread throughout the organization than the other two programs. For example, as described above, because it is a museum-wide effort, the Safety program’s professional development offerings are implemented with all staff members, thus enabling inclusive practices implemented through the Safety program to be shared and disseminated throughout the organization.

The fact that the understandings of the Safety Committee regarding inclusive practices are shared throughout the organization may decrease the amount of resistance this program faces. In fact, the absence of a mechanism for sharing lessons learned across an organization is well-documented as a barrier that can impede organizational learning (Schimmel & Muntslag, 2009). OEM staff members in a broad range of areas demonstrate not only understanding, but also ownership of the practices that are discussed during Safety program trainings. For example, multiple staff members proudly pronounce during their interviews that they can say “Come with me, there is a fire!” in American Sign Language. In contrast, while staff members at LSM and UCM are aware of the fact that the Courses and Camps and On-the-Floor Educator programs are engaging in inclusive practices, they tend to view those practices as belonging to another group. Some staff members even express that they wish they knew more about the inclusive practices employed through these programs as they feel lessons learned in these areas could affect how they approach their own work.

I think we haven’t really addressed yet cognitive disabilities. I don’t know if we have the expertise yet . . . I know [the Leader of
the Courses and Camps program] is doing some great work with . . . Asperger’s and . . . the spectrum disorders but . . . it’s important . . . to figure out how do we make our exhibits . . . more accessible to people who have cognitive difficulties. (Exhibits professional, LSM)

It is worth noting, however, that although the Courses and Camps and On-the-Floor Educators programs do not involve the entire organization, the leaders of these programs are identified as champions or internal experts for inclusion by many in their organization. Some staff members consider these program leaders to be valuable staff members they can turn to for advice about their own inclusive practices. In this way, lessons learned in each of these programs are spread to other areas of the organization, but this is accomplished in a way that is more informal and ad hoc and, therefore, less consistent than that of the Safety program.

The role of the leader with regards to advocating for more inclusive practices is also different between the Safety and the other two programs. The leaders of the On-the-Floor Educators and the Courses and Camps programs are strong advocates for the inclusion of people with disabilities, working tirelessly in their efforts. Staff member interviews reveal that these leaders take many actions to make their programs more inclusive of people with disabilities, working extra hours to make specific accommodations, talking extensively with other staff members to convince them that the work of inclusion is worthwhile, and engaging in additional professional development programs to learn more about the inclusion of people with disabilities themselves. These
efforts not only make their own programs more inclusive, but also serve to inform others in the organization who report learning from their examples.

While the leaders are effective at changing practices within their own programs, their efforts do have a cost; it negatively impacts their energy and ability to be effective. During their interviews, these leaders report feeling exhausted and worn out from their efforts to make the programs more inclusive, stating at times that the situation is “too stressful.” Although these leaders feel there are other staff members who work for the programs who also care about inclusive practices, both feel that the responsibility for inclusion rests on their shoulders. While it is unclear what is cause and what is effect (is it the reliance on one champion that makes the inclusive practices so hard to sustain? Or, do the leaders have to work so hard because there is so much resistance to their inclusive practices?), what is clear is that there is a relationship between the reliance on one champion to push the work forward and resistance to the inclusive practices; this relationship may have a negative impact on the sustainability of the work in the end.

There are two additional differences between the Safety program and the Courses and Camps and On-the-Floor Educators programs that are less likely to account for the unmet resistance of the Safety program’s inclusive practices. The first is the fact that the Safety program is implemented by individuals who are all full-time staff members, whereas the majority of staff members implementing the other two programs are part-time staff members. While one could make the argument that full-time staff members often receive more professional training than part-time staff members and that communication breakdowns are more likely amongst part-time staff members and that
together these factors could affect organizational change, comparisons between the Courses and Camps and the On-the-Floor Educators programs suggest that this is not the case. While the Courses and Camps program reports difficulty training and communicating with part-time staff members, this is not a problem or concern for the On-the-Floor Educators program where there is extensive communication amongst staff members (using on-line resources such as Facebook) as well as elaborate, on-going training for full and part-time staff members. In addition, all staff members affiliated with the Safety program hold positions that are not focused exclusively on safety, and thus involvement in this program accounts for only a small portion of their job responsibilities. It cannot be stated, therefore, that the difference is the amount of time individuals spend implementing these programs.

Another difference between the Safety program and the Courses and Camps and On-the-Floor Educators programs is the fact that the Safety program does not extensively involve people with disabilities in its work. This sets the Safety program apart from almost all other areas across the three museums where inclusive practices have been initiated and sustained over time. There are many other areas within each of the three museums where people with disabilities are involved in the work and the practices are not met with resistance. Given this, it should not be concluded that the lack of involvement of people with disabilities is the reason why the Safety program’s inclusive practices are supported, while the other two programs’ practices are not.

The success of the Safety program despite this lack of involvement of people with disabilities could mean, however, that such involvement is not necessary for inclusive
practices to be successfully sustained. Here again, it is difficult to make such a claim as members of the Safety Committee report working extensively with people with disabilities in other areas of their work. So although people with disabilities are not involved in the Safety Committee, their input might indirectly influence the direction of this program through their involvement with staff members in other areas of the Museum’s operations.

**Summary of the lens of programs known internally for their inclusive practices.** Exploration of the narratives of the three programs that are recognized internally for their inclusive practices (the Safety program at OEM, the Courses and Camps program at LSM, and the On-the-Floor Educators at UCM) reveals that certain practices—most notably engaging staff in shared professional development offerings and on-going reflection—facilitate the change toward more inclusive practices within these programs. These two practices are noteworthy as they encourage on-going learning about inclusive practices within a group of individuals, which in turn can support continuous change. The fact that these two shared practices are so similar across three very disparate programs also suggests that such practices would be effective at encouraging sustained change toward inclusion in programs at other science museums. It is also important to note that such practices are linked, as many scholars have proposed that purposeful and planned reflection is a critical strategy for professional development (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2009; Schon, 1983; Tran, Werner-Avidon, & Newton, 2013).

Both the Courses and Camps program at LSM and the On-the-Floor Educators program at UCM meet resistance from other organizational areas as they seek to employ
more inclusive practices. The Safety program at OEM does not face the same resistance. A few of the differences between these programs may account for organization-wide acceptance of the inclusive practices of the Safety program: (a) the Safety program employs an embedded accessibility approach, whereas the other two programs are more likely to follow a strategy of providing specialized practices for specific individuals with disabilities when such practices are requested; (b) the Safety program is led by a team that represents a broad range of areas within the organization, whereas the other two programs are implemented by particular departments; and (c) the Safety program’s inclusive practices are not dependent upon the work of one individual, whereas the success of the inclusive practices in the other two programs is largely attributable to the advocacy efforts of the program leaders.

The relationship between embedded accessibility and sustainability connects with the picture that emerges through the lens of visitors with disabilities—non-sustained practices tend to be those that are seen as “specialized” or requiring an extra effort. The relationship between the resistance to inclusive practices and the latter two points above, that lack of dependency on one individual and the spread of an effort across an organization, aligns directly with the very definition of organizational learning, which is the evidence of shared thoughts, ideas, processes, and beliefs that extend across individuals. It is not surprising, therefore, that sustained change toward and lack of resistance for inclusive practices aligns with areas where there were opportunities for organizational learning (Huber, 1991; Levitt & March, 1988; Weick et al., 2005; Yanow, 2007).
Viewing Inclusion through the Lens of Exhibitions and Change Over Time

The lens of exhibitions provides a unique vantage point for viewing change over time. Given that exhibitions are updated or replaced rather infrequently (with many lasting 10 to 20 years), exhibitions currently in a museum serve as documentation of the changes in inclusive exhibition practices that have occurred over time. In addition, interviews with staff members reveal a fair amount of organizational longevity within the Exhibit departments of the three case museums. At each museum, multiple Exhibit professionals have worked at the Museum for over 20 years. The longevity of both the staff members and the exhibitions affords an opportunity to study change over time that is not consistently available through other organizational areas.

Across all three museums, the change that occurs in inclusive practices over time is not a steady, linear progression where the exhibitions become more and more inclusive with each passing year. Instead, visible changes appear episodically. There are periods of rapid incline where a group of new inclusive practices all develop at the same time, which are followed by plateaus where no new practices develop (or in some instances, some existing practices are not applied).

These punctuated periods of change coincide with the development of certain new exhibitions. At LSM, projects corresponding with change include a permanent exhibition on health, a traveling exhibition on sound, and two exhibitions that are installed at museums across the nation (one on math and another on current science). At OEM, such projects include two large outdoor exhibitions and another on math (created in collaboration with LSM). UCM’s change-related projects include two specialized
technologies for people who are blind or have low vision, and more recently, a traveling exhibition that addresses content related to disability.

What is unique about these exhibition projects is not just that they are designed to be inclusive of people with disabilities, but also that new inclusive practices are introduced to or created by the organization through their development. These new practices (or at least a subset of them) are then applied to the development of future exhibitions. When the next inclusion-focused project comes along, the previously developed practices are integrated into its design, and then additional new practices are developed. With each new project, therefore, the museums expand their inclusive practices. In between these projects are the plateaus where no new practices are developed.

At OEM, for example, the first large outdoor exhibition (built in the early 2000’s) includes a number of inclusive practices, such as audio to provide content in addition to text at select exhibit components; text labels with large, high-contrast fonts; exhibition paths and ramps at an incline appropriate for wheelchair users; computer kiosks with push button controls that are designed to be easily operated by an individual with limited dexterity or who is blind; tactile models; audio-based activities; and ample seating. The next outdoor exhibition includes many of these same options, with the addition of a few interactive and tactile exhibit components. The exhibition on math (built a few years later) features all of the inclusive design features from the outdoor exhibitions and also includes a number of multisensory interactive exhibit component experiences, greater use of images to facilitate interpretation (which in turn reduces the need for text-based
instructions), bilingual interpretation, and consistent use of audio interpretation at every exhibit component. It is important to note that the exhibitions built in between these three projects have some, but not all, of these inclusive features. A dinosaur exhibition built between the outdoor exhibitions and the math exhibition features tactile models, high contrast/large font labels, and level pathways, but no audio labels. A health exhibition built just before the dinosaurs again attends to wheelchair access through the design of its exhibit components and has high contrast/large font labels, but does not feature audio labels.

**Characteristics of projects that correspond to changes in inclusive practices.**

As is evident in the above description of changes in inclusive exhibition practices over time at OEM, not every exhibition project at these museums leads to a substantial shift in the organizations’ practices related to the inclusion of people with disabilities—only select projects do. Across all three museums, the projects that tend to correspond with a significant change in practices all share similar characteristics, which include the following:

- They are well-funded, with a substantial portion of funds from federal grants;
- The length of development is quite long, spanning multiple years;
- People with disabilities are specifically called out as a target audience;
- People with disabilities are involved in the work in a variety of ways, including as consultants, paid advisors, and formative evaluation participants; and
- They are highly visible within the organization and involve multiple departments.
These characteristics are important for considering how these projects serve to facilitate changes in the inclusive practices at each organization. The fact that these projects are well-funded and are developed over long periods of time enable them to provide staff members with the space they needed to innovate and develop new inclusive practices that have not been implemented at the museum before. In some cases, the science museum professionals are aware that there is a need for a particular inclusive practice, but do not feel they have the time or the funding to seek out this new practice until a large project comes along. For example, LSM had struggled to consider how they could deliver audio content to visitors who are blind or have low vision, and it was through the development of the traveling exhibition on sound that their new method for doing so was developed.

The provision of substantial funds and time for development, however, is not sufficient for facilitating organizational change related to inclusive practices. There are multiple projects that meet this criterion at each organization that do not correspond with a change in practice (such as a recently-created exhibition at LSM that does not include many of the inclusive features present in earlier exhibitions). However, when these projects call out people with disabilities as a target audience and the projects also involve people with disabilities in the work in a meaningful way, substantial shifts start to occur. When people with disabilities are called out as a target audience, the teams focus their energies specifically on creating innovations that make the exhibitions more inclusive of the target audience. When people with disabilities are not specified as a target audience,
this does not occur, nor are all of the existing internal innovations related to inclusive practices specifically applied to these exhibitions.

While the extra time and funding provides staff members with the capacity to innovate, it is the involvement of people with disabilities that enables the process of ongoing experimentation, data-gathering, and reflection that is consistent with Huber’s (1991) definition of experimental learning. Such a process is also reminiscent of the organizational learning process described by scholars (Argyris et al., 1990; Argyris & Schon, 1995; Preskill & Torres, 1999; Senge, 1990) who argue that action research is a critical mechanism for facilitating organizational change.

The people with disabilities who are involved in these projects play a significant role by providing project teams with feedback on how the newly developed innovations do or do not meet their needs. This feedback loop—whether it includes paid advisors/consultants or visitors with disabilities who participate in formative evaluations—is the mechanism through which staff members iterate changes to their designs. Oscar at LSM describes this process as follows:

When we were working with different exhibits and how to make them work, it’s like “Oscar, check this out, look what we did!” And they were all excited. “We can’t wait for you to see how this one’s working or what we did here!” And then they come back with something else and I go, “Oh, okay,” and then they’ll go, “Well, I’ll go back and take care of that. Don’t worry, we’ll figure it out!” You know, it went through several different rounds of
evolution, but [they were] never . . . really upset or disappointed. They were more like “Oh, okay,” and they’d just go back and rework it and come back with it.

It is through this process of iterative designs that are tested with people with disabilities that staff members frequently report learning about inclusive practices. For example, one Senior Leader at OEM recalls how another Senior Leader learned about inclusive practices by working with people with disabilities:

I think . . . he had told me once that when—and this was prior to me coming here—they had disabled members of the community serve as advisors on some of our planning for our exhibits in our outdoor areas . . . [it] really did have an impact on him . . . changing the way he viewed his job . . . designing exhibits. . . . He is not disabled himself, so he did not realize certain things going forward. After having those advisors, he fully embraced the idea of universal design.

Working closely with people with disabilities through these large-scale projects enables some professionals to take on informal leadership roles related to inclusion. There is at least one individual at each museum who is known as an “expert” or “champion” (and most of the time both) for inclusive practices who learned about inclusive practices through a project where he or she had worked closely with a person with a disability. At LSM, it is the individual who had worked on the sound exhibition. At OEM, it is the person who led the outdoor exhibition’s development. At UCM, it is
the individual who is leading the creation of a new traveling exhibition that has disability-related content. More individuals are identified at each site, and each credits working with people with disabilities on a large scale project as one of the ways they learned about inclusive practices. These professionals continue to advocate for inclusive practices when developing current exhibitions and serve as internal resources for others who are seeking to employ inclusive practices on newer projects.

Another aspect of large exhibition projects that potentially contributes to organizational learning is the high-level of visibility they have amongst museum staff members. Large numbers of staff members representing a diverse range of organizational areas are often involved in the development and implementation of these projects. At each museum, staff members who were involved with one of these large projects in the past, regardless of whether they worked on aspects of the project related to inclusive practices, report that they are aware of the efforts the Museum took to make those previous exhibitions more inclusive of people with disabilities. Sometimes the project’s visibility extends beyond just those who are immediately involved in the development and implementation, as information is actively shared across the museum about the inclusive practices when the exhibition opens. For example, after the opening of the outdoor exhibitions at OEM, staff members were trained on how to use these exhibitions with visitors and were specifically informed of the features that make these exhibitions more inclusive of people with disabilities.

**Characteristics shared across some of the projects.** In addition to the characteristics consistent across all exhibition projects where new inclusive practices are
developed, there are other characteristics that are shared across most, but not all projects. These include development through an inter-organizational collaboration (this is true for all projects except the health exhibition at LSM and the two outdoor exhibitions at OEM); and the embedding of accessibility into the design from the beginning of the project (this is true for all projects, except the two focused on specialized technologies for people who are blind or have low vision at UCM). By comparing the outcomes between the projects that did and did not exhibit these two characteristics, some additional understandings emerge about how project characteristics can affect change toward inclusion in science museums.

**The role of external partnerships.** All but the health-focused exhibition at LSM and the outdoor exhibitions at OEM featured external organizational partnerships as a part of the process of making the exhibition more inclusive of people with disabilities. According to the staff members who participated in the development of these projects, the external partnerships played a significant role in facilitating the development of new inclusive practices. For example, staff members at both LSM and OEM who worked collaboratively to develop the math exhibition with other museums across the nation report that the partnership model in this project shaped the inclusive practices that were carried out within this exhibition:

When we had our kick-off meeting a year ago now, [a professional from another museum] did a presentation about accessibility and universal design just to make sure we were all thinking about it and put a bunch of resources up on our project wiki. Then, after we
saw all the prototypes in September, [the same professional from another museum] scheduled a phone call with each project team to talk through some of the constraints and possibilities of each exhibit in terms of universal design. Out of that, we came up with some . . . really good ideas for two of the exhibits in particular—to add some touchable components and [audio labels], which is good because we hadn’t really been thinking in that direction yet. (OEM professional)

At UCM, external partnerships play even more of an influential role in shaping the direction of the projects. Both of the specialized exhibition technologies developed for people who are blind or have low vision were created by external organizations. For one of these projects, a wayfinding system, the idea and funding all came from an external source. These projects, and especially the wayfinding system project, would not have come about it if weren’t for the external partners.

Although the outdoor exhibitions at OEM and the health exhibition at LSM did not feature a formal partnership with an external organization as a part of the exhibition development process, both of these exhibitions did involve input from other organizations. At OEM in particular, the development of the outdoor exhibitions corresponded with the Museum’s involvement in a professional development program that was offered by an industry organization. According to one long-term OEM Exhibits professional, the proximal relationship between the start of the development process for the outdoor exhibitions and the end of OEM’s participation in the industry organization’s
professional development program played a significant role in shaping the direction of the inclusive practices featured in the outdoor exhibitions: “We were already moving in this direction during the development of the outdoor experience . . . [we were] really fired up to find new ways to implement what we acquired in the accessibility workshop [offered by the industry organization].”

The above examples suggest that partnering with external organizations can contribute to organizational learning and a change toward more inclusive practices. It is worth noting, however, that not all partnerships contribute positively toward change and that the nature of the partnership may affect the shape of the change within an organization.

The role of the external partners for the two specialized technology projects at UCM was different from the role played by external partners for the new traveling exhibition under-development at UCM and from the role played by external partners for the exhibition projects at the other two museums. For the specialized technology projects, the external partners conducted most if not all of the work. This relationship may have contributed to the lack of sustainability of these projects—both of which have since been dismantled at UCM and have not been adopted or applied to any additional exhibitions.

Since the staff members did not carry out the implementation themselves, tacit understanding of how and why these technologies worked remains external to the organization. The external locus of control for the knowledge created a situation where a staff member needed to look outside of the organization to learn more about an internal
practice for a new project. One staff member reports that she learned about one of these technologies for the first time when she attended a session at a national conference.

Another negative side effect of external organizations conducting the work is that this can limit the interactions that take place between people with disabilities and internal staff members who are part of the effort. An external evaluator conducted the testing of the specialized technologies at UCM, and, therefore, there was no direct learning by staff members about how people with disabilities used and benefitted from these technologies. There is a general sense within the museum that these technologies were useful and valued by the community, but staff members cannot describe much detail about how people with disabilities used these technologies when they existed at the Museum. Although people with disabilities were involved in the experimentation process, the learning from that process (beyond the development of the innovation) did not become integrated into the organization’s understandings in a way that could be applied to future work.

There is further evidence that some partnerships can have a negative impact on the organization’s work. This comes from looking at the findings from the LSM case. This case describes how LSM frequently partners with many other science museums as a part of its work. Sometimes LSM creates exhibitions for other science museums, and other times exhibitions are created by other science museums and then exhibited at LSM. As detailed in this case, some of the organizations that LSM partners with for these endeavors do not think about or prioritize the inclusion of people with disabilities in their exhibition designs. As a consequence, LSM sometimes finds itself in a position of
needing to host or create an exhibition that does not meet their criteria for what they consider to be inclusive practices.

Looking across all of the partnership scenarios paints a detailed picture of the role partnerships can play in facilitating change toward inclusion. If the partnership features active participation by staff members internal to the museum and if the partners value the inclusion of people with disabilities, partnering with external organizations can contribute to a change toward more inclusive practices. If, however, internal staff members are not active participants in the project, a change may occur, but may not be sustained over time. Furthermore, if external partners do not value the inclusion of people with disabilities or are not knowledgeable of inclusive practices, the partnership can negatively affect a change toward inclusion.

**Embedding accessibility into the design from the beginning.** With the exception of the two projects at UCM that featured specialized technologies for visitors who are blind or have low vision, most of the exhibition projects that correspond with a change in inclusive practices were designed to be used by a broad audience that includes people with disabilities. Accessibility features built into these exhibitions are intended for use by visitors with and without disabilities. For example, the ramps that provide access to the outdoor exhibitions for people who use wheelchairs are generally understood by staff members at OEM to provide further access for mothers using strollers.

An “embedded” approach (as staff members at LSM and OEM refer to it), or what some might consider to be a universal design approach (Rose & Meyer, 2002; Story, Mueller, & Mace, 1998), is viewed favorably by staff members. At both LSM and
OEM, where this practice tends to be the norm, staff members frequently state that paying attention to issues related to accessibility for people with disabilities improves the experience or is useful for people without disabilities as well. While it is difficult to confirm whether it is the process of embedding accessibility into exhibition design that leads staff members to develop this conception or if staff members embed accessibility into exhibitions because of a belief that it is better for all, comments made by staff members suggest that it is the former—experience leads them to the idea that accessibility is better for all:

Well, the statement that a lot of people say... “If we make things accessible, it’s better for everybody”... I would say early on I was... fairly skeptical about that... I’ve learned that that’s more or less true. ... Going through projects... that has certainly been something that I’ve learned. (LSM professional)

Embedding accessibility into the work of exhibitions, as opposed to making specific accommodations later on or developing specialized technologies, is generally seen as a more sustainable and cost effective way of including people with disabilities, “You can either do it right the first time and start with the design phase... or you can pay a lot more on the tail end several years potentially down the road.” (LSM professional)

At UCM, where two projects focused on creating specialized technologies for people who are blind, there is a general sentiment that the work of inclusion requires extra or additional funds. As one UCM professional states, “We can’t specialize things
without specialized funding.” This may partially explain why the audio tours developed for people who are blind have never been applied to any subsequent exhibitions—the costs of the audio tours are not built into the budgets of exhibition projects as this is seen as “specialized” work (not normal practice). In contrast to the two projects that feature specialized technologies, the new traveling exhibition that is being developed at UCM utilizes an embedded approach. Whether this project changes the staff members’ conceptions regarding the financial sustainability of inclusive practices has yet to be determined.

**Summary of the lens of exhibitions and change over time.** When exploring how inclusive exhibition practices change over time at each of the three museums, what emerges is an image of episodic or punctuated change that corresponds to the development of certain new exhibitions. Exhibition projects that lead to change in inclusive practices share a common set of core characteristics (well-funded, long-term, specified focus on people with disabilities through embedded accessibility, involvement of people with disabilities, high internal profile, and collaborative) that enable organizational learning during the project’s development through innovation, experimentation, access to external ideas, and large-scale communication about inclusive practices. These projects also foster the development of new internal conditions that lead to opportunities for on-going change, including the emergence of a culture that values the input of people with disabilities during exhibition development, a belief that inclusive practices are better for everyone, and internal champions/ experts who can inform and advocate for future work related to the inclusion of people with disabilities.
Viewing Inclusion of People with Disabilities Across the Lenses

Looking across the lenses and across all three museums provides an opportunity to re-examine the initial hypothesis from the literature review (Chapter 2) about the kinds, contexts, and processes of change identified through previous studies about change toward inclusion of people with disabilities in other organization types. By combining what is observed in the three case museums with findings from previous studies, a holistic image can be created for what change toward the inclusion of people with disabilities looks like in science museums.

**Kinds of change.** The initial literature review suggests that the kind of change that would appear at these three case sites would be broad and deep, meaning change would extend across organizational areas (and across organizational affiliations) and affect the organization’s cultural values and beliefs. The change that is experienced by the museums in this quintain aligns with this initial prediction. Across these three museums, change toward practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities affects a broad range of organizational areas (educational programs, exhibitions, visitor services, human resources, amongst others) and feels genuine to different stakeholders. People with disabilities’ (including those who visit and those involved in the work) have largely positive experiences at these museums; they consider these organizations to be welcoming, engaging, and comfortable, and there is evidence of physical, cognitive, and social inclusion. Staff members also agree that their organizations have taken many actions to make the museum environment more inclusive of people with disabilities.
The change toward the inclusion of people with disabilities, however, is neither pervasive nor consistent within these three museums. While there are certain actions and practices that are consistently taken across all three museums to make the environment more inclusive of people with disabilities, and there are other activities where implementation is inconsistent or non-existent. The presence and absence of action is also widespread. While certain areas of the organizations do appear to take more actions to make the environment inclusive as compared to others, there is no one area that is entirely inclusive nor is there one area that is uniformly inaccessible.

As findings from the literature review predict, the change at these science museums is deep and involves learning a number of lessons. Some lessons relate to the development of shared knowledge, awareness, and understandings, while others connect to changes in beliefs and values.

At each museum, there is evidence that staff members have developed an understanding of many of the needs, interests, and preferences of people with disabilities, and the corresponding actions museums can take to meet those needs. Learning about the needs of wheelchair users, for example, and what this means for the necessary height of interactives, the width of pathways through the gallery, and the provisions of rental wheelchairs is evident at each museum. The museum field’s emphasis on the importance of this kind of knowledge is apparent in the numerous industry documents, resources, and Web sites that address it (American Association of Museums, 1998; Association of Science-Technology Centers, 2000; Majewski, 1987; National Assembly of State Arts Agencies, 2003; Reich, 2008; Smithsonian Accessibility Program, 1996). Such
understandings, however, are not sufficient for facilitating organizational change. A barrier can emerge when staff members are aware of the need for a certain practice, but are unsure of the best way to implement it in a science museum setting. This is true whether the concern is about making the environment more inclusive of museum visitors with disabilities in the public areas, as well as making the environment more inclusive of people with disabilities who are involved in the work through accessible staffing areas.

Furthermore, sustained change is more likely to come about when staff members also express a belief that specific practices for people with disabilities also benefit people without disabilities. When this belief is tied to a specific practice, the practice is less likely to meet resistance and more likely to be embedded within the work, and hence, be sustained over time. When a practice is viewed as being beneficial for only one particular audience, it is more likely to be viewed as costly, questioned by others within the organization, and considered a specialized practice; hence, such a practice is unlikely to be sustained over time.

The notion that practices employed to make an environment more inclusive for people with disabilities also improves the environment for everyone is not a new one. This is a central tenet behind the idea of universal design (Center for Universal Design, 2002; Rose & Meyer, 2002; Story et al., 1998) and is also one of the key messages used to frame the need for more disability rights legislation (Jeon & Haider-Markel, 2001). The idea that practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities can improve the experience for people without disabilities has also been documented as having validity through studies conducted in a variety of contexts (Danford, 2003, 2004; Johnstone,
While the idea that accessibility can be better for everyone is not new, what is noteworthy about the findings from this study is that they point to a relationship between the practices that are consistently employed and sustained in science museums and those that are perceived by staff members to be “better for everyone;” this idea does not appear in studies included in the literature review. While some thought leaders have previously advocated that an approach that connects the needs of visitors with and without disabilities leads to longer-term sustainability of inclusive practices (Story, 1998; Story et al., 1998), there has been little prior documentation that there is a relationship between the two. Viewing this relationship through the lens of organizational learning reveals a need for staff members to develop the perception that practices that are beneficial for people with disabilities can also support people without disabilities, as this perception may positively contribute to sustained implementation of inclusive practices.

As this study was not designed to explore the relative effectiveness of universal design versus specialized designs for people with disabilities, it is difficult to say whether one of these strategies works better over another for people with disabilities. In addition, it is commonly accepted that the application of universal design does not lead to the elimination of accommodations, but rather a reduction in the need for accommodations. What the findings from this study do not suggest, therefore, is that the museums should no longer provide accommodations for visitors with disabilities. What findings from this study do suggest is that if staff members perceive that a specific inclusive practice has
broad appeal or benefits, they are more likely to sustain it. This then makes this practice more available for people with disabilities when they visit a museum.

Beyond what science museums need to learn about creating inclusive environments for disabilities, there is also a need for science museums to learn how to develop environments that are inclusive of staff members, volunteers, and consultants with disabilities who are involved in the work. One area where the three museums struggle is learning about the full range of capabilities of people with disabilities and the ways in which they can contribute to the organization. The need for greater clarity within organizations about what people with disabilities who are involved in the work of an organization are capable of achieving is not unique to museums, and has previously been identified as a barrier to inclusion in other sectors (England, 2003).

**Contexts of change.** In addition to eliciting greater understandings about the kinds of change that are present in the three science museums, looking across the lenses and across the cases also presents a picture of the context of change. Confirming the initial prediction set forth by the literature review, the change toward the inclusion of people with disabilities takes place within a context that is supportive of this particular change. Externally, each of these three museums has partners who are available to assist them in their inclusive practices and from whom staff members can learn. Internally, each organization has staff members who are knowledgeable about inclusive practices and are identified by others as individuals they can frequently turn to for help and advance. These individuals, however, were not experts before the inclusive practices began, but rather, became a part of the supportive context as they learned about inclusive practices through
the organizational change process. The existence of the Americans with Disabilities Act also appears to play a role, albeit limited.

In addition to knowledgeable internal individuals, each of the three organizations also has formal leaders who are supportive of practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities. Although the presence of these formal leaders cannot be detected by viewing the quintain through the four lenses, their positive and supportive attitude toward inclusion is evident in the case descriptions. What is noteworthy is that the role of the formal leaders is not discussed extensively above—this is because the change is rarely led by the museum’s President, and they are not active players in the change process. However, they are a part of the context within which the change takes place, and, therefore, their potentially underlying supportive role should not be overlooked.

Beyond generating an understanding of the contexts that are supportive of change, the three case summaries also provide an image of the contexts that can impede change. When external partners and collaborators do not value or are not knowledgeable of inclusive practices, this can prevent change or action from occurring within the organization or otherwise contribute negatively to the inclusiveness of the museum. In addition, when external partners are not inclined to share ownership of the inclusive practices with the organization, this can detract from the organization’s ability to learn through the partnership.

There is one initial hypothesis about the organizational context that does not reflect the observations of the three case museums. Findings from the initial literature review predict that change toward inclusion would only occur in a context that is absent
of internal conflicts or other stressors that prevent staff members from feeling safe to experiment and explore new ideas. Two of the three case museums are undergoing significant stress (layoffs, extensive reorganizations, large turn-over in personnel), yet, they still engage in an on-going and continual process of change toward inclusion. While this demonstrates that continued change can occur under stressful conditions, it is unclear if change in its earlier stages could have been initiated in this kind of organizational context.

**Processes of change.** As the findings from the literature review predict, change at the three museums is an on-going process that cannot be attributed to one specific event or occurrence. Instead, change occurs slowly and evolves over time, with periods of rapid growth followed by periods of slow change or no change at all. This picture of change is consistent with notions of continuous change put forth by Weick and Quinn (1999), which posits that organizations are never stagnant and that change occurs through the everyday workings of the organization as part of professional sensemaking. It is perhaps for this reason that the importance of embedding inclusive practices and the learning of inclusive practices in the everyday work of the organization (as opposed to setting it aside as a specialized practice) appears as a consistent theme through both the lens of change over time in exhibits and the lens of the particularly inclusive programs.

The change that occurs at these museums involves groups of individuals who work across organizational boundaries. Multiple individuals and departments are affiliated with “leading” the change within each organization, and multiple external partners are involved as well. The change is not top-down or planned. It does not stem
from a directive from the President or the Board of Trustees. Rather, it is unplanned and emergent, and results from the actions of individuals, departments, and project teams. This provides a rationale for the importance of communication around inclusive practices and the importance of involving multiple areas of the organization in the work. Through the inclusive programs lens, the organization-wide attributes of the Safety program (particularly the involvement of all staff members in the trainings) partially accounts for the lack of resistance this program faces for its inclusive practices as compared to the programs at the other two museums. Through the exhibits lens, one important aspect of large-scale projects that makes them effective at facilitating organizational change are the broad range of organizational areas that become involved in and are informed about these projects.

While it is tempting to assume that if the change had come about through a centralized plan or from a top-down directive it would be less piecemeal and more consistently applied, prior research as well as data from these three cases point to the fact that this may not be the case. Episodic change occurs even under conditions when the directive comes from above (Weick & Quinn, 1999). In addition, there is evidence that when a change stems from a top-down direction, it will not always be sustained in a science museum. At UCM, a former President initiated two noteworthy projects that made this museum more inclusive of people with disabilities, but these projects were not sustained after that President left the organization. In fact, as the lens of inclusive programs demonstrates, over-reliance on any one leader, whether that leader is formally
or informally designated as such, can negatively affect the long-term sustainability and organization-wide spread of practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities.

As the literature review suggests, change toward inclusion at these three museums emerges through a continuous learning process where the organizations test their ideas as they move forward. These three museums have learned how to learn about inclusive practices, employing a number of strategies that enable them to continue learning about inclusive practices over time.

Learning by involving people with disabilities in the museum’s work is one of the key and central learning processes the three science museums employ that facilitates a change toward inclusion. It is a learning process that is clearly present in all three case descriptions and in each of the lenses for viewing the quintain.

The idea that working with people with disabilities leads to positive perceptions of disability has been long documented (Yuker & Block, 1986). The work of Yuker & Block (1986) suggests, however, that not all interactions are equal. When people with disabilities are in empowered positions, people without disabilities are more likely to develop positive notions of disability by working with them than if the people with disabilities were placed in a position of pity or need. The practice of employing people with disabilities at these three science museums corresponds with a position of empowerment; through their employment, these individuals are contributing to the work of the organization, their advice is being sought, and they are considered friends and colleagues. It is perhaps not surprising, therefore, that the practice of involving people
with disabilities in the work of the organization leads to positive learning about inclusion for science museum professionals.

It has also been frequently documented that working with people with disabilities leads individuals to adopt and feel more positively about inclusive practices, particularly in the area of science education (Bishop & Jones, 2003; Kirch, 2005) and science museums (Hein, 2002, 2003). However, although individual learning is a prerequisite for organizational learning, it is not sufficient. Organizational learning requires that knowledge becomes ingrained within the organization’s memory and persists beyond the organizational lifespan of any one group of individuals (Levitt & March, 1988; Yanow, 2007). It is important to note, therefore, that the involvement of people with disabilities in the work of science museums appears to change not only individual understandings of inclusive practices but perhaps more importantly, organizational understandings. Across all three museums, multiple people from multiple organizational areas report learning similar lessons by working alongside people with disabilities. In addition, individuals who learn by working with people with disabilities on certain large-scale projects become known within their organizations as champions or knowledgeable experts of inclusive practices. Their presence within the organization then provides a continued mechanism for on-going learning.

Connected to the learning process of involving people with disabilities in the work of the organization, the three science museums have also learned how to learn about inclusive practices by engaging in a process of on-going reflection and experimentation. In many cases, this process involves feedback from people with disabilities (by involving
them in the work), but not always. Regardless of whether or not people with disabilities are involved, as the lenses of exhibits and of the inclusive programs demonstrate, multiple areas within these organizations engage in a cycle of identifying a problem, finding a solution, implementing it, gathering feedback, and reflecting upon this feedback as part of their process for developing more inclusive practices. The process of on-going experimentation and reflection is perhaps most present when these organizations undertake large-scale new exhibition projects. When such projects come about and focus on the inclusion of people with disabilities, they provide staff members with the time and space to innovate and create new inclusive practices that are refined through testing that takes place with people with disabilities.

The view of the lens of visitors with disabilities suggests that there is more each organization could learn through additional on-going assessment and feedback from people with disabilities. At each museum, there are specific needs and interests of people with disabilities that are not currently addressed in the museum that the staff members are not aware of. Working more closely with people with disabilities through a process of on-going reflection may enable such lessons to be learned. In addition, there are also areas where the actual experiences of people with disabilities differ from what the staff members expect it to be. Another lesson that organizations may need to learn, therefore, is a way to assess their work and practices so as to ensure that the practices that they know are needed are actually implemented and experienced by people with disabilities as initially envisioned. Such an assessment practice is consistent with theories of evaluative
inquiry that promote evaluation as a tool for organizational learning (Argyris & Schon, 1974, 1995; Russ-Eft & Preskill, 2001).

Although not a primary learning process, on-going professional development offerings are also mechanisms through which the organizations learn about practices that make science museums more inclusive of people with disabilities. People with disabilities are sometimes called in to facilitate such offerings, and in doing so, provide staff members with another avenue for learning from people with disabilities. These offerings are particularly valuable for organizations when they are embedded within existing trainings and feature organization-wide communication. These characteristics are true of the Safety program trainings at OEM (which are particularly effective at generating shared understandings), and also of the trainings that correspond with some of the large-scale exhibition projects.

Another process that plays a more limited role in facilitating change at these three museums is learning by working with other organizations that are knowledgeable about inclusive practices. Such learning processes in science museums appear to go beyond the mechanisms for learning from the external environment mentioned by Huber (1991), including vicarious learning (where organizations learn from observing the work of others) or the searching and noticing (where organizations seek out information from the external environment). Instead of passively learning from the lessons of others, science museums learn through active partnerships that feature deep involvement of external organizations. This finding is reminiscent of other studies that have examined change toward inclusive practices in non-profit organizations, which also found that connections
between organizations focused on similar goals can be a facilitator of change (Dodd, 2010; Hamner et al., 2008; Hein, 2002, 2003).

The enactment of the above strategies is what enables the organizations to continuously change and adapt over time, making each museum increasingly more accessible. By learning how to develop new strategies for inclusion and continually working to refine those strategies over time, these museums have learned how to be a learning organization (Argyris & Schon, 1995; Schimmel & Muntslag, 2009; Senge, 1990) when it comes to inclusive practices.

**Limitations of the Quintain**

As previously discussed in the methods section, this study has a number of limitations that affect the interpretation of the findings. One limitation is that the participating visitors are only those who self-identify as having a disability. Based on this limitation, the study is not able to make a link between sustainability of inclusive practices and whether those practices are “better for everyone.” Instead, the connection that can be made is between the *perception* by staff members that practices are “better for everyone” and the sustainment of inclusive practices. This study also does not compare the effectiveness of certain kinds of inclusive practices. Therefore, it is also unknown whether practices that staff members perceive to be “better for everyone” are also better for people with disabilities, as compared to practices that are considered to be more specialized.

This study is also limited by its retrospective review of science museums after the change process had long been initiated. It, therefore, relies extensively on the recall and
memory of staff members. Therefore, there may be additional processes or contexts of change that influenced the organization’s change toward inclusion over the years that staff members do not recognize and therefore are not reflected in this study.

The three science museums that are the focus of this quintain are also not representative of all science museums: these museums are exemplary with regards to their history of inclusive practices; are situated only in the United States; and do not reflect the smallest of science museums. Therefore, the findings from this quintain cannot definitively be applied to all science museums. However, due to the contextual similarities these science museums share with other science museums as well as the range of kinds of science museums represented in this quintain (the three museums are located in different geographic areas and focus on different educational strategies), what is learned from this quintain has implied meaning for other science museums who are seeking a change toward more inclusive practices. The implications of the findings from this quintain for other science museums are the focus of the next chapter.
Chapter 8: Conclusion

The three case study museums demonstrate that it is possible for science museums to be environments that are welcoming and inclusive of people with disabilities. The stories of these museums also provide narratives for the processes and contexts that facilitate a change within science museums and foster or impede the development of more inclusive practices. What the experiences of these three museums specifically point out is the need to view change toward inclusion not as a one-time endeavor or as the purview of one particular individual, but rather, as an on-going process that is embedded within the work of a broad range of organizational areas.

It is Possible for Science Museums to be Inclusive of People with Disabilities

Before describing the process that leads to change, it is important to note that the three museums that are the focus of this study appear to have been successful at creating an environment that is, to a large extent, inclusive of people with disabilities. People with disabilities who visit these museums report many examples of ways these organizations meet three critical aspects of inclusion—physical, cognitive, and social. The museums meet their physical needs by attending to design dimensions and architectural details that accommodate a broad range of users (such as providing parking spaces, elevators, and cane detectable pathways). These same institutions meet their cognitive needs by providing multisensory, multimodal exhibitions and programs from which visitors report learning. Finally, the three museums meet the visitors’ social needs by creating an environment that enables them to participate in museum experiences alongside friends and family.
Although people with disabilities report an overall positive feeling about their experiences at these three museums, this does not imply that there is no need for further change. Visitors with disabilities still encounter barriers to full inclusion at each case museum. Some of these barriers connect to their physical comfort and well-being (such as strict “No food or drink” policies in the galleries). Others connect to lack of opportunities for content learning (such as the inconsistent application of audio interpretation in the galleries for visitors who are not able to/prefer not to read text). Still other barriers connect to a person’s social inclusion (such as the fact that not all staff members are well trained with regards to how to interact with people with disabilities). There is a room, therefore, for these museums to continue to change and evolve over time and learn more about inclusive practices.

**Actions Science Museum Professionals Can Take to Create Sustainable Inclusive Practices**

From the stories of the individual programs and projects initiated at the three museums emerges a proposal for the kinds of actions science museums can intentionally employ as part of a planned change strategy that aims to create sustainable inclusive practices across the organization. Although these museums are unlike other science museums due to their exemplary adoption of practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities, these institutions do exhibit attributes that are common to many other science museums: they focus on hands-on and other forms of interactive learning; they belong to key industry organizations; they partner extensively with other science museums, local K-12 schools, and universities; their culture is visitor focused; they are funded through a
mixture of visitor-generated revenue, local government funds, and federal grants; and
they all serve an audience that is a mixture of school groups, families, and sometimes
adult-only groups. It is the exceptional nature of the inclusive practices of these museums
that make them strong exemplars for others seeking change, and it is also the
commonality with other science museums that make the lessons learned applicable to
other organizations in the science museum field.

Although none of the three science museums has a planned strategy for
organizational change related to inclusion, and it is beyond the scope of this study to test
whether intentionally taking one series of actions would facilitate organizational change
toward inclusive practices better than another, findings do point to a number of shared
contexts and processes present across all three science museums that connect to sustained
change toward inclusion. It is from these shared conditions and processes that potential
actions for change emerge.

It is important to note that these museums have similar contexts that are
supportive of organizational change toward the inclusion of people with disabilities.
Internally, the cultures of these organizations are visitor or community focused, the CEOs
are supportive of inclusive practices (but do not lead the change), and the work processes
support collaborative work within teams and departments. Externally, there are
community organizations, federal funding agencies, and other museums that provide
knowledge of inclusive practices and, in some cases, exert pressure on these
organizations to change. Within these three museums, however, there are both practices
that were sustained and those that dissipated over time. This suggests that even within
contexts that are supportive of greater inclusion, certain actions are more likely to lead to sustainable change than others.

**Action 1: Involve people with disabilities in the work of the organization.** The stories of all three museums feature the practice of hiring people with disabilities to work at the organization as staff members, volunteers, consultants, and advisors. Staff members at each of these museums talk about hiring people with disabilities as an intentional practice aimed at creating a more equitable workforce within the organization. But their descriptions of the involvement of people with disabilities do not end there. They also discuss how working with people with disabilities has become a way that they learn more about inclusive practices.

The importance of involving people with disabilities in efforts to make environments more accessible has been emphasized by those within the disability rights community for over 30 years with “Nothing about us without us” being a core motto of the disability rights movement (Charlton, 1998). In addition, working with people with disabilities in a meaningful way—where they are in an empowered stance, afforded decision-making capabilities, and acknowledged for their expertise—has also been previously documented as a method for positively changing individual’s attitudes toward the notion of disability (Yuker & Block, 1986). What this study further demonstrates, however, is that the involvement of people with disabilities is something more than the right thing to do or a way for individuals to learn—it plays a critical role in organizational learning and in the sustainment of inclusive practices over time.
Involving people with disabilities in the work of the organization provides for whole groups of staff members a real example of a specific person—a colleague—that they can think about when designing new museum programs and activities or are being inspired to take future actions. When that colleague is persistently present within the organization, he or she becomes a touchstone for other staff members, someone they refer to when making decisions about inclusive practices. Involving people with disabilities in the work shifts the notion of “inclusion” within the organizations so that it was no longer just an ideology intended for an abstract audience, but rather a specific practice aimed at improving the museum for real individuals—including one of their colleagues.

These experiences are so powerful that lessons learned by one staff member when working with a person with a disability are passed along to other staff members and become part of the organizational narrative. This is true even for staff members with one kind of disability who have the opportunity to work with individuals with other kinds of disabilities.

What is critical about the involvement of people with disabilities in the work of the organization is that it connects these individuals to project teams, whole departments, and sometimes the whole organization. While many people have personal experiences with individuals with disabilities outside the museum, and these personal experiences can lead to individual learning, such personal experiences rarely manifest themselves into organizational learning or a change in organizational practices. It is the direct involvement of people with disabilities in the work, particularly work that involves multiple staff members or whole teams or departments, that is critical.
There is one challenge museums face, however, as they integrate people with disabilities into the work of the organization—some staff members find it difficult to assess the capabilities of people with disabilities and develop a fuller understanding of the ways that people with disabilities can contribute to the organization. Differences in perceptions around the capabilities of people with disabilities exist between staff members with and without disabilities. Addressing this concern and helping staff members to fully understand the capabilities of people with disabilities is an important part of the effort of involving people with disabilities in the work of science museums.

**Action 2: Reach a broad range of staff members by embedding information about inclusive practices into museum communications, professional development, and large projects.** Implicit within the definition of organizational learning is that the understandings, values, and beliefs that emerge are organization-wide. It is not surprising, therefore, that efforts that reach a broad range of staff members are more likely to be associated with areas of organizational learning than others. Across the three organizations, there are multiple successful examples of how information about inclusive practices is shared throughout the museum. Such information is made available intentionally through professional development offerings that target all staff members (such as the monthly safety trainings at OEM that all staff members participate in) and through meetings that are attended by all staff members. Information is also spread through the organization when inclusive practices are embedded into large-scale projects that involve the work of a broad range of organizational areas. Although this practice is
unintentional for the participating museums, it could be employed as an intentional practice at other sites that are seeking a change toward inclusion.

Beyond simply providing a description of how one can share information across an organization, stories from these three cases also point toward the importance of making information available organization-wide. At a most basic level, people with disabilities use the entire museum when they visit or work there, and as the experiences of visitors with disabilities in this study demonstrate, barriers to inclusion can appear anywhere within the museum, even behind-the-scenes in the staffing area.

The need for organization-wide understandings extends past the need to make the entire museum accessible, however, and also connects to longer-term stability of inclusive practices. If the inclusive practices employed by one area of the museum are not valued throughout the organization, these practices can meet internal resistance, which in turn makes them harder to sustain. All museum areas depend on other areas of the organization to operate, and, thus, if one area does not support a specific inclusive practice, it can affect the sustainment of that practice in another area. For example, the inclusive exhibitions at OEM are not only designed and implemented by an exhibition design team, but also maintained by the exhibition maintenance team. At LSM, the inclusive practices of the Courses and Camps program depend not only on the knowledge and passion of the Program Leader, but also on the safety and employment policies of the larger organization, which determine the limits for the kinds of accommodations staff members can take to make programs inclusive of children with disabilities. Implementing
inclusive practices fully and sustainably, therefore, requires a shared understanding and commitment by all.

The story of LSM points to a further need to develop organization-wide understandings—when communication, information-sharing, and learning becomes fragmented, members of the organization can believe that inclusive practices are not valued by the organization and that those who take action are alone in their work. LSM staff members repeatedly report that the inclusion of people with disabilities is not valued by Senior Leaders of the organization, despite the fact that the Senior Leaders can cite multiple actions they have taken to make the museum more inclusive of people with disabilities. This difference in perceptions implies a lack of communication about inclusive practices within the organization. Many staff members cite the lack of communication about inclusive practices as evidence that it is not important to the museum and also state in their interviews that they are unaware of the work of others in the organization related to the inclusion of people with disabilities. Regular communication about inclusive practices, therefore, plays a critical role in supporting and sustaining inclusive practices by not only raising awareness, but also by supporting affective aspects of organizational learning and continually reinforcing the idea that the inclusion of people with disabilities is important to the museum.

**Action 3: Engage in a process of on-going experimentation and reflection around inclusive practices.** Consistent with theories of organizational learning from the business sector (Argyris & Schon, 1995; Huber, 1991; Senge, 1990) and from prior studies in the field of formal education that address change toward the inclusion of people
with disabilities (Ainscow, 2007; Ainscow et al., 2004), sustainable change toward inclusive practices emerges over time in science museums by embedding inclusion within existing work in a way that enables for on-going experimentation and reflecting upon what has been learned through trial. This process of experimentation and reflection often involves testing out new strategies (either formally through evaluations or informally through conversations and observations) with people with disabilities.

Although experimentation can occur slowly and over time, it generally follows a more punctuated pattern where specific events are connected with periods of substantial change. Such periods can take place during the development of a new large scale exhibition, the opening of a new building, or an extensive collaboration with an external partner (such as another science museum or community organization), and especially occur when the inclusion of people with disabilities is listed as one of the stated goals for the initiative.

These punctuated periods of activity are critical for supporting on-going work related to the inclusion of people with disabilities at the three museums. The change that takes place during these periods tends to go beyond small iterative adjustments to include large leaps in the overall approach, philosophy, or goals of the kind that is often associated with double loop learning (Argyris & Schon, 1974).

Staff members who work on these projects become highly knowledgeable about inclusive practices and subsequently become identified as internal champions for the inclusion of people with disabilities. These internal champions remind others within the organization about the importance of the work of including people with disabilities—and
sometimes achieve this by just being present at the table during crucial discussions. They are individuals whom multiple professionals from different areas of the organization recognize as someone they can readily access and approach when they are seeking help and advice for how to make the environment more inclusive of people with disabilities.

**Action 4: Promote the idea that design strategies that benefit people with disabilities improve the museum experience for other audiences as well.** The notion that designs intended for people with disabilities can improve the design for people without disabilities has been extensively advocated for by individuals who promote the use of universal design (Bowe, 2000; Rose & Meyer, 2002; Story et al., 1998) and has been proven to have merit by studies conducted within a variety of fields (Danford, 2003, 2004; Davidson et al., 1991; Johnstone, 2003; Reich, 2006b). Findings from this study further suggest that when organizations make a link between the benefits of certain inclusive practices for other audiences, those practices are more likely to be sustained.

When members of the organization think about inclusive practices as not just being for people with disabilities but for a broader range of visitors, the change becomes embedded within regular practice and becomes a part of how exhibitions, programs, or visitor services are developed for all visitors. Wheelchair access doors and ramps replacing stairs are acknowledged as being useful for moms with strollers, time-framed agendas are thought of as being useful for all children and especially those who are on the autism spectrum, and tactile activities are thought of as being for children as well as for people who are blind. This association between practices for people with disabilities and the notion of “better for all” seems to be an important part of the rationale the museums
It also appears to be integral to the development of the notion that including people with disabilities is just “part of what we do.” When museum professionals share information with colleagues internally through professional development offerings or communicate about the other kinds of understandings organizations need to develop about inclusive practices (such as the needs and interests of people with disabilities and how to implement practices in science museums that meet those needs), it is important that connections are made to how such practices benefit a broad range of visitors.

In contrast, when inclusive practices become associated with the idea of being a specialized practice that is conducted specifically for people with disabilities, sustainability becomes a challenge. Staff members begin to think of such practices as “extra” and consuming money and time that a non-profit organization cannot afford. Such practices become debated within the organization, and even the strongest of champions find it hard to sustain them.

**Summary of the four actions.** While there were many shared processes and conditions across the three science museums, the above four actions are particularly important as they not only correspond with lasting change, they also continue to promote on-going learning and change. These four actions promote the development of a dynamic environment where efforts to learn about inclusion are not viewed as a one-time endeavor. Rather, these actions promote on-going organizational learning and sustainment of a focused effort on practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities within science museums by:
• concretizing the purpose of the aims of inclusion;
• developing staff members and volunteers who can serve as internal resources about inclusion for others in the organization;
• providing a mechanism for on-going feedback; and
• raising awareness of the importance of inclusive practices throughout the organization.

Need for Further Research

It is important to remember that the four actions cited above emerge from a retrospective look at change toward inclusion in three science museums. These actions, for the most part, are not identified as part of a plan for change by the three case museums. It is still unclear what the impacts would be if a science museum followed these four action items as part of a purposeful plan for change. Examining an organization over time as it enacts these and other actions as part of a planned change endeavor is a potential area for further research. It is also possible that there are other actions museums could take that would lead to more sustained and comprehensive changes within individual science museums. As this study describes, none of these science museums has yet to achieve widespread and sustained inclusion throughout all organizational areas. A further study could seek a comparison between those museums who employed the above stated actions and those who followed another plan of action for achieving their inclusion-related goals.

Another item to note is that these actions may have implications for a broad range of museum type, such as art museums, history museums, zoos and aquaria, and children’s
museums. Given the overlapping contexts between science museums and these other kinds of museums (some shared funders, industry organizations, visitors, and local communities), it would not be surprising if actions that promote change toward inclusion in science museums also promote change in these other kinds of museums as well. There are potential differences between these other types of museums and science museums that may impact what are effective actions for change. For example, different museum types vary in the extent to which they are visitor-focused or support diversity as a core value. Given that both of these contextual factors play a role in supporting change at these three museums, it may be that different kinds of actions are needed to support change in these other kinds of museums. Exploring change toward the inclusion of people with disabilities in other kinds of museums beyond science museums is another area for further research.

Despite such limitations, this study does provide a view into the change toward inclusion in science museums through a lens that was not previously available. The science museum field has long known that it is possible to create museum learning environments that are welcoming and inclusive of people with disabilities (Friedman, 2000; Giusti, 2000; Hein & Heald, 1989; Reich, 2005; Reich et al., 2010). While previous work has extensively documented the actions science museums should take to make their environment more inclusive (such as how to design exhibitions, facilities, and programs (Reich, 2005; Reich et al., 2010), little was known about how to encourage museums to adopt and sustain such practices. Findings from this study point to actions that advocates, leaders, and other professionals seeking change can encourage within science museums
that will lead to lasting and on-going change. Such knowledge brings the science museum field one step closer to creating science museums that fulfill the ideal of being welcoming and inclusive of all.
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Appendix A: Focused Observation Guide for Visitors with Disabilities

1. Welcome the individuals to the museum and thank them for agreeing to participate

2. Describe the purpose of the research study
   a. Study of science museums across the nation and the actions they are taking to be more inclusive of people with disabilities
   b. This institution is part of this study
   c. Like to hear about this institution from your perspective: frequent museum visitors who have identified themselves as having a disability
   d. Important to discuss not only problem areas and barriers, but also strong practices that you think are particularly accessible or inclusive
      i. Identification of the problem areas or barriers will help this institution to improve its practices
      ii. Identification of strong or effective practices will make sure that this institution continues its good work, and that other museums can learn from such practices

3. Describe the process for the day:
   a. Two-hour activity
   b. Briefly meet
   c. Walk through the museum
   d. Discuss the museum experience together
   e. The discussion may be audiotaped—ask for permission
f. Ask if there are any further questions before we get started

**Preparing for the walk-through.**

1. Thank participants for coming

2. Introduce yourself to the group:
   a. Your name
   b. What you do at your museum

3. Ask participants to briefly introduce themselves:
   a. Name
   b. Why they came
   c. Their affiliation to the museum (member or non-member as well as how often they visit)

4. Before we begin our exploration of the museum, I’d like to hear your suggestions for areas that you think we should visit together as a group
   a. In particular, I’d like to hear your suggestions for areas that you think are particularly inclusive or welcoming for you and/or your family members
   b. I’d also like to know about the areas that you think are particularly problematic or pose barriers to full participation for you and/or your family

5. Given that we have a limited period of time here today, we are not going to be able to visit every area you might identify, but those we don’t visit we can discuss together as a group after our walk-through. To figure out the areas that we will
visit together as a group today, what I would like to do is just hear suggestions from each of you and then determine from there what might be some high priority areas for us to visit

6. Let’s start with _____
   a. What is one area you would like to show us today that you think is particularly inclusive, welcoming, or accessible?
   b. What is one area that you would like to show us today that is particularly inaccessible, unwelcoming, or poses barriers to participation for you or your family members?
   c. [Continue by asking each individual or group to identify a strong area and a problematic area]

7. OK, it sounds like _____ is an area that many of you think we should visit. So let’s head there together and talk about it as a group while we are there. OR
   a. It sounds like there are many possible areas to visit. Does anyone have any preferences based on what you’ve heard here today? Does anyone have any areas that they specifically DO NOT want us to visit?
   b. We are probably not going to have time to visit ______. But we can talk about these areas together during our walk through later

8. [Group goes to the area decided upon. While there, I will take pictures of the problem areas and strengths that are pointed out by the visitors]
Museum walk-through.

- Look at the museum with the group, serving as a friend or guide
- Encourage the individuals to identify the barriers, then try brainstorming solutions together
- Encourage the individuals to share information about helpful or useful elements in the exhibition design
- Review the experience together, calling out exemplary designs as well as a prioritized list of needed changes
- Guiding questions:
  - Who is able to learn and who is unintentionally excluded?
  - What changes are needed to make the museum more inclusive?
Focus group questions. Thank you all for taking the time to walk through the museum together as a group and share with me some of your favorite and least favorite spots in the museum. It was very helpful for me to explore those areas with you. What I would like to do now is discuss the museum more generally. Let’s start with some positive aspects of this particular museum.

1. Which, if any, parts of the museum do you think are particularly comfortable, welcoming, accessible or inclusive and why?
   a. Are there specific exhibitions that stand out for welcoming or inclusive?
   b. Programs?
   c. Facilities?
   d. Services?
   e. Staff?
   f. Website?

2. Where are some places where you’ve had an “aha” moment when visiting the museum where you came across a new idea, learned something new, or experienced something new or novel?

3. Which, if any, parts of the museum do you think are particularly uncomfortable, unwelcoming, inaccessible, or pose barriers to inclusion and why?
   a. Are there specific exhibitions that stand out as inaccessible?
   b. Programs?
   c. Facilities?
   d. Services?
e. Staff?

f. Website?

4. How does the accessibility or the inclusiveness of this museum compare to other museums that you’ve visited before?

5. How about to other public institutions?

6. What do you want me to tell the museum’s management and the larger museum field about the accessibility and inclusiveness of this museum?

7. If you were made President of the Museum tomorrow, what would be the first thing you would fix about this institution to make it more inclusive of people with disabilities?

8. If you were President, which of the current practices related to inclusion would you make sure the Museum kept?

9. Is there anything else you think I should know about accessibility and inclusion related to this particular museum?

Thank you all for taking the time to speak with me today. I’m passing around my business card. If you have any further comments, questions, or anything else that you would like to share, please feel free to contact me. I’d be happy to speak with you further. Thank you again for all of your time and effort.
Appendix B: Museum Professional Interview Guide

Theme: Introduction. As we have previously discussed, I am conducting this interview as part of a larger research study examining organizational change and the inclusion of people with disabilities in science museums. This study will describe the range of actions taken (and also not taken) to include people with disabilities at three science museums where there has been sustained activity related to the inclusion of people with disabilities in museum learning. My hope is that this study will provide science museum professionals with new perspectives and understandings they can use to affect a change toward inclusion at their own museum. I would like to point out that I am interested in not only recording and sharing the success stories from the field, but also identifying areas where there is need for more improvement. What I will be looking for from this interview is to learn more about your perspectives of the processes that both promoted a successful change toward inclusion as well as those processes that prevent change.

A few words about the confidentiality of our interview:

1. Your participation in this study is voluntary. You can withdraw your participation at any point in time during the interview. Your manager will not be told of your participation, and, therefore, there will be no negative repercussions if you do not participate;
2. While the anonymity of the institution cannot be ensured, I will make every effort to protect your anonymity in the write-up of the results, using pseudonyms for both you and the program you represent;
3. If you feel uncomfortable with any question, you can decline to answer that question; and
4. If after or during the interview you feel uncomfortable about anything you shared, I can delete it from the record.
5. If you wish, you can read any descriptions I generate from our interview and review them to make sure that your description of the events is accurate and that your identity is sufficiently protected.
6. As described in the consent form you just signed, I would like to tape record this conversation for my records. Do I have your permission to use the recorder to record the interview?
7. Do you have any questions for me about the process before we get started?
8. Any questions about the reason for the interview?

**Theme: Role as a museum professional.** Transition sentence: To start the interview, I’m going to ask you a few questions about who you are and your museum career.

- What is your role here at the Museum?
- How many years have you been working here?
- Have you always held this position?
• Which museum departments do you tend to work with the most closely?

• Which individuals do you tend to work with on a regular basis (within those departments or in other departments)?

• Did you work at another museum before you came to this Museum?
  o Probe: What did you do before?

**Theme: Description of inclusion at the Museum.** Transition statement: So now I want to shift gears for a moment and talk about what you know about efforts [name of institution] has taken to create an environment that is more inclusive of people with disabilities.

• What are some actions your institution has taken to make your museum more inclusive of people with disabilities?
  o Can you provide examples of programs or exhibitions that you think are exemplary with regards to inclusion?
  o What are some actions you have specifically taken?
  o What actions have others at this institution taken to include people with disabilities in science learning that you think are particularly noteworthy?
  o How would you describe the relative success of you and your institution’s efforts?
  o In what ways, if any, has the institution’s action related to inclusion changed over time?
• What actions do you wish you or your institution could take to improve inclusion that you are not able to take for some reason or another?
  o Another way of thinking of this is that if you became President of the Museum tomorrow, what would be the first access or inclusion-related change you would try to make within your institution?
  o What do you think would be the benefit of that action?
  o What barriers stand in the way of you or your institution taking those actions right now?

• What are some common values or beliefs about inclusion that you think are shared amongst museum staff members around the issue of inclusion?
  o How would you describe your own personal beliefs or values related to inclusion, and do you think they are the same or different to what others in the Museum would be?
  o How do you think the institution’s values or beliefs related to inclusion have changed over time?

• What are some of the key areas where you think there are some disagreements amongst staff members about the inclusion of people with disabilities?

**Theme: Processes that led to inclusion.** Transition sentence: Thanks for that information. It helped me to get a sense of the kinds of actions your Museum has taken to create an environment that is more inclusive of people with disabilities. What I would
like to do now is get a feel for the processes that led your institution to where it is today with regards to its stance toward inclusion.

- What do you think are the major changes that have taken place in the area of inclusion within your organization over time?

- How would you describe the process through which your institution moved from where it was to where it is today?
  - Have there been any events, experiences, professional development programs, or projects that you think were particularly effective at moving the institution forward?
  - Individuals who have served as champions?

- What lessons have you learned about inclusive practices over time?
  - Were there pivotal moments for you in terms of your learning about inclusive practices?
  - What are some activities that you’ve engaged in that have prompted you to change your thinking about inclusion?
  - Have you ever felt you learned something new based on:
    - Informal feedback from advisors, visitors, or consultants with disabilities?
    - Expert reviews from museum professionals?
    - Evaluations?

- To what extent would you describe the actions you take toward inclusion as being a collaborative versus an individual effort?
Do you think this is the same or different for others in your institution?

What kinds of discussions do you have with others in your organization around issues of inclusion?

- Brainstorming?
- Problem solving?
- Reflection/retrospective reviews?

What kinds of sources have you or other individuals used to gather ideas or information for new inclusive practices or activities?

- Other museums?
- Other professionals?
- Books, web sites, or other written literature?
- Organizations outside the museum field?
- Community organizations?
- New staff members?
- Advisors/consultants with disabilities?
- Visitors?
- Others?

In what ways, if any, has the institution involved people with disabilities in its efforts to adopt more inclusive practices?

- As consultants?
- Advisors?
- Visitors who review new projects?
Who are these individuals?
- People with disabilities from outside the museum?
- People with disabilities in the museum?
- Museum professionals inside/outside the museum?
- Professionals working in other accessibility-related professions?
- University researchers?

**Theme: Context of inclusion.** Transition sentence: Before we conclude our interview, I have one further group of questions to ask you. This group of question relates more generally to the context of your institution as a whole and is not specifically related to inclusion. I’m just trying to get a feel for the general context within which this work takes place.

- Who are important stakeholders for the institution?
  - Community leaders?
  - Trustees and Overseers?
  - Funders?

- How would you describe the larger community within which the Museum is situated?
  - How, if at all, do these community characteristics influence what happens here at the institution?

- What, if any, policies or government agencies tend to influence the practices of the Museum?
• Can you provide some examples of how those policies or agencies have influenced the actions of the Museum?

• In what ways, if any, does your Museum currently work with other museums?
  o How, if at all, do you think that work influences the actions of the Museum?

• Are there particular topics or areas within the Museum that tend to be a source of tension or conflict?
  o Financial stress?
  o Lack of trust between departments?
  o Differences in educational philosophies or views within the Museum?

• How, if at all, do you think the context of your institution as you just described it influences the actions your institution takes around inclusion?

**Theme: Concluding remarks.** Transitional sentence: We’ve reached the end of the interview. Before we conclude, I’d just like to ask you if there is anything else you would like to add to the discussion.

• Probe: Are there topics that you think are important that I forgot to address?

• Probe: If there is one idea you would like me to take away from this interview, what is it?
Appendix C: Observation Guide

Institution: ___OEM ___UCM ___LSM

Researcher initials:

Name of the Meeting:

Day/Date/Time of Meeting:

Meeting Location:

Number of people observed:

Kinds of museum professionals present:
   ___Educators
   ___Exhibit developers/designers
   ___Marketing
   ___Human resources
   ___Facilities
   ___Visitor Services
   ___Managers
   ___Other:

Topics discussed:
   Audience: ___Y ___N
      ___People with disabilities, specifically:
      ___Families
      ___Young children
      ___Adults
      ___School groups
      ___Other

   Designs/practices aimed for a specific audience: ___Y ___N
   Lessons learned over time: ___Y ___N
   Institutional context: ___Y ___N
   Design/development process: ___Y ___N
Focused observations during the meeting:

- What is the stated purpose of the meeting?
- What items are listed on the agenda?
- What topics are discussed?
- Was the topic of inclusion raised during the meeting? If so, what was said?
- Were there any designs or practices discussed during the meeting that have the potential to be either inclusive or not inclusive of people with disabilities?
- What was the major issue discussed?
- Was the issue resolved? If so, how?
- What is discussed about the institutional context?
- What is discussed about the processes through which the organization learns or makes decisions?

General notes, specific quotes, or other observations:
**Observation Debrief.** (To be completed immediately following an observation)

**Kinds of change.**

- What, if anything, was discussed about people with disabilities?
  - What, if any, issues or challenges were mentioned? If so, was it resolved and how?
  - What, if any, specific audiences were mentioned?
  - What, if any, specific designs or accommodations were mentioned?
  - What, if any, statements were made about what is “known” about people with disabilities as an audience?

- What else did you learn about the team’s practices and thinking with regards to its audience?
  - Types of audiences considered and discussed
  - Perception and understanding of audience needs
  - Design elements or educational practices considered

**Processes of change.**

- What processes of change did you observe during the meeting?
  - Process for determining priorities
  - Process for designing and developing programs, exhibitions, or other educational experiences
  - Who is involved in or referred to during the discussions (specific people with disabilities, other museum professionals, visitors)
- Process for determining and reconsidering educational goals
- Process for experimentation or testing one’s assumptions
- Process for gathering information about a specific problem or idea

**Context of change.**

- What did the team discuss about its context during the meeting?
  - Areas of contention/tension/financial stress mentioned
  - Organizational history mentioned
  - Local community mentioned
  - Government or policy mentioned

**Documents.**

- What documents were mentioned during the meeting that might be worth looking into during your visit?
Appendix D: Recruitment Emails

Suggested email for visitors with disabilities.

Dear Museum Member,

The [Name of host museum] is participating in a national study that examines the inclusion of people with disabilities in science museums. As part of this study, [Name of host museum] is inviting museum members who have disabilities to participate in a two-hour focus group at the museum. During this focus group, you will be asked to provide an outside researcher with information about how the design and practices of [Name of host museum] does and does not meet your needs as a person with a disability. Findings from this study will be used to inform both the future practices of [Name of host museum] and the broader science museum field as a whole.

If you are interested in participating as a part of this study, please contact [Name of primary contact person at host institution, email, phone number] to arrange a time to visit the museum. Thank you in advance for your help.

Sincerely,

[Name of primary contact, Name of host museum]
Suggested email for team observation request from institutional contact.

Dear [name of team-leader],

I’m writing to see if you would be willing to allow Christine Reich, Director of Research and Evaluation at the Museum of Science, Boston to sit-in and observe your team meeting on [Day, Date, Time]. Christine is conducting a national study that examines organizational change and the adoption of inclusive practices by science museums. Our museum is one of three museums across the nation that has been chosen to participate in this study.

This study will examine the processes and contexts that facilitate or pose barriers to more inclusive practices in science museums. As part of this study, Christine would like to attend various team meetings to learn more about how we work together at the [Name of Museum]. Her observations will be focused not only on how we discuss issues related to the inclusion for people with disabilities, but also on how we work together to address a range of issues related to visitors in general. Your team meeting is of particular interest to her study because [insert reason here].

During the meeting, Christine will serve only as an onlooker, and will not participate in the discussion. She will take written notes on what she observes, but will not audio record the conversations.
Please contact me and let me know if you do or do not feel comfortable having Christine observe your team meeting. If you feel this would be acceptable, Christine will follow-up with an email to the whole team to ensure that everyone is willing to be observed. If anyone in the group feels uncomfortable with this process, the observation would be canceled. If you have any questions or would like to learn more about the project, please feel free to get in touch with me or Christine (creich@mos.org, 617 589-0302). Thanks for your assistance.

Sincerely,

[Name of institutional contact person]
Suggested email for team observations from Christine Reich.

Dear [name of team],

I’m writing to follow-up on [Name of primary contact person’s] request for me to observe your team meeting on [Day, Date, Time]. As [Name of primary contact] has already mentioned, I am conducting a national study that examines organizational change and the adoption of inclusive practices by science museums. Your museum is one of three museums across the nation that has been chosen for participation in this study.

This study will examine the processes and contexts that facilitate or pose barriers to more inclusive practices in science museums. As part of this study, I would like to attend various team meetings to learn more about how the members of your organization work together. My observations will be focused not only on how your organization relates to the issue of inclusion for people with disabilities, but also on how members of your organization work together on a range of issues related to visitors in general. Your team meeting is of particular interest to my study because [insert reason here].

During the meeting, I will serve only as an onlooker, and will not participate in the discussion. I will take written notes on what I observe, but I will not audio record your conversations.
If anyone on the team does not feel comfortable with me observing your team meeting, please contact me directly via email (creich@mos.org) or cellphone (### here). If anyone does not feel comfortable with the proposed observations, I will cancel the planned observation session and will not share the name of the individual(s) who contact me with anyone.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Christine Reich

Director of Research and Evaluation

Museum of Science, Boston
Suggested email for staff interview request from institutional contact.

Dear [individual],

I’m writing to see if you would be willing to be interviewed by Christine Reich, Director of Research and Evaluation at the Museum of Science, Boston so that she can learn about your perspective of inclusive practices at [name of institution]. Christine is conducting a national study that examines organizational change at science museums and the adoption of practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities. Our museum is one of three museums across the nation that has been chosen to participate in this study.

This study will examine the processes and contexts that facilitate or pose barriers to more inclusive practices in science museums. As part of this study, Christine would like to interview various staff members at [name of institution] to learn about similarities and differences in how we think about the inclusion of people with disabilities across the institution. For this reason, Christine is looking to interview individuals who work in various areas of the museum, including those areas where inclusion has and has not been directly addressed. We thought you might be an interesting person for Christine to interview because . . . [you can mention a specific project here, length of time at the museum, cross-cutting nature of the department, etc.]. The interview will last between 1 and 1.5 hours.
Please contact me and let me know if you would or would not be willing to participate in an interview with Christine. If you are willing, [say something here about how you might arrange the interview—through the museum’s meeting software, via email, via Secretary?]. Christine will be visiting our museum [Dates of first visit] and [Dates of second visit]. If you have any questions or would like to learn more about the project, please feel free to get in touch with me or Christine (creich@mos.org, ### here). Thanks for your assistance.

Sincerely,

[Name of institutional contact person]
Appendix E: Consent Forms

Contact: Christine Reich
(617) 589-0302
creich@mos.org

Adult Visitor Participant Release Form

You are about to participate in a research study being conducted by the Museum of Science, Boston and Boston College. The purpose is to learn more about current science museum practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities, and about the processes and contexts that facilitate and pose barriers to organizational change toward inclusion. The end goal is to provide the museum field with information it can use to create more inclusive science museums in the future.

As a part of this research study, we are asking you (as a museum member or frequent visitor) to participate in a two-hour focus group where you describe your experiences in the participating museum. To help ensure that the researcher accurately captures your feedback, the focus group will be audio recorded. These audio recordings will only be shared with staff working on the project. You will never be identified by name in the audio tapes; every reasonable effort will be made to ensure that your ideas and feedback are kept confidential, and pseudonyms (made-up names) will be used. Quotes from these audio recordings may also appear in publications, although your name will never be associated with any comment that might appear in such publications. Please keep in mind, however, that any statements you make during the focus group will be heard by the other focus group participants. While we will ask the other focus group participants to treat all comments as confidential, we cannot guarantee that they will do so.

There may be unknown risks associated with your participation in this study. If you do not wish to participate or be audio recorded, please indicate so below. If you agree to participate or be audio recorded, you have the right to withdraw consent at any time. Please direct any questions, comments, or concerns about this project to Christine Reich at the Museum of Science using the contact information above. You may also contact Larry Bell, Senior Vice President at the Museum of Science (617-589-0282, lbell@mos.org), Patrick McQuillan, Associate Professor at Boston College (617-552-0676, mcquilpa@bc.edu).

This form was approved as part of Protocol 2011.03 under IRB Review and expires 2/21/2012.
Consent for Audio Recordings (check one)

☐ Yes, I agree to be audio-taped and to have the audio recording used for research, publications, or other purposes as detailed in the letter above. I understand that I will not receive monetary compensation for the use of this audio.

☐ I do not agree to be audio-taped during this discussion.

Printed Name: ________________________________________________________

Signature: ______________________________ Date: _________________________

Email Address or Phone Number:_________________________________________

☐ Participant has been provided with a copy of the consent form.

This form was approved as part of Protocol 2011.03 under IRB Review and expires 2/21/2012.
Adult/ Child Visitor Participant Release Form

You and your child are about to participate in a research study being conducted by the Museum of Science, Boston and Boston College. The purpose is to learn more about current science museum practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities, and about the processes and contexts that facilitate and pose barriers to organizational change toward inclusion. The end goal is to provide the museum field with information it can use to create more inclusive science museums in the future.

As a part of this research study, we are asking you (as a museum member or frequent visitor) and your child to participate in a two-hour focus group where you describe your experiences in the participating museum. To help ensure that the researcher accurately captures your feedback, the focus group will be audio recorded. These audio recordings will only be shared with staff working on the project. Neither you nor your child will be identified by name in the audio tapes; every reasonable effort will be made to ensure that your ideas and feedback are kept confidential, and pseudonyms (made-up names) will be used. Quotes from these audio recordings may also appear in publications, although your names will never be associated with any comment that might appear in such publications. Please keep in mind, however, that any statements made by you or your child during the focus group will be heard by the other focus group participants. While we will ask the other focus group participants to treat all comments as confidential, we cannot guarantee that they will do so.

There may be unknown risks associated with your participation in this study. If you or your child do not wish to participate or be audio recorded, please indicate so below. If you agree to participate or be audio recorded, you have the right to withdraw consent at any time. Please direct any questions, comments, or concerns about this project to Christine Reich at the Museum of Science using the contact information above. You may also contact Larry Bell, Senior Vice President at the Museum of Science (617-589-0282, lbell@mos.org), or Patrick McQuillan, Associate Professor at Boston College (617-552-0676, mcquilpa@bc.edu).

This form was approved as part of Protocol 2011.03 under IRB Review and expires 2/21/2012.
### 1. Parent Consent for Audio Recordings (check one)

- **[ ] Yes, I agree** to allow both myself and my child to be audio-taped and to have the audio recording used for research, publications, or other purposes as detailed in the letter above. I understand that neither I nor my child will receive monetary compensation for the use of this audio.

- **[ ] I do not agree** to allow myself or my child to be audio-taped during this discussion.

Your Name (Please Print): _________________________________________
Your Child’s Name (Please Print): __________________________________
Parent or Guardian’s Signature: _______________________________
Date: _____________
Email Address or Phone Number: _______________________________

### 2. Child’s (Age 7 or Over) Consent for Audio Recordings (check one)

- **[ ] Yes, I agree** to be audio-taped and to have the audio recording used for research, publications, or other purposes as detailed in the letter above. I understand I will not receive monetary compensation for the use of this audio.

- **[ ] I do not agree** to be audio-taped during this discussion.

Child’s Name (Please Print): ______________________________________
Child’s Signature: _______________________________ Date: _____________

This form was approved as part of Protocol 2011.03 under IRB Review and expires 2/21/2012.
Adult Professional Participant Release Form

You are about to participate in a research study conducted by the Museum of Science, Boston and Boston College. The purpose is to learn more about current science museum practices that are inclusive of people with disabilities, and about the processes and contexts that facilitate and impede organizational change toward inclusion. Study findings will highlight museum successes and areas for improvement. The end goal is to provide the museum field with information it can use to create more inclusive science museums.

We are asking you (as a museum professional) to participate in a one to two-hour interview where you describe your experiences working at the participating museum. To help ensure that the researcher accurately captures your feedback, the interview may be audio recorded.

This interview may have certain known and unknown risks. Known risks include the following: 1) you may say something during the interview that could be perceived negatively by others in your organization or the larger field; 2) you may feel participation is not voluntary; 3) you may feel the findings from the interview do not accurately reflect your experiences, attitudes, or actions; and 4) you may feel deceived regarding the intents and purposes of the study.

The following steps will be taken to reduce these risks:
1. You can voluntarily withdraw your participation in this study at any point. No one in your organization, including your manager, will be told if you chose not to participate;
2. If you feel uncomfortable with any question, you can decline to answer it;
3. If during or after the interview you feel uncomfortable about anything you shared, this statement can be deleted from the dataset;
4. Every reasonable effort will be made to ensure that the audio recordings, complete notes, or transcripts from your interview are kept confidential and not shared with anyone outside of the Museum of Science research team;
5. While excerpted quotes from the interview may appear in publications associated with this study, every effort will be made to protect your anonymity in these publications by using pseudonyms for both you and the program you represent (please keep in mind, however, that the anonymity of the institution cannot be ensured);
6. If you wish, you can review the descriptions generated from the interview to make sure that the description of the events is accurate and that your identity is sufficiently protected (the researcher maintains the right to make the final decision regarding the interpretation of the meaning of the described events); and
7. The study purpose will be described at the start of the interview and is stated at the beginning of this consent form.

If you do not wish to participate in this interview or be audio recorded, please indicate so below. If you agree to participate in this interview or be audio recorded, you have the right to withdraw consent at any time. Please direct any questions, comments, or concerns about this project to Christine Reich at the Museum of Science using the contact information above. You may also contact Larry Bell, Senior Vice President at the Museum of Science (617-589-0282, lbell@mos.org), or Patrick McQuillan, Associate Professor at Boston College (617-552-0676, mcquilpa@bc.edu).

1. Consent for interview (check one)

☐ Yes, I agree to be interviewed for research, publications, or other purposes as detailed in the letter above. I understand that I will not receive monetary compensation for this interview.

☐ I do not agree to be interviewed.

2. Consent for audio recordings (check one)

☐ Yes, I agree to be audio-taped and to have the audio recording used for research, publications, or other purposes as detailed in the letter above. I understand that I will not receive monetary compensation for the use of this audio.

☐ I do not agree to be audio-taped during this interview.

Printed Name: ___________________________________________________

Signature: _______________________________________________________

Date: _________________________

Email Address or Phone Number:_______________________________________

This form was approved as part of Protocol 2011.03 under IRB Review and expires 2/21/2012.